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PREFACE
The present treatise on Commercial Arithmetic and Accounts

has been written to meet tlie ikhmIs of that j^reat and ever-

increasing army of students wliich is receiving a thoroiigli

commercial training in our modern schools and colleges before

entering upon a business career.

It is becoming increasingly evident that purely arbitrary

methods have to be abandoned, and that students must entiT

commercial life well equipped with a knowledge of the principles

on whicli their calculations will depend, and endowed witli the

power of applying those principles. The changes and modilica-

tions in methods of calculation arc so frequent and subtle tliat

only students who have had a sound mathematical education

are able to cope with the exigencies that continually arise in

modern mercantile transactions. The day of the man who can

do no more than “ look up the tables is past.

While endeavouring first and foremost to train the student for

his future commenual work, we have yet kept in view through-

out the requirements of various examinations, ejj» those of the

Union of Institutes of Lancashire and Cheshire, the Society of

Arts, etc. In each section of th(\ibook th4 fundamental principles

are carefully explained, and copious “drill” examples are set

to ensure that the student has thoroughly mastered them

;

following immediately on these “drill” examples arc “applica-

tional” examples, drawn for the most j^art from actual com-

mercial transactions, and not evolved ex cathedra
;
the methods

given being, as far as possible, in accordance with the recom-

mendations of the Matliematical Association. No mention is

made, e.g,, of “ recurring decimals,” as they are of academic
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interest and not of commercial importance. On the other hand,

** rough checks,” “rough estimates,” and the degree of accuracy

to which a decimal should be taken receive careful attention

throughout the work, and are illustrated by a large number of

concrete examples.^

In order to make the book commercial in spirit an attempt

has been made to present, in perspective, the commerce of the

British Empire, and on almost every page appear facts relating

to the Colonies or Dependencies which have been linked up

with the Mother Country, with one another, and with foreign

countries by means of trade relationships. Among the latter,

considerable prominence has been given to Russia, France, and

Brazil.

In many cases it has seemed desirable to translate into

English parts of records published in foreign languages, so as to

place the most recent data at the disposal of the student, and, in

addition, rather more than a thousand authorities in the various

departments of commerce have given information which has

proved invaluable to us.

We may quote the following as instances of the pedagogic

method and spirit of the book :

—

After the Metric System has been taught (Section XL), its

important bearing upon commerce is never again lost sight of.

^Mensuration is dealt with in Sections XII. to XIV., and we

hope that some pleasure may be derived from learning it through

its applications to commerce. The diagrams, many of wliich are

original, the facsimile documents, and the coloured plates may
prove useful in making difficult points clear, while the method of

presentation in Section XIX, will, we hope, contribute to the

simplification of the important subject of Double Entry in

Accounts.

The Coloured Industrial Map will probably be found valuable

^ Some “drill” examples and a few problems have been taken from

examination papers set by the following authorities, to whom we tender our

acknowledgments : The Lancashire and Cheshire Union of Institutes, the

Society of Arts, the Institute of Chartered Accountants, the Chartered

Institute of Secretaries, the London Chamber of Commerce, the Chartered

Accountants of Scotland, and the Institute of Bankers.
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if it is kept Constantly open for reference as the examples are

being worked.

The pleasure of paying a tribute to those who have so

generously and willingly helped us is, indeed, very great.

We owe to Dr. W. P. Milne our sincerest thanks, not only

for placing his wide experience at our disposal, but also for the

constructive criticism which he has brought to bear upon the

book.

Our acknowledgments are also due to the official repre-

sentatives of Foreign Governments (attached specially to Com-

merce) accredited to this country, to the High Commissioners

of the Colonies, and to some Government Departments at home,

who have either lent (or given) us books which would otherwise

have been inaccessible.

Mr. Gordon Groom, B.Sc., has rendered us invaluable assist-

ance in working the examples, and we are also indebted to Mr.

G, F. New, B.Sc., for help in this connection.

Our thanks are also due to the Controller of His Majesty’s

Stationery Office for pc^rmission to reproduce the War Loan

Voucher and the Inland Money Order Form
;

to the Great

Northern Railway Company for authorising the reproduction of

their Goods Consignment Note; to the United Kingdom Tem-

perance and General Provident Institution for similar permission

in regard to the Insurance Policy
;
and to the Board of Trade,

whose publications we have consulted.

A. 11. P.

J. S.

NOTE TO THE SECOND EDITION

The reprinting of this book affords us an o})portunity of correct-

ing a few errors which had crept in, and of thanking those

readers who have brought them to our notice.

We may say that the book will be found more useful if
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students will compare the commercial data j^iven with the

figures for subsequent years.

In this way they will see where British Trade is increasing

or diminishing, and their minds will be stimulated to inquire

into the reasons for these fluctuations. The comparison will

indirate, but not demonstrate conclusively, the directions in

which our Trade may be developed; and this, together with

the conclusions to be drawn, should enhance the value of the

questions.

Part 111., wliich is in the course of active preparation, will

carry the application of Arithmetic to Commerce to an advanced

stage. It will cover the third to the fifth year’s course of the

Lancashire and Clu'shire Union (and similar examinations) at

least, and it will be copiously illustrated with plates in colour.

A. li. P.

J. S.
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COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC
AND ACCOUNTS

PAllT I

EJECTION I

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

1 . We are so familiar with numbers that we scarcely think,

much less wonder, what their origin may be.

Many centuries before the Christian era there was in use

among certain tribejs in India a system of vertical and Iiorizontal

strokes by means of which the natives were able to count. In
process of time another system, called “ Cave numerals,” developed

from the former, and passed into Europe, where it was modified

and largely used,

2. In the twelfth century we borrowed our system of numbers :

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0,

called “ Hindu- Arabic numerals,” from the Arabic scholars of

Spain, who were, of course, actually using the modified numerals

of the East.

The figures which we now employ, called for brevity “ Arabic

Numerals,” appear to have been formed from the figure ^

in the manner shown below ;

X

3.

The symbols L, II, III, IV., V., X., L. (50), C. (Latin,

centum^ 100), and M. (Latin, 1000) are Roman numerals.

The numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, . . . are odd numbers; 2, 4, 6, 8,

. . . are even numbers.

All even numbers are divisible by 2, but odd numbers are not.

' See Sir Thomas Browne, Garden of Cyrus,

I
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4. Our ancestors counted with the help of shells, or by making
notches in pieces of wood. The latter practice was not restricted

to savages, for as late as the seventeenth century, when our kings

wished to borrow money, they did so by means of “Exchequer
tallies,” each of which consisted of a piece of stick about 5 feet

long and an inch or so square. Notches cut on one side of

the tally showed the amount borrowed by the king, those cut on
two of the other sides the amount which he paid back. The stick

was split, one half being held by the person lending the money,
while the other half, or counterfoil, was retained by the Ex-
chequer. Here we have not only the fundamental idea of accounts,

but also the origin of the modern cheque system of our banks.^ The
student should observe, also, that this system, which has long fallen

into desuetude, rendered forgery practically impossible, while our

modern system of cheques 166, Plate VI.) is not so unassailable.

5. Savages counted in the following way. A number of men
stood in a row

;
for every object to be counted, the first man

raised one finger. When lie had raised ten the second man raised

one, which indicated “one ten”; the first man then repeated the

process, and finally the second man rai.sed 2, 3, 4, . . . 10 fingers,

indicating ultimately 10 tens or 1 hundred. The third man
then put up one finger to mark one hundred.

The “ first savage,” then, gives us our units figure, “ the

second ” gives us our tens figure, “ the third ” our hundreds figure.

Representing the number 273 in this way, we have, dia-

grammatical ly :

3^0 SAVAGE 2^P SAVAGE 1ST SAVAGE

Vf) n’f)
6

.

The numbers used in commercial calculations can be treated

in any of the following ways

;

1. Added to one another 8 and 9 ;
60 and 61 ;

83 and 84, etc.).

2. Subtracted from one another 65 and 66 ;
83 and 84, etc.).

3. Multiplied together (§§ 67-70 ;
85-88; 91-93, etc.).

4. Divided one by the other (§§ 71-73
;
89 and 90 ; 94, etc.).

* See Francis W. Hirst, The Slock Excha/n^e.
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7. Numbers may be :

1. Whole numbers—2, 4, 567.

2. Simple fractions—^ (one-half), ^ (five-sixths).

3. Mixed numbers—2J (two and one quarter), 8^'’^ (eight

and nine-tenths).

4. Decimals—4*876 (four, decimal, eight, seven, six).

They can be re[)resented by letters—a, h, x, which can denote

a number of pounds (money or weight), of gallons, miles, degrees

of temperature, or hours, and the velocity of a shot or the speed

of a motor-car, etc.

A. Addition

8. The following rules may be helpful in learning to add rapidly

and correctly, the importance of which cannot be over-estimated :

1. If possible, detect combinations of numbers which make
ten, and then add the tens. The sign -f (plus) moans add.”

Thus, (8-i-2) + (6 4-4)4-(9 4-l) is really three tens. So also,

5 + 34-2, 3 + 4 + 3, are easily added.

2. To simplify the adilition of 7 + 8 + 6 + 5 + 9, take the

order as 7 + 8 + 5 + 6 + 9, t,e. 15 + 5 + 6 + 9, or 20 + 6 + 9, which
equals 26 + 9.

3. To add 9 ; add 10 and deduct 1.

4. To add 8 : add 10 and deduct 2,

5. In setting down any sum it is necessary to put the figures

in their proper positions—tens figures in the tens column,

thousands in the thousands column, and so on.

If tlie numbers are arranged in a line, as in “ cross tots,” it is

then necessary to be very careful to add all the units figures, then

all the tens figures, and so on.

9. Accountants frecjuently prefer to check their totals by
beginning to add, first with the right-hand column and then

with the left, finally checking one total against the otlier. Care
should be taken to put the totals of the various columns in their

proper position. Thus

—

(6) (4) (8) (2) (1) FfiOM Right. Fkom Left.

6 8 6 3 2 = sum of (1) 6 = sum of (5)
1 7 9 4

i

3 1 = „ (2) 9i = M (4)

6 8 8 2 5 1 8 = „ (3) 1 8 = „ (3)

6 8 9 = (4) 3 1 = (2)

3 7 9 6 = „ (5) 3 2 = n (1)

7 1 1 4 2 7 1 1 4 2 = Total. 7 1 1 4 2 = Total.

The metlioil is: from rioht, total (•oliuim (1), put down 82; total

column (2), and put down 31, and since the 1 aiul 3 are tens figures they
are put in the same column

; so also 18, the total of column (8), is placed
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with tlie 8 under the 3. In arlding from the left, column (5), put down
the 6 hivst

;
tlum 0, the sum of column (4); then 18, that of column (3),

with the 1 under the 9, for tliey are both thousands figures. Then continue
as before. All this work can be done on scrap pa[)er.

B. Subtraction

10. Snhtraction consists in tiiuiing out what must be added to

one number to give another. Tlio sign — (minus) means subtract.

If 2 inches he cut off a piece of magnesium ribbon 6 inches

long, 4 inches remain. That is, 4 inches must be added to 2

iiiclies to give 6 inches.

There are several ways of stating a subtraction sum :

1. Subtract 250 from 564.

2. What must be added to 250 to give 564 ?

3. What is the excess of 564 over 250 ?

4. Find the difference between 564 and 250.

5. 564 - 250, le. 564 minus 250.

11. P^XAMPLE 1.—(i) Subtract 4 from 9.

p]inploying the Austrian method, we ask what must be

added to 4 to give 9 1

The answer is 5.

(ii) What is the difference between 79 and 64 ?

Since 64 4- 15 = 79,

the difference is 15.

(iii) 175-94.
Since 94 + 81 = 175,

. 81 is the difference required.

12. PlxAMPLE 2.

—

Subtract 68724 from 95643.

We employ the Austrian method again, and find what must
be added to 68724 to give 95643.

Number Number
to be to be

put up. carried.

i 4
95643 4 +9=13

^
26919 2+ 1 + 1=04

'

7 + 6 +0=16

8+1+6=16^

6 + i +2 = 9
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It is clear that a sum of this kind can be proved by adding

the answer,—the diffe rence,—to the smaller nninber.

Example 3.—What is the excess of 88976354 over 74987638 7

Nninber Nmiiher
to be to be

put up. carried.

'i' 'I

88976354 8 +6-14
^98^5^8 ^
13988816 34 1 + 1=05

6 + 0 + 8=13

7.+ 1 +8=16

8 + 1 + 8=17

9+ 1+9 = 19

I

4(1+ 3 = 08

7+04 1= 8

EXAMPLES. I.

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION.

1. Write down all the even numbers between

—

(a) 8 and 24,

(h) 88 and 102, (c) 396 and 424, (t/) 1562 and 1598, (e) 85984
and 86010.

2. Write down all the odd numbers between the numbers
given in Question 1.

3. Write down six consecutive numbers beginning with

—

(a) 597, (b) 10568, (c) 15999, (d) 999, (e) 10000, (/) 101010.
4. Write down the four consecutive odd numbers after those

given in Question 3, a, 6, and c, and then the four consecutive even
numbers.

5. Write down, and find the sum of, the even numbers
between 28 and 40.

6. What is the sum of the numbers of the first fifteen houses
in a street if they are numbered consecutively ?

7. The even numbered houses are^on one side of a street, the
odd numbered the opposite side. The highest number is 28.
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Find the sum of the numbers on each side and the difference

between the sums.

8. The number of candhhites who sat at an exjouination in

ten successiv(^ years was-^3702, 4106, 4777, 6111, 6919, 7636,

8750, 8894, 8797, 9020. Find the total number of examinees.

9. By how many did the number of examinees in the last year ex-

ceed the number in each of the three previous years (see. Question 8)?

10. Add the following numbers without setting them down in

columns

;

(1) 73600, 927, 19, 84302, 354, 482, 3690, 824.

(2) 5432, 983, 598, 1109, 768, 543, 890, 374.

(3) 2194, 2002, 31, 458, 71, 989, 5408, 927, 4814.

(4) 4827532, 771, 84, 2508, 4647, 321, 80843, 907.

(5) 2735, 518, 97, 1752, 329, 406, 58, 5213.

(6) 1076534, 5280.m5, 827436, 50938.

(7) 5294, 807, 1352, 77, 913, 4125, 256, 413.

(8) 517236, 38417209, 7246513, 803428.

(9) 5724, 831, 20795, 23, 9516, 857.

(10)

843176, 790214, 5340679, 90103506.

1 1. Find the sum <»f the following numbers :

(1) 217, 1508, 35, 407, 2094, 77, 134, 908.

(2) 215417, 8417296, 1874382, 707405.

(3) 2167, 593, 72631, 74, 904, 3471.

(4) 91305)067, 530577, 8037564, 21004379.

(5) 6347, 21568, 13954, 2713, 179426.

(6) 83674, 217586, 3842, 98751, 63718.

(7) 5036, 284, 27136, 47, 409, 1473.

(8) 72364192, 809726, 4545736, 350008

12. Add the following numbers first in rows then in

columns. Find the total of tlic “ row totals ” and also of the

“column totals,’^ and show that they agree.

(1) CO (3) (4) (0 (C) (7) (8)
ToTAI.ft

OK Kovvh.

(1) 11244139 8340231 36318 20289 138409 118053 90756 82333

(2) 2969369 27946 170 105 4054 1510 6194 5809

(3) 250712 2374236 1460 259 52766 5246 2918 2109

(4) 1037415 157192 3669 100 500 51897 14S6 1208

(5) 1772 992 851 3226 3240 1680 706 2213

(6) 105212 86507 250 75 289 8960 2119 1007

(7) 442786 273953 248 231 1536 16175 518 23608

(8) 39888 82160 1144 1313 9991 50464 26496 1303

(9) 5751637 4862644 3471 3431 7545 6813 2609 169

(10) 1050 881 616 8.60 49411 30004 2904 173129

(11) 42635 30026

1

307
j

,277 8680 2537 139494 196

(12) 215100 170889

1

2975 6479 7139 2805 832 ion
1
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1 3. Add in rows :

(1) 46459, 93356, 67874, 324452, 3939], 66665, 163754,

7000, 195.

(2) 1500, 6019, 3000, 536144, 9917, 121353.

(3) 320S18, 1267699, 73, 20651, 848.586, 10560.

(4) 484582, 914276, 403129, 1398115, 3582.5.

(5) 500, 2013, 3000, 380439, 9917, 108334.

14. Total the following in columns:

(1) (2) (3) (4) (.^) (6) (7) (8) (9)

8-208r. i<io:,oi 243967 87564 214006 7404638 8701117 8859992 7471899
(1793 16800 6420 494 3 24520 5 1 900 566540 3412.50

3310.^) 2206 126224 32400 53600 104.360 405270 108S510 614826
lO'lO 22191 23975 33979 683 329980 156890

91!>02 1208 .349000 418899 586766 1238135 1103780 3439054 2489630
157 2716 283864 83396 ,57366 235685 315050 995342 285153

10500 9500 20 47345 21450 48100
413 1007 93416 118730 205160 46.185 973.10 1190

401 10.50

54680 316028 335411 30150 OOOO 407160 229170
26608 150 37000 7110
IS 60 46800 30680
169 2866 465,5 1750 728 280

4500 10500 40544 42872
8680 200 161922 89087

3996 47010 1 1 880 598.5 .500629 340538
3 25760 3200 2.500 215144 164749

600 83430 42186
8238 3604

9744 28 lOO 216746 122068
23872f) 192149 3.5840 296111 317295 1 22950 52.52049 4203063

707 303 33601 4918 :Uj86 .507287 420186
50400 196927 407926 84000 23852

27.55 2900 97.532.5 1013297 ...

210 ;;o6 133514 102964
8927 6340

510 1127 ’716
' ' ’ 1100

22
23

100 240 260
2120 3000 2000
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15. Find the snm of the nnmber.s given in the following :

0) (2) (3) (4) (r>) (6)

10.^. 10642 91938^i7 74514161 74233629 83924508 84.521400

.066.^»10 397930 226061 179522 2260t>l 205088
109r)010 721166 40688 81778 40688 90178
329980 173290 598500 461279 602551 533565

3439054 3004820 386977 388550 386977 440329
998592 379273 27022 12879 27022 15899
21450 48100 14549 12444 14549 15027
1190 27342 21692 37342 26958
1950 10536703 10981864 10536703 12378245

459160 268*086 28773 369 1 6 30073 39216
37000 7410 5900 11466 5900 12116
46800 30680 70583 79918 70583 83488

728 280 805361 121371 306161 160183
67770 55998 545818 508696 636262 594027
175772 103531 120;‘»:i56 990988 1820962 1170781
585479 517448 4585252 4362762 5399036 5913627
321488 221959 7076021 64 66450 7642881 3125672
92404 84262 661956 592894 761034 637644
82:18 3604 33098 22205 34498 290.55

,322670 147154 3892188 33.53948 4 339 >57 3888752
6276057 .5958193

1

6303234 .5293717 7979818 6101876
58053

1

46596(1 3740183 4073775 4470703 4679885
84000 36352 98490 89927 106490 113511

405794 347431 465821 402244
13351

1

124394 1613025 1.509655 1614025 1795501
19416 22909 24016 32897

1044877 819045 1154630 1173138
289728 294296 362387 363091
4366333 5352853 439251

1

6423994
"240 260 43099 36974 476.57 41612
. .

.

32435 36372 36135
1

37728
• • • 57939 50314 67624 1 63564
... 55053 67333 59863 88908

1 1

16. The area of the various South American States is given

below. Ari Jinge them in order of magnitude, placing the largest

first, and find the total area in square miles.

Name of State.
Area in Thousands
of Squan* Miles.

Name of State.
Area in Thousands
of Square Miles.

Argentine . 1136 Ecuador . 116

Bolivia 708 Erench Guiana

.

34

Brazil 3219 Paraguay

.

171

Britlsli Ouiana . 90 Peru 696
Chile 293 Uruguay . 72
Colombia . 438 Venezuela 394
Dutch Giii/nia . 46
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17. Taking the areas given in the Jast question, find ])y how
many thousand square miles the area of tlie largest of the States

is greater than that of each of the next three in size.

18. The position of the Bank of England on 5th August

and 2nd September 1914 is given below. Eind

—

(1) The total value in the Bank on the two dates named, and

the difference between the two totals.

(2) The increase or decrease in the amount of each item on

2nd September.

(3) The total net increase or decrease.

(4) fJn which date was the Bank in the better position?^

August 5.

276‘220C9
36106420
9966649
65351666
56749610
11041152

Sept. 2. Increase.

' £
'

Decrease.

(lold

Note Circiil., Active.
Reserve
Other Securities

Other Deposits .

Government Securities

Total

£
47772712
32287760
309349.52

121820692
133818826
28023971

i

19.

The gross recicipts for British railways from 1st January
to 1st August 1913 and 1914 are given below. Find—(1) The
total receipts for all the railways in the two periods and the

excess of one over the other. (2) The increase or decrease for

each railway in the same period. Which did best and which
worst so far as these figures show?

Gross
Receipts.

Same
Period,

1913.

Increase. Decrease.

Great Central
Great Eastern
Great Northern .

Great Western .

Lancashire and York .

North-Western .

South-Western .

Brighton .

Midland
North-Eastern .

Sonth-li^astern .

Caledonian
Glasgow and South-

Western
North British

Total

£
3449600
3382200
3907300
8936000
3700350
9367000
3056400
2019453
8167000
6489000
2994348
3024000

1174200
3019600

£
3482700
3346200
3843700
8768000
3779072
9390000
3031400
1955533
8246000
6569490
2896681
2991400

1145000
2968400

£ £

^ The student should, wherever possible, tabulate results.
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20. The imports and exports of British goods to and from Great

Britain frojn the year 1900 to 1914 inclusive are given below, lii

A'hat year were

—

(a) the imports and (d) the exports greatest and

smallest respectively ? Is there any year in which the exports were

greater than the im]>orts? If not, can you suggest a reason ?

Year. Injj^orts.
Exports of

British Givoda.

£ £
1900 41200000 24600000
1901 38200000 22000000
1902 41.300000 23800000
1903 4.5.500000 23300000
li»04 4310O000 2.59(>0000

1905 45700000 29300000
190rt 15100000 30500000
1907 45300000 35100000
1908 48000000 31600000
19(»9 49.500000 32800000
1910 51600000 36900000
1911 53700000 36800000
1912 57200000 43200000
1913 61300000 42100000
1914

Tcital . i

45100000 26700000

Find the total value of the imports and exports for the time

given, and the excess of the one over the other.

21. From the following data writedown the twel ve estates which
produced the greatest weight of rubber (in pounds), and find the

total weight ])roduced by them and then by all the estates given.

Estate.
Production in I'ounds,

1014.

Ke{»oiig ... 22000
Shelford 12000
Mergni Crown 46327
Biikit Mertai?iiu 30428
Hakap .... 23904
Ceylon (Para) 60240
Jong-Land or . 28302
Kuala Kubii . : 7200
Hidden Str ajns 1 13213
Nagolle....

1

37516
Neboda....

1
33290

Merlimau 1 89516
Hayoej).... 30542
United Sna Betong 11688
Linggi .... 126500
Koml)ok 25510
Keiala .... 11150
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22.

From the data given below find

—

(1) The area of the Eritish Fiiipiie ii» square miles;

(2) The population.

Arrange the various parts

—

(1) In order of their size;

(2) „ their population.

Docs it appear to you that the largest area has the largest

popiiljition, the second largest area the second largest population,

and so on ? If not, can you oiler a reason for its not being sol

Parts of the UritiBh Empire.

f United Kiimdom of Great Britain
Kurope

. | . . . .

Asia . .

America .

Australasia

Africa

I

Kinpire of India and its Depend-
encies . . . . .

(a ylon and Maldives .

li^H stern Asia

Dominion of Canada, Newfonnd-
liind . . . . .

West India Islands, South
America, Falkland Islands .

romrnonwealth of Australia

Dominion of New Zealand .

South Africa ....
West Africa ....
East and Central Africa

Exterit in

Thoiisninls of

S(|ii.'iiX' Miles.

Population.

UJl 45216665

4 450000

1900 314955240
26 4100000
2 1000000

rur>o 7081869

];m 1502000
3100 4449983
lOh 1050000

1238 6300000
600 33000000
750 8000000

23. J>y how muny square miles is the area of the British

Empire in America greater or less than that in (1) Europe,

(2) Asia, (3) Africa ? (See Question 22.)

How many more or less people are there in our Asiatic

possessions than in (1) our European, (2) our African, and (3)

our Australasian possessions ?

24. The number of British residents in the United States,

France, Belgium, and Switzerland is given below. Find how
many more are resident in the States than in each of the other
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three countries, and how many fewer tliere are in Switzerland

than in Ihd^n'iini.

Country.
Nnuiber of Kosidenfc British

Sul)je<;t«.

United States 279M03
France..... 34892
Belgium .... r>096

Switzerland .... 3898

25. The population of England and Wales for 1811, 1861,

and 1911 is given. Find the increase between 1811 and 1861,

and between 1861 and 1911.

Which of the two iricn^ases is the greater and by how much ?

1811 . . . 10164256
1861 . . . 20066224
1911 . . . 36075269

What is the increase in the century 1811-1911—that is,

roughly, from the time of Nelson to our own time ?

26. Taking the populations just given as being 10, 20, and

40 (for 1 9 1 2), draw a line 2 inches long to represent the ]>n)>ulation

in 1811, namely, 10 millions. Then draw two other lines to

represent 20 and 40 millions.

27. The (lovcrnment borrowed the following sums of money
from the year 1801 to 1816 inclusive:

Year.
Amount of Loan

in Pounds. Year.
Amount of Loan

in Pounds.

1801 . 27305271 1809 . 12298.376
1802 . 14638254 1810 . 7792444
1803 . 8752761 1811 . 19143953
1804 . 14570763 1812 . 24780697
1805 . 16649801 1813 . 39649282
1806 . 1303.6344 1814 . 34563603
1807 . 10432934 1815 . 20241807
1808 . 12095044 1816 . 514059

In which year was the greatest loan raised (^.e. the greatest
amount borrowed) ?

What was the total amount borrowed in the last five years of

the period referred to ?

The population of England and Wales in 1813 was roughly 10
millions. What do you notice as regards the amount of money
borrowed and the population in that year ?
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In wlnu three successive years was the greatest loan raised?

28.

BRITISH WEST AFRICA.

Province. dross Kevenue, 1913.

£
Nigeria (K or til) 749310

,, (South) 2(;()8198

Cold Coast .... 1301.560

Sierra Leone .... 618383
Cainbia ..... 124095

Total gloss revenue for)

British West Africa, 191d j

From the table given above, calculate the total gross revenue of

British West Africa for the year 1913.

29. The total public revenue of the West India Islands in

British occupation was £2935600, and the total public, expendi-

ture £2921981 for the year 19 ik By what amount did the

revenue exceed the expenditure ?

30. The population of the Britisli Empire was approximately

343963000 in 1901 and 371897000 in 1911. What was the

increase in population in the decade ?

Wliy are the nunibcrs not given more exactly than to the

nearest thousand ?

31. There were 41594 marriages in the Australian Common-
wealth in 1913 and 42147 in 1912. How many fewer marriages

were therein 1913 than in 1912 1

32. The gross amount of the public revenue of New
Zealand was £12313610 in 1913 and £11817581 in 1912.

What was the increase in revenue in 1913 over that for

1912?

33. The total shipping entered and cleared from the ports of

Canada in 1913-14 was valued at £29568486, and that from

Australia at £10601948. By what amount is the latter value

below the former ?

34. £11483663 was the value of the shipping entered at

Victoria (Hong-Kong) in 1913-14, of which £11478244 was in

steam vessels. Calculate the value of the sailing vessels entered

(these figures do not include Chinese junks).

35. The value of the total exports from the West India
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Islands is given in the following table, exc(‘)jt for Jamaica, which
has to be calculated from the figures supplied :

Total Exports, West India Islands.

Islands. Value of Exports.

£
Haliiiinas..... 26:^954

Turk’s aucJ Caioos Islands 27808
Jamaica
Cayman Islands . • , 10000
St. Lucia . . , 133421
St. Vincent .... 1L5201
Barbadoes ....

i
7G0699

Grenada ..... 367149
Lccs^ard Islands 563963
Trinidad and Tobago , 5205673

Total, West India Islands . 9878075

What is the value of the exports from Trinidad and Tobago to

the nearest iBlOOO ?

36. From the following table calculate the value of the
exports from Canada to Newfound land in the year 1914, and write

the total correct to the nearest £1000000.

Canadian Exports to British I'ossessions.

Possession. Value of Exports.

East Indies

—

£
British India . , 8581.5
Straits Settlements 47597
Other East Indies . . . 8170

Hong-Kong .... 386913
Commonwealth of Australia

.
j

967308
Dominion of New Zealand 397930
West Africa .... 8019
South Africa .... 788222
East Africa .... 11743
Newfoundland....
British West Indies . , 922918
Bermuda 83272
British Guiana 134174
Other British Possessions

.

57140

Total 4879762
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37. Coiupiete the following table (taken from WJdtaher'a

Almanack )

:

TABLE A.

The Revenue as CoNTiai’.UTED (Thousands of Pounds).

The Revenue as Contributed, 1912-1913.

Heading.
I^ngland

ami Wales. Scotland. Ireland.
Other

Sources. Total.

Customs .... 2<;909 3442
Excise ....
Estate, etc., Duties .

29491 5311
3170

3258
960 308

Stamps .... 9000 672 373 53
Land Tax 32 nil

House Duty . 1826 130 nil

Income Tax 38509 4261 1463 467
Land Value Duties . 389 43 5

Total Tax Revenues . 127722 9255

38. Fill in, and draw some conclusions from, the following

table

:

MAURITIUS: PRINCIPAL EXPORTS.

Article.

Value in ii's.

1912. 1913 Inc. (4 ) Dec. (~)

Aloe fibre .....
Coal nil

56905
2

Crain, rice ....
Hardware and cutlery

6824 5456
4509 1593

Molasses 11759 4087
( ’ocoa-nut oil . 2094 4232
Spirits, rum .... 1959 1808

Sugar, raw ....
Vanilla

23.50479

1420 2355
Specie, silver .... 19461 84967

Total 2443970 2210126

Note.

The student is warned against drawing far-reacliing eoiiclusioiis from
figures such as have been given above. The following observations, in

which VTC assume a knowledge of the imports^ will perhaps be helpful

:

Coal export valued at £2 ; no export of iron at all
;

. !. any produce<l is

used in the island.

Now population is 375000 ;
iron and coal will probably be required ;

and wo find £178330 of coal and £30754 of iron w-ere imported in 1913.
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Again, the value of exported silver rose enormously in 1912-1913, but
the inijiorted value also rose from £14000 to £22000 in the same time.

Clearly, too, sugar is the chief export, and we find none iniixirted ;

while £5456 was the value of the rice exported and £668000 the value

imported. On looking into this still further, we find that the {lopulation

consists of a very large projiortion (ij) of Indian coolies (for the military

garrison is not included in the population given), and this fact accounts

for the importation of rice, and also, in part, for the fact tliat onlv £5000 of

salted beef was imported. Cotton worth £100000 was imported, and the

same value of machinery, as against £63000 for the latter in 1912, while

large amounts of ammonium sul})hate, nitrates of soda and potasli,

stationery, and timber were imported. The railway (Government) receipts

have increased by £8000
;
the postal telegraph service has been largely

augmented and is being worked profitably ; the amount standing to the

credit of depositors in Government Savings Banks has increased by £3000,
in the last year to £20000, and the number of depositors by 500.

These facts suggest

:

(1) A desire for European clothing and a consequent civilising influence

at work.

(2) A manufacturing spirit (machinery) and a modernising spirit.

(3) The cultivation of the soil and an attempt to enhance its productive

value (chemicals).

(4) Greater trade (railway revenue).

We have chosen this island intentionally so that the student may appre-

hend at the outset that this little outpost, this ai>eck amid the waves of

the Indian Ocean, is a part, and an important part, of a stupendous whole,

and that it has a place to fill in the commerce of the world.

39. The following is the gold production, in ounces, for the

chief British possessions and colonies for 1912 and 1913. Calculate

the increase or decrease in production for each possession, and tlie

total weight produced in Australia in each of the two years.

Gold Production (Ounces).

Possession. 1912. 1913. Inc. (4^) Peo. (-)

India 590555 595761
/'New South Wales . . 165295 149657
Victoria . 480131 434933
South Australia 6592 6546

^
Northern Tenitory . . . 6837 3119
Western Australia . 1282669 1814044
Tasmania . . . 37973 33400

t Queensland 347946 265735
Total for Common wealth

Transvaal . . 9107612 8798336
Canada . . 611885 784526
Southern Rhodesia • . . 642807 689954
New Zealand . • . . 316671 843596
Gold Coast . • . . 852118 388126
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C. Approximation

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION ^

13. It is stated that the population of British North America
is 3892399,

and so the returns presume that the population is

known accurately to one individi^al. It is clear that, even if

such a degree of accuracy were possible, it would have very little

commercial value. This leads us to the fact that the population

should be approximated to (say) the nearest thousand, which is

sulficiently close for our purpose.

Hence we say that the population is 3892000, observing that

2399 is nearer to 2000 than to 3000, and consequently

3892000 is the population correct to 1000.

14. Again, let us consider the value of the goods exported

last year from Canada to South Africa, namely, .£788222,

where the value is regarded as correct to £1, while it would be

sufficiently accurate if given to ,£1000.

The value is then ^788000 correct to £1000, but £790000
correct to £10000, for 788222 is nearer to 790000 than it is

to 780000.

Had the figures been £784222, the value correct to £10000
would have been £780000.

If £785000 had been given, it is necessary to note that the

figure is exactly half-way between 780 thousand and 790
thousand, and we reckon it to the thousand ABOVE, namely,

£790000 correct to £10000.
Again, (i) 749 correct to 10 is 750, while (ii) 749 correct to 100

is 700, and it would be wrong in writing (ii) to say 749 correct to

10 is 750, and then 750 correct to 100 is 800.

Hence, in correcting any number we must correct the lOO’s or

1000 *8 figure in the original number, and not attempt to correct

the latter (ii) from the result of the former (i).

16, It is very important to recognise that no figure can be
corrected unless the one to the right of it is known.

If, for example, the population of Oxford be given as 436854,
we presume that the units figure is correct and can then write
it (i) as 436850 correct to 10, (ii) as 436900 to 100; (iii) 437000
to 1000

;
(iv) 440000 to 10000; and (v) 400000 to 100000.

(ii) is correct to four significant figures

;

(iii) „ „ three „ „ ; while
(v) „ „ one „ %ure.

> Of. also §§ 91 to 9f
a
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If O^s are not followed by a figure they are NOT significant

figures
;
e.g.^ 536000 is correct to three, not to six significant figures

;

530600 to four, not six'; and 530006 to six significant figures.

16. We might illustrate the application of these remarks as

follows

:

Example I.—Express the area of British India, namely,

1802112 square miles, correct to two significant figures.

Clearly the third figure is an 0.

.*. the number required is 1800000,

and the error made is roughly 2000 square miles in 1800000,

or 1 square mile in 900, which is a very small error.

Example 2.—Write down the population of Hull correct

to 1000, 10000, 100000, six significant figures, and to one

million, if it be given in Whitaker as 1301618.

Correct to 1000 . . . it is 1302000

„ „ 10000... „ 1300000

„ „ 100000 . „ 1300000

„ „ six significant figures „ 1301620

„ „ one million . „ 1000000

17. The ^practical value of approximations in addition and
substraction is that a good deal of work is often saved by
their help.

Example 3.—The rateable value of five towns is as follows

:

£1565323, £956348, £756838, £856743, £1356530. Calculate

their total rateable value to three significant figures.

If we write down each value correct, not to three but to

four figures, and thus allow for the carrying figure to the third

significant figure, we shall get the correct result.

Correct to four figures,

leaving out three O’s. In full.

£1565
956
75 7
85 7

135 7

£549 2

Or £5490000 correct to 0r£5490000 correct to three

three significant figures. significant figures as before,

but with much more work.

£1565323
956348
756838
856743
1356530

£5491782
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18. Subtraction can be performed in a similar way :

Example 4.—The capital of two Banks is respectively

£2536846 and £3630300. By how much is the capital of the

former less than that of the latter to £1000 ?

Writing the amounts correct to the hundreds figure and
subtracting we have

:

£3630 300
2536 800

£1093 500

Or £1094000 to £1000. (Note the necessity of retaining the

hundreds figure here to correct the thousands.)

EXAMPLES. IL

1. Write down the following correct to 10 :

363, 574, 865, 530, 1056, 3125.

2. What is the value of the following correct to 1000?

5200, 3564, 8216, 4100, 3425, 2553, 3829.

3. Write down the numbers given :

(a) correct to 10000
;

lb) „ „ 100000
;

(r) „ „ 1000000:

6587623, 12784831, 295736500.

4. What are the following correct to two significant figures?

426, 735, 864, 931, 862, 784, 1065, 2794.

5. Write down the following correct to three significant

figures

:

8629, 7513, 5034, 6001, 7820, 15604, 1552, 30001.

6. What are the following

(a) correct to five significant figures ?

W n „ six

(c)
,, ,, three

,, ,,

8695432, 86274315, 80000001.

7. The number of Britons in Chile is estimated at 3639, in

China at 3287, in Egypt at 2766, and in Portugal at 2278.

Find the total number of Britons in these four countries to the

nearest hundred.

8. The capital of the Bank of England is said to be

£14553000, of the Bank of Montreal £3287671, of the Capital
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and Counties Bank £8750000, of Lloyd’s Bank £26304200
Calculate the t(dal ca])ital of these Banks to two significant

figures.

9. From the data given in Question 35, p. 13, write down the

sum of the value of the exports from the last four places named to

four significant figures.

10. From Question 37, p. 15, find the total value of the

revenue contributed by Scotland to the nearest million £.

11. Use the data given in Question 38, p. 15, to find the

value of raw sugar exported from Mauritius in 1913 to four

significant figures.

12. The imports into the United Kingdom from Argentina were
valued at £40807685 last year, and from Belgium at £23615740.
By how much did the former exceed the latter to the nearest £1000

13. Find to the nearest hundred thousand tons the amount
of tlie coasting trade of West Africa from the following data :

SiaU. (’oaHiing Trails in Tons.

Southern Nigeria 1738459
Gold Coast .... 2986553
kSierra Leone .... 2931085
Gaiidua ..... 625132

14. By how much did the trade of the Cold Coast exceed

that of Gambia to the nearest 1000 tons? (See Question 13.)

15. India exported 79373 and 56624 thousand lb. of cotton

to the United Kingdom in two successive years. Find the excess

of the former over the latter to the nearest 1000 lb.

16. The net traffic receipts for the railways of the United
Kingdom in the past four years have been: £45136464,
£47355889, £48581746, £47329074. Calculate the total returns

in the years given to four .significant figures.

17. Find from the last question to the nearest £100 the

amount by which the highest figure exceeds the lowest.

SECTION II

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

A. Multiplication

19. Multiplication affords a means of adding very rapidly

any set of numbers composed of the same digits. Thus 86, 86,
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86, 86, 86, 86, 86, 86, 86 is a set of numbers, 9 in all, composed

of the same digits, 8 and 6. The sum can be found

—

1. By adding them up
;

2. „ multiplying 86 by 9.

The sign x means multiply,

.*.86 multiplied by 9 is written 86 x 9.

20. If a merchant purchases 48 boxes of Tasmanian apples,

each of which contains 146 apples, the total number can be found

quickly by multiplying the two numbers 146 and 48 together, i.e.

by finding the Product of 146 and 48.

21 . Having written down tin se numbers, it is possible to

multiply first, either by the 8 or by the 4 ;
the simple rule to

observe is the great and fundamental one of place value.”

If you axe multiplying by a units figure place the first

figure of the product in the units place, if by the tens figure,

in the tens place, and so on.

22. Before proceeding with the actual multiplication it is

always best to make a rough check or approximation.

Thus 146 times 48 is rather less than

146 „ 50, or 7300;
.*. our rough, or approximate, value would be 7300

The symbol ^ will be used to denote “ approximately equal

to,” and we shall ask the student to employ it whenever possible.

23.

Since in 146 x 48 the 4 is a tens figure, and therefore the

more important, we shall commence multij)lying by the 4 rather

than by the 8. It is convenient to arrange the work as follows :

146
48

5841
1168

(The dark type figures arc put up
and the small ones are carried.)

6x4 — 24 (The 4 is a tens figure, siuce tlie

4
4x4+2-18

multiplying figure is a tens

figure.

)

7008 1x4 + 1=: 5
and 6x8 = 48 (A units figure.)

4
4x8+4-36

1x8+3=11
On adding the two lines 584 and 1168 together, the result,^

7008, is obtained.
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Example 1.—An egg merchant has 854 customers, to each
of whom he sells 61 dozen eggs. What is the total number of

eggs sold ?

Each of the 854 customers purchases 61 dozen, or 61 x 12,

i,e, 732 eggs. So the total number sold is 854 x 732. Multiply-

ing as before and omitting the explanation we have

—

864

854 X 732
732

=0= 854 X 700 5978^:
= 597800 ; 2562 i

say 600000. 1708

625128

Rapid Methods of Multiplying.^

Example 2.

—

In a case such as 9567 x S4t2—
It will be well to note that the 4 of the multiplier is twice

the and the 8 twice the 4. The sum then reduces itself to

this

:

Multiply 9567 by 2 = 19134 . . (1)

>» 19134 „ 2 = 38268 . . (2)

and „
4

38268 „ 2 = 76536 . (3)

Then (1) is twice 9567

;

(2) „ four times 9567

;

and (3) „ eight „ 9567.

Proceeding with the sum in the ordinary way, and remember-
ing that the first figure of (2) is a tern figure, since the multiplying

figure is the 4 and the first of (3), a hundreds figure, we have

—

9567 X 842 9567 x 800 = 7653600.

and 9567
842
• : I

19134= Twice 9667.

• 4
38268 =» (ten) times 19134 or 40 times 9567.

4

76536 _= „ M 88268 „ 800 „ „
8055414

^ See also § 46.
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Example 3.—The advantage of the method of Example 2 is

emphasised by the following

:

8568964 x 8672^6
Here we multiply first by the S (tens), then take twice the

product for the 6 (units), six times that result for the 36 (to the

extreme left), and then twice the last result for the 72.

8568964 x 367236
8600000 X 400000

«« 344 and ten noughts, t.e. 13 figures in the answer.

8568964
367236

; I :

25706892 : =8.068964 X 3 (tens) (line 1).

51413784 = Twice (line 1) or 8568964 x 6 (line 2).

4 :

308482704 : =Sixtimjes( ,, 2),, ,,
x 36(ten thousand).

616965408 =Twicc ( ,, 3),, ,, x 72 (hundred).

m'6832063504

Example 4.—A two-pound bag of Demerara sugar is 9 inches

long. Can a grocer put 19 of them end to end on a shelf 170
inches long 7

0 9 0 9 9 099 99 9 9 9 9 0 9 9 9

We have 9 inches 19 times;

19 times 9 is 171

;

The 19 bags occupy 171 inches

;

they cannot be put on a shelf 170 inches long.

24. The following examples may illustrate the use of multi-

plication :

Example 5.—A box which with packing material weighs
56 lb., contains 126 nineteen-ponnd packages of tea. The
whole is weighed and said to be 2449 lb. Is this true ? If

not, by how much is it wrong ?

1 package contains 19 lb. of tea;

126 packages contain 19 x 126, or 2394 lb.

;

The Tare {i,e» the weight of the box and packing material) is

66 lb. (a quarter of a hundredweight)

;

the total weight is 2394 -f 66, or 2450 lb.

;

And it was said to be 2449 lb.
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Example 6.

—

In course of transit the tea referred to in

Example 5 was injured by water, and the consignee (the one

to whom it was sent) returned all but seven packages in a box
which weighed 36 lb. What total weight was sent back?
How much less was this than the weight sent 7

126 packages were sent: 7 were kept;

.*.119 „ „ returned;

Each weighed 19 lb.

;

So 119x19- the weight of tea returned

;

= 2261 lb.;

The box weights 36 lb.

;

total weight returned = 2261 +36 lb.

;

= 2297 lb.

;

Now 2450 lb. were sent;

And 2297 „ ,, returned

;

2450-2297, or 153 lb., is the difference between the

weight (wt.) sent and the weight returned.

If the merchant were sending the goods carriage paid he
would pay for 1 lb. less than he should do, supposing the charges

were made very exactly. In a general way, a carrier or a railway

company would call 2449 lb. “ 2450,’^ and charge accordingly.

25. The accuracy of a multiplication sum may be tested by the famous
old method known as casting out nines after having multiplied in the

ordinary way. Thus :

8567x525 = 4497675.

The method of casting out nines is as follows :

1. Sum of digits in multiplicand = 26 ;

and 26 + 9 gives remainder .

2. ,, ,, multiplier= 12

;

and 12+9 gives remainder .

8. Product of remainders= 3 X 8= 24 ;

and 24+9 gives remainder .

4. Sum of digits in answer=42 ;

and 42+ 9 gives remainder .

If the remainders from 3 and 4 are not equal the

they are equal it is probably (but not certainly) right.

8

3

. . . 6

. . . 6
product is wrong

; if

B. Divisioii

I. FACTORS

26. The number 12 is equal to

(1) 12 X 1, (2) 4 X 3, (3) 2 X 2 X 3, or (4) 6x2.
So 40 = 5x8 =5x4x2 = 5x2x2x2.
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7008 = 146 X 48,1 but 146 = 2 x 73

;

.-. 7008 = 2x 73x 12 x4 (1)

= 2x73x3x4x4 (2)

= 2x73x3x2x2x2x2 . . . . (3)

or =2x2x2x2x2x3x73 . . . . (4)

These facts are expressed by saying that the factors of 12 are

12 and 1 ; 4 and 3 ; 2, 2, and 3 ;
or 6 and 2, while 7008 has one

of the sets of numbers (1), (2), (3), (4) for its factors.

27. Those numbers which, when multiplied together, give

another number are called the factors of that number.

12 and 1
;
4 and 3

; 2, 2, and 3
;
or 6 and 2 are factors of 12.

28. A number which cannot be broken up into factors is

called a prime number,^ e.g.^ 3, 17, 29, 31.

29. If the factors of a number canuol themselves be broken

up into other factors they are called prime factors.

Thus, 12 = 4 X 3 ;

and 3 is a prime factor of 12

;

but 4 is NOT, for it can be resolved into 2x2.
Again, 7008 — 146 x 48 ;

Neither 146 nor 48 is a prime factor, for 146 ^ 2 x 73, and
48 = 12 X 4.

Of these factors 2 and 73 are prime, 12 and 4 are not.

30. It is usual to write the factors either in ascending order

(that is, beginning with the smallest) or in descending order

(beginning with the largest).

7008 = 2x2x2x2x2x3x73 (ascending order)

;

or =73x3x2x2x2x2x2 (descending order).

31. It is very convenient to agree upon a means of represent-

ing a number of two’s (say) multiplied together,

2x2 is represented by 2^ (two squared).

2x2x2
,, „ 2^ (two cubed).

2x2x2x2x2 „ „ 2^ (two the power five, or

two to the fifth).

10x10x10x10x10x10x10
is represented by 10^ (ten to the power seven

or ten to the seventh).

The small number (“, or ^) placed above is called an

’ § 28 .

® It should be observed that evei'y number is equal to itself multiplied
by unity (one), e,g, 3 = 8x1, but 3 and 1 are not spoken ofas the factors of 3.
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index. Applying this notation we write: 7008 = 2^x3x73,
which is a very neat way of putting down the result.

144 = 12x12 = 4x3x4x3;
=2x2x3x2x2x3;
=2x2x2x2x3x3;
= 24 x 32.

1000 = 10 X 100 = 10 x 10 X 10 = 163
;

or 1000 = 2x5x2x5x2x5;
=2x2x2x5x5x5;
= 23x53.

32.

The following tests of exact divisibility should be

remembered :

A number is divisible

—

1. By 2 if the last digit to the right is even.

2. „ 4 „ two digits are divisible by
3. ,, 8 ,,

throe „ ,, ,,

4. „ .3 ,,
sum of the digits is „ „

n » n M

6. „ 11 ,, sum of the even digits equals

the sum of the odd ones, or if

the difference between the sum
of the odd digits and the sum
of the even ones is divisible

4

4

3

9

by 11

7. „ 5 „ last digit is . . . . 5 or 0

8. ,, 6 if rules 1 and 4 both apply.

9. ,, 10 if the units digit is an . . . - 0

II. SQUAKE KOOT

33. The student has learnt that

Q2 Q V ^ — Q

123 = 12 x 12 x 12 = 1728.
162 = 15 x 15 = 225.

So the answer to the question, “ What is the square of 56 1

is 56 X 66 = 3136, while 28 cubed = 28 x 28 x 28 = 21962.

34. If we consider such numbers as 9 and 26, we see that

their factors are respectively 3 x 3 or 32
,
and 5 x 5 or 6*. We

may say then that the Square Boot of 9 is 3, for 3^ = 9, and that

the square root of 25 is 5, for 52 = 26.

The Square Boot of a number is that number which, when
multiplied by itself, gives the original number.
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35. We shall find the square root of a few numbers by
resolving them into factors here, and refer the student to Section

XIII. B., where he will learn how to find the square root of any
number, and also why it is necessary to know the rule at all.

Example 1.—Find the square root of 625.

Factorising, we have
625 = 5 X 5 X 5 X 5 - 25 x 25 = 25*

;

the square root of 625 = 25.

This is always written

n/625 = 25.

(Check this and subsequent results by squaring, thus : 25 x 25
= 625.)

Example 2.—What is the square root of 1936?

1936 = 11 x 176-11 x 11 xl6;
= 11 xllx4x4=ir^x4^;

^1936 = 11 x4 = 44.

Example 3.—What is the square root of 9604 ?

9604 = 7 xl372 = 7 x 7 x 196;
= 7x7x4x49-7x7x4x7x7;
= 72 X 22 X 72

;

^604 = 7 x2x 7 = 98.

36. Example 4.—Is 13824 a perfect cube ?

That is to say, is there a number which when multiplied by
itself 8 times gives 13824 ?

13824 = 4x3x2x4x3x2x4x3x2;
= 43 X 3® X 2^

;

V138‘24 = 4x 3 x2 = 24.

Prove that this is so by cubing 24.

Example 5.—What number cubed will give 32768 7

32768 = 4x4x4x8x8 x8;
= 48x88;
= 32®;

.% V32768-32.

III. DIVISION

37. Example 1.—Draw a line 6 inches long, divide it into

three equal parts, and find the length of each part.
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Example 2.- An office desk is 4 feet long, how many stools

each 1 foot wide can be set along it ?

Example 3.—A builder has a piece of land 200 feet long and
wishes to build 10 houses on it. What is the frontage of each

house ?

In these three cases we perform a division sum. The
builder, in Example 3, must find how many times 10 feet is con-

tained in 200. He then knows that each house can have a

frontage of 20 feet.

Example 4.—A hall is 21 feet wide excluding gangways

;

sofa-stalls, each 2 feet wide, have to be put in. How many
will there be in each row, and what space will there be to spare ?

Draw two lines 21 inches long (see figure below) on a sh(‘et of

paper, then 1 inch on the paper will represent 1 foot in the hall.

Mark off the line into 2-inch lengths. Every 2 inches

represents one seat.

k - - WIDTH OF HALL H
GANG
WAY

There are in all ten seats and a space left over, which is 1 fooi

wide. So that 21 feet contains 2 feet ten times, and leaves 1 foot

over, or

21-7-2 = 10 and 1 over.

Example 5.—If 100 sacks of flour are divided among 3 people

each one will have 33 sacks and 1 will be left over.

38. The actual operation of division can be performed in

two ways

:

(i) (ii)

By Short Division By Long Division.

(a) By one number.
(b) By factors.

(i) Short Division.

39. (a) By One Number

Example 6.

—

Divide 80 by 6.

6|80 Method.
1*3 + 2 (over) ^ 8=1 and 2 over.

Put up the 1 and bring down the 0
by the side of the 2.

6 into 20 = 8 and 2 over.

Put up the 3 and indicate the 2 over,

'as shown.
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40. In the last sum

80 is called the Dividend (denote it by V),

6 ,, the Divisor ( ,, D),

13 „ the Quotient (Q), and

2 ,, the Homaindcir (R).

If now Q bo multipled by D and R added, we have

—

(QxD)-fR=.(13x6) + 2

-78 + 2

-80;
and 80 is the Dividend (V).

Hence we have a most valuable rule both for proving a

division sum and for other purposes too, namely

:

Dividend = Quotient x Divisor + Remainder

;

or V - (Q X D) + R.

After the section on long division has been mastered, the

following will be obvious

:

D) V (Q
QxD
R“

and so V — (Q x D) + R, just as before.

Example 7.—A merchant has 878 lb. of rolled oats. He
orders them to be put up in 7-lb. bags, and his salesman tells him
that 1 lb. remains. Is that so ?

Every bag contains 7 lb.

.*. 878 + 7 is the number of 7-lb. bags which can be filled.

Now 878 + 7 ™ 900 + 7, which i.s rather more than 100.

7|878

125 + 3 lb. over.

125 bags can be filled, and 3 lb. will remain over.

The salesman may therefore have given slightly more than
7 lb. in each case, for although he should have had 3 lb. left he
has only 1 lb.

What is far more likely is, that he would have more left than
he ought, for the oats having been weighed in the bags would not
give 7 lb. of oats in each, but 7 lb. would be the weight of oats

and bag.

In this sum, too, Q x D +R

;

= 125x 7 + 3;
-875 + 3 ;

= 878, which is equal to V.
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Exampi.e 8.—A philanthropist gives 87645 gallons of soup

to be distributed equally among the poor in 12 of the London
Boroughs. How many gallons will there be per borough ?

87645 12 90000 — 12, which is rather more than 7000.

12|8764r>

(;7303 4- 9 gallons over.

Each will have 7303 gallons and there will he 9 gallons to

spare.

The Mkthod is

12 into 8=0 ;hh1 8 over
;
briog down the 7 ;

J

12 ,, 87 = 7 + 8 over
;
bring down the 6 ;

I

^ ^

4' 4
12 ,, 36 = 3 + 0 over

;
bring down the 4 ;

12 ,,
04 = 0 + 4 „ ; „ „ ,, 5;

12 „ 45 - 3 + 9 over.

Here also Q x D + R ;

= 7303x 12 + 9 ;

= 87636 + 9 ;

= 87645.

(i) Short Division

41 . (6) By Factors

Example 9.—Forty-eight chests have to be filled with equal

quantities of tea, of which there are 7455 lb. What weight

will each chest contain ?

It is necessary to divide 7455 by 48.

The factors of 48 are 6x8 (or 12 x 4).

Taking 6x8; if 7455 be divided hy 6 and then the quotient

obtained, divided by 8, it is just the same as if 7455 were

divided by 48.

7455 7500 + 60 = 160.

155 + 2 ( „ )

There are two remainders, one from each division.

The rule for finding the true remainder is

:

Multiply the second remainder by the first divisor and add

the first remainder to the product.
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The second remainder is 2 ;
the first divisor, 6 ;

2 X 6 = 12, The first remainder is 3 ;

12 + 3 = 15, which is the true remainder.^

42. ICxAMPLE 10.—Had the numbers been (i) 7453 + 36 or

(ii) 9876 + 72 the results would have been :

0) 7453+36 7500-40 = 190 roughly. (ii) 9876+72 =Ci: 9800 + 70 = 140.

36 r6l7£53

\6li 24^+1
207 + 0

|l (over)

129876

6 823 + 01 If)/ \

2nd R. X 1 Ht 1). + 1 st R.0x6+1
= 1

for 0 X 6 = 0, not 6.

2!id R. X 1st 1). + 1st H.

lx 12+0
= 12 + 0 =12

Note carefully the remainders in these two cases.

Example 11.—If it had been necessary to divide 7455
by 144 using three factors, namely 6, 8, and 3, the procedure
would have been

:

7455+ 144 7500=150 = 50.

144
48

7455

51+2

The true remainder will then be (48 x 2) + 1 5

;

= 96x15 = 111.

43. (ii) Long Division

Example 12.—A piece of land is 87625 acres in area. If it

be divided among 684 purchasers in equal lots, how much will

each one have, and what area will remain over ?

It might be possible to do this sum by the factor method, but

we employ long division.

87625 + 684 =2= 88000 + 700 = 126 nearly.

* The METHOD of finding the remainder is explained as follows ;

Regard the 7456 lb, of tea as being divided into packets containing 6 lb.

each. There will be 1242 packets and 31b. over.

Then let the 1242 packets be placed in 8 parcels ; there will be 165 such
parcels and 2 packets over.

The total left over will be

—

2 packets and 3 lb.

;

2 packets contain 6 lb. each

;

•. the weight left over is 12 lb. +8 lb. = 15 lb.
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Method.

684 into 876 goes 1 ;
place this 1 over the 6, as

shown, in order that it may have its proper “ place

value.” ^ Put down 684 under 876, and subtract.

Bring down the 2.

684 into 1922 goes 2.

Multiply 684 by 2 and subtract from 1922.

Bring down the 5.

684 into 5545 goes 8 .

684 X 8 = 5472.

Subtract 5472 from 5345, and 73 remains over.

F^ach purchaser will have 1 28 acres and 73 acres will be left over.^

44. With a little practice it will be possible to omit the

figures resulting from the multiplication of the divisor by tlie

various figures in the quotient, and to put down simply the results

of the subtraction. Tliis is called the Italian Method.

Method.
Tl»e figures in the dark type are to

be put up.

4x1= 4; 4 +2= 6

8x1= 8; 8 + 9=17

4
6x1= 6; 6 + 1+1=:^ 8

Bring down 2*.

4x2= 8; 8 + 4=12

8x2 = 16; 16+1+5 = 22

6x2 = 12; 12 + 2 + 5 = 19

Bring down 5°.

4x8 = 32; 32 + 3 = 36

4
8x8 = 64;64 + 3 + 7 = 74

4
6x8 = 48;48 + 7 + 0-55,

^ Really this is 684 into 876 hundred^ which goes 1 hundred times, and
therefore the 1 is put in the hundreds place.

* We might write down this result in a slightly diflferent way, thus :

87625-7-684 = 1 28 which means that 684 goes into 87625, 128/^4
times, or roughly, 128^ times.

Hence, if we take 684, 128J times, we shall have 87625 (nearly), or 128
times 684 + 1 times 684 = 87625 (nearly).

izoi

^>84 87625

684 _
1922
1368

5545
5472
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45. It is often necessary to give the result of a division sum to the

nearest whole number. This is done by observing whether the lemaiuder

is (1) less than half the divisor, or (2) exactly one-half of it or greater than
one-half.

Thus : Divisor, 584
;
quotient, 600 ; remainder, 100 ;

100 is less than

half 584 ;

The quotient remains 600 to the nearest whole number.

If the remainder were 292, that is, exactly half 584, or 293, 386, 583,

—

that is, more than half 584,—we should write the quotient 601 to the

nearest whole number.

46. The following methods of rapid multiplication and

division will be found useful :
^

1. To multiply

10,

100,

add one 0.

))
i.e. 10^ two O’s.

}) 1000, it 10=, „ three O’s, and so on.

)) 5, 10-2, „ one 0 and divide by 2.

)) 25,

125,
>> 100-4, „ two O’s „ „ „ 4.

»> ff 1000-8, „ three O’s „ „ „ 8.

t) 99, » 100 - 1, „ two O’s and subtract the mul-

tiplicand.

5898 x 99
= 5898 X (100 - 1) = (5898 x 100) - (5898 x 1) = 589800 - 5898
= 583902.

To multiply by 97, i.e, 100-3, add two O’s and subtract three

times the multiplicand.

By 39 or 49 or 59, etc., i.e, by 40-1, 50-1, or 60-1,
etc,, multiply by 40, 50, or 60 and subtract the multiplicand.

In a similar way, 999 = 1000 - 1, 998= 1000 - 2, so that to

multiply by any such number we simply add three O's and sub-

tract once or twice the multiplicand as the case may be.

2. To divide

by 5, multiply by 2 and divide by 10.

,, 25, ,, „ 4 ,, „ ,, 100.

„ 125, ,, ,, 8 ,, ,, ,, 1000.

(See Sections VI. -VIII.)

^ See also § 23.

3
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EXAMPLES. III.

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

A number of mental questions should be asked upon § 46 [e.g. 28 times 100 ;

39 times 25 ; 760-^125, and so on), before proceeding with these examples.

1,

Multiply

—

Begin multiplying by the tens figure

—

(1) 86 by 74 and by 36.

(2) 126 „ 49 „ „ 98.

(3) 150 „ 80 „ „ 128.

Begin multiplying by the figure with the highest place value

—

(
4
)

1964 24 and 168.

(5) 2865 n 58 „ if 522.

(6) 5683 124 „ if 992.

(7 )
73954 738 „ )i

2952.

(8) 62741 jj 8631 „ if 13155.

(9) 758642 10356.

204, by 205, and by 208.

819, „ 918, „ „ 981.

426 and by 412.

525 „ „ 2514.

32649.

129636.

(10)988699 by 100, by 125, by 99, by 89, and by 9998.

2. Multiply parts 6 and 7 in Question 1, beginning with the

tens figure, and so prove the results already obtained.

3. Multiply parts 8 and 9 in Question 1, beginning with the

hundreds figure.

4. Multiply

—

(1) 86572 by

(2) 68583 „

(3) 58634 „

(4) 65312 „

(5) 132564 „

(6) 562301 „

5. Find the product of

—

(1) 987 and 2021. (2) 86942 and 5051.

(3) 76843 „ 6008. (4) 793 „ 886473.

(5) 998678 and 659763.

(Multiply by the smaller number in all cases except such as

987 X 2021, where it is clearly easier to multiply by the larger

2021.)

6. Evaluate (find the value of)

—

(1) 86954 X 248. (2) 86954 x 496. (3) 86954 x 1488.

What relationship is there between the results? How could

those of the last two have been obtained from the first without

multiplying by 496 and by 1488 ?
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7. Determine by inspeetiou which of the following numbers
is divisible by 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, or 11.

(1)86. (2) 45. (3) 98. (4) 123.

(5) 8658. (6) 58654. (
7

) 5269. (8) 582.

(9)19668. (10) 720. (11) 1566, (12) 968759.

(13)1962. (14) 18544. (16) 165. (16) 185.

(17) 96584. (18) 756828.

8. Write down in ascending order the prime factors of the

following numbers

:

(1) 21, 36, 48. (2) 86, 74, 98.

(3) 126, 150, 176. (4) 525, 396, 999.

(5) 470, 364, 532.

9. Find the prime factors of the following numbers

:

1001, 493, 1323, 1404, 2662, 3042, 35802,667.

10. What is the square of 86, 152, and 99 ?

11. Find the cube of 36, 79, 94, 138.

1 2. What is the cube of 39, 67, 49, 121 ?

13. Find the square root of

—

324, 361, 441, 1024, 1369, 1681, 2209, 2704,

4096, 5329, 5625, 9216, 8836, 7396, 9801.

14. Find the cube root of the following numbers :

64, 512, 1331, 3375, 12167, 39304, 97336, 405224,

421875, 357911, 493039, 729000, 830584, 531441.

15. Divide (employing factor-s)

—

(1) 523 by 36 and by 72.

(2) 7853 „ 49 „ 98.

(3) 1)685 „ 80 „ 128.

(4) 38764 „ 144 „ 432.

(5) 85963 „ 363 „ 392.

16. Work parts (l)-(5) of Question 15 by long division, and
confirm the results already obtained.

17. Apply the relationship V = (Q x D) + R to prove the results

of Question 15.

18. Divide by long division

—

(1) 47136 by 24 and 329952 by 168.

(2) 166170 by 58 and 1495530 by 522.

(3) 704692 by 124 and 5637536 by 992.

(4) 54578052 by 738.

(5) 218312208 by 2952.

(6) 7856496552 by 10356.
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19. Divide, using the method of long division

—

(1) 17660688 by 204. (2) 62959194 by 918.

(3) 24157208 by 412. (4) 34288800 by 525.

(5) 1994727 by 2021. (6) 439144042 by 5051.

(7) 461672744 by 6008. (8) 164194368 by 2514.

(9) 702973089 by 793. (10) 4328082036 by 32649.

(11) 129387552 by 1488. (12) 988501 2602 by 9998.

20. Prove parts (10)~(12) of the previous (question, using

y-(QxD)4.R.
21. A publisher arranges for an author to write a book

containing 50000 words. Each page will contain 35 lines and
each line 10 words. Tliere Avill be in addition 22 pages of

illustrations. How many ])ages will there be in the book ]

22. A building contains 8 floors (including the basement).

Find, from the data given, the total number of radiator tubes

necessary to heat the whole of the rooms.

Floor.

Number of

Workshops or

Rooms.

XT 1 Total Number
Nmnberof

„fTul,eHfor
Tubes for Each.

Floor.

Basement . 6 workshops 35
Ground 3 rooms 22
First . 6 » 18

Second 6 ,, 16

Third « » 16

Fourth 7 „ 15

Fifth . . . 1 8 „ 13
Sixth

.

15 „ 7

Total number of tubes required

23. If each tube of Question 22 has a surface area of 2

square feet, find the total area of heating surface in square yards if

9 square feet= 1 square yard.^

24. A river is 2754 yards wide. What number of spans will

herequired in a bridge which crosses it, if each span is 48 yards long?

25. A railway company wishes to construct a siding to contain

990 trucks, each of which is 18 feet long, and there is room for

15 rows of trucks side by side. What length must the siding be ?

If the trucks are 7 feet wide and a space of 3 feet is left between

the rows, what is the distance from the outside of the first truck

in the first row to the outside of the first one in the farthest row ?

26. A bank has 1865 London and provincial branches. Each

of these costs on the average £88 a year in rent. What is the

total rent paid by the company ?

^ Section Xlll.
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27. The average distance between the stations on a tube

railway is 352 yards. How far does a man travel by tube every

day to and from his business if he passes through thirteen

stations and alights at the fourteenth from his own terminus ?

28. A carrier is instructed to cart 8926 rolls of paper from

the docks to the printing-office of a newspaper company. Each
roll weighs 1120 lb. What is the total weight carried in pounds
and in tons, if 1120 lb. is half a ton V

29. The cart of the last question makes 1124 journeys, each
of which costs Os. (for cart and horses), while the men’s time costs

6s. a journey. What is the cost (in ,£’s) of removing the pajjer ?

30. In a library there arc 756 shelves holding 50 books, 876
holding 93, and 1576 holding 124 hooks each. What is the total

number of books in the library? Tabulate this sum.

31. Linoleum is sold in lengths which are 6 feet wide. A
corridor is 12 feet wide and 365 feet long. What length of

linoleum will be required to cover the floor ?

32. Thirty-six pens are used every day in an office. How
many are used each week, and also during a year of 365 days
(allowing for 52 Sundays)?

33. How many dozen (12), score (20), and gross (144) pens
are used in the circumstances of Question 32 ?

34. The average number of adult male mcml>ers of fifteen

princi])al Friendly Societies in the United Kingdom is 221654.
Find the total number of members.

35. If the value of the total funds of these Friendly Societies

is £31963876, what does this amount represent for each society?

36. A wholesale draper has 96 rolls of calico, each of which
is 16 inches deep. He arranges them in twelve piles. How
many rolls will there be in each pile? Compare the height of

each pile with that of a man 6 feet high,

37. Each person in the United Kingdom consumes 5975 ounces
of infported wheat per year of 365 days. How much is this per
day (to the nearest ounce) ?

38. A torpedo boat destroyer can steam at 32 knots—that
is, 32 nautical miles per hour,^ How many complete hours will

be necessary for it to travel

(1) From Dover to Calais . . 22 nautical miles?

(2) „ Folkestone to Flushing . 95 „
(3) „ Southampton to Havre ,106 „
(^) »> Queenboro’ to Flushing .114 „
(5) „ Southampton to Cherbourg 83 „

^ Section XL, § 40, and Section XV. ® Section XL, § 180.
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39. At a flying ground visitors^ taxis are drawn up end to end
with 1 foot between them. How far will it be from the back

of the last one to the front of the first, if there are 178 cars,

each of which is 14 feet long?

40. A house decorator is instructed to put French paper

which is 18 inches wide (and cut to the proper length) on to

a wall 75 feet long. How many pieces must he use if 12 inches

== 1 foot? (See also Question 42.)

41. If the value of each piece of paper in the previous

question is lid., what will it cost to buy the paper for the room?
Taking the price for hanging the paper as 8d. a piece, find the

total cost of papering the room.

42. Take a sheet of drawing paper,^ an inch scale (ruler),

and a pencil. Let half an inch represent 3 feet, and draw a

line to illustrate the wall referred to in Question 40. Mark
off distances to represent 18 inches along it, and show that the

number of divisions thus obtained graphically corresponds with

the number of pieces of paper calculated.

43. The total area of India is 1802657 square miles, and the

most recent estimate of the population places it at 315156396.
Calculate the number of people per square mile to the nearest

whole number.

44. The area of British North America is 3892399 square

miles, and the population 8832574. Calculate the number of

people to each square mile to the nearest whole number.

45. By how many people per square mile is the density of

population in India greater or less than in Canada? Comment
on the result.

46. The Customs revenue ^ of the Commonwealth of Australia

for the year 1913-14 was £13055925, and the population was
4872059. Calculate to the nearest £1 the Customs revenue per

head of the population.

47. The total imports of the thirty-nine self-governing

Dominions, Colonies, Possessions, and Protectorates of the Empire
were valued at £562692000 in 1913-14. What was the average

value of the imports of each, to the nearest £1000?
48. 91958 cwt. of lard were imported into the Straits

Settlements during the last fiscal ^ year, and the value was
£204317. Calculate to the nearest £1 the value of the lard per

cwt.

^ Foolscap paper or a double sheet of exercise-book paper will do,
2 See §‘243.
3 Fiscal ” means “ pertaining to the revenue of the State,” and the fiscal

year often runs from March to March rather than from December to December,
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49. If there are 240 pence in £1 and 112 lb. in 1 cwt.,

calculate the value of the lard in pence per lb. (Question

48.)

50. 1374 tons of coal and coke were exported from British

Honduras in the last fiscal year, and the value of the exportation

was £1696. Find the average value in shillings of every ton

exported to the nearest shilling.

51. In 1913-14 Jamaica imported 10769 cwt. of butter and

its compounds, valued at £44462. Find the price of 1 cwt. in

shillings to the nearest shilling.

52. Under the same circumstances as the last question, Cyprus

imported 2990 cwt. at a cost of £11324. Was the price per

cwt. greater or less than for Jamaica, and by how many
shillings ?

53. What was the value of gold in shillings per ounce if 79847
minces were exported from British Guiana in 1913-14 and they

were worth £289638
1

(Answer to the nearest shilling.)

54. In 1914 British East Africa imported goods to the value

of £1609 from Australia, and to the value of £907410 from the

United Kingdom. How many times is the latter greater than

the former, to the nearest whole number 1

55. Last year there were the names of 495 depositors on the

books of the Government Savings Bank in the Falkland Islands,

and they had £70402 to their credit. How much had each

depositor on the average (to the nearest £1)?
56. In the year 1913 there were 458600 depositors in

Government Savings Banks in the Dominion of New Zealand,

and they had £171^400 to their credit. For the year given were

the average savings per inhabitant of the Falkland Islands greater

or less than for New Zealand? (Question 55.)

57. The Government of British India spent £2026576 on its

Post Office, which dealt with correspondence to the extent of

1014788745 letters, etc. (including parcels but excluding tele-

grams), in one year. Calculate the number dealt with for every

£1 ex[)enditure.

58. The Government in Australia owns 17775 milea of railway,

and private companies own 1912 miles, while in Canada the

Government owns 1742 and private companies 28919 miles.

Find how many times the length of Government lines exceeds

that of private lines in Australia, and the length of private

lines exceeds that of the Government lines in Canada.

59. There were 763114 acres under wheat in Ontario last

year, and 18014668 bushels of wheat were produced. Calculate

the number of bushels per acre to the nearest bushel.
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60. In the latest returnB for Australia we find that there are

5664 |)ost offices, which deal with 453885000 letters and post

cards annually. Calculate the average number of letters handled

at each post office.

61. The corresponding figures (see the last question) for

Japan are 7166 and 1652942800. Calculate the average number
of letters “ stamped at each post office in Japan.

62. What information do the results of the last two questions

give you in conjunction with the fact that the population of

Australia is 5 millions and of Japan 53 millions (1913) ?

C. Averages

® MEDIAN : MODE

47. If you take up the seed catalogue of almost any large

seed-supplying firm you will find that one column is headed

Average height of plants,” e.g. a particular kind of geranium
may be (say) a foot or 18 inches in height. The information

given in the column referred to is such that a purchaser may
buy plants suited to the various parts of his garden or to the

shelves of his conservatory. Some plants will be less than the

average height, some more. How then do they get the average?

48. Example 1.

—

What is the average height of 10 gera-

niums whose heights are found to be 15, 18, 24, 12, 14, 17,

22, 10, 16, and 12 inches ?

To find the average required, we add all the heights together

and divide by the number of plants. This gives 160 — 10 = 16.

The average height is 16 inches.

Example 2.~-Seven boxes of fish weighed respectively 120,

115, 136, 125, 98, 130, and 95 lb. What was the average
weight ?

Sum of weights .

Number of boxes

Average weight per box

= 819 lb.

= 7

= 819-^7
= 117 lb.

Example 3.—A builder ordered 8 rolls of sheet lead, the
average weight of which was to be 18 cwt. He weighed the
first 3 and found their average weight to be 12 cwt. What
was l^e average weight of the remaining 5, supposing that he
received what he ordered ?
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Average weight of first 3 . , = 12 cwt.

Total „ „ 3 = 12x3 = 3fi „
Average weight of all 8 . . =18 „
Total „ „ 8 = 18x8 =144 „

„ „ of last 5 . . =144 -36 cwt.

= 108 cwt.

Average weight of last 5 = 108-r5 =21f cwt.

Example 4.

—

The Statistical Abstracts give the population

of the Union of South Africa as 5175824 in 1901 and 5973394
in 1911. Find, correct to the nearest thousand, the average

annual increase in population.

Increase in 10 years . . =5973000 — 5176000
= 797000.

Average increase per annum . =79700,
or 80000 to the nearest 1000.

Example 5.

—

A newsagent sells 750 periodicals on 8 days

in a month, 375 on 12 days, 180 on 5 days, and 177 on 6 days.

What were his average daily sales ?

We find the total sales and divide by 31, the number of days.

750 on 8 days . . = 6000 altogether.

375 „ 12 . . = 4500
180 „ 5 „ . . = 900
177 „ 6 „ . . = J062

Total =12462
Average = 12462 — 31

= 402 periodicals a day.

Example 6.—The average number of inhabitants in each of

three towns is 460500, and in each of four others 640925.

What is the average for all seven towns ?

Total for first 3 towns = 460500 x 3

II

= 1381500; (1)

other 4 „ = 640925 x 4

= 2563700; (2)

all 7 „ =3945200 (Le. (1) + (2));

Average per town = = 563600 inhabitants.

49. In some statistical work it is better to take a number called the
median rather than the average.

The median is that number which has as many of the given numbers
above as below it.

If, for example, a builder bought a number of scaffold poles of length

40, 60, 50, 60, 60, 120, 70, 90 feet,

it is clear that the 120-feet pole is far and away longer than the others,
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The average of these numbers is 67^. Now the median is found by arranging
them in order thus ;

40, 60, 60, 60, 4^ 60, 70, 90, 120,

and noting that there are four numbers left and right of the arrow, and the

median lies midway between the two 60’s.

. *. The median is 60.

The average is, then, 67^, and the median is 60.

The latter is the much fairer number to take in paying a contract

price for the whole, for if the average be taken the 120-feot pole exerts a

greater influence on the result than is due to it.

50. Sometimes a number called the MODE i—THAT IS, THE NUMBER WHICH
OCCURS MOST FREQUENTLY — is taken, but it appears, perhaps, to a greater
extent in sociological statistical work than in purely commercial problems. If a
man shoots at a target the mode—that is, the score he makes most often — can be
used to express his power as a marksman better than the average or the median.
If, now, a merchant wished to measure the power of his employees as salesmen it

would again be more relevant to take the mode, and if he wished to work really

scientifically he would take perhai)s 6 salesmen and record their sales in pounds, or
their takings in shillings, over a long period involving, say, 200 or 300 observations. It

might appear then that a few of the stiles were :

48, f), 87, 26, 9, 66, 7, 9, 60, 12, 66, 2, 77, 17, 33, 122, 16, 73, 10, 41, 4, 72, 66, 0,

63, 22, 137, 61, 42, 17, 28,

where 66 is the mode.
By doing the same for the other 6 men he might get 10, 80, 40, 6.6, 70, for the modes,

and then 80 for the third man would suggest that he was the best salesman. The average
of the above numbers is 41^ and the median 33, facts which emphasise the value of the
mode.

Note that, generally,
mode - average or mean —3 (average - median)

and here
mode - mean —66- 41*5- 24’.6

;

moan - median — 41 '5 - 33=:8’5
;

showing that in this case the rule is true.

EXAMPLES. IV.

1. If the average priee of silver was 23d., 24d., 22d., 23d., 25d,,

26d., 25d. per ounce in seven succevssive years, find the average

price during the period given.

2. Find, to ten thousand tons, the average weight of salt

consumed in India during the years 1903-1904 to 1912-1913
from the following tal>le :

Year.
Weight of Salt con-
sumed to the Nearest

Thousand Tons.
Year.

Weight of Salt con-
sumed to the Nearest
Thousand Tons.

1903-1904 1403 1908-1909 1602
1904-1906 1460 1909-1910 1610
1906-1906 1410 1910-1911 1612
1906-1907 1.^)1! 1911-1912 1780
1907-1908 1570 1912-1913 1788

Annual Average

^ Cf. Lee, Primer of Statistics (Elderton).
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3. The ordinary expenditure on account of the Russian

Budgets 1908-1914 is as follows:

Year.
Expenditure in

Thousands of Roubles.

1908 . 2387751
1909 . 2451424
1910 . 2478157
1911 . 2535996
1912 . 2721763
1918 . 3012264
1914 . 3302675

P'ind the average expenditiii'e in roubles during the seven years

given. (1 rouble is worth 2s. Id.)

4.

AVKRAGKS KOR THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA.

Year. (Tons). Exj)orts (Tons).

1903 91530 2365
1904 38035 2944
1905 24933 1 1 1 58
1906 41976 9254

1907 6167 18261

1908 19.552 14741

1909 99698 8051

1910 34008 6584
1911 33325 7331

1912 98480 2256

Average for Period .

Find the averages for which spaces are provided.

5. The number of chests of opium sold in Bengal (India)

for export is given below for the last ten years. Calculate the

average number of chests sold per annum.

Year.

Nunil)er of Chests

ot Opium sold for

Exy)ort.

Year.

1

Number of Chests
of Opium sold for

Export.

1903-1904 . 48000 1908-1909 . 46900
1904-1905 . 48000 1909-1910 . 42300
1905-1906 . 49200 1910-1911 . 37590
1906-1907 . 52800 1911-1912 , 26860
1907-1908 . 48000 1912-1913 . 17890
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6. Find the average value of the window glass imported into

(diiua, from Belgium and Hong-Kong (chiefly), in the years

1911-13. Value in ITaikuau taels/ 632540, 644755, 1141644.

Comment upon the probable meaning of these ligur(‘S to the

people of Cl 1 in a.

7. A company has 3 shops in various parts of Leeds, and the

daily takings were respectively

—

(1) £25, £35, £56, £35, £28. £78.

(2) £38, £41, £27, £18, £54, £38.

(3) £35, £52, £25, £15, £38, £35.

In which shop were the average daily takings greatest and
least respectively 1

8. Find the median in the case of the figures given in the

last question, parts (1), (2), and (3).

9. Calculate the average number of readers in a reference

library per day during a month from the following :

On 8 days there were 156 readers.

„10 ,; „ 200 „
3 48 „

„ 9 „ „ 182 „

10. From the table given below calculate the difference

between the average municipal income and expenditure in

India for the last five years.

Year. Income. Expenditure.

£ £
1908-1909 . 6703522 6553804
1909-1910 . 7766121 7644936
1910-1911 .

1

8383887 8295355
1911-1912 . 8591035 8358278
1912-1913 . 11727041 11345635

11. The value of timber (square) ^ exported from Canada in

the years 1908-1914 (both inclusive) was, in thousands of

dollars

:

1620, 1179, 935, 1043, 1268, 1363, 536.

Find both the average value per annum and also the median.
Which appears to you the more useful number to take ?

12. From the data given below calculate the difference between
the average temperature ^ on 1st July and 2nd July.

^ A Haikuan tael is not a coin, but a weight of silver the value of which
varies.

* g 139. •8 224.
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The following tables appeared in the London Daily Chronicle

of 1st and 2nd July 1914 :

1st July.

London 80 degrees

2nd July.

London yo dog

Harrogate . „ Soiitlieiid . 85
,

Scarborougli 80 „ Hath 86
,

Skegness . 83 ,, Weston-super-Mare . 83
,

L«‘annngton 84 ,, Tlastings . 82
,

Rhyl ... 77 „ Dover 82
,

Oolwyn Hay 78 ,, Hythe 82
,

Llandudno 76 „ Margate . 80 ,

Southend . M ,, Cromej 81
,

Margate 80 ,, Hourneiuouth . 80
,

Ramsgate . 78 ,, Weymouth 82 ,

Folkestone 76 ,, Hrighton . 78 ,

Hytlie 80 ,, Ilfracombe 78
,

Weston-super-Mare . 81 Ramsgate .

Torquay .

78
,

Torquay 74 ,, 76 ,

13. If the average temperature for 14 towns be 80°, and for

15 towns 81°, calculate, to the nearest degree, the temperature

at the fifteenth town.

14. A tailor wishes to contract for the uniforms of a company

of soldiers, and to do so he measures the heights of 15 men to the

nearest inch, and finds them as follows :

60, 63, 58, 65, 62, 64, 59, 61, 75, 56, 61, 57, 68, 60, 66.

Should he take the average height, the median, or the mode as

t.lie number upon which to base his calculations 1

15. If the tailor of the last question reckons that it costs 2s. for

every inch in the height of a soldier to supply his uniform, what

difforence would it make to him if he took the average height

instead of the median or the mode on a contract for 1000

uniforms ?

16. The times of my trains down from town of an evening

are, from station to station (in minutes)

:

Mon. Tuea. Wed. Thur. Fri. Sat.

17 14 16 16 28 26

If the times up in the morning are the same, calculate the

average length of time I spend in the train every day.

17.

In buying some iron rods a merchant measures 8 and finds

their average length to be 15 feet, and that of the next 7 to be

12 feet, and that of the next 6 to be 16 feet, while the average

of 24 rods is 14 feet. Calculate the average length of the last 3

of them.
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18. The net expenditure on the army in India during the last

six years has been (in thousands of pounds) :

1907-1908 . . £19248
1908 1909 . . 19003
1909-1910 . . 19112
1910-1911 . . 19265
1911-1912 . . 19559
1912-1913 . , . 19565

By how much does the greatest annual expenditure exceed

the .average?

19. Find the average yearly increase for the last four years

from the ligures given in Question 18.

SECTION III

FRACTIONS

INTRODUCTORY
51 . A clerk earns c£100 a year and spends £79. He there

fore spends a fraction of his income, narmdy, £79 out of XlOO,
which we write and read 79 hundredths. He saves X21,
or -fV^, 21 hundredths, of his income, and since what ho spends

added to what he saves gives his whole income, we have -f

hundredths equals his whole income.

A pi(‘ce of gas pipe is 15 inches long, and we want a piece 13

inches long; we therefore cut off 2 inches, which is a fraction

of the whole, and we write it .as ^-5. If we cut off of a pipe

15 inches long, remain, for is the length of the whole pipe.

52.

AD is a fraction of the line AB, namely, one-half, or ^ ;
AC

is i (one-fourth, or one quarter).

Now, AD = 2 quarters, or f,
hut AD = one-half, or i,

i=h
Again, A F == one-eighth of AB, or J AB,

and D = four-eighths „ or 4 AB :

but, AD = |AB,
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From this (and all such results) we conclude that if the top

(numerator) and bottom (denominator) of any fraction be

multiplied or divided by the same number, the value of the

fraction is unchanged.

63. If you look carefully at the fractions and you will

notice that both numerator and denominator of the fornier can

be divided by 2, while the latter cannot be so treated, and that

becomes J on dividing by 6, but that cannot be reduced.

When both numerator and denominator of a fraction

cannot be divided by the same number, the fraction is in its

lowest terms.

All fractions should be left in their lowest terms.

64. We know that |d. + jd. |d.

We have really said two farthings one farthing = three

farthings, or |d. 4- |d. = |d.

In the same way—
H+w.,

- pi. + |d. - 2d.,

-lid.;

and fd. - ^d.,

= |d.-2d.^-|d.

In every case we have put the same denominator to each
fraction (unconsciously), and then simply added or subtracted

the numerators.

It is, of course, important to notice that we cannot change the

denominator and leave the numerator what it was, but we must
multiply or divide both numerator and denominator by the

SAME number.

66. Again, let us add together f, and J.

We write i + I +
— _L » 4-

(we choose 12 because no smaller number will do),

= Itt-

56. h I i are called Simple Fractions, for the numerator is

LESS THAN the denominator
; f, etc. are Improper Fractions,

and the numerator is greater than the denominator; while

1^, IxV called Mixed Numbers, for they contain a

whole number (1 or 100) and a fraction.
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57. We now work a few examples

:

Example 1.

—

Express f m24tlis; i.e. make the denominator
24 instead of 8.

B _ 5 X _ 1 r>

8X3 " - 4

»

Example 2.—What fraction of a barrel of wine containing

88 gallons has been drawn off to fill an 11 gallon cask ?

11 gallons in 88 have been drawn

;

iff ov Y J been drawn off.

Example 3.

—

Reduce to its lowest terms.

We merely divide numerator and denominator by the same
number until no further division is possible, applying the tests

given in § 32.
64 _ 27 _« 9 _ 3_1

ITXF — “ ST ~

Example 4.—Express f, i with the same denominator.

We see at once that 18 is the lowest number that 6, 9, and 2

will all divide into exactly, so we write

—

We might use also 36, but not 27, for 6 and 2 will not divide

into it, nor is there any number between 18 and 36 into which

all three will divide. If we had used 36, the figures would have

been f which reduce to ||, yf, y*^, as before, and there-

fore we should have given ourselves more work by using the

higher denominator, 36.

58. Example 5.

—

What is the Ratio

(1 lb. - 16 oz.)

We write the ratio as
10 oz.

1^’ — 6— V*

of 10 02. to 1 lb. ?

^ote.—Quantities of the same kind can alone be expressed as

a ratio; e,g. it is impossible to have the ratio of a mile to a

gallon, but we can have the ratio of 176 yards to a mile, for

a mile contains 1760 yards and the ratio is and 176
yards = of a mile.

To find the ratio of one quantity to another reduce them
to the same unit, yards, feet, gallons, etc., and then write one

as a fraction of the other.
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69. Another way of expressing a ratio is

6 ; 8, which we read
“ five is to eight ”

;

and since f ,

we say 6 is to 8 as 10 is to 16,

or 5 : 8 : : 10 : 16.

It is worth noticing that the product of the two outside

numbers equals that of the two inside

:

6x16 = 80
and 8x10 = 80.

This is always true.

We could do this another way, thus j

where the dotted lines make a multiplication sign, and if we write

6x16 and 8 x 10 we get

6x16 = 8x10;
for 80 = 80.

This is called Cross Multiplication, and it is often very useful

in applying algebra to commercial problems.

EXAMPLES. V.i

1. Draw a line 6 inches long and, by dividing it into 24
parts, show that

12 _ « _ 3
IfT - T2 - ir»

and that ¥ ~ t ~ ^
2. A merchant owns |^rds of a business. How many 9ths has

he, and how many 36th8?

3. In travelling up an incline the coupling breaks between two
coaches of a train, so that eight coaches go on with the engine
and two run back. How many lOths of the train go forwards
and how many backwards?

4. Draw a line 8 inches long, divide it into 32 parts, and prove,

geometrically, the following relationships

:

4 _ 1 1 __ 2 . 1 — 2 _¥~¥- 1 6 _ 1 _ 4
¥¥ - 3 — ¥•

With the help of a line 10 inches long, prove

() that

() that

88 _ 44 _ 22 .

TXnr ¥¥ ¥¥ >

and (c) that =^=
^ Many of these questions can be answered mentally.

4

,
4
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6. Draw three straight lines, one 7 inches long, the next

14 inches, the third 6 inches, and show, by suitably dividing

them, tliat the following statements are true

:

(1) = T = (2)

and (3)

7. Express all the numbers in Examples VIL, Question 2,

Nos. 6-8, as improper fractions where possible.^

8. How many 12ths are there in

9. How many 8ths are there in 6/^ ?

10. Find the number of 15ths in 7/^.
11. Express 3^ as a number of 16ths.

12. Add together 4^, and f, expressing the result in fourths.

13. What is the number of 65ths in 6/g ?

14. How many packets of tea each containing lb. can be

made up from 2 lb. ?

15. Express 20 lb. as a fraction of 56 lb.

16. What fraction is 5 grains of 2 carats, if 6 carats equal

24 grains?

17. What fraction of ^100 is £4 ?

18. Is 13 the same fraction of 78 as 13 + 2 is of 78 + 2 ?

19. What fraction is 55 tons of 1331 tons?

20. There are 366 days in a leap year. What fraction of this

is the number of days in a week?
21. Reduce the following fractions to their lowest terms

:

(1)

(
2
)

(3)

(4)

4 14 91 86 60 66
TYJf

99 828 194 121 3000
TTT'S'Vf TffJf iTTlTCr'

22 819 896 26 T29

81 226 676 841 169
2X> 1 X3T> JTTFT^

(5 )
216 729 381 629 961
T7^» TJTTf ITTTVf

22, In 1855 the traffic receipts per mile for railways of the

United Kingdom were £2600, and in 1912 £5500. What
fraction is the former of the latter?

23. The traffic receipts per mile in 1888 were those

in 1912. What were the receipts in 1888 ?2 (Question 22.)

^ The student should write down a hundred or more mixed numbers and
express them to improper fractions, and then, a day or so after, convert the

latter back again to mixed numbers and so check his work. Thus (i) 24= f, and
then, without looking at (i), bring 4 back to a mixed number and see that

the result is right by comparing with (i).

* The figure for 1912 includes receipts from all sources, those for previous

years exclude rent, tolls, navigation, steamboats.
(
Whitdker'^ Almmmh,)
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24. The revenue received from estate duties is £20937000
from England and Wales, £3170000 from Scotland, and

£900000 from Ireland. What fraction of the whole revenue

from these duties does each country contribute ^

25. Income-Tax in England and Wales contributes £38509000,
and Scotland £4261000 to the revenue. To what simple fraction

is the ratio of these two sums nearly equal ?

26. Ireland contributes £1453000 in Income-Tax. If it were

taken as J of that contributed by Scotland, by what amount
would the value so obtained be greater or less than the true

amount received from Ireland? (See Question 25.)

27. A man is 6 feet in height, his son is 4 feet 5 inches.

Taking 12 inches as equal to 1 foot, express the son’s height

in inches as a fraction of the father’s height.

28. Mciasure in inches the length of the two edges of this page.

Express those lengths to the nearest inch, and write the breadth

as a fraction of the length.

29. A coal vase holds 37 lb. of coal. What fraction is this of

1 cwt. (112 lb.)?

30. How many times could the vase referred to in the

previous question be filled from 2 cwt. of coal ?

31. A merchant has motor-vans of two sizes—one holds 10 cwt.,

the other 35 cwt. Express the weight carried by the former, when
fully loaded, as a fraction of that carried by the latter.

32. A soldier has 100 rounds of ammunition. He fires 25

rounds. What fraction of the whole has he fired, and what
fraction is left ?

33. When he has fired 15 rounds more than the 25, what
will the fractions be in lOths and in 5ths?

34. If he had fired \ of his whole stock and 7 rounds more,

how many cartridges would he still have had ?

35. How many rounds must he fire so as to have (1) (2)

(3) Yjf original 100 rounds left?

36. Half of a sack of flour is given to one man and the

remainder divided among six other men. How many 6ths does

each receive? If one of the latter gives his share to the first

man, how many 12ths has he now?
37. If in a certain Slate Club the men share out in proportion

to the amount each has paid in, and one man takes two other

men each, and the remaining nine men divide what is left

equally, what fraction of the whole does each man get ?

38. If in the previous question there had been 16 men, and
the first man had had the next the next three each,

what fraction would each of the other men have had ?
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39. If a sack of flour contain 280 lb., what weight would
be contained in each of the divisions, /y, and /g- of a sack?

40. The figure represents a tank
such as one often sees at provincial

railway stations for supplying water

to locomotives. F is an indicator

(attached to a float) which shows the

height of water in the tank. What
distance down will F be

—

(1)

When the tank is ^ full?

(3) » }) ^ j>

('^) » i> ^ »j

41.

Take a 12" scale and show that

—

(2) When the tank is | full ?

(4) ,, „ f

(6 )

7
»

(1) = = (2) 4r = 4,V.

(3) 7r=7r=7ir-
42. How many ^ oz. of tea can a grocer sell out of 2 lb. ?

43. A rasher of bacon weighs 1|- oz., how many can be cut

from 2^ lb. ?

44. What would be the weight of 8 rashers of bacon as in

Question 43 ?

45. If 2 lb. of tea are divided into 8 parcels

—

(1) How many ounces will each parcel contain?

(2) What fraction of the whole will each contain?

(3) What fraction of half the weight will 2 parcels contain ?

EXAMPLES. VL^

1. If f, f, and a lb. of tea are put into a parcel, what is its

weight, and what is its value at Is. 4d. a lb. ?

2. If ^ lb. of sugar costs 2d., what will
-J-

lb. cost ?

3. If a parcel contain lb. of raisins, f lb. of rice, lb. of

tea, what will be its weight ?

4. One man pays ^ of the cost of an aeroplane, another pays

another J, another another For what fraction do they

pay altogether ?

5. A house furnisher marks a bedroom suite £60. The
wardrobe is priced at ^ of this amount, the dressing-table at | of

the remainder. Find the price of the wardrobe and of the dressing-

table, and also the price of the rest of the suite. What articles

would usually be included in ‘‘ the rest of the suite ” ?

^ Many of these questions can be answered mentally.
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6. The value of the glass exported by Belgium to the United

Kingdom in 1912 was valued at XI 440000, the value of gloves

(leather) J of the former, that of bar iron that of line yarn

By how many X’s does the value of the sum of the last three

exports exceed XI 440000?
7. What was the value of the two greatest exports named in

the last question ?

8. In the year 1912^ the amount of the marketed iron-oie

production of the United States was 57 million (long) tons 2* the

production in 1909 was of this amount. Find the total

iron-ore production in 1909 and 1912.

9. If the total production in 1910 and 1911 of iron ore in the

United States was <^>f the production in 1909 ami 1912 taken

together, find the weight produced in 1910 and 1911. (See last

question.)

10. What is the ratio of 15 to 20, of 18 to 23, and of 13

to 911
11. What number hears to 5 the same ratio that 12 does to 6?

12. What number bears to 12 the same ratio that 25 does

to 50 ?

13. What is the diflference between J and ^ of X600?
14. A grocer finds that the amount of gas consumed from

January to March is from March to June from June to

September ^ of the total annual consumption. What fraction

is consumed from September to Christmas? (Express fractions

as 70ths.)

15. La which quarter is the grocer’s gas bill (see Question 14)

greatest! Arrange the quarters in descending order of con-

sumption,

16. The value of the exports from Brazil to the United
Kingdom in 1912 was X9000000, of which was rubber,

tVit cotton, raw coffee. The remaining exports consisted of

raw cocoa, seeds (cotton), nuts, sugar (unrefined), and wax, in order

of importance. What fraction of the whole did these represent ?

17. From the data of the previous question, find to XI0000
the value of the remaining exports referred to.

18. A field is 150 yards long and 100 yards wide. What is

the ratio of its length to its breadth 1

19. The total income of the twelve great City Companies is

X625000.* The income of the Mercers’ Company is the largest,

namely, XI 1 1000, while that of the Grocers’ Company is of the

' Statistical Abstract of United States,

• A lon^c ton 5= 2240 lb.
;
a short ton= 2 000 lb.

* See Whitaker's Almomackf p. 548.
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remainder
;
the Merchant Taylors^ and the Clothworkers^ of

the total income. What fraction of the income remaining, after

deducting that of the Mercers’ Company, belongs to each of the last

two companies, and what is the income of the Grocers’ Company 1

20.

INDIAN EMPIRE.

RECEIPTS BY CIVIL DEPARTMENTS.

Revised Estimate, 1912-1913.

Total Receipts, £1300.
Law and Justice .... of the total.

Police -sVif

Ports and Pilotage . . . /..‘’o >> m
Education ,, ,,

What fraction of the total remains for medical and minor
departments ?

21. Taking the data of the previous question, find what are

the receipts under each head given, correct to £10.

SECTION IV

FRACTIONS—{continued)

A. Addition and Subtraction of Fractions

60. We summarise the results of the last section for the

students’ convenience :

1. If numerator and denominator of a fraction be multiplied or

divided by the same number, the value of the fraction is unchanged.

2. If numerator and denominator cannot both be divided by
the same number, the fraction is in its lowest terms.

3. To add or subtract fractions, reduce them to the same
denominator and then add or subtract the numerators as the case

may be.

4. A ratio can exist between quantities of the same kind only,

and can be expressed as a fraction.

Example 1.—3^ 4- 4i + + 3 J-.

1. Add the whole numbers (15).

2. Express all fractions with the same denominator (40),

3. Add the fractions.

Sum

—

— t 10 I 6 I 8\

15J J = 15 -i- 1|^ (cf. footnote 1, page 50)
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EXAMPLES. VII.

ADDITION OF FRACTIONS

1.

Add together

—

(1) i + i + i + i
(3) xV+t + i+l-

,
(3)

(2) i+i+i+is+i

+ f + 6^5 + 8^.

2.

Find the sum of

—

(1) i + F + l +il*
(3) + +
(5) 7§-l-8Yla + 2^.
(7) 25^ -f 8|-+ /t +• 2

(^) Tt + 5A + A + ^tV

(2 ) + +
(4) 5vV + 20i«+56; + i.

(6) 3^ + l^f, + 2/,- + 4A.
(8) 22/.,-fC,|t + 27i.

(10) 14A4-20AQ+5i + 18yV'

3. Find the weight of each of the following parcels in pounds

and a fraction of a pound, the contents being as stated :

(1) Raisins, 5 J lb.
;
sultanas, TJ lb.

;
tea, lb.

;
sugar, 5J lb.

;

cheese, lb.
;
bacon, 2|- lb.

(2) Rice, 5 1 lb. ;
tapioca, 7;^ lb. ; saffron, J oz. (express in

pounds) ^
;
lard, 2 lb. 7 oz. (express the ounces as a fraction of

a pound)
;
currants, 7| lb.

;
peppar, 11 oz.

(3) Beef, 7 lb. 10 oz. ;
suet, 3J lb. ; ox tails, 6 lb. 5 oz.

;

dripping, 3f lb.
;
pork, 6 lb. 1 oz.

4. Find the cost of delivering each parcel by motor-van at a

cost of 1^. per lb. delivered (charge any fractions of a pound as

1 lb.).

5. A draper employs six clerks, who receive annually

A, i, tV of £384. Find the income of each clerk, and also

thd? total income.

6. A train runs from Waterloo to Plymouth on five successive

days in the times given :

Day . Monday. Tuesday.
Wednes-

day.
Thursday. Friday.

Time in hours

.

4A H m
On which days did it travel most quickly and most slowly

respectively 1

^ There are 16 oz. in 1 lb. ; J oz. = J of 2 oz. = 3^ of 3 oz., and so ^ of

16 oz. or of 1 lb.
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7. The rations of a soldier per diem are

:

lb. fresh meat 4 oz. jam.

food

„ sugar.

„ dried vegetables.

„ tea, coffee, or cocoa,

consumed by each soldier

1| „ bread. 3

4 oz. bacon. 2

3 „ cheese.

What is the total weight of

per diem to the nearest pound ?

8. If the average price per pound for the rations referred to

in Question 7 is 6d., what does it cost the nation to feed a soldier

for a week (neglecting the cost of the tea) ?

9. How many soldiers will 5 lb. of tea provide for per diem ?

10. The weight of tin ore dug in Cornwall and offered for

sale in September 1914 was, for twelve different mines, as

follows

:

Levant Mine No. 1 . . 15J tons.

tt
Ia.

ti

Cam Brea and Tincroft „ 1 . . 121 if

It tt >> lA. • lal tt

E. Pool and Agar
tt

1 . • 12* tt

it » it 1a. • 12*
. 13J

tt

Tresavean
tt

Bassett Mines No. 1 . lOf tt

» n 10* it

St. Ives Consolidated . lOJ it

)) 1)
No.* lA

.*

10^ it

West Kitty . . . 12i it

Find the total weight of ore sold in tons and the fraction of a ton.

11. Taking the weight to the nearest ton, find the money
received by the vendors at £72 a ton (Question 10).

12. The value of the export of animals, food, drink, and
narcotics from Jamaica, from 1903 to 1912, in millions of dollars

and fractions of a million dollars, is appended. Find the total

value of the exports for the ten years in millions of dollars and
the fraction of a million.

Year 1903. 1904. 1905. 1906. 1907.' 1908. 1909. 1910. 1911. 1912.

Value of exports of

animals, etc.
,

in

millions of dollars . n 00 m 9* 10* ha o3:

13. According to Chinese returns the total tonnage of ships
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entered and cleared, and the total tonnage of British ships

entered and cleared, is given below

:

Year ended
3l8t December.

Total Tonnage of

Vessels Entered
and Cleared.

Ton ij ago of Hritish

Vessels Entered
and Cleared.

Millions of Tons.

1901 48^ 26A
1902 53,Vo 20A
1903 67fi 28,V
1904 63,^

1905 72:1 35

1906 75J 331
1907 80,^0 33
1908 83S 34 i!

1909 861^0 34

1910 881 34i
1911 85^ 34?
1912 80?. 38A

Find— (1) The total tonnage entered and cleared.

(2) „ „ „ „ in British

vessels.

(3) Write the totals to the nearest million tons, and
express the second total as a fraction of the

first, and state what this result represents.

14. Find from the following data the total weight of hay ex-

ported from Canada in the five years given

:

Fiscal Year.

Weight of Hay
Exported in

Thousands of Tons.

1910 191
1911 326,

V

1912 784^
1913 3941
1914 1911

15. Neglecting the fraction in the total weight

—

(1) Find the value of the export in the five years at 8 dollars

per ton.

(2) Taking a dollar as being of value 4s. (approximately), find

what the total export is worth in £'s.
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16.

The United States imported from Canada goods as follows :

Weight (Thousands of Tons).

Article. Eleven Months ending February

1912. 1918. 1914.

Coal (bituminous) , 8371 1207gi 929i
Iron ore .... 49J 108 180i
Pig iron .... ii 34
Wood pulp 227U 282,’„

What is the total weight of these imports in each of the
three periods?

17.

Fish (fresh, or preserved by the cold process) was
imported into the Australian States in 1913 as follows :

State.

Weight Imported
in Hundreds of

Thousands of

Pounds.

Cross Value of

Duty Keeeivod in

Thousands of

£’s.

New South Wales . 124 54
Victoria 124 5/1,

Queensland . m t
South Australia H 24
Western Australia . 2^

Find—(1) The total weight of fish imported in hundreds of

thousands of pounds.

(2) The total duty paid in thousands of £*s.

18.

The Queensland Government expended money as under
during the year 1912-13. Find the total money spent in

thousands of £’s.

Expenditure on
Thousands of

£’8.

Buildings .....
Water supply
Loans to local bodies

Advances to Central Sugar Mills

Wire Netting (Rabbit Boards Act) .

Railways

624

2AV
3034

3i
^7^

2066Mf
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19. The yield of wheat from New South Wales is given

below. Find the total number of bushels produced in the seven

years given

:

Season.
Produce in Millions

of Bushels.

1907-1908 .

1908-1909 . IH
1909-1910 . 28H
1910-1911 .

1911-1912 .

1912-1918 . 32H
1913-1914 . 38^

(Express fractions as 900ths.)

26. Take j inch to represent a million bushels. A pproximate

each year’s produce to the nearest million bushels. RepreBent

each year’s produce as

suggested in figure

shown. The lengths

along AB are to be 1

inch. The heights of 21'“

the rectangles are, for

9 million bushels

inches, for 16 million
icd'"! 1

4 inches {t,e. ^ inch ^

^

r-rrB
for 1 million bushels). YEAR
Complete the figure for

the other years, and find from it the difference between the

greatest and least production. (See Question 19.)

02
5c/>

cd“

00 CO

1907- 1908- 1909^ 1 1 1)913-1

1908 1909 1910 I9I«

EXAMPLES. VIII.1

SUBTRACTION OF FRACTIONS

1. What is the difference between and -J?

2. By how much does exceed f ?

3. What remains when 2|<i. is spent out of lOJd. ?

4. If in the course of a drawing lesson a student uses /^jth

of his pencil, how many thirtieths remain ?

5. If a man eats 3 oz. of bread each day for his lunch, what
fraction of a 2-lb. loaf does he eat in three days ?

^ Work as many of these examples as possible mentally.
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6. What is the excess of 8/^^- over 4| ?

7. By how much is 13/^ less than ITJ^I

8. Express the two fractions in the last sum as improper
fractions (1) with denominators 18, (2) with d(3n()miriators 54.

9. If and ^ of a hundredweight of coal are used
successively, what fraction remains after each amount has
been used ?

10. From the sum of X5J, and £15^^^ take the

difference between £7'^ and
11. A grocer sells | of his itock of tea, how many twelfths

has he left ?

12. If the grocer referred to in Question 11 now added to his

stock as much as he had left, how many twenty-fourths would
he then have had?

13. If f| of a tree are broken off in a gale of wind, what
fraction remains standing ?

14. A tank contains a quantity of oil. and | are

drawn off successively, and tlien } is added. How many 64ths

of the original quantity are now in the tank?

15. The London, Chatham, and Dover Railway Company
paid dividends ^ as follows :

Year 1907. 1908. 1909. 1910. 1911. 1912.

Dividend in £’8 per cent. Si n 31 09 a H
1

Find by how much the dividend declared in 1912 is greater

than that in each of the other years.

16. In Question 3, p. 55, find which of the three parcels

is the heaviest, and by how much it is heavier than each of

the others.

17. If from a ream of foolscap and are taken

successively, what fraction will remain ?

18. A motor-van is laden with 10 cwt. of goods in a number
of parcels. They are delivered, and the weight carried is reduced

as follows : first by then successively by
of the total load. What fraction of the total weight has

then been delivered, and what remains ?

19. Express the results of the previous question (1) in 65the,

(2) in 390ths, and (3) in 13ths.

20. The estimated revenue of Belgium for 1912 was 28155,

1 Section XXII., § 354.
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and the expenditure 28137 thousand £’s sterling. Express the

expenditure as a fraction of the revenue.

21.

The population and area of Egypt (proper) and of France
are :

Egypt. France.

Population
Area.... 11290000

363000 square miles.

39600000
207000 square miles.

Find—(1) The number of people per square mile in each

country.

(2) Express the population per square mile in Egypt
as a fraction of that in France, and state what
information the result gives you.

22. In the previous question, how many people would there

be to a square mile in France for every one to a square mile

in Egypt?
23. The exports from the countries given below to the

United Kingdom in 1912 were of the value shown :

Country.

Exports to the
United Kingdom
in Millions of
£’8 Sterling.

Germany 70rf3
France . 45^
Norway . 6A
Italy 81
Japan 3^

Find by how much the exports from Germany exceeded those

of each of the other countries.

24.

Taking the data of the previous question

—

(1) Write the value of the exports to the nearest million pounds
for each country.

(2) Take ^ of an inch to represent £1000000, and draw a

series of horizontal lines, one below the other, to represent by their

lengths the value of the exports.

26. Find from the diagram drawn in the last question the

dijQference between the exports from Japan and those from
Norway in the year 1912,
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B. (1) Addition of Fractions ; More Difficult

L.C.M.

61. In the questions alrejiily answered it has been fairly

easy to express the fractions with a common denominator, but
with larger denominators this is not always possible.

The student will have seen that it is best to use the Least
denominator, for it involves less work than a greater one.

We find therefore the Least Common Denominator^—the
least number into which all the denominators will divide,

—

which is often called the Least Common Measure and denoted,

for brevity, by the letters L.C.M.

It is easy to see that the use of the term measure is justifiable, for if we
had 3 pints, 5 piuts, and 6 pints, the smallest measure which would contain
each of them an exact number of times -that is, tht‘ Least Common
Measure—would he one capable of holding 30 ])ints.

62. To add the fractions

12 7 11)
1 6 ) '4 Sf Ti 1

we find the L.C.M. as follows:

1. Factorise each denominator

—

15-3x5;
45 = 32 X 5 ;

360-23x32x5;
120 = 23x3x5.

2. Take the product of the highest powers of every prime
factor, namely, 2^ x 32 x 5, as the L.G.M.

That this must give the result is obvious, for if we take (e.g.) the highest
power of 2 which occurs, all the lower powers must divide into it.

3. Multiply up and express the L.C.M. as a whole number

—

23 X 32 X 5 - 3G0.

68. We set out the sum :

1 4- 2 I 7 1 1

»

with its denominator 360, thus :

ixii4 1 2x8 I 7X1 1 iyx3
16X24 360X1 “'~12 0X3

_ 24 . 16 I 7 1 67

= 244-164- 7 4-g 7

3 6 o'

.104 _ 62 _18“ TX*

(“)

(fi)

With very little practice lines (a) and ()S) can be omitted.
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64, If there are whole numbers they are added first, and
placed before the fraction, thus :

EXAMPLES. IX.

1 Add together

—

(1) 7i4-8A + 21 tV + 1*

(2) 2 1-1+81 + 911 + 81^.

(3) 7i + 25-J + 6| + 13,V

(4) <lH13|; + ]2T-V + 3f.

(r.) Gj-V+14}.-‘+f+121f

(6) 121f + 18’ + ir)/j+21Xi.

(7) 15TV+21i| + 8-iV + 5J.

(8) 18.H+r)6i\+8i| + 3f.

(9) 241,i+45^^+86/,+ 15J.

(10)

36iJ + 63-/5 + 128/5 +

2. Find the sum of

—

(1) 251'^ + 13^?^ + 26,^5.

(2) 53.2’5 + 6/]- + 5y + 8//f.

(3) 285\ + 15tJ., + 1|.

(4) 2U-1 + 161||+58/A + 3/p

(5) 3-J+12A + 16U^+

(6) 7,\- + 9A + 3^ + 25^15.

(7) 33 || + 7911 + 161 + 5 + 32/^.

(8) 23A I 38if + 4/5 +28^15-

3. On opening business a merchant spends his capital * as

follows

:

Purchase of lease 1

i ‘J

„ fittings . .
1

1 H

„ stock •
6
¥4

„ motor-vans •
1

What fraction of his capital is absorbed in this expenditure t

> Section XVII. B. (1), p. 366.
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4. In the first three days in the week a grocer takes /y,
and of his total weekly takings. On the last three days he
takes I, the amount not included being on credit.

Find—(1) The fraction of the whole which is received on the
first three days,

(2) The fraction received on the last three,

(3) The day when he took most.

(4) The day when he took least.

5. The area of the five largest London boroughs is given
below. Find their total area to the nearest thousand acres.

Borougb.
Area in Thousands

of Acres.

Wandsworth .

Woolwich 8A
Lewisham 7nV
Camberwell 4A
Lambeth 4i\j-

6. There are seven coaches of the same size on the last

“Workman’^ train from a suburban station to Baker Street

Station. On a foggy morning it was observed that the first coach

had i of its ordinary complement too many
;
the second, ^ \ the

third, T ;
the fourth, f ; the fifth, ;

the sixth, J ;
the seventh,

By how many times the total normal complement is there

an excess of passengers ?

7. A firm of contractors for hospital requisites is in-

structed to provide goods in accordance with the details given

below

:

Equipment.
Fraction of Total

Expenditure Allowed.

Wakds

—

Beds ii

175^

Bedding..... 1

Tir

Tiled-top tables ITT
Chairs and lockers .

1
TO

Toys for Children's Ward

What fraction of the total expenditure is thus employed I
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Ex. ix]8.

Find the total revenue (for the ten years given) of British

Honduras from the following table :

Years ending Revenue in Thousands
Slst December. of Dollars.

1903 259

1904
1906 309H
1906 332H
1907 391f
1908 395A
1909 360*
1910 395^
1911 469*
1912 498*

Total

9. Taking the value of the result in the last question to the

nearest thousand, and reckoning 48. to a dollar, find the value

of the revenue—(1) In shillings, and (2) in £*8 sterling.

10. The value of the exports and imports for the same period

were 22 and 23 million dollars, respectively. (See Question 8.)

Express these in J^’s sterling at 4s. to the dollar, and the value of

the imports as a fraction of the exports.

11. The values of exports from South Africa to the United
Kingdom, the United States, and to Canada, for 1913, are given

in thousands of dollars :

Article.
To United
Kingdom.

To United
States.

To Canada.

Aloes 23* 4*
Diamonds .... 58332|-; —
Feathers .... 2.166i^

sy

Fish 250^ 35**
Gold (raw) .... 182935* —

( 1 ) Find the total exports to each of the three countries!

(2) Find the total value of each export

12.

Offer sonw explanation of the fact that the United
Kingdom is, in the commodities mentioned in Question 11, a so

much larger customer of South Africa than the United States

or Canada.

5
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13. Find the distance to the nearest mile from Paddington

to Beaconsfield (one of the centres of the Penn country), given

the following plan with the distances in miles

;

VfACONSRELO

B. (2) Subtraction of Fractions

65. Subtraction of fractions is performed just as addition,

except that the numerators are subtracted, where necessary, and
not added.

Thus

—

Example 1. 7 *>

Expressing the mixed numbers as improper fractions, we
have:

•la 03 _39_67„n6-fl7._49_117

66. The student will usually find it better to express

mixed numbers as improper fractions at first, but after a little

experience he may proceed as follows

:

Example 2.—Find the difference between 5| and 4|.

5|-4|,or(5 + |)-(4 + g)
— 1+1^ —

I-,
or 1+ -g-.

Now the 5 cannot be subtracted from the 3, and the student

will NOT think he may take the 3 from the 5 ! We therefore call

the one whole number |, and |+ f- f = V*“f = ¥==‘f*

Example 3.—Find the difference between 15^^ and 6f.

Again— 1 - 6|^

== 9itj or 8 +U+A - if= 8 + fI - If
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EXAMPLES. X.

1.

Find the difference between the following mixed
numbers :

(
1

)

and 8^.

(4)

34f and 30^^

(7)

and 16^.

( 10

)

138^ and 5-/^.

(13)

and 9^^.

(16) 16f and 32 jVt-

(
2

)

21A and 3i^.

(5)

15^ and 21 ^®^.

(
8

)

86|| and IS^.

(
11

)

53^ and 6|-f .

(14)

3| and 25^-|^.

(3)

21^ and 28^.

(6

)

8y^ and 6^.

(9)

soil and 531g.

(
12

)

5^ and 84^?.

(15)

33^ and 79

2. What is the difference between 87^^ and ?

3. Add together 20^^, 150y^, and 12574xf»
and subtract 58

f

from the sum.

4. A Canadian dollar is worth about 4^"^^ shillings in English

money, and a Newfoundland dollar 4J shillings. Find the

difference in value in shillings English money between the two
coins,

5. A gasometer has of its normal volume of gas on Friday

evening. On Saturday f are added. On Sunday are con-

sumed. What fraction remains in it on Moiulay ?

6 . What is the sum of the following fractions of a shilling

:

57 9 1115289
Vf JTf* 1T» rdf TT f

7. AiTaiige the fractions in the last question in descending

order of magnitude.

8. If a franc is worth 9^ J pence and a mark im pence,

find the difference in value between the French and German
coins.

9. What difference is there between a franc and a shilling

and between a mark and a shilling ?

10.

Year .... 1908. 1909. 1910. 1911.

The average price of a
4 -lb. loaf in England
and Wales . 5fd. 5^-

From the above table find the increase or decrease from each
year given to the one next following it.

11 . Show, with the help of rectangles, ^ inch wide, how the

price of bread in Lancashire and Cheshire varied in the years
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given in the previous question, the price per 4-lh. loaf being

6y, 5j®^, pence. (Take a rectangle 1 inch long to represent

] penny.)

12. Find by how much the amount received by the British

Government for Probate Duty in 1907 in the United Kingdom
exceeds that received in 1913, given that the duty was 79g^^\

thousand £^8 in 1907 and 36 2 J in 1913.

13. The total Excise receipts from the United Kingdom in

1912 were 38J million £’8 sterling, and, in 1913, 38 What
is the excess of the former over the latter ?

14. Tlie average wage of a railway employee in 1902 was

24^ shillings a week, and in 1912, 27 g\-. By how many shillings

a week has the weekly wage increased in the decade ?

15.

City. Population. Rateable Value.

Leeds 446 thousand 2212 thousand £*a.

Belfast . 392 „ 1558

From the details given above find

—

(1) The rateable value of each city per thousand of the

population (in thousands of £^8).

(2) The difierence between the rateable value per thousand of

the population of the two cities.

(3) For which of the two the rateable values is the higher

[ler thousand of the population.

EXAMPLES. XL

1. The foreign trade of China (for 1912) is given as follows :

Great Britain Japan .... i

Hong-Kong ih United States .

India . . . • * Europe (including Russia)

Other British Possessions
1

Other countries

What fraction of Chinese trade is with the United States ?

2. The latitude of Edinburgh is 55 IJ'’ N.
;
that of London,

51^“ N.
;
that of Constantinople, 40yV N. Find the difference

between the latitude of London and that of Edinburgh, and of

Constantinople.

3. The latitude of Valencia, on the east coast of Spain, is

39|® N. How many degrees is the city south of Edinburgh ?

4. In Question 4
, p. 64, the daily takings of a grocer were
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given. Find by what fraction of his total weekly takings his

greatest daily receipts exceeded his smallest.

5. Imports to the United Kingdom (merchandise only) were

for the years 1700, 1800, and 1900 (in millions of X's) 4|, 30J,

523 What is the excess of the imports in 1900 over each

of the others given, and over the sum of the others 1

6. By how much did the increase of imports in the century

1800-1900 exceed the increase from 1700-1800? What does

this imply ?

7. The number of students in training colleges in 1912 is as

follows

:

Country.
Number of Women

Students.
Total Number.

England and Wales 3804 5908

Scotland .... 2063 2570

Ireland..... 660 1160

What fraction of the total number of students in each country

were women in the year given ?

8. In the last question arrange the fractions in order of

magnitude. What conclusions can be drawn from the result as

regards the personnel of the colleges in 1912?

9. The revenue of British Honduras was 395 thousand

dollars in 1908 and 395|^^ in 1910. Did the revenue increase or

decrease in the two years?

10. In the year 1912 we exported to Egypt 9| million

X’s worth of merchandise and imported 25 million £'b worth.

Find the excess of the value of the imports over that of the

exports.

11. In 1912, 10|^ million £'8 worth of shipping entered the

port of London and 8^f million £’s worth cleared. How much
greater value was entered than cleared ?

12. In the same year, 1912, 7f | million £’s worth was
entered at Liverpool. What amount was entered at London and

at Liverpool together? (See Question 11.)

13.

Year .... 1840. 1850. 1860. 1870. .1880. 1890. 1900. 1910.

Average price of British
wheat m the United
Kingdom in shillings

per quarter 66i 53|* Ql 1 1
26|^- 31|

* There waa a duty of Is. per quarter in these years.
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Draw rectangles ^ inch wide and of a length which will repre-

sent the prices given to the nearest shilling, taking inch to

represent Is. Find from your diagram the difference between

the prices in 1840 and 1870, and 1840 and 1900. Compare
the results obtained from the diagram with those obtained by
subtracting the figures given for the particular years.

14. In the previous question find for which ten years the

variation in price was greatest. Tabulate the work thus

:

Year.

Average Price of British

Wheat in tlie United
Kingdom in Shillings

per Quarter.

Increase or Decrease for

the Ten Years.

1840 .... 66i
18,50 .... 40i -20*
1860 .... 634 +
Etc. Etc. Etc.

SECTION V
MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION OP

FRACTIONS

A. Multiplication

67. 5 X 3 means 5 taken 3 times.
i V ^ ^
r.
^ “5 ^ n

If you take AC, which is J of the line AB, three times (i.e.
\
x 3),

A
G C D E F

I
^ -i l_l I J 1 L—J I .J L

r--V5—V Vs
j

Vs %
L %

A B

you have AE, which is ^ of AB.

In the same way, ^ x 3 = >/ = 2|.

The student should draw a line containing 12 fifths of AB, and
show that it really contains twice AB and | of AB, i.e, 2-| AB.

Now I X 3, which is really J x f = ,
that is to say, the

product of two fractions is giiren by the product of the
numerators over the product of the denominators

;

i X V ~ tV*

and, in like manner,

and
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68

,

From the Fig. of § 67 we have

—

AG = ^ of J of AB
;
and AG also equals yy AB ;

i ~ iV> i T == tV i

and sp ^ of I is just the same as J
x

M N R
P I

j

T r « I
I T 1 i It-i i t 1 i

’

l I I i I mil i
-fH Q

V

Also, PM of PQ,

PV = iof PM = iof 1 of PQ;

but PV clearly equals AB

;

iof J =

Hence generally y of | = 4 x J, and
** of” means “multiply.”

69.

On p. 27 we showed how to square and how to cube

whole numbers, and we now draw attention to the fact that

fractions can be similarly treated.

Thus

:

(S)“ it

and (s)^ ” t ^ S ^ K if*

and

Also,

/ 4 _ V 4
VTIT""/TIT

V -j-y

/I ^ 4 - h JtV “ Ji ~

. 3

70.

The student should study the following examples :

Example 1.

—

What is the value of f of |f ?

Note.

—

When fractions are associated with one another by
a multiplication sign or by “of,” any numerator and any
denominator can be divided by the same number. (This

cannot be done when a + or a - intervenes.)

.*. 5 and 35 can be divided by 5,

and 8 and 28 by 4, thus :

Then the 7*s in numerator and
denominator cancel—that is, divide

by the same number—and the re-

sult is |.
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Kxampi e 2.— Simplify f x || x

1.

Cancel (1) 5

into 35, (2) 8 into

24, and then (3) 12

into 96, for they

divide exactly.

2.

Perform any
more cancelling
possible.

3.

Multiply all the numerators together and then all the

denominators, and express the result as a fraction in its lowest

terms.

Product of numerators = 1 xlx3 = 3;

„ „ denominators = 1 x7x8 = 56;

the result is

Note carefully that the numerator is 1 x 1 x 3, not 0 x 0 x 3, for

5 into 5 goes 1, and into 35 goes 7, but wo just say 5 into 35

goes 7. We ought really to put a 1 above the 5 and the 12,

but we save work by leaving it out and merely remembering that

it should be there.

Example 3.

—

Simplify x 5Jx 2|.

Express as improper fractions and we have

—

Example 4.— (| of [") + (| of f).

In questions containing a x sign and a -f or a - sign it is

universally agreed to work the parts connected by “of” or the

X sign first, and then to add or subtract.

UNBEB NO OniCUI!dSTANG£S COULD WS CANCEL
ACROSS A + OB A - SIGN.

Thus, in the above example, 8 and 10 or 3 and 6 can be

cancelled, but 3 and 12 can not, for that would mean crossing over

the+ sign.

Hence

—

25 l_25-f24__49 . ^

“48‘^2 48
48“^”'
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Example 5.

—

Had we taken

(fof

the result would have been
26
Tis

'

.
25-24 __ 1

T5-

EXAMPLES. XII.

1. What is the value of each of the following?

(1)
3 V IS
Z ^ ZT- (2)

4 „ 26
I ff

X g-^. (3) T^xf«x|4.
(4)’ 8 V 91 V S*

7T ^ Wi ^ ST- (5)
2S nf 1
ffff 01 M (6) ^8- of A-

(7)
2 3 fiOO
UK 01 (8)

^ V U 2 5 y 1 6 3 V » S
ff ^ 1 ffff ^ Tffff- WZ ^

2 ffff ^ ;J n

(10) 8 V 26 V 92
(11) u y 6 5 y 7 7 7^ ffffff X Try]^-

(12) 2^ X 3fx 4yg^. (13) 3| y21yl28y9 1

(14) 2| X 3ff X 2|

)

^ Of 6 5 . (15) 8y®^ X X 25/^ of
x/xF'B-.

(16) §ofU + fof 28
8 4* (17) 3.1 of A+A of 3f.

(18) 2| X f - ^ of ^ (19) f>l + TfTrOf 81 + 1 of A »

(20) 3i + 5Jx7,V + |x3]-. (21) (^)^ (j«)2

(22) (|f)*-(^)^. (23) (i)«x(^)*.

(24) (S)« + (f
)•'“ + 2i X i. (25) (f - *)* X (I +

2. An e.state is worth iB785, what are ^ and ^ worth?
3. A plantation contains 9882 trees, and a timber merchant

purchases of it. How many trees does he get ?

4. If the wholesale value of the trees in the previous question is

£50139, w’hat should the timber merchant pay for his purchase?
5. In the purchase of a picture for 60000 guineas the nation

contributed and then three private individuals contributed

of the remainder of the purchase money each. What amount
remained to be raised by subscription ?

6. A farmer owns 8950 acres
; ^ of this is arable land.

What is the area of the remainder ?

7. If 179 acres of the farm mentioned in Question 6 are

valued at £2400, what is the value of the whole farm ?

8. The goodwill of a confectionery business is valued at

£3600, and three men agree to purchase it, the first taking the

second 4 of the remainder, and the third what then remains.

Find what each pays.

9. What is a tenth of ^ of a puncheon of brandy of 105
gallons?
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10. A clerk earns of £186 in six months. What does he
earn in a year at the same rate ?

11. A truck and f of its normal load weigh 17^ tons; the
truck weighs 8| tons. What is its full load 1

12. The engines of a warship can develop 36000 horse-power

(written H.P.) on forced draught, but the captain usually runs
her on of this power. What is the normal running horse-

power ?

13. A powerful locomotive consumes tons of coal on a

220-mile run. Reckoning 20 cwt. to the ton, find the coal

consumption per mile as a fraction of a cwt.

14. An Axminster stair carpet costs 48. lid. a yard, and a

Wilton pile of the same width 6s. lid. Find how many times

dearer the latter is than the former.

16.

Brass, stamped, polished, reeded stair-nosing 2J inches

over all costs Is. 1 Jd. a foot
;
brass, polished, chequered stair-nosing

of the same size costs Is. 6d. a foot. Express the cost of 3 feet

of the former as a fraction of the cost of 5 feet of the latter.

16. A fumed oak bedstead 4 feet 6 inches long costs £3},
and a mahogany one £5|. How much dearer is the latter than
the former ?

17. An Axminster stair carpet is 20J yards long, a Wilton

30J ;
it costs 2s. 3d. a yard to clean the former and Is. 6d. a

yard to clean the latter. Which costs the more to clean, and by
how much ? (Answer in pence.)

18. Express | of 1 cwt. as a fraction of 10 cwt.

19. If a purchaser spends of £5 on a gramophone and f of

£1 on records, what fraction is the latter amount of the

former ?

20. Take a piece of squared paper with 10 squares to 1 inch,

draw on it a rectangle 1 inch wide and 10 inches long, and prove

that of J
21. In the same manner as in Question 20, only with a rect-

angle 8 inches long, show that f of f .

22. Draw a rectangle 7 inches by 2 inches, and by dividing

it up and cutting out the appropriate parts show that | of § =:

and that

23. If ^ of 40 guineas is spent on a plate-glass mirror, of

£99 on a sideboard, of £15 on ornaments for a dining-room,

what fraction of £100 remains?

24. What fraction is that from which if # of be taken
^ H

and the remainder divided by the result is J ?

16y
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71.

B. Division of Fractions

c
Al 1

'
1

' r-
E
AB is divided into 8 parts,

and AE = i of AB
;

AB-^8 = J of AB.

If AB were 3 inches long,

then, 3-r8 = J of 3 = f inch.

If AB were | inch long,

then, J 8 = J of f -

In precisely the same way, since 8 =
we have | -r^ of | = J of |

72. Now I is called the reciprocal of 8, and A the reciprocal

of V.
Hence from these, and all similar illustrations, we conclude

that to divide by any number we multiply by its reciprocal.

Hence, I - 12 = | x

also, |-^-v .2 = i X

for or 12 is the reciprocal of
;

just as is the reciprocal of 12,

or is 12 inverted, and 12 is -^.2 inverted.

After the divisor has been inverted, we proceed just as in multi
plication, thus :

Example 1.—Simplify

Hi • 48

->3

_ 5
.
49 : 5

X - -

16
*

48 49

15
49*

Note.—The student should note that the 48 is cancelled as one number
although, in printing, we have to use two strokes, one for the 4 and the
other for the 8. This applies throughout the book.
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Kxamplb 2.—Evaluate ( ® of 5
'8 25'

^ 16 1 2

6

Example 3.— Simplify of - -i- ?-Y
^5 16 / V5 35/

2

1 7
16'''2

^9-|^56^65_ ,

IG ic
'

Example 4.—Simplify (i.e. 8|^5i).

17 ^ ,

5J V 21 21

73. The student should study the following examples very
carefully

:

Example 1.—(- x + -r ?).
^8 25^'

The brackets mean that the quantities they contain are to be
worked out first, thus

—

2

^2 1^17
°6‘^6 30'
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Example 2.-

Example 3.

8 '25 15;/ 5

5 / 48 + 5 V
.
2

= 8"(-75-)-5

$ 53 0 53

8 2 48

(Note this line carefully.)

2

1 \ ;2
,

1 X 2
“ \V^^>J0)‘^15l '5 (s is' 5

^ 7 _^2 _^ 7 ^
15 5 15

''2
6 C

3

EXAMPLES. XIIL

1. Find the value of each of the following

:

(
1 ) (2) 4 ^ 4 . (3)

(4) fH-3A. (5) (
6)

(7) 4-il- (8) A -."A- (9)

(3)

(
6)

7 5 »&¥~75*

(10) (a) Write cIomui the reciprocals of 10, 56, 2,

125, 1961f.

(6) Invert V. V. f, |f-
-4 ^ icr

(11) (1 of 4)-^. (12)

(14) iof(f^i4)-

(16) (8g--^3j) X (l-^-l^)-

(18) (2n*-(134)*

(20) (|)»4.f?4.

(loffD- (13)|-(fx4|-).

(16) (2ix6A,)- |§.

(17) 3| + 64xA-2i-^!4-
(19)

(21) (lf)^H-( 7J
(22) i.

TV

(26)
IIP

X 24.

(24) If.
Trr

(27) |i of 2|.

.. Iff

(28) 28^-414.
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(29) Which is greater, f of or

(30) Express— (i) 81 as a fraction of 1620;
(ii) 2 „ „

(iii) 3| „ „ 4.

2. Express 3^ as a fraction of

3. What fraction is 3f of ?

4. To the sum of ^ and add the product of 2^ and 5J.
5. To the sum of 5] and TyV) product of and }y.

6. To the difference between and add the quotient of

1 kI-
7. Find tlie sum, the difference, the product, and the quotient

of 20(j’V ^ind 18^1^.
8. Find the product of the reciprocals (i) of 8 and 5,

(ii) of ^ and (iii) of 2^ and 3f.

9. To the sum of the reciprocals of 3^ and 5y\j, add the

product of 3 1 and
10. To the diflerence between the reciprocals of 3^ and 6-^^

add the quotient of 7|-T-5J-<y.

(Work Questions 11 to 14 on squared paper.)

11. With the help of a rectangle 8 inches long and 2 broad,

prove geometrically that (i) (ii) V2 -^14 ==

1 2. Draw a square whose side is 6 inches long, and show by
dividing it up and then by cutting out the required part that
1 0 ^ 1 __ 1

1 5 • ^

13. Taking a rectangle whose sides are 7 and 2 inches, show
that y -r 9 = t/y-

14. Ry means of a rectangle 5 inches long and 1 inch wide,

show that the reciprocal of 3J f-3 is

15. What fraction is £5J of £7}!
16. Exiness 10s. 6d. as a fraction of £1, (Write 10s. 6d. =

lO^s., and £1 -208.)

17. What fraction of £5 is 12s. 6d. ?

C* Miscellaneous Examples

EXAMPLES. XIV.

1. Reduce each of the following to its simplest form

:

(1)

(6)

i + l

if ^A

(
2)

, 1

1 (3)

1^1
1 ‘

X
(4) f-

(6)
^16

rV- (7)

6 6
YIS

24 X me
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/0\ ^ ^ TJT
^ ’

(8.} -71) -If
(^) (iV ^ Tff) (tV oD*

(10)

(12) (13) iH-(fxfi).

(14) 3^-^(3|xf^). (15) (7^-.6^^,)x3rV

(16) (8

1

Y j - 3 r)xl0f

A- ,181
2I:-|of 1J^2|

^ ^ iofSi+l -Sf

^ ^ U+Iii' H + IA'
(20) X' ' 0ll_02 -IS 2‘

2. There are twenty-five business houses each of which
subscribes £12 128. to a relief fund. What is the total

amount subscribed? (Express the 12s. as a fraction of £1.)

3. A grocer has 6 quarts of vinegar in a barrel. He sells

1 pint to each of three customers, and then ^ of what remains
to another customer. How many quarts are left? (1 quart =
2 pints.)

4. If vinegar is sold at IJd. a pint, what amount did the

grocer in Question 3 receive from his four customers, and what was
the value of the vinegar which remained ?

5. Taking the same grocer, if he bought the vinegar at l^d.

per pint, what profit would ho make by selling 6 quarts at

1 |d. a pint 1

6. Four of us travel to town together every day, and the

cost of each journey works out at SJd. What amount does the

railway company receive from us per week if we make two
journeys on each working day? Taking the daily cost from
this question, and su[)posing that we travel on 299 days in the
year, find the annual cost of each season ticket to the nearest

shilling.

7. A spectacle maker charges £3 15s, for a pair of pince-nez

;

^ of this amount is the cost of the gold frames, of the remainder
is the cost of the lenses and of the labour involved. What

amount remains as profit ?

8. Express the profit in the previous question as a fraction

of the amount paid by the purchaser.

9. A draper buys a lot of ladies’ hose at 15s. a dozen, and sells

each pair at a profit of | of what he gave for it. What is the

selling price per pair ?

10. What profit does the draper in the previous question

make in selling two dozen pairs ?
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11. The value of the coal exported from the United
Kingdom in 1911 was of that exported in 1912, which
was £42580023. Find the value of the coal exported in 1911
to the nearest £100.

12. Calico is bought at 2^\^d. a yard wholesale, and the draper

sells it at 2|d. a yard. What profit does he make on 1000
yards ?

13. Suppose the draper of the previous question sold the

calico in 12-yard lots at 2s. 5d., what would be his profit per

dozen yards?

14.

'

Year.

Merchandise Only.

Iin]»orts. \ Exports. Total.

1810 .

1912 .

PA of exports

a
£43568760
£598961100

The trade of the United Kingdom is given above for the

years 1810 and 1912. Find the value of the imports to the

nearest £10 sterling, and also the total value of the trade.

15.

Fill in the following table from the data given and
obtained in the last question :

Year.

i

Merchandise Only.

Imports. Exports.
Excess of Im ports

over Exports. *

1810 .

1912 .

11

* Employ a - sign to denote the fact that the exports are greater than
the imports if they are.

Attempt to explain the meaning of the results in this question,

given that the population of the United Kingdom was, roughly,

12 millions in 1810, and 41 millions in 1912.

16. A bookseller allows his customer ^ off the published

price of a book. The wholesale house allows him -^th off the

published price and gives him thirteen books for a dozen. What)
is the bookseller’s profit on selling thirteen books published at

2s. each?

17. Find the prices of a No. 2, No. 3, and No. 4 lantern, to
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the nearest penny, and fill in the following table, given that

the price of No. 2 is found by adding f of the price of

No. 1 to 2s. 6d. (the cost of No. 1) ;
that of No. 3 by

taking | of the cost of No. 1 and adding it to 28. 6d.
;

and that of No. 4 by taking of the cost of No. 1 and
adding it to 2s. 6d.

No. of Magic
Lantern.

'

Size of Slides. Price.

1 . 31 28. 6d.

2 . U
3 . 2i
4 . H

18. Half a dozen coffee cups and saucers in a case cost 1263.

The case costs of the whole. Find the price of each cup and
saucer.

19. A quire of notepaper costs 2|d. wholesale. If it contain

twenty-four sheets, find the cost of one sheet as a fraction of a

penny.

20. A billposter takes up one-hundredth of the amount of

paste in his bucket each time he posts a bill. How many bills

can he post if he uses three-quarters of his paste 1

21. If his pail contains 7 pints of paste, what fraction of

a pint does he use for each bill, and how many can he post with

1 gallon (8 pints) of paste? (See Question 20.)

22. How many times is the population of the United States

greater than that of (1) the United Kingdom, (2) France,

and (3) Italy, if they are, respectively, 92, 41, 39J, 34^
millions ?

23. The latitude of Belgrade is 44^^'" N., and of Cape Town
34/^” S. Taking 1® of latitude as 69^g- miles, find how many
miles Belgrade is north of Cape Town. (Why must you assume
both places to be of the same longitude 1)

24. Find to the nearest dollar the number of Newfoundland
dollars in £100 sterling. (1 Newfoundland dollar — 4J's.)

26. The length of the touch-line on a “Soccer” ground is

126f yards. What is its width in yards if it is of the

length ?

26. How many bottles, each containing ^ pints, can be filled

from a hogshead of claret which contains 46 gallons ?

27. A man and his wife living in London are considering the

wisdom of emigrating to Brisbane. Their food consumption per

week eachf together with the prices of various necessary things in
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London and Brisbane, are given. In which city could they live

more cheaply per week ?

Article.

Consumption per

Person per Week
(unless otherwise

stated). Weights
in Pounds.

Cost per Pound (unless otherwise stated)

In London. In Brisbane.

Fresh meat 3* lid. 8d.

Bacon . . m lO^d. 94d.

Blitter . . if Is. 3d. Is. Od.

Eggs . . 6 Is. 8d. doz. Is. Id, doz.

Bread . . 7^5 Ifd. Ifd.
Flour . . IJd. 2d.

Tea . . . Is. 4d. Is. 2d.

Sugar . . H 8d. 3d.

Potatoes . Id. fd.

Jam • . . n 24d. 444.

Milk . . 5 quarts 4d. 6d.

Coal . . iV ton 22s. ton Ids. ton

Gas . . . 1 00 cubic feet 2s. 9d. [ler thousand 58. tier thousand
Rent . . jier week for family 15s. 178. 6d.

Tabulate your answer.

SECTION VI

DECIMALS

INTRODUCTORY

I. Converting Decimals into Fractions

74. We have already explained that the value of any figure

in a number depends not only on that figure but also upon the

'position that it holds.

In the number 5864, 4 is the units figure, while the 6, one

place to the left of the 4, is the tens figure
;
it is therefore perfectly

logical to put a 2 to the right of the 4 and call it the tenths

figure, thus
: 5 8 6 4 2

4 I
4

tens 4 tenths
unite

75. In order to make it clear that the 2 is a tenths and not a

units figure, we simply put a dot between the 4 and the 2, thus,

5864*2. On the Continent a comma is frequency used ; 5864,?

;

and 5864*2 means 5864^^, which equals 5864^. Tl^e do4 m
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called a decimal (Latin, deeem^ ten), for it enables us to mark off

tenths. In a similar way the second figure to the right is the

hundredths figure, and so on.

76. Again, if we take we can write it as *1, or 0*1, the 0
being inserted to avoid the possibility of reading *1 as 1.

The truth of the following is now, perhaps, obvious ;

3’4 =s
;

8*04 = 8^^^ = 8y^ = 8^ ;

12*906 = = 12|-J§ ;
0*01 “iVu = tuu 5

0*0006 = — TXTOTyiy
=

3*4 said to have one decimal place, 8*04 two, 12*906 three,

and so on.

77. Further illustrations will now be given.

Example 1.—Find the value of 0*75 of £1.

0*76 = . 76

and of £1 = of 20s. = ISs.

Example 2.—What is the value of 0*84 ewt, 7

1 owt. = 112 lb.,

21

0-84 cwt = ;^ of 1121b.
100
25

= = lb.

Example 3.— Express 0*5 of £1 as a fraction of 0*85 of Ida

0 -5 of £1 = of £1 = 10s.

;

3

0*85 of 158. of = V = ISfa.

;

00
4

, •. fraction required - •

1 6

1
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EXAMPLES. XV.i

1. Convert the following decimals into fractions or mixed
lunnbers, reducing to their lowest terms where possible :

(1) 0*5, 0*86, 0-94, 0*186, 0*574.

(2) 0*896, 0*974, 0*899, 0*758, 0*878.

(3) 0*05, 0*086, 0*094, 0*0186, 0*0574.

(4) 0*009, 0*007, 0*008, 0*006, 0*0072.

(5) 0*0004, 0*0005, 0*0050, 0*0008, 0*0003.

(6) 0*900, 0*700, 0*940, 0*1860, 0*5740.

(7) 0*909, 0*708, 0*805, 0*906, 0*8002.

(8) 0*7003, 0*8005, 0*9060, 0*6001, 0*9008.

(9) 6*8, 9*64, 12*863, 15*732, 10 006.

(10) 7*880, 8*9600, 15*7202, 18*9601.

(11) 0*01, 0*001, 0*00801, 0*9008.

(12) 0*0001, 0*00001, 3*0003, 33*0033.

(13) 9*854, 73*652, 86*015, 290*014.

(14) 285*736, 864*001, 900*004, 8500*0101.

(15) 9700*860, 7501*850, 9000*0003.

2. Write down each of the following decimals as a fraction

and the pounds as shillings, expressing the result in shillings and a

fraction of a shilling :

(1) 0*5 of £1, 0*25 of £1, 0*6 of £2, 0*75 of £1.

(2) 0*34 of 10s., 0*5 of 10s., 0*25 of 10s., 0*6 of 10s.

(3) 0*55 of 5s., 0*505 of 58., 0*62 of 5s., 0*94 of Ss.

(4) 0*3 of 8s., 0*4 of 8s., 0*6 of 8s., 0*91 of 8s.

(5) 0*76 of 15s., 0*92 of 16s., 0*725 of 128.

3. How many cwt. are there in 0*85 ton ? and how many
shillings in 0*56 of £1

1

4. How many pounds are there in 0*75 cwt., and in 0*86 ton ?

5. If a bale of East Indian cotton contains 390 lb. roughly,

what weight will 0*65 of the bale contain?

6. Express 0*6 of £2 10s. as a fraction of 0*8 of £8 12s.

7. A chest of Turkish gum contains 4 cwt., how many pounds
will 0*96 of a chest contain ?

8. A chest of gum-arabic (East Indian) contains 6 cwt.,

express 0*95 of a chest of Turkish gum as a fraction of 0*75 of a

chest of East Indian gum.

^ Many of these examples can be worked mentally.
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In the financial review of a continental Bank, the

following details were given recently :

Cheques. July 1914. November 1914.

Paris cheque 25*18 25*13

Italy „ 25*3 25*50

Madrid ,, . . 26*15 26*10

The figures mean tliat £1 Knglish money was worth 25 T8 franes in Paris

and 26 ‘3 lira in Italy and 26 T 5 peseta in Spain in July 1914, but see Part

Find by how many hundredths of a franc, lira, or peseta the

value of the cheque has altered between July and November
1914 in each of the three cases, and express the change in

centimes, etc., if 100 centimes = 1 franc.

10.

The time at several cities corresponding with twelve noon
at Greenwich is given below. Express the times in hours and
minutes correct to the nearest minute, and refer to Section XVI.
(p. 325) for a fuller explanation.

GREENWICH MEAN TIME -NOON.

City.
Corresponding

Time.
Time—Hours
and Minutes.

Adelaide
Brussels

Chicago....
Edinburgh .

Vancouver

9*23 p.m.
0*28 „
6*16 a.m.

11-78 „
3-68 „

11.

The monthly report of the Department of Trade and
Commerce of Canada for March 1914 gives the following figures

for St. Vincent, showing the percentage of each class to the total

trade *

YEAR ENDING SIst MARCH 1912.

Class. Articles, Imports. Exports.

1 . Animals, food, and drink

.

44-40 61*22

2 . Raw material .... 10-72 37*49

3 . Manufactured articles 43*10 1*29

4 . .
I Coin and bullion 1*76 —

Express the percentage of coin and bullion imported as a fraction

of the animals, food, and drink imported. Treat classes 2 and 3

in the same way.
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12. Offer some comments on the commercial status of St.

Vincent as revealed by the above figures.

13. The following is a statement of the rainfall for the

months given as observed in Westminster and South Kensington.

Find (i) what fraction of 1 foot fell in the three months
taken together, and (ii) by what fraction of a foot the rainfall

in the three months was below the normal (see § 84).

RAINFALL (1913).

Month. Amount. Difference from Normal.

June....
August
October

0*46 inch
1*20 „
2*96 inches

1*76 inch below.
1-19 „ „
0*22 ,, above.

14

.

It is stated that in the Qlenolg and Wannon River Dis-

tricts of Australia the average rainfall was

—

1910. 1911. 1912.

32*98 inches 27*61 inches 24*73 inches.

By what fraction of 1 foot did the rainfall in 1910 exceed

that in 1911 and in 1912 ?

15.

Express the decimal as a fraction in each of the follow-

ing:

RAILWAYS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM.

Quinquennial Period.

Proportion of Total Net
Earnings to Capital

per Cent.
*

1896-1900 .
3*64

1901-1905 .
3 '38

1906-1910 . 3*46

* The stadent is informed that the figures in this column show a

decrease from 4*69 in 1871-76 to 3*38 in 1901-6, while 3*46 in 1906-10

marks an increase which suggests a rise in the proportion of net earnings to

capital (see Section XVII. B (1)).

16.

Express the consumption per head of population for the

Commonwealth of Australia in pounds and ounces correct to the

nearest ounce from the data given. (Thus 130’12 lb, « 130 lb.

4- 0*12 lb,, Mid 0’12 lb. of 16 oz. = 1|4 oz. =»2 oz., to the

nearest ounce.)
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AUSTRALIA.

Year.
Oonsimiption per Head

of Population.

1910 .... 130*12 lb.

1911 .... 108*04 „
1912 .... 109*22 ,,

11. Converting Fractions into Decimals

(a) Denominator a Power of 10

78. Just as wo have converted decimals into fractions, so we
can convert fractions into decimals. Thus

—

OT = = ;

so y*|^ = 0‘2, 1*55
= 0*9, i5^o-

= 0*09, >

for on reconverting, 0*009 = jiiW*

Hence, generally, if the denominator of a fraction is 10 or

a power of 10, there are as many figures after the decimal

point in the corresponding decimal as there are O’s in the

denominator.

EXAMPLES. XV1.1

1.

To what decimal is each of the following fractions

equivalent 1

(1)

(
2
)

(3)

W
(5)

(
6
)

(7)

(8)

(9)

2 9 !} 2 6 7 9 8 0 9 2 9 9
Tiy* tw» TTn]r» rvjff i

60 70 80 90
TVV> TTPJt ITfUf IW

8 60 70 40 300 200
i0oo> TJfjnff iooo> iTyxriy

480 630 608 790 709
JJFXnFf TUXfJTf TVXRTJ T(yTr(7’

66 780 1 10 26 8899
TVXRnn TJfxrjFVf tcttrttjj TTroffir^ rcnroriTJ

97 09 198

9.R POP RR 9 00
^‘Txrxr-

70 8000
^®Txn?inr*

742yt5:^’^ijj^.

963^5 85^x000 00 v» 9880i JgJoJiy.

2. Write down ^ y^, and xAv 2 feet, 5 feet, 8 yards,

80 inches, 200 tons, as decimals.

3. What decimal of £1 results from dividing each of the

^ Many of these questions can be answered mentally.
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following by 1000 : £0*6, £0*84, £0*906, £0*0085, £0*1004,

£0*01014?
4. What decimal of 8*7 tons of coal would each of 100 people

receive if it were divided equally among them ?

5. How many tons of coal would have to be divided among
1000 people if each received just as much as in the previous

question ?

6. If 1*56 lb. of gum-arabic dissolved in 100 oz. of water

make a sufficiently strong gum for ordinary purposes, how much
would have to be dissolved (i) in 10 oz. of water, (ii) in 1 oz.

of water, to give a solution of similar strength ?

7. The tare of twenty trucks of equal weight is 234 tons.

What is the tare of each in tons and the decimal of 1 ton ?

8. In the process of silver-plating commercially, a solution is

employed, consisting of 24 oz. of silver nitrate (a white solid

substance) dissolved in 300 oz. of distilled water to which is added

drop by drop a solution of 50 oz. of potassium cyanide in 500
of water, till no more precipitate is formed. Find out how much
silver nitrate there is in 1 oz. of water, and how much cyanide

there is in 50 oz. of water.

9. Take a scale marked in inches and tenths of an inch, and

measure the length and width of this page in inches and the

decimal of an inch.

NoU »—If the length comes between tw'o lines which mark the tenths,

the student should estimate, “hit off,” or jud^e the length of the extra

piece. Thus AB = 1‘1 inch, but AC = 2 *2 -fa little piece more, which is

rather less than 0*6 of one division, so we judge AC to be 2*24 inches.

BnHImn
10. Measure the length and width of a sheet of foolscap in

the manner of the previous question.

11. A chest of Congou tea contains 80 lb. What decimal of

a pound will there be in each one of 200 equal-sized packets filled

from it ?

12. If a harvest hand receives £8 28. for 25 days^ work in

Australia, how many shillings does he receive per day ?

13. If the wholesale price of Australian mutton is 112

shillings for 600 lb., what is the price per pound in the Common-
wealth ?
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n. {!>) Denominator capable op being Expressed as a

Power of 10

79. If the denominator of a fraction be not 10, or a power of

10, it is often possible to convert it into such a number by suit-

ably multiplying numerator and denominator. For example :

X =A = 0'^. and j'V = ,2^ - 0 06.

8 8x4 32
So, also,

25
""
26 X 4

""
100 ’

and ^ 6 _5 24
'^250 1000

5-024.

Now, in the case of | let us divide the 2 by the 5, observing

that with a whole number, such as 2, the decimal point is

omitted, for convenience, though 2 really means 2*00000 . . .

Hence, we have which shows that f can be expressed as

a decimal by reducing it to or by dividing 5 into 2 and putting

down the point in the proper place. In iust the same way

„ 25|8-0006
/y = 8-r25, which we find thus:

o*3'^00^
**’ A = ^‘^2 as

before.

80. Some fractions can be expressed with their denominators powers of

10 only, Fhile others cannot
;
thus, cannot be so expressed, nor can

for neither 19 nor 226 will divide exactly into any power of 10.

Now, 3 _ 3

250 2 X 6»

3x2^
2 X ri» X 2*

12

1000
= 0 *012.

If, then, a fraction in its lowest term have a denominator whose factors are

powers of 2 and 6 alone^ then it can be reduced to a decimal by the method
described above—such a decimal is called a Terminating' Decimal

; but
if the denominator contains any factor other than 2 or 6 when the fraction

is in its lowest terms, then, as we shall see (II. (c)), the decimal does not

terminate, and must bo taken to the number of places required by the

question.

EXAMPLES. XVII.

1. Decimalise the following without going through the

process of division

;

(1) TKi 2U|, 156||^.

(2) 156|^, 20|^.

(3) 8//^, jVijr, 28//^, 86ff^.

(4) 58^, 78^^, 152^^^^.
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2. In the year 1913 the price per pound of Canadian exported

cheese was such tliat 25 lb. sold for 13s. (This was the highest

price reached for twenty-four years.) Find the price per pound in

pence and the decimal of a penny.

3. From a hogshead of Moselle which contains 30 gallons one-

sixth has been sold, and the value of the remainder is £27. What
is the sale price in £’s per gallon and in shillings per pint ?

4. Twenty-five feet of oak picture moulding cost 6s., what
is the price per foot in pence ?

5. Fifty sheets of ‘‘ elephant ” brown paper (i.e. paper 34 x

24 inches) cost 4s., find the price per sheet in pence.

6. A ship-load of coal consists of 424 tons, which is sold to 25
customers in equal quantities, how much does each receive?

7. If 75 yards of chintz cost £4 10s., what is the cost in

shillings per yard ?

8. Twelve score and ten of mackerel cost 15*75 shillings, what
is the cost of each as a decimal of a shilling ?

9. Pilchards, caught off Cornwall, are packed in oil and
exported to Italy in small tin boxes. It is found that 1250 Ixixes

contain, on the average, 9752 fish. How many will there be in

each box ?

10. In the year 1913 the price of 75 bushels of Canadian
wheat exported was 72 dollars. Express the price per bushel as

a decimal of a dollar.

11. A merchant imports a quantity of glac6 fruits into

England and pays £22 18s, duty on 250 cwt., what is the

import duty on this commodity in shillings per cwt. ?

IL (c) Denominator any Number other than 10 or a

Power of 10

81. If the denominator of a fraction is any number other than

10 or a power of 10, and is also one that cannot be reduced to

that form, it is not a terminating decimal, so that to reduce it to a

decimal we divide, put down the decimal point when we come to

it, and take it to the required number of places (see § 79).

82. Example 1.—| is converted to a decimal to three places

by writing down 2*0000 and dividing by 3.

Thus--

3 1 2-0000

0-6666

1 = 0*6666, or 0*667 to three places.
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Example 2.—Convert into a decimal to two places.

16 1
15-000

0-937

i». = 0‘94, correct to two places.

In this (luostion the student should observe' tliat just as in pp. 17 to 20

(Approximation) wo had to find one figure beyond tliat wliich was necessary

in the result so as to correct the last figure required, so here too we must
find the third decimal place and then correct the second.

Example 3.—Evaluate 3/^ correct to three places.

We find the value of /g just as before, and prefix the 3 thus :

18 15-0000

6-2777

3^8 = 3-278, correct to three places.

EXAMPLES. XVIII.

1.

Decimalise each of the following: parts 1 to 8 correct to

throe places
;
parts 9 and 10 correct to four places.

/1\ 2 8 7 9 10 15 11
¥> TTi rsf> TTTj is*

/ox 21 18 23 48 3() 88
\^) IJ'XJ T-ir» W'I9 T2T3

/q\ 70 80 720 000
Wy FFg> TXT* (4)

1 2 2 1
irSlTJ FFA4> Tail’*

/fi\ 880 798
wy FFT* (6)

758 981
IFOT-

/>7\ *124 7 80 Q 73
(8) 128^, 156i%, 371)}

= «.

(9) 536.//;g^^, 5964yUf. (10) 2 ^ D X g^T> 8 '4 *

2. Decimalise the following fractions correct to two places, and
arrange them in descending order of magnitude : y, 1,

3. Decimalise ^ and and determine which is the larger.

4r. In the year 1912, 13674000 tons of shipping entered tlie

port of New York, and 13549000 tons were cleared (to the

nearest thousand tons). Express the latter as the decimal of the

former correct to three places of decimals.

5. The data for London on the lines of the last question, as

stated in Whitaker^s Almanack, “entered 10801000 tons,

cleared 8748000 tons.” Express the latter as the decimal of the

former to three places of decimals, and compare with Question 4.

6. In 1912 the total wheat production of the world was 452
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million quarters (of 480 lb. each). Of this total Russia produced
90 million quarters ; the United States, 87 ;

India, 45 ;
France, 40

;

Canada, 27. Express the production of each of these countries

as a decimal of the whole world’s production.

7. If in the year 1912 Japan produced 21 million pounds
of silk, and China 14J, what decimal is the production of the

latter of that of the former 1

8. The total silk production of the world in 1912 was 57
million pounds. What decimal of that amount did Japan
produce ?

9. The total value of the general trade of the United Kingdom
in 1911 was 1237 million .£’s sterling, and that of the German
Empire 942. Express the trade of the German Empire as a

decimal of that of the United Kingdom. (Note that this question

does not relate to the Biutish Empire.)

10. Taking Questions 4 and 5, express the total shipping

entered at London as a decimal of that entered at New York in

the year 1912, to three places.

11. An auctioneer has to pay a licence of £10 in the United
Kingdom, while a wholesale beer-dealer has to pay £10 lOs.

What decimal is the former of the latter ?

12. A nobleman’s estate was sworn at £1220905, of which
£654989 was net. What decimal of the sworn value was the

net value 1

13. The value of a Newfoundland dollar is 4s. 2d., and of a

gold boliviano (Bolivia), 4s. Express the value of the latter in

terms of the former.

14. The population of Mauritius is 375 thousand, and the

value of its imports (1912) £2300000. What is the value of

the imports per thousand of the population, to two decimal

places ?

15. In 1906 there was accommodation for 7059262 children

in the public elementary schools of England and Wales. In

1912 there was accommodation for 6862876. How many times

is the former greater than the latter 1 (Three significant figures.)

16. The 1913-14 Budget estimated that £9800000 would be

received in stamp duties during the year, while the receipts in

1912-13 were £10059000. How many times did the actual

receipts in 1912-13 exceed the estimate for 1913-14? (Three

places of decimals.)

17. The area of Cyprus is 3600 square miles, and the popula-

tion is estimated at 276 thousand. What is the density of the

population (that is to say, what is the number of people per

square mile), to four significant figures ?
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18. Taking the following details, find which country" is the

more densely })0 [)ulated

:

Country.
Area in Population in Density of

Square Miles. Millions. Population,

The Indian Empire 1900000 315
United Kingdom . 121090 46

19. In 1911, 5020510 tons of iron were extracted from ore

dug in the United Kingdom, and the value of this was
iBl 6 146340. Find to two decimal places the average price

per ton.

SECTION VII

DECIMALS—(continued)

Addition and Subtraction

83. There is no difference whatever in principle between
simple addition and subtraction and the corresponding rules in

decimals. We simply place figures with the same place value

under one another and add up. Since all the units figures come
under one another all the decimal points must do likewise, and so

all the tenths figures.

84. Example 1.—Add 0*86, 5*46, 8'3705, 100-00014.

Arranging in columns we have

—

0-86

5-46

8*3705

100*00014

114*69064

Example 2.—Subtract 18*573 from 560*94032.

Arranging as before

—

560*94032
18*573

542*36732

EXAMPLES. XIX.

1. Add the following numbers, arranging them in columns ;

(1) 0*86, 2*54, 7*38, 8*97, 9*324.

(2) 5*793, 8*906, 93*873, 56*02, 7*0031.
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(3) 86*954, 91*9801, 76*8864, 986*90001.

(4) 986*1, 1968*01, 59864*001, 28*00001.

2. Fill in the totals in the spaces provided

—

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) Totals.

(1)

.

5*037 107-73 1*6084 59-387 6-5203

(2) . 217 04 9-2563 66-607 4-728 1-3748

(3) . 27-059 209-3146 8*1078 16-983 —
(4) . 3*0726 82-8254 186-27 6-304 —
(5) . 28*5284 0-725 7*036 154-82 —
(6) . 12-407 8-1275 6-098 135-46 84-076

(7) . 2*1384 66-6 1
' 720*7 6-435 79-125

(8) . 2-15 0-0052
,

45*2164 3-1285 25-1341

(9) . . 1*85 76-473
!

952-57 368-9 16-54

3. Add horizontally and vertically

—

(1) (2) (3) (4) Totals.

(1) . .

(2) . .

(3) . .

(4) . .

(6) . .

(6) . .

(7) . .

3-008

576-89043
27-5724

986-0001

500-0038
751-8642

25-7913

5-886

25-52401
721-30154
364-72150
51-30024

178-00512
356-00034

88-9462
2-701

504-008
28-8621
8-0004

1014-3061
2-853

7-86

80*704
3*005

270*6

58*091

1

4. In parts (1) to (9) of Question 2 find the difference between

the numbers in columns (1) and (2) and between those in columns

(3) and (4).

5. Find the difference between the numbers in columns (1)

and (2) of Question (3), parts (1) to (7).

6. Find the sum of iVffj givin^r the answer

as a decimal to two places.

7. Decimalise, and find the difierenco between, and 4/g^,

to three decimal places.

8. Find the sum and difference of 896*00943 and
987*000000125.

9. Find the difference between the sum and the difference of

the numbers in Question 8.

Decimalise, where necessary, and evaluate (Questions 10-12)

—

10. 3f4-56*843 + 73*9013‘2- 78*8906.

11. 18*89764 -21 *96543 + 4|.

12. 74#+ 91*86943 -72*70000091.
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In the following questions (13-15)

—

(1) Add up the + terms, (2) add up the - terms, and then find

the difference between them. (The first terra in each sum is + )

:

13. 6-8964 4- 8-96401 -3*86 + 2*73 -6-9301.

14. 18-705 + 9-86 - 8-864 - 7-632 + 5-681.

15. 25693-8694 - 9621-0081 + 2-86 - 9*732.

16. By how much is 8*96 - 7-84 less than 7-62 ?

17. How much is 7*62 greater than 8*96 - 7-84 ?

18. From the sum of 8*869 and 19*7304 take the sum of

7-68 and 9*93.

19. From the sum of 8*0869 and 28-9374 take away the

difference.

20. What is the difference between the differences of 18-964

and 15-864; and of 121-8691 and 121-869^

21. What is the sum of the sums of 3*86, 21 '964, 128*86324
;

and of 0-001, 0*00999, 0*090909 ?

Decimalise the fractions in Questions 22-24, and proceed as

in Questions 13 to 15—

^

22. 3J + 6^-6f + 2|-li.
23. 2^ + 3y\ - 5J + 12>j^.

24. 3J — 5§ - 16f + 7y3^.

25. Decimalise, and evaluate 2f + 5 1- — 2 J + 3/^- - 6j^.
26. The quantity of barley imported into the United

Kingdom in the years 1912-14 is as follows, for the countrief.

named

:

Country.

Weiglit of Barley Imported into the United
Kingdom in Millions of llundredweights.

1912. 1913. 1914.

Roumania . 3*551 1*139 1*622

Russia.... 6*024 3*831 6*295

Turkey 4*603 2*987 2*115

Unitea States 2*266 2-862 2-944

Other countries . 8*848 9*541 7 -396

Find the total weight of barley imported in each of the three

years given to 10000 cwt.

* If, in any sum, the - terms added together are greater than the +
terms, the numbers are subtracted in the ordinary way and a - sign placed

before the answer, thus; 2*5-6*8 + 3*5=46-6*8; where the - number
is the greater. Subtracting, we have 0*8, and prefixing the - sign, the
result is -O S,
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27. Taking the data of the previous question, find the amount
by which the importation in 1914 was greater or less than that

in 1913.

28. Find from the following table the total rateable value of

the five largest towns in Ireland, expressing the result in £*s to

the nearest £100 :

Town. Rateable Value in Thousands of £*8.

Belfast ..... 1S57-809
Dublin ..... 1002*401

Cork 187-111
Londonderry .... 114-000

Limerick 75-072

29. From the information given in the previous question,

find by how many thousand £’s the rateable value of Belfast

exceeds that of Dublin.

30. Find the total rateable value of the five cities or boroughs
in England given in the following table, correct to £100.

City or Borough. Rateable Value in Thousands of £’s.

City of Westminster . 0019*069

City of London

.

6716*954
Liverpool .... 4798*516
Manchester 4702*283
Birmingham 4463-404

31. By how much does the rateable value of the city of

Westminster exceed that of Belfast?

32. The weight of wheat imported into the United Kingdom
in 1912 was 109572-539 thousand cwt. Of this weight 18783*7
came from Argentina and 19973*994 from the United States.

By how many hundred cwt. did the total importation exceed
that of each of the two countries named ?

33. By how many tons was the weight of wheat imported
from Argentina less than that imported from the States ?

34. The receipts from Excise for the year 1913 (United
Kingdom) were, in thousands of £*s, from

—

Beer. Spirits.
Railway
Duty.

Patent
Medicines.

Licences.

Liquor Other
Licences. Licences.

13200*343 ' 18432*492 288*929

1

328*319 4595*203 10S9-502
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Find the total Excise receipts for the year 1913 to the

nearest £1000. (See § 14.)

35.

The average price of a 4-lb. loaf in various parts of

England and Wales is given below for the year 1911. Find the

average price throughout the country.^

Division.
Price of a 4-11).

Loaf in Pence.

Tho North and Yorkshire. (>•29

liancashire and Cheshire . 5‘()4

North Midlands 5-18

West Midlands f>-45

South Midlands 5-21

Eastern Counties 6-58

London 5*48

South-eastern Counties . . i
5*92

South-western Counties . 6-58

Wales and Monmouth 5*58

36. The average price of a 4-lb. loaf in Scotland for the year

1911 was 6*04 pence. By how much did the average price of

bread in Scotland exceed that in England and Wales'?

37. Employing the data of Question 35, arrange the districts

in order, placing the one in which the price of bread was highest

first, and find by how much the highest price exceeded the

lowest in the year.

38. Find to £100000 the total amount estimated to be raised

in India by taxation in 1912-13, from the figures given

:

Year 1912-1913.

Taxation.
Value in Millions

of £ s.

Salt .... 3 078
Stam^w 5*024

Excise 8*104

Provincial rates . 0*556

Customs 6*867

Income Tax 1*717

Registration 0*480

39. By how much did the estimated receipts from Excise

exceed those from Customs in India in 1912-13 ?

40. Taking the revenue from Excise in 1912-13 in the

United Kingdom to be 38063*687 thousand £\ and that from
^ For division of decimals see page 100.

7
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Customs as 33517*495 thousand £% find the difference between
the Customs and Excise receipts for the United Kingdom for the

year given to the nearest £100.
41. By how much did the Excise receipts of the United

Kingdom for 1912-13 exceed those of India!

SECTION VIII

DECIMALS—(continued)

A. Multiplication and Division

1. MULTIPLICATION

85. It is in multiplying or dividing by 10 or a power of 10
that decimals are very convenient, e.g.

—

(1) 8*50 X 10 -85*6.

(2) 8*56 x 100-856.

In (1) wo multiplied by 10 and the decimal point in 8*56 was
simply moved one place to the right to give 85*6. In (2) we
multiplied by 100 (10^) and the decimal was two places to the right.

So that any number can be multiplied by 10 or 100 or

1000, etc., by moving the decimal point one place, two places,

three places, etc., to the right.

SR* In the same way we have 25*032 4-10

= 2*5032 by short division.

25*032 4-100 = 0*25032,

and 56 4-10 -5*6,

or 56 4 100 = 0*56.

We divide a number by 10, 100, etc., by moving the
decimal point one, two, etc., places to the left,

87. We now show how to multiply or divi<ie a decimal by
any whole number. The rough check should always be made.

Example 1.—Find the product of 5*864 by 5.

5*864 X 5 3^:= 6x5 5*864

= 30. 5

There are three decimal places in the multiplicand, none in the

multiplier, total 3, and there are three in the product. The ^
confirms this by giving two digits before the point.
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Example 2.—What is the ¥alue of 5-864 5, to four places.

6*864 4-

5

6 1 6*8640^ . . .

1*1728

where we put down the point, when, in the process of division, we
come to it.

Example 3.—Evaluate of 8*56.

if; ir IK
of 8-56 of 8

-7*6. 2

1*070
= 15 X

2
=l^x0‘636

= 8*025.

The confirms the position of the decimal.

88. If both the multiplier and multiplicand contain a decimal,

we proceed as fol lows :

Example 4.—Evaluate 3-4 x 5*6.

3*4 X 6*6 3x6 = 18.

(1) Multiplying, and ignoring the point, we have

34
66

170
204

"mi

and the point can be inserted from which tells us that there

are two figures before the point, thus giving us 19*04.

(2) Again, 3*4 x 6*6

: 3/^ X 6

34x66
100

^
10 10

^1904
100

« 19*04.

There is one decimal place in the multiplier and one in

the multiplicand, that is two altogether, and there are also

rivo in the product.

This is true m all ceases.
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Example 5.—What is the value of 6 04 x 21*012 ?

6-04 X 21*012 6x21 = 126,

that is, three figures before the decimal point

604x21012-12691248;

the places the decimal, 126*91248.

Here, too, 6*04 has two places,

21*012 „ three „
total, five „

.*. there will be five pla(;cvs in the answer. The — confirms

the fact that

—

There are as many decimal places in the product as there
are in the multiplier and mtdtiplicand taken together.

II. DIVISION

89. In division it is best (1) to make a rough check; (2) to

divide, ignoring the decimal points; (3) to put in the point

from Thus

—

Example 6.—Evaluate 58*34 -f- 72.

58*34-72 ^ 584-72-0*8.

Ignoring the point and dividing 5834*000 by 72 we find the

quotient to be 81, and enables us to write 0*81 as the value

required.

Example 7.—Divide 5*84 by 2*5, to two places.

5*84 -r 2*5 6-43 — 2 (one figure before the point).

Ignoring the points, we have 584 4- 25.

Now 584 = 584*000,

.*. the procedure is

5 584000

5 116800

23360

but tells us that there is one figure before the point,

.*. the result is 2*336,

or 2*34 to two places
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15*093 -r 0*00034 lb i- 0*0003 =

Examples.—Evaluate 15*093 0*00034, to five significant

figures.

1 5

0*0003

^150000
"3

= 50000.
This becomes 15093 ~ 34.

= 443911
or 44391 to five significant figures by

comparing with

90. Some problems may involve combinations of the four

rules or of some of them. Thus

—

Example 9.— Simpliftr to three places
13*8-5*7

8*1 x~5*2
‘

J3*8-5*7
8*1 X 5*2

13*^ 5*7

8*1 X 5*2
'

11^6 = 8 = 0 -2 .

8x5 40

8-1 1 10

8-1 X 5-2 5-2 52

= 0-1923
= 0*192 to three places.

Example 10.—Evaluate to two places
^ ‘ ^

7*5 + 9*7

8*6 + (5*3 -4*2) _ 9 + 1

7*5 + 9*7

^ . 8-6 +M
Expression =

—

^

17
= 0*53.

= -L =0 4545
ITl-^xl'l 2.2

*0*45 to two places.

EXAMPLES. XX.

1. Write down the results of the following:

(1) 8*732, 9*856, and 8*904, multiplied by 10.

(2) 9*563, 8*972, and 12*834 „ „ 100,
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(3) 15-009, 29-001, and 18-0001, multiplied by 10000.

(4) 18-1, 29-01, 0-00803 „ „ 1000.

(5) 67-856, 86-973, 980 00104 „ „ 10000.

2. Write down the value of

—

(1) 80-43, 76-92, 58-34, divided by 10.

(2) 28-99, 738-84, 836-58 „ „ 10.

(3) 21-56, 88-94, 936-73 „ „ 100.

(4) 8-7304,9986-03,8813-5 „ „ 10000.

(5) 0-0004, 0-00101, 0-00005 „ „ 1000.

3. How many francs ^ are there in 50 francs 75 centimes,

120 francs 86 centimes, 1058 centimes, 5896 centimes, 86 francs

29 centimes 1

4. How many centimes are there in each of the above
(Question 3)?

5. How many drachmas^ are there in 85 drachmse 75 lepta,

986 drachmsB 38 lepta, 3586 lepta, 98215 lepta, 863 drachm®
26 lepta?

6. How many lepta are there in each of the above
(Question 5) ?

7. How many dollars^ are there in 85 dollars 76 cents,

56 dollars 38 cents, 963 dollars 29 cents, 8685 cents, 7213 cents,

19846 dollars 3 cents?

8. Convert each price in Question 7 into cents,

9. How many francs must a lady in Paris pay for the following

:

A pair of shoes, 15 francs 75 centimes; an ostrich feather

boa, 306 francs 36 centimes; a dozen handkerchiefs, 15 francs

25 centimes; three pairs of kid gloves, 10 francs 12 centimes?

What change would shei have out of 20 gold twenty-franc pieces?

10. Multiply

—

(1) 5-863 by 2 and by 4. (2) 3 856 by 7 and by 9.

(3) 15-782 by 3 and by 5. (4) 18-04 by 5 and by 2.

(5) 115-003 by 8 and by 7. (6) 134-0102 by 3 and by 4 .

(7) 0-813 by 2 and by 5. (8) 0*943 by 8 and by 11.

(9) 0-0013 by 6 and by 8. (10) 3 0401 by 9 and by 12.

11. Divide in each of the parts 1 to 10 of Question 10 above,

12. Find the value of the following

:

(1) I of 5 *86, I of 15-92, to two places.

(2) ^ of 19*843, f of 12.96, to three places*

(3) of 15-01, ^ of 18-046, to three places,

(4) 0-004, 4 of 0*931, to four places.

» See § 97.
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13. Find the product of

—

(1) 0-38 and 0*8, 0*86 and 0*12, 1*94 and 0*25.

(2) 6*84 and 3*72, 90-85 and 5*86, 78*51 and 8*04.

(3) 151*001 and 4*6, 170*001 and 8*01, 151*0101 and 1*01.

(4) 172*1101 and 3*01, 189*0113 and 5*002, 89*00003 and
0-0004.

(5) 1654*804 and 2*4002, 8974*00140 and 0 02.

14. Find the product ^ of

—

(1) 151*001 and 9*2, correct to three places.

(2) 340*002 and 16*02, correct to six significant figures.

(3) 12*04 and 172*1101, correct to seven significant figures.

(4) 18*90113 and 100*02, correct to nine significant figures.

(5) 454*25 and 68 *6
,
correct to six significant figures.

(
6

)
89000*03 and 0*0964, correct to ^V^h.

(7) 165*4804 and 496*04, correct to

(
8 )

8*0042 and 8*69451, correct to seven places.

(9) 56*84, 28*07, and 0*0041, correct to -j J^th,

(10)

158*001, 21103*4, and 15*301, correct to ^^^th.

15. Divide the first number in each part 1-5 of Question 13

by the second (0*38 -r 0*8 ;
0*86 — 0*12, and so on) to four decimal

places, where possible.

16. Divide the first number in each of the parts 1~8 of

Question 14 by the second to four decimal places, where possible.

17. Evaluate the following (apply :^)

:

(1) 2*8 X 3*6 ^ 2*4. (2) (7*6 - 9*5) x 2*5.

{3y (5*6 + 2*3)7*6. (4) (5*6 - 2-3)7-6.

(5) 8*3(2*7 + 9*6). (G) 8*3(9-6 - 2*7).

(7) 7*2(5*8 + 6 *2 - 8 *8).

(
8
)

2*1(7*3 -f 2*8 - 3*1 + 4*2) - 6*5 -f 2*3.

(9)

8 17*6-3*5x7*6 4- 18*5. (10) 27*8 + 6*8 4-2*4 - 48*3.

V. . 2*1 5 (Cancel : be careful to kee}> the decimal point in its proper
"4^3’ position.)

/I ox 5*6 ,0*48
(IS)

iH*"'’ !.-?'

2 0*0054 0*0004
V

24 .3 ^ 89*1 0*6'81
*

(14)
2*5

-

1*6

8*3 4-4*5*

^ It is intended that the multiplication shall be performed in fall, and the

answer corrected as required.
^ When a number is written immediately before or after a bracket, we

agree that it means that the numbers inside the bracket are to be simplihed,

and then multiplied by the number outside, thus : (6*6 4 2*3)7 *6 = 7 *9 x 7 *6.

* Note that 3*5 and 7*6 are bound by the x sign.
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(16)

(18)

3-5 + ^4 - 3;1
' 3-6 X 4-5

2-4(5'C-3-l)

6-6-=-(3-2-2-l)‘

3-2

(17)

(19)

6-6 X 7-3

(
20)

2 -6 +

(22) II
-1-6.

8-

6 + 3-2- 1

9-

7-^(3-5-2-l)

6-8x3-'2V2
"

5-2

(26)
4H-358 + 24-1446

9-82'- 1-97

(21)3-6

(23) + 7-6.

(26)^ ^ 8-6 * 0-43

(Square the result of this sum.)

18. Write down the following statements, and place the

decimal point in each result by inspection—
253-6x2-04 = 517344.

7-54x0-35 = 2639.

15-4 10-8 = 1426.

19. Write down the squares of 0*1, 0'8, and the square root^

of 0-16.

3-125x0-085
20. Simplify

21. What decimal multiplied by 126 will give the sum of

I, tV» h 0-09375, and 2-46?

22. Decimalise each of the following:

11 — 5

(i)
\ ^ 1

1

4. 1
1 1 ’

and divide the first by the second.

23. Find the value of

—

(ii)

2i + l-T̂S

(a) 3-84x0-106.
(b) 0-1648x0-0112.
(c) 0-46376-0-0162.

24. What is the ratio ^ of 3-06 to 0 306?
25. Evaluate (3-06 + 0 306 -i- 306-06) x 0*12.

oc c- vt 0-0703x0-07
26. Simplify

0-019

' See § 86. 9 See § 58.
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27. Find the value of
0-012 X 0-029 X 0-08

28. Decimalise, and find the product of

—

2 4. 5 _ ®
“t + 1 ^

V / oil an*! (ii)

J- ^m-H
29.

Which of the two vulgar fractions or is nearer in

value to the decimal fraction 0*587221?

EXAMPLES. XXL

Miscellaneous Questions

1. The price of Canadian imported wheat in 1911 was, accord-

ing to the statistical return of the Canadinii CTOvernment, 0*994

dollars per bushel. Convert this price into shillings and the

decimal of a shilling at 48. to the dollar, and determine whether
it is higher or lower than the wholesale price of wheat in

Australia at 3 *528. per bushel for the same year.

2. 11*5 feet of mahogany picture-frame moulding cost 4s. 9d.,

find the price per foot in pence.

3. In Question 6, Examples XYII., if the coal is sold at £1 5s.

per ton, what is the total value of the cargo?

4. It requires 60*85 yards of chintz to cover a suite of

furniture with ‘‘ loose covers,” what will he the cost of material

at Is. 6d. per yard? (Result in .£’s and decimal of a to three

places.)

6.

If pieces of oak I inch square and 5 feet long work out at

9*84s. per dozen, what is the cost of 22 five-foot lengths?

6. In Question 4, if the cost of making the “ lot>se covers ”

at home be at the rate of 9*65 pence per yard, find in £’s the cost

of making up the whole 60 yards.

7. The rateable value ^ of a house is £45 and the rates per

annum are 8*66 shillings in the £. What amount is paid by the

tenant each year as rates ?

8. A man occupies business premises for which he pays a rent

of £375 per annum. He removes to more commodious ones,

where his rental is 538 guineas. How many times is his rental

increased ? (To three significant figures.)

9. A clerk, employed by a firm which deals in precious metals,

being told that gold and iridium are respectively 19*32 and 22*38

times heavier than water, finds that the latter is 1*16 times

» See § XVIL B. (2), p. 370.
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heavier than the former. Is this correct 1 If not, by what
decimal ia it too great or too small ?

10. Platinum is 21*45 times heavier than water, how many
times is it heavier than gold ?

11. A bag of fifty sovereigns ^ is paid into the Mint by a

banker and the coins are found to weigh 6153*6845 grains. The
least current weight of a sovereign must bo 122*500 grains. Is

the average weight of each coin above or below the least current

weight, and by how many grains ?

12. The value of a franc is 9*513 pence, how many francs

are there in 1 8s. 9d. ?

13. A year’s crop of rubber on a certain plantation was
1185200 1b. The average cost of production was la. 7*95d. per

pound and the average selling price was 3s. 6*67d. per pound.

What was the total profit ?

14. A wine merchant has a tun of wine (252 gallons). He
sells to one customer, ^ of the remainder to each of two others,

and of what then remains to a fourth customer. How many
gallons and the decimal of a gallon has he loft ?

15. The amount of corn required to sow a field of 12*5 acres

was 31*25 bushels, and the yield was 453*125 bushels. Find the

yield per acre. Find also how many times over the farmer gets

his seed back.

16. A nurseryman has an indiarubher plant for which he can

obtain now 2 *763. If he keeps it, it grows 0*6 foot per annum
and its value increases by Is. for every 0*15 foot it grows. It costs

him 0*75wS. per annum to keep. How much more will he get by
keeping it for five years and then selling it than if he sold it now ?

17. On 31st December 1912 the net receipts from the rail-

ways in the United Kingdom were, in millions sterling, 47*329

and the working expenses 81*224. Find the working expenses

for every million net receipts (to one decimal place).

18. Cheap nail-brushes, the backs of which are made of soft

wood coating l*45s. per 144 feet, are 6*75 inches long. Find the

cost of the wood in each brush, as a decimal of a penny.

19. On certain classes of life insurance, ^ offices pay their

agents £S 5s. on every £100 paid by their clients in premiums.

The amount received by one company was 3*876 hundred
thousand £’s. What amount of money was paid to the agents

who secured this business ?

^ A sovereign, when coined, must not be more than 0*2 grains above or

below the standard weight of 123*27447 grains. The 0*2 grain is called the
“Remedy of Weight.” See Part III,

2 See Section XVII. B. (5).
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Liner.
Gross Tonn^e

(Thousands of Tons).

Length

—

Hundred Feet.
Line.

Olympic .

Mauretania

46*359
31*938

8-52

7-62
Wliite Star.

Cunard.

Find from the above data the gross tonnage for every 100
feet in the length of each of the ships.

21. In the year 1700 the total value of the imports and exports

of the United Kingdom was 10*7 million £’s, and the value per

head of the population was £1*125. Find the population of the

United Kingdom in 1700.

22. In 1912 the figures corresponding with those of the

last question were 1343*6 million £’h, and £26*98. Find the

population of the United Kingdom in 1912.

23. From the results of the two previous questions find how
many times the population of the United Kingdom in 1912
exceeded that in 1700.

24. The area of Malta (acquired in 1814 by treaty cession) is

120 square miles, and its population is 211000. Compare the

density of its population with tluit of Ceylon, the area of which
w 25*6 thousand square miles and the population 4*1 millions

(
1911 ).

25. The regular forces in India in 1912-13 were 75884,
and in 1913-14, 75897. Express the increase in the year as a

decimal of the number of troops in 1912-13,

26. The area of the British Empire in Asia and in Africa,

together with the respective population, is, according to WhitalfPr's

Almanack :

Britisli Empire in
Area in Millions

of Si^uare Miles.

Population in

Millions.

Asia
Africa

2*188

8*618
328*1,58

49-458

How many times is the population of the Empire in Asia

denser than that in Africa? Comment upon this condition of

affairs.

27.

A labourer’s wife allows half an ounce of tea a day for

herself and family. The duty is increased 3d. per lb. How
much more does she contribute to the revenue per year than she

did before. (Decimalise the numbers and give the answer in

shillings and the decimal of a shilling.)
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28. If the labourer drinks pints of beer a day, how much
more does he pay in a year when the duty is raised by 6Jd. a

gallon 1

29. From the results of the two previous questions determine

by how much the two increased duties, namely, that on tea and
that on beer, increase the weekly expenditure of the people

referred to.

30. If the wages of a man are 32s. 6d. a week, his rent

0*34 of his wages, firing 0*28, food 0*295, what amount of

money has he left for other things ?

31. The consumption of gas is read off on dials fixed to the

meter. The readings on 1st January are shown by the thick

10.000 1.000 100

arrows, those on 1st April by the dotted ones. Find how many
cubic feet of gas were consumed in the three months given,

and calculate the cost in £’s and the decimal of a .£ at 2s. 3d.

per thousand cubic feet.

B. Contracted Methods^

L MULTIPLICATION

91. Very often long decimals enter into the working of a

problem while it is necessary to give the answer correct to, say,

two figures only. Contracted methods enable us to work so as

to get the two places and no more.

92. Example 1 .

—

Find the product of 6*3216 and 20*24241,

correct to three places.

It is obvious that we can proceed to multiply in full and
correct the third place thus

:

’ This section may be left till the second reading.
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6*3216 x20*24241 6x20 -120, which
shows that tlicrc will be three digits in the

answer before the deeiiiuil point. We therefore

work the- sum ignoring the decimal, and tlien

put it in tJie ])roduct from the —

.

We can now write down the result cor-

rect to three places if we know the fourth

correctly, i.e. we k(iep ojie more liguro

than is required, and tlie [)i‘oduct is

127 964.

2024241
63216

1214544
60727 231: :

04048 482 i
:

00202 4241 1

00121 45446

1279644 19056

93, All the figures to the right of the vertical line are un-

necessary, and in emj)loying a contracted method they are simply

left out. We now exj)laiii the procedure.

1. Make a rough check.

2. Multiply right through by the first figure, ignoring the

decimal points, draw the vertical line by coin})aring with the

and then work to oiui more figure than is required in the result.

The student should now set down the sum and work step by
stop as follows :

—

Method

—

(1) Line (1) enables us to draw the vertical lino in the proper

place by com])aring with =^1^=. Now the 6 (units), in line (1), is un-

necessary, and it results from multiplying

the units figure, 1, by 6. we put a cross

over the units figure, or a line through it,

as it is not required, and we correct the 4

(tens) in line (1) to a 5.

(2) The next multiplying figure is 3.

1x3 would be two places to the right of

the line. 4 (tens) x 3, one j)lace to the

right. Perform this mentally, 12, and
carry 1 to the 2 (hundreds) x 3, then

(2 X 3) + 1 = 7. The 1 (units) and 4 (tens) are now “ crossed ”

and the line proceeds as usual.

(3) Now omit the “ crossed figures and say 2 (hundreds) x 2

= 4, one place to the right of the line, cross the 2 hundreds;
then 4 (thousand) x 2 = 8 ;

there is nothing to carry, and, when
corrected for the following (mental) 4, remains 8. Then finish

the line.

(4) 4 thousand x 1 = 4, one place to right of the line
;
cross

the 4. 2 (ten thousand) x 1 = 2, put it down, and on correcting

it remains 2.

xxxxx
2024241

63216

1214545 0. . .

60727 2. . .

04048 4. . .

00202 4. . .

00121 2. . .

(
1
)

(^)

0 )

(4)

(5)

(
6)
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Continue the multiplication, finish the sum, and then place

the decimal point from :ii=.

The principle of this work is this : cross out one figure in

the multiplicand, as you come to it, for every multiplier.

We work one other sum, hut omit the explanation.

Example 2.

—

Evaluate 3*26014 x 150 12654, to six significant

figures.

3*26014 X 150*12664 — 150 x 3 = 450.

There are then three figures before the point, so that we shall

want three places of decimals, but we work to four for safety.

7SO 77654

4-S\o

301 <^21^3

9\(>,d7’'6 * *
. /tne ,

0 \dTfo
0 ooib

489 4334

The product is 489*433, to six significant figures,

* ObseiTe that the carrying figures have been allowed for.

** Corrected from 6 to 6 because of the next figure being over 5.

The line in full is 9*007592 . . .

EXAMPLES. XXII. (a)i

Use contracted methods in the following questions, 1 to 25.

Find the value of each of the following

:

1. 5*803 X 3*705, to three places of decimals.

2. 3*0164 X 2*805, to four significant figures.

3. 12*7134 X 3*623, to five significant figures.

4. 111*6331 X 5 '824, to three places of decimals,

6. 101*6215 X 10*336, to six significant figures.

6. 32*8104 X 0*3421, to four places of decimals.

7. 166*72201 X 0*00156, to four places of decimals.

^ Many of the drill examples in XXII. (a and 5) have been taken from
commercial examination papers.
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8 28*38625 x 3*00105, to five significant figures.

9.

510*6321 X 0*12003, to five places of decimals.

10. 78*8424 X 0*0431, to four significant figures.

11. 1051*863 X 5*30043, to seven significant figures.

12. 2*8038 X 0*00137, to three significant figures.

13. 25*6824 x 3*512, to four places of decimals.

14. 22*7541 X 5*7384, to three places of decimals.

15. A sovereign should weigh 123*27445 grains. Express

its weight in grams, correct to four places, if 1 grain = 0*0647989

grams.

16. If £l = 25*2215 francs, calculate the value of £150 6s. 8d.

in francs, to three places of decimals.

17. A small consignment of grain is invoiced at 8 Hectolitres

50 litres. Express this in bushels to three decimal places, if

1 HI. = 2*75121 bushels.

18. The population of Bradford was 289*618 thousand last

year, and its birth-rate 19*275 per thousand. What was the

number of births in the city ?

19. Taking the death-rate of Bradford to be 14*48 per

thousand, calculate the net increase in population, using the data

of Question 18.

20. Find the weight of a consignment of dried fruit weighing

1 ton 5 cwt. 2 qrs. in Kilograms, correct to Kgm. (1 cwt. =
0*5080238 quintals.)

21. If platinum foil be sold at the rate of £6 10s. 9d. per ounce,

calculate to the nearest penny the value of a piece 1*56 in. square,

given that 1 sq. ft. weighs 30 oz.

22. If the width of the Suez Canal, which was opened in

1869, be 121 ft. 5 in., and 1 yard = 0*91438 metre, calculate to

two jfiaccs of decimals the width of the canal in metres.

23. 1 cubic inch equals 16*38618 cub. cm. Calculate to

of a cubic centimetre the volume of a cube of glass, such as an
optician might use, the edge of which is 2*64 in.

24. Find the cost of covering a sphere, which is 8*58 cm. in

radius, with pure gold leaf at the rate of 90 sq. cm. for a franc,

correct to two decimal places. (ir« 8*14159.)

25. Gold and iridium are respectively 19*32 and 22*38 times

heavier than water. Calculate to four places of decimals what
weight of iridium is equal in volume to S dwt. 8*563 grs. of gold.
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IT. CONTRACTED DIVISION

94, In contracted multiplication wo gradually diminished the

multiplicand so as to avoid unnecessary work, and in contra<;ted

division we diminish the divisor in the same way and arrange

that the divisor shall contain 1, or at the most 2, more figures

than are required in the answer. This is effected, sometimes, by
adding O’s.

Example 1.—Find the value of 3*58621 -r 0*573426, to four

significant figures.

3*58021-^0*573426 3*5 -^0•6 - 5*8.

We want four significant figures and so we keep 4 +-2 — 6

figures in the divisor.

We ignore the decimal in dividing and insert it from ~ when
the sum is finishcMJ.

XXX
573426 3586210

3440556
625400

145654 Cross the 6 in the divisor, and begin to

114685 multiply by 2 at the 2 (tens), allowing
for carrying figure from the 6.

30069 tkoss the 2 tens in the divisor and begin

28671 ^*

2298 Cross the 4 hundreds and begin with the

2294* 3 thousands.

4

Note that we are here multiplying 673 by 4, which gives us 2292,

but (1) we must allow for the previous carrying figure, namely, 1, and

(2) we must correct the first figure we put down By means of the following

one. Really, then, 6784 x 4 = 22936, which is 2294 to four significant figures.

The student should note these points carefully.

We now refer to ~ for the decimal point, and find that the

quotient required is 6 *254. It is of the greatest possible importance

in answering questions of this kind to give the result as it is asked

for. If three decimal places are required, or four significant

figures, be careful not to give the result to four places or five

significant figures, and always correct the last figure.
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EXAMPLES. XXII. (b)

Use contracted methods.

Find the value of the following

:

1. 44*789 12*7134, to four significant figures.

2. 21*500 4-3*705, to three places of decimals.

3. 649*569 4-5*824, „
4. 0*2445 -0*00156, to one place of decimals.

5. 8*4582 2*805, to five significant figures.

6. 11*2244 4-0*3421, to three places of decimals.

7. 85*189 4-3*00105, „
8. 1050 359 4-10*336, „
9. 61*29117 4-510*6231, to five „ „

10. 3*398 4-78*8424, to four „ „
11. 5575*326 4-1051*863, to five „ „
12. 0*00384 -r 2*8038, to three significant figures.

13. 90*1966 ^ 3*512, to five significant figures.

14. 130*572 4-22*7541, to four places of decimals.

15. Multiply 845*6 by 23*1783, correct to one decimal place.

16. Divide 0*0001 by 3141*592654, correct to ten places of

decimals.

17. Multiply 567*23 by 9*845, correct to one decimal place.

18. Divide 7*325 by 489*6, correct to four decimal places.

19. Divide 2*516 by 8*479, correct to three decimal places.

20. Multiply 537*84 by 9*25, correct to the units place.

21. Find the value of the following to two places of decimals

;

(a) 3*1416x5*61; (/>) 25*08x0*7854.

22. Find the value of 3*14159 x62*4817, to three decimal

places.

23. Multiply 56*78125 by 3*0125, correct to one decimal place.

24. Divide 9*613425 by 768*26123, correct to four decimal

places.

25. Evaluate 3*5618 4-81*79, to three decimal places.

Find correct to five significant places the value of (26-29)

—

26. 64*357 x 395*68. 27. 4*8763 4-395*68.

28. 469*34 x63*874. 29. 39*735 4-597*03.

30. Multiply 856*234 by 17*93, to one decimal place,

31. Divide 1 by 3*14159265, to five decimal places.

32. Evaluate 32*6784 x 0*08769, to three decimal places.

33. Multiply 3*58067 by 289*3785, to three decimal places.

34. Divide 1*765489 by 26*493876, to three significant

figures.

8
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35. Compute by contracted methods to four significant figures

the value of (0-4215 x 8-318)^9*223.

36. Evaluate to three decimals (346*25 x 3*2164) — 73*296.

37. In the year 1912, 1,294,337,046 passengers were carried

on the railways of the United Kingdom (exclusive of season ticket

holders), and the working expenses wore £81,224,343. Calculate

to three places of decimals the average expense per passenger.

38. The price of broad has increased by 15*3 % above the

level of prices in 1915, and milk has increased 9*4 %. Calculate

to three places of decimals the number of times the former

increase is greater than the latter.

39. If 31*25 bushels of corn are required to sow 12*5 acres,

calculate to three decimal places the quantity required per acre.

40. If 1 franc = 9*51 3d., calculate to three decimal places the

value of 18s. 6 id. in francs.

41. An estate produced 500*7653 tons of rubber valued at

£90000. Calculate to four significant figures the average value

in pence per pound.

42. Determine the weight in Kilograms, correct to two places,

of a quantity of cloth consigned from Bradford to Paris, if the

railway company returns the weight as 15 cwt. 1 qr. 18 lb., and
you know that 1 Hectogram = 3*527394 oz. Av.

43. The area of an estate in France is given as 5*8046 sq.

Kms. Express the area in English measure for a firm of estate

agents, given that 1 acre — 0*40467 Hectares.

44. If £1 be left at 5 % compound interest for 50 years, it

amounts to £11*4674. Find what amount of money must be

deposited to amount to £3000 16s. 8d. in the same time.

45. Mount Everest is 29002 ft. high, and is situated 480
miles, as the crow flies, from the Bay of Bengal. Calculate the

average rise in the level of the land in going from the sea to the

summit of the mountain, in feet per hundred yards.

46. The gross tonnage of the Olympic is 46*359 thousand
tons, and her length 8*52 hundred feet. Calculate to three places

the tonnage per hundred feet.

47. At an iron foundry there is 8 cwt. 2 qrs. 12 lb. of iron

run off from one of the blast furnaces. If 1 cubic foot of iron

weighs 490*632 lb., calculate to three places of decimals the

number of cubic feet of metal there are.

48. If I Kul — 0*621382 miles, express 2 mi. 3 fur. 6 cha,

ill Kilometres, to four decimal places,
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49. A hemisphere, 10 in. in diameter, is plated with 23*5624

grains of gold. Calculate the weight of gold per sq. inch, to four

places of decimals. (ir = 3*14159.)

50. In the last question calculate the average thickness of the

gold, in millimetres, to two significant figures, if the specific

gravity of that metal be 19*32. (1 inch = 2*53995 cm.
; 1 gram

= 15*43235 grains.)

SECTION IX

ADDITION, SUBTRACTION, AND REDUCTION
OF MONEY

A. Addition and Subtraction

95. We have already asked the student to work problems

involving francs and other foreign monies, because the procedure

involved is based upon decimals and is much simpler than

our own.

96. In the Union of South Africa,^ New Zealand, and some
small British possessions, the coins in circulation are just the

same as in the United Kingdom. In Australia there are special

designs for many of our silver coins, and the gold in use there,

coined in the mints of Perth, Melbourne, or Sydney, has very

small “ mint marks, p., m., or s., just above the date.

In India and the East Indies the rupee is the chief coin, and
its value is fixed at Is. 4d., although, being a silver coin, its value

varies with the price of silver.

At Hong-Kong and in the Malay States a silver dollar of

fixed value, 2s. 4d., is used, while in Canada and Newfoundland
the dollar is valued at 4s. 1^. and 48. 2d. respectively.

In speaking of a dollar it is necessary to know the country in

which it was coined before we can tell its value.

In some countries paper money is very largely used instead of

coin,^ and its value varies very considerably, particularly in the

case of South and Central American States, which are not in-

frequently the scenes of revolution. The gold milreis of Brazil

is worth 2s. 3d., but the paper milreis, which is in common use,

is worth only Is. 4^.

* A silver fourpenny-piece is also in use in the Union.
* In England this is not so ;

hence, when in 1914 Treasury notes were

issued, people in some parts of England refused to accept them for many
weeks.
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97. The following tabular statement may be useful :
^

MONIES OF THE PRINCIPAL NATIONS.

Country. Standard Coin.
Value

in Enfflish
Currency.

Approximate
Value in

English
Currency.

I. BB.ITISH POSSESSIONS.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

CANADA Dollar 0 4 14 0 4 1

INDIA, etc. . Rupee = 16 Annas 0 14 0 14
NEWFOUNDLAND Dollar 0 4 2 0 4 2

STRAITS SETTLE-
MENTS, etc. Dollar 0 2 4 0 2 4

EGYPT

.

Pound 1 0 10 4

II. EUROPE.

BELGIUM Franc of 100 Centimes
Bulgaria Lev of 100 Stotiiiki

FRANCE AND
COLONIES . Franc of 100 Centimes

GREECE Drachma of 100 Lepta
ITALY . Lira of 100 Centesimi

u u y'Mo U U

Roumania Leu of 100 Bani
Servia . Dinar of 100 Paras

SPAIN . Peseta
SWITZERLAND*. As for Franco

I

Austria-Hungary Krone of 100 Heller . 0 0 10 0 0 10
GERMANY . Mark of 100 Pfennige 0 0 117483 0 0 111
Denmark Krone of 100 Ore \

Norway i} >> 1
* 0 1 14 0 1 14

Sweden „ „ 1

Florin or Gulden ofNetherlands
100 Cents 0 1 7-824 0 18

Portugal
/Escudo, Gold

\ ,, Paper .

0 4 H
0 3 4

0 4 5|
0 3 4

RUSSIA. Rouble of 100 Kopecks 0 2 IJL 0 2 1

III. ASIA.

(Jiiina . Yuan of 100 Cents 0 2 0 0 2 0
JAPAN . Yen of 100 Sen . 0 2 0-682 0 2 04

* The above nine States are in the Latin Union, and their coins, being
of the same value, circulate freely among them all.

’ Whitaker^8 Almomacky pp. 460-462.
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MONIES OF THE PRINCIPAL NATIONS—

IV. AMERICA.

Country. Standard Coin.
Value

in English
Currency.

Approximate
Value in

En^liHh
Currency.

UNITED STATES .

South Amkrica .

Dollar of 100 Cents .

Various

£ 8. d.

0 4 1 *32
£ 8. d.

0 4 1

98. The value of sterling in foreign money is as follows

:

£lr=26‘22 Francs.

„ =20*43 Marks.

„ =24 02 Kronen.

„ = 4*8 United States Dollars.

,, = 4*8 Canadian Dollars.

99. Tlie details printed in dark type in the last two para-

graphs should he remembered by continual uaaye, and we shall

assume tliem unless otherwise shitod. With their lielp the

student can at least prepare himself to quote prices for con-

tinental customers in their currency and not in his own.

For an exhaustive treatment of this question, see Part III,

100. It is not possible to deal with the English money system

as readily as with that of many countries, for although 2s. is ^\5
th

of £1, and a farthing is very nearly

been reduced to a decimal system. We have

4 farthings (fourthings) = 1 penny (Id.)

12 pence ^
. . = 1 shilling (Is.)

20 shillings . . = 1 pound.

£1 is frequently called “£1 sterling —that is to say, it is

“of standard value.”

101 . On adding a number of farthings together we divide by 4

to bring to pence, thus : 86 farthings = = 21^d.—that is, 21 pence

halfpenny. In the same way 21 pence = shillings
— 1~ ^ 1 j »
= Is. 9d.

for 9d. is ^th of one shilling.

' The symbols £ s. d. are derived from the Latin words—librcey Roman
“pounds”

;
solidi, which were Roman coins, really solid pieces of money,

and hence our word “soldier”; “ containing ten,” for the silver

denarius of the Romans contained, at first, ten asses.
* “Sterling” is derived from the word “Easterling,” a name which was

applied to traders wlio came from certain parts of the Continent to England,

and whose money was of peculiar purity.
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If, on adding, wo have, say, 356 shillings, wo reduce to pounds
by dividing by 20, thus; 356 -r 20 = £17^0 =^£17 16s.

Example 1.--Add—
£ 8, d.

56 15 8 J-
The totals are : 9 farthings= 2id.

21 6 f

103 0 4
26d. + 2d.=28d.^-2s. 4d.

56 10 f

28 12 3i 4

ii
43s. + 2s. =45s. =£2 5s.^6 5 f

£264 + £2 =£266.

The figures in dark type give the total required.

Example 2.—What is the difference between £56 15s. 8^d.

aad £126 17s. 9^‘d. 7

£ 8. d.

126 17 n
57 15 8U + 1(1. = 9d.

£70 2 ji 16s.+2s. = 17s.

£56 +£70 =£126.

Example 3.—By how much does £785 12s. 7id exceed
£358 15s. lO^d. 7

We write down the amounts as before.

i+l =u.

lOd. +ld. +8 =1h. 7d., i.e, 19d.

t

ISs. + Is. + 16s. = 328. = £1 128.

^

and jeS68 +£426=£786.

It is clear that we cannot subtract ^d. from |^d., and therefore

we ask what must be added to |<i. to give l|^d. ? and so get |d.

;

and then proceed just as in simple subtraction and say lOd. + Id.
«= lid.

;
what must be added to lid. to give, not 7d., but Is. 7d.

or 19d. I and so get 8d.
; and so on.

£ 8, d,

785 12 7^
358 15 10^

£426 16 8f
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EXAMPLES. XXIll.

£ 8. d. £ 8. d. £
5632 4 2 2. 492 4 11 3. 526 3 5

4187 16 6| 4016 3 9 89 4 11

437 15 7i 51200 1 3 729 15 6

696 13 6271 18 3 3416 8 8

5910 7 8 9416 9 8 17 17 7

4728 6 11 1067 13 8 893 12 6

59 12 lOi 25643 9 9 56 3 9

19403 13 8 27768 12 4 255 13 4

27391 4 H 5712 14 4 5317 14 10
40572 16 4 975 17 7 5 3 7

£ 8. d. £ 8. d. £ 8. d.

423 3 0 6. 1327 8 10 6. 37 4 8i
75 6 10 20315 7 9 375 13 5

59 19 8 5237 0 4 118 3 10^
17 2 7 82 15 3 2729 17 4

2526 12 lOi 707 10 10 94317 8 Hi
118 4 6 55 13 8 82 14 6

93 17 5 173 16 7 593 11 71
906 14 84 9 11 52113 7 10

3 16 7 6 19 5 324 12 8

47 9 4 2245 5 6 39 6 H

£ 8. d. £ 8. d. £ 8, d.

7. 13874 15 10 8. 28374 14 10 9. 21772 14 4

649 7 8 12681 7 n 8259 6 11

2735 5 0 13955 9 6 545 12 1

10867 11 11 267 6 1728 0 5

2935 19 5 385 13 9 15419 8 7

4672 4 6 462 18 3 3742 11 6

19863 6 4 8793 7 85 5 2

274 16 9 1956 19 7 137 15 8

8553 7 8 728 6 1027 13 9

21758 3 5 375 5 8 416 8 4
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£. s. d. £.

10. 13245 13 11. 517
8027 8 10 89
592 11 3J 2054

1728 0 709
24317 13 7 5427
4056 18 4J 23486
809 9 9 59

2056 13 5 15476
92 19 n 427
186 4 4 95

«. d. £. s. d.

13 4 12. 37 11

17 11 176 irj 6

8 5 2089 14 7i
13 7 592 11 6

4 10 13259 4 10|
16 3 729 8 SX
12 8 2058 19 l|89 72 12 5

17 2 746 7 7J
19 7 59 17 8|

£ s. d. £ $. d. £ 8. d.

4526 13 5 14. 23 3 H 15. 348 13 6

89 4 11 175 6 10 95 8 11

729 15 6 59 19 8i 3516 12 7

23416 8 8 317 2 7 808 7 10
17 17 7 2526 12 104' 27247 16 5

893 12 6 118 4 6 13 2

56 3 9 93 17 971 7 7

255 13 4 906 14 H 1606 16 8
5317 14 10 3 16 7 59 19 4

5 3 7 47 9 4i 217 5 9

£ d. £ 8, d. £ B. d.

18 3 4} 17. 7249 11 7 18. 942 3

729 7 H 506 3 10 2056 12 4i
2314 14 10 21452 16 5 98 7 10
846 13 5? 78 7 6 31483 13 8i
99 8 lOi 942 12 8 576 6 H

1417 17 3 8329 8 9 4117 12 5
6 16 lU 41525 15 4 823 10 7

47 10 5i 348 9 11 15462 17 Hi
204 9 4 7254 11 3 6509 18 3
72 12 3i 245 6 10 172 4
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& iL £ 8. d.

193 14 9 20. 2639 18 7

84 14 7 798 16 4

119 18 4 9109 8 6

74 9 7 6198 19 2

89 7 10 527 6 5

101 19 2 1693 18 9

76 6 11 7174 15 7

49 17 5 678 8 8

166 8 7 9193 17 10

17 0 657 7 8

54 7 10 793 10 11

74 13 5 5179 4 3

296 12 9 98 15 7

37 14 11 84 16 8

85 10 4 8163 10 6

£ 8. d. £ 8. d.

9035 2 10 22. 7245 6 2

4123 17 6 8139 7 4

211 6 8 15065 7 3

94 3 4 279 13 8

4321 18 9 8904 12 9

6409 12 8 4561 10 8

492 13 7 485 2 2

56 4 10 163 9 11

109 19 10 752 15 3
9603 2 5 287 6 8
362 3 4 2307 4 2

5976 2 5 1528 3 6

1397 7 1 691 13 9

563 4 1 6127 9 10
4287 9 11 4201 6 8

46 3 6 232 1 11

200 14 8 360 5 5

23. Add the following in lines, horizontally :

(1) £13 148. 6d.
;
£98 128. 7d.

; £213 4s. lid.; £77
17s. 7d.

;
£8 15s. 9d.
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(2) £77 11s. 5d.
;
£148 16s. lOd.

;
£7 18s. 2d.; £34

18s. 6d.

(3) £9 13s. lid.; £58 11s. 7d.
;
£215 5s. 9d.

;
£82

6s. 7d.
;
£47 19s. 2d.

(4) £25 16s. 8d.; £187 14s. 5d.
; £19 15s. 9d.

;
£84

8s. 5d.
;
£19 12s. lid.

(5) £7 16s. 3d.; £74 5s. 9d.
;
£235 11s. 4d.

;
£82

5s. lOd.
;
£32 17s. 7d.

(6) £81 13s. 7d.
;
£295 16s. lOd.

;
£12 13s. 5d.

;
£84

11s. 8(1.

(7) £59 15s. 7d.
;
£343 18s. 6d.

; £517 3s. 9d.
;
£48

18s. 5d.

(8) £8 ;
£45 13s. 8d.

;
£76 7s. 6d.

;
£21 5s. 8d.

(9) £11 83. 2d.
; £23 ;

£20 5s. 6d.
; £38 16s. 5d.

(10) £12 8s. Id.
;
£21 5s.

;
£22 7s. 3d.

;
£11 15s. 4d.

(11) £28 14s. lid.; £20 6s. 3d.; £22 Is. Od.
; £40

15s. 6d.

(12) £75 6s. 9d.
;
£19 10s.

;
11s.

;
£1 Is.

;
£91 11s. 8d.

;

£2 15s. Id.

(13) £12 6s. 3d.
; £5 7s. 9d.

;
£5 4s. 3d.

;
£16 7s. 9d. ;

£4 13s. 5d.

(14) £10 5s.
;
£22 2s. 6d.

; £4; £2 17s. 6d.
;
£38 14s. 8d.

24. Total the following, and prove by cross additions (b/f and
c/f mean brought ” and “ carried ” forward respectively)

:

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ 8. d.

£ ». d. b/f b/f ‘/f 1 Totals.

0 15 1 19 7i 38 6 16 9 7S
3 17 H 0 16 49 7 4 0 84
0 18 3^ 0 13 7i 43 Hi 0 3

9 3 7^ 0 3 9i 05 74 8 9 74

cl{£

j
Total £

1

25. In each of the parts 1-14 of Question 23 write down
the largest amount and then the largest but one, and find the

diflerence between them.

26. In each of the parts 1-14 of Question 23 write down
the smallest amount and the smallest but one, and find the

difference between them.

27. By how much does 19s. 10Jd. exceed (1) 18s. ll^d. and

(2) Is. Ol'dA

28. An arm chair costs 55s. lid. and a small chair 39s. fid.

How much cheaper is the latter than the former ?

29. A suite of bedroom furniture cost 25 guineas. The ward-
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robe costs £12 lOs. 6(1., the dressing table, £4 Ihs. 9d., the

washstand, £5 10s. lid. Find the cost of the three [deces

named, and also that of the remainder of the suite.

{For further problems, see Examples XXV,)

B. Reduction of Money

102. It is possible to express 2.500 farthings in pounds,

shillings, and juincc, or £56 18s. bjd. in farthings.

The process of doing either of these things is called

Reduction.

Example 1.—Reduce 2500 farthings to £ s. d.

There will be fewer pennies than farthings

;

we divide by 4 to bring farthings to ])ence, then by 12

to reduce to shillings, and then by 20 to reduce to ])ounds.

4,2500 farthings

12 625 pence

20| 52 shillings -fl penny ((jver)

£2 + 12 shillings (over)

2500 farthings = £2 12s. Id.

PZxAMPLE 2.—Reduce £12 ISs, 8^d. to farthings.

Here we reduce pounds and shillings to shillings, then

shillings and pence to pence, and finally pence and farthings to

farthings.

There will be more farthings than there are pounds

;

we multiply.

£
12

20

Shillings, 258
12

Pence, 3104
4

Farthings, 124 18

s.

18

I

<L

i.e. £12 X 20 •

y
and 240 shillings + 18 shillings

= 240 shillings,

= 258 shillings.

i,c. 258 shillings X 12

i
and 8096 pence + 8 pence

i.e, 8104 pence X 4

and 12416 farthings + 2 farthings

= 3096 pence,

= 3104 pence.

= 12416 farthings.

s 12418 farthings.
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103. The following examples are of a somewhat harder

nature :

Example 3.—Reduce 8654 threepences to pounds.

There will be fewer pounds
;

we divide.

Keducc to shillings, then shillings to pounds.

Since four 3(1. = Is., we proceed thus :

4|86r)4 threepences

20 2103 shillings 4- 2 threej)ences, or 6d.

.£1 08 + 3 shillings

8654 threepences = <£108 3s. 6d.

Example 4.

—

Reduce 0*5 of 48 farthings to the decimal of

0*75 of £1 10s.

0*5 of 48 farthings 0*5 x 48 — 24 farthings

;

and 0*75 of £1 10s. = 0*75 v £1 -5 ^ £1 .125.

Now we cannot express 24 farthings as the decimal of

£1*125, so we reduce the pounds to farthings, and write the

decimal required as 24

1 125x 20x 12x4
now, 20 X 12 X 4 = 960, and there are 960 farthings in £1

;

we have the result ^
1*125 x 960

1 ^1
1*125x40 45

= 0*0222, correct to the fourth place.

EXAMPLES. XXIV.

1. Reduce 5834 and 19658 farthings to pounds, shillings, and
pence.

2. How many pounds, shillings, and pence are there in 7586
and 90000 halfpennies'?

3. How many farthings are there in 100 francs'?

4. What is the difference between fths of 9856 farthings and
|ths of 25 francs?

5. Express 0*55 of 500 farthings as a fraction of 0*75 of £10.
6. Express 15864 sixpences in pounds, shillings, and pence.

7. How many shillings are there in 580 halfpennies ?

8. How many pounds, shillings, and pence are there in 7964
pence?
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Express 1 795 farthings in pounds, shillings, and pence.

10. Keduce 78564 half-crowns to pounds, shillings, and pence.

11. How many pounds, shillings, and pence are therein 17856
sixpences'?

12. Express 97642 threepences in pounds, shillings, and pence.

13. What fraction is 18s. 6d. of £l ?

14. Express h-Jd. as the fraction of Is.

15. What is ISs. as the decimal of £1 *?

16. Express 14s. 6d. as the decimal of 15s.

17. Reduce 17s. 6d. to the fraction of 5 guineas.

18. Which is the greater, -^ths of 17s. 4d., or -fths of 18s. 9d. ?

19. How many half-crowns would be required to ])ay a bill of

£1 5s. ?

20. A merchant draws, on the average, 356 cheques a week
;

how much does this cost him in stamps when each cheque has a

penny stamp upon it ?

21. The tenant of a small house has paid his rent quarterly,

for sixteen years, by means of money orders, the commission on

which is 4d.; what amount of money has he paid for the orders

in that time ?

22. A clerk mistakes ^ of £70 for { of £70 ; by how much is

he wrong 1

23. Reduce each of the amounts given in Question 23

(pp. 121-2), part (2), to pence.

24. Reduce each of the amounts given in Question 23

(pp. 121-2), part (6), to farthings.

25. Reduce each of the amounts given in Question 23

(pp. 121-2), part (8), to halfpennies.

26. How many sliillings are there in 1000 pence?

27. How many pence are there in 876 farthings?

28. Express 90000 pence in pounds, shillings, and pence.

29. If a mark is valued at lid., how many will there be in

£6 12s.?

30. Taking the value of a franc as 9|d., find how many
pounds, shillings, and j)ence there will be in 894 francs.

31. A Spanish silver peseta is of the same value as a franc
;

how many shillings and pence are there in a lO peseta piece (gold) ?

32. How many pence are there in £25 15s. 8d. ?

33. Reduce 3275 guineas to half-crowns.

34. How many men can be paid with £15 6s. if each lias

earned 8s. 6d. ?

35. A merchant employs a number of men who earn, on tlie

average, 32s. 6d. a week each. If his wages bill is £40 12s. 6d.,

how many men has he ?
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36. How many cheques for 15s. 8d. can be drawn upon a

banking account amounting to £78 6s. 8d. ?

37. The total amount subscribed in sums of 10s. 6d. each to a

relief fund was £44 12s. 6d. How many subscribers were there?

38. How many brass inkstands, valued at 2s. 6Jd. each, can

be bought for £5 15s. 3d., and what change will there be?

39. If small bottles of red ink cost |d. to make, how many
can be made for an expenditure of 50 guineas ?

40. How many tons of coal, at 15s. 7d. per ton, can be bought
for 95 guineas?

EXAMPLES, XXV.

Miscellaneous Questions

1. A Wilton carpet is valued at £10 19s. 6d. but is sold at

a sale for £7 158. 9d, * what difference does this make to the

purchaser ?

2. Express the sale price of the Wilton carpet mentioned in

Question 1 as a decimal of the ordinary price.

3. By how much does a guinea and a half exceed (1) 5s. 9Yd.,

(2) three-fourths of a guinea,

4. Determine the excess of 2-| guineas over (1) the sum of

8s. 9]d. and 17s, lljd., (2) the difference of 8s. 9yd. and
17s. ll]d.

5. Coal is sold retail at Is. 6d. per cwt., or at 27.s. a ton. How
much cheaper is it to buy a ton at the latter rate than at the

former?

6. Find the cost of providing the following articles for one’s

dining-room : 1 carpet, £4 48. ;
1 suite of furniture, £12 19s. 6d.

;

1 sideboard, £10 15s, 6d.
; 1 overmantel, £22s. 6d.

;
sundry

ornaments, £3 5s. 8d.
;

marble clock, £5 18s. 6d.
;
mahogany

table, £6 11s. 9d.
;
pictures, £3 128. 8d.

;
fender and fire-irons,

£2 12s. 7d.
;
curtains, £1 15s. ll-|d. How much change would

there be out of £65 ?

7. Out of what sum of money would the change in Question 6

have been (1) 6fd., (2) 11s. ll^d., (3) £11 lls. lljd.?

8. If the table costing £6 lls. 9d. had been left out, and a

cheaper one at £4 15s. 6d. had been purchased, what would the

total cost have been then, and how much would have been left

out of a cheque for 100 guineas?

9. If the price of the articles in Question 6 had been quoted

correct to a pound, what would the cost have been, and how mud)
more or less would the purchaser have paid than he actually did

pay?
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10. For what amount must a grocer draw a cheque^ to pay

for the following? (Tabulate this question.) 1914, May 1.

liUmp sugar, £58 16s. 8d.
;

tea, £173 19s. 6d.
;

black tea,

£738 15s. 9d.
;

coffee (berry), £98 18s. 8d.
;

coffee (ground),

£149 16s. 5d.
;

cocoa, £89 19s. 6d.
;

dried fruit, £976
15s. 8d.

11. If the merchant in Question 10 had £1500 18s. to his

credit at his bank, by how much would he have had to increase

his account there to meet his liabilities ?

12. Two salesmen agreed to compare their sales during a par-

ticular week and to share equally the difference between their

profits, which were as follows: A. £7 15s. 8|d.; £9 178. I Jd.

;

£22 158. 6^d.; £18 12s. lOd.
;
£25 14s. 8|d. ; £30 6s. 4^.

B. £6 lOs. 4.id; £8 15s. 9d.
;
£21 14s. 6|d.

;
£19 13s. 8^d.

;

£26 Is. 6|d.
;
£41 6s. 4 Jd. Without setting these amounts

down, find (1) A’s profits, (2) B’s profits, (3) the difference between
these amounts, and (4) A’s total profit after the division of the

difference found in (3).

13. In the previous question find (1) the difference between
the greatest and least days profits for both A and B

; (2) the

difference between A’s greatest and B’s greatest profits, and also

between A’s least and B’s least.

14. A draper owes £20 16s. 8d.
;
£19 7s. lOd.

;
£17 8s. 8d.

;

and £6 15s. 9d. to the same wholesale firm, and he wishes to pay
these four amounts by drawing two cheques for amounts as nearly

as possible equal. What will be the value of each cheque ?

15. Employing the figures of the previous question, find by
how much the draper’s total debt exceeds the highest item in it.

16. Write down the four amounts in Question 14, correct to

£1 and also correct to Is.

17. A man stands outside Euston Station selling newspapers
;

the details of his receipts are :

Morniiifif

Papers.

Evening Papers.
|

Noon
Edition.

3 o’clock
Edition.

5 o’clock
Edition.

7.30 o’clock

Edition.
P'inal

Edition.

s. d. «. d. s. d. 8. d. 8. d. 8. d.

Monday

.

10 H 8 8 7 7 6 8 9 6 7 3

Tuesday 8 r4 7 6 8 9 9 2 8 6 5 8

Wednesday 9 9 8 10 7 11 8 10 1 8 6

Thursday 10 71 8 2 15 3 16 4 17 11 10 10

Friday . 8 8 7 6 9 4 7 11 8 10 6 8

Saturday 15 6 5 4 G 9 5 8 6 3

^ § 166 and Plate VI,
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Find (1) Tho total receipts per day
; (2) the total receipts

for each edition (morning papers to final edition) each day

;

(3) his weekly receipts.

18.

The financial position of a company is given below, find

the amount of the Reserve Account omitted from the last line of

the Creditor side, so that the latter may balance with the Debtor
side.

TRIAL BALANCE.1
Dr. Cr.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

Ordinary Share Capital Account -- 30000 0 0

Preference Share Ca})ital Account -- 25000 0 0
Stock (January 1, 1911) 16*200 4 3

Cash in hand 106 2 0

Cash at Bank ..... 3196 13 0

Purchases and sales .... 2f.l23 7 0 63200 4 8
Returns (inwards and outwards) 901 7 9 308 17 6
Manufacturing expenses . 5314 2 0

Manufacturing wages 13210 0 0

Salaries 1525 0 0

Travellers’ salaries, coininission, and ex-

penses...... 3210 0 0

Rates and taxes .... 210 0 0

Insurance 70 0 0

General expenses .... 1420 0 0

Discounts 1283 2 0 578 3 0
Bad debts 280 0 0

Interest and Bank cliarges 87 0 0

Land and buildings .... 10000 0 0

Machinery and plant 17000 0 0

Debtors and creditors ‘28397 4 2 9843 2 0

Patents 3000 0 0

Bad debts reserve (January 1, 1911) .
_ 400 0 0

Profit and Loss Account (balance, De-
cember 1, 1910) .... _ 810 0 0

Preference Dividend paid . 706 5 0

Interim Ordinary Dividend paid 900 0 0

Reserve Account .... —
£ £

19. Exercise books are retailed at 2d. each and bought at

Is. 6^d. a dozen. What does the retailer make on selling half a

dozen 1

20. Incandescent mantles are sold at 2Jd. each or at 2s. IJd.

a dozen. What saving is there on buying a dozen rather than

in buying twelve singly ?

21. If one mantle in every dozen is broken accidentally while

none is broken if bought singly, which is the cheaper way to buy,

and by liow much?
* Section XIX., §§ 283 and 806.
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22. 100-130 volt, 50 candle-power Osram^ lamps cost 2s. 6d.

each. How many can be bought for 5 guineas ?

23. How much money will be left when the greatest number
of lamps that can be bought have been lK)ughb for 3 guineas?

24. What is the difference between £7 15s. 8d. and the cost

of 47 100-130 volt, 16 C.P. tantalum ^ lamj>s at 2s. each?

25. What is the difference between the cost of a duplex
reading lamp in polished brass at 45s. 9d. and one in

oxidised brass at 48s. 6d. ? Express the difference as the

decimal of £1.

26. What fraction of £55 Is. is £45 17s. 6d. ?

27. The details given below relate to the sizes and prices of

the tubes and tyres for motor-cars as supplied by a company.

(1) Find the cost of (i) One tube of each size; (ii) one heavy
plain, of one heavy grooved, and of one steel-studded tyre of each

size. (2) If motor-car dealers purchase the articles in sets of four

(one article of each kind), find the cost of one set of each of the

sizes given. By how much does the sum of (1) (i) and (ii) differ

from the cost in (2) ?

Size.
Inner
Tubes.

Heavy
Plain.

Heavy
Grooved.

Steel-Studded
Non-Skid.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ 8. d. £ s. d.

6.^>0 X 65 . 0 9 0 19 0 1 16 8 2. 8 4

760 X 85 . 0 16 6
1

1 16 2 2 4 2 3 3 8

870 X 90 . 0 17 7 2 18 11 3 12 3 4 5 6

916x105 . 1 6 6 4 8 2 6 8 1 6 0 3

986x186^. 1 14 10 6 19 3 7 6 0 7 17 9

28.

In the previous question find by how much the cost of a

studded tyre exceeds that of a heavy grooved in the last two

sizes.

29.

In an interesting pamphlet issued under the authority of

the Minister for External Affairs, Melbourne, the following details

are given:

* Omm ftlainents are made from the metal tungsten. i

^ Tantalum Is a metal used to make the wire for eleotrio lamps. The
advUlftage of mutal filament lamps is that they consume muph less current

old Qsrbou filament lamps, though they involve more 'initial oirt-

my/ UP. meatts oaudle-power.

9
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Cost of Starting a Dairy Farm of 160 Acres.

Rent— First year’s deposit and survey fee.

Fencing (2 miles at £20 per mile, posts 12

feet apart, and three barbs) .

12 cows at £6 per c»»w . . . .

2 horses at £15 each ....
Plough
Harness.......
Swingle bars and chains....
House—24x12 feet, slabbed and floored

at £1 per foot

Milking shed

Yard
30<gallon separator

Cart (second-hand)

£ s. </,

3 16 0

6 0 0
5 0 0
1 5 0

24 0 0
5 0 0

10 0 0
12 10 0
5 0 0

Fill in the sj^aoes and find the cost involved, in Australia, in

starting a 160-acre dairy farm.

30.

In the previous question, if the emigrant erects his own
fencing and it costs him £5 10s. a mile, what would his expenses

be then ?

31. If he builds his own house it costa him £4 18s. Supj)ose

he does this, and also fences his own land, what are his expenses 1

32, What does he save by building his own house and fencing

his land f

33. The import duty on coffee in the United Kingdom,
whether kiln-dried, roasted, or ground, is 2d. per lb. How many
shillings and the decimal of a shilling is this duty per cwt. of

112 IR? What change would there be out of 24s. 6d. after

paying the duty on 1 cwt. f

34. Express the result of the last question as the decimal

of £1.

35. In the ye^r 1911 every person in the United Kingdom
consumed, on the average, 1809 lb. of frerii and refrigerated ?»ef,

according to Whitaker's Ahmnadf, while in 1912 the consump-
tion was 19*49 IR per head, Taking the price per lb. to 1911 to

be 9d. per lb. and in 1912 to be lOd., find the difference between
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the amount spent per head in the two years given, in shillings

and pence and the decimal of a penny.

36. Find the cost of an officer’s equipment from the
following, after having tahidated the account properly : Tunic,

worsted or serge, j£2 7s. 6d. ; breeches, Bedford cords,

£,1 17s. 6d.
;

breeches, serge, £1 28. 6d.
;

slacks, serge, 15s.;

British warm coats, £2 10s.; overcoats, £3; caps, 15s.;

putties, 6s. 6d.
;
leggings, ISs.

;
marching boots, 14s.

;
sleeping

caps, 38. ;
khaki sliirts, all wool, with collar, Ss. 6d.

;
‘‘ Sam

Browne*’ belts, j61 178. 6d.
;

shicping valise, £2 10s.; sleeping

bags, £1

;

army kitbags, £3 10s.
;

folding bed.8, £1 ; mattress,

“cork,” £1 Is.

37. Find the cost of an oil stove and utensils suitable for a

house-boat from the following: Stove, 38s. 4d.
;
kettle, Is. 5d.

;

stewpan, 28. 4id. ;
steamer, Is. 2d.

;
fry-pan. Is. l|d.

;
toast

hanger, Is. 3d.
;
cottons (1 dozen). Is. 4d.

38. A company supplies clean towels to clubs and offices at

the rate of Ss. 3d. for 50 |)er week, 58. for 75 per week,

68. 3d. for 100 per week. Is. 9d. for 25 ])er week. If it supplies

four clubs with 100 per week, eight oflices with 75 pev week,

four with 50, and twelve with 25, find the weekly income from

these sourcee.

39. A cleaning company received the following orders on one

particular day

:

Clban

—

8 ladies’ evening gowns @ 6s. each.

6 ladies’ dresses . (a) 5s. 6d. „
6 ladies’ skirts (a) 3s.

10 silk blouses (a) 2s. „
4 long coats (a) 3s. „
8 feather boas (% 48. 6d. „

What amount of money should have been

the articles named ?

received for cleaning

40, If^ in tbci previous question, £1 15s. 3d. proved a bad

deiit, what would have been the amount actually received f

41. Determine the cost of providing household linen for a
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house c»f seven rooms as offci'(‘-d by a large London linn. The
details are

:

£ 8. (1 £ s. d.

2 pairs cottoj) shoots for 1 })air top blankets . 0 6 11

ono 4 foot 6 inch bed, 1 under lilaiiket 0 2 0

8s. lid. 0 17 10 1 coloured quilt 0 2 (ih

1^! pairs <‘otton pillow-slips, 2 toilet covers, 84’d. 0 1 H
Is. l|d. 0 2 .‘i 2 tablecloths, 2 yaids

1 pair top blankets. 0 14 11
j

square, 3s. lid. . 0 7 10
] uudor blanket 0 i (; ; 1 tablecloth, 2 I>y yards 0 5 11

1 white toilet quilt. 0 8 1

1

' ^ do/cri talilo napkins,
2 toilet covers, Is. O^d. . 0 2 1

1

8s. (id. 0 4 8

2 pairs linen slieots for
j

2 kitchen tahletdoths,

one 4 feet 6 inch bed,
1

yards square, 1 s. G^d

.

0 3 4

178. 9d. 1 15 6 1 doiien huckaback towels 0 8 6

2 pairs linen pillow-slips, 8 bail) towels, Is. O^d. . 0 3 H
2s, 7d. 0 5 2 ^ dozen servants’ toweds.

1 pair top blankets

.

0 17 9 6s. lid. 0 3 H
1 under blanket 0 4 6 2 roller towels, Is. O^d. . 0 2 1

1 white cpiilt . 0 8 11 A dozen tea cloths, 3s. lid. 0 1

2 toilet covers, lOfd. 0 1 H 1 ,,
^laas cloths, 4s. lid. 0 2 H

2 i)airs cotton sheets, for 1 ,, kitchen cloths, 6s. (id. 0 2 9

one 3 feet servant’s lied,

A.a ^rl n <i a \

^ ,, dusters, 28. 6(1. 0 1 3

uu.« • » » iy ,

1 pair cotton pillow-slips 0 0 10
!

42. Two iiiercliaiits, one in England and one abroad, send

res[)ectively 9 cwt. and 15 cwt. of biscuits to Melbourne. Tlie

Government of the colony charges Id. per lb. duty on the former

(being a proforeiitial tariff for Ihitish goods) and 1 Jd. per lb. on
the latter, What is the difference between the duties paid on
the weights sent.

43. How much more per ton of biscuits imported into

Australia has to be paid on foreign than on British biscuits?

44. The price-list of a large London company gives the following

:

HAVANA CIGARS.

Crop. P< 0p Per 6

£ s. d.
1

£ 8. d.

(^oquetas .... 1908 1 9 0 0 1 8

Divinos de la Creme 1906 4 6 0 0 4 9

Excepcionales Superfinos 1908 4 18 0 0 5 4

Aguilas lUisa.s 1 909 0 0 0 10 0

How much cheaper is it to buy 100 of each sort by the

hundred than to buy the same number of each sort by fives ?

45.

The current yearns subscriptions to a society are as follows :

£47 j £68 lOs. ; £8 10s.
;
£30 7s. 6d.

;
£26 28. 6d. ; £9 lOs.

;

£21 78. 6d. ; £2 6s.
;
£2 178. 6d.

;
£10 158. ; £9 2fl. 6d. ; £16 ; £4 lOa.

;

£9 2s. 6d. ; 168. ;
£2 168.
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Arrange the amounts given above in descending order, and find

tlie total.

46. The statement given below is taken from tlie accounts of an

important insurance company. What is the value of the ass(?ts on

31st December?

ASSETS, 3l8T DECEMBER.

Mortgages on property within the United £ s. d.

Kiiig<lotn 1088279 3 10

Loans on Parochial and other Public Rates . 332627 7 6

,,
Life Interests. .... 119(10 0 0

,, Reversions ..... 33927 19 6

,, Stocks and shares .... 40000 0 0

,, Institution's policies within their

surrender values . . . 1033182 10 0

Investments

—

Deposit with the High Court (£28933 India

per Cent. Stock) .... 20000 0 0
British Goveranient Securities . . . 18047 2 2

Municipal and County Securities, United
Kingdom . . . . . . 374350 0 2

Indian and Colonial (Government Securities 213849 5 4

,, Municipal Securities . . . 34884 13 5

Foreign Covernmout Securities . . . 191744 10 C

,, Provincial Soeuritios . . . 19650 0 0

,, Municipal SetMirities . . . 121052 18 4

Railway and other Debentures and De-
benture Stocks, Home and Foreign . 1204472 4 9

Railway and other Preference and Guar-
anteed Stocks, Home and Foreign . 696732 12 10

Rent charges . . . . . 43147 13 0

Freehold ground rents .... 1992622 19 3

Leasehold „ .... 430169 7 6

House property 606797 9 7

Reversions 177795 3 11

Indian Railway Stocks and Annuities . 262851 17 10

Bank of England Stock .... 101641 18 6

Now River Company’s Securities . . 402 14 8
Agents’ Balances 22933 7 7

Outstanding Interest, Dividends, and Rents . 21130 19 6

Interest accrued hut not payable . . . 68928 9 0

Bills receivable 44 * 6 3

Cash

—

On Deposit . . . £65000 0 0

In hand and on Current
Account . , . 28375 11 0

93375 11 0

Other Assets

—

Loans on Credit Policies .... 18836 8 1

Postage stamps 11 1 3

Note. —The student should regard this, and other similar questions, as a
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means of familiarising himselfwith commercial terms, and siiould emlearour
to uiiderstaml thoir meaning as ho reads on through the hook.

47. What is the cost of providing for a secretary's ofBce, given
the following details

:

Floor in figured oak, 1 x 4| inches, ready £ 8, d.

for polishing...... 5 8 6
labour ....... 2 3 8
Cost of papering walls and fixing moulding 1 16 6
Satin walnut desk, finished in mahogany . 9 9 0
Four-tier filing cabinet, finished in mahogany 5 9 6
Chair, in mahogany 1 19 6
Enclosed washstand, in mahogany 2 3 6
Bookcase, in mahogany .... 18 18 0
3 extra chairs, in mahogany 1 13 6

48. The expenditure of a society was

—

£ s. d.

Postages and petty cash .... 19 16 11
Clerical assistance ..... 20 9 7
Printing and stationery ....
Travelling expenses

—

44 9 11

Council meetings .... 58 2 5
Delegate meetings .... 19 5 10
Deputations . . . , . 4 1 10

Report of conference .... 5 0 0
Use of rooms, etc. .....
Inauguration expenses of country branch .

0 18 0
4 18 0

Cheques and sundries .... 0 9 1

Donations ...... 14 11 0
Printing journal ..... 56 0 0
Postages of journal..... 14 14 2
Legal expenses 1 1 0

&
Find the total expenditure.

~

49. The import duty on chloroform ^ is, for the United King-
dom, 4s. 4d. per lb., and for the United States, previous to
4th October 1913, 10 cents per lb., after that date, by virtue of
the passing of the Underwood Tariff Bill, 2 cents per lb. Taking
a dollar as 48. 2d and a cent as^ dollar, calculate the difference

^ These figures are taken from a summary kindly lent by the Borland
Agency, and were first published in the New rork Times of SOth September
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between the duty on chloroform in the United Kingdom and in

the United States at the end of 1912 and of 1913.

50* Employing the data of the previous question, express in

English money the change in duty on chloroform produced by the

passing of the Bill referred to.

51. The statement given below balances when the amount
for Commissions is put in in the left-hand column. Find that

amount

TRIAL BALANCE.

Preference share capital , . . .

Ordinary share capital ....
Cash paid on shares forfeited and since re-

issued. (This is to be transferred to

Freeliold Proj)erty Account)
Freehold proi)erty

Goodwill Account
Formation expenses
Wages
Purchases, brewing materials .

Loans on mortgage at 5 {ter cent, per annum
Gommiaaiona
Loan interest paid, less tax, to June <^0, 1912
Discounts
Reserve for doubtful debts
Travelling expenses

Rates and taxes

General trade expenses ....
Repairs and renewals ....
Sal&ries

R^rve fund
Stock, January 1, 1912 . . . .

Sales

Profit and Loss Account, January 1, 1912.
Plant and machinery ....
Barrels

Debtors
Creditors

Directors’ fees

Furniture and fittings ....
Bad debts
Rents received

Beer duty paid
Cash in hand
Steadfast Bank Limited ....
Horses and drays

£ s. d. £ 8. d.

25000 0 0
12500 0 0

15 0 0
21500 0 0

5000 0 0

750 0 0

3417 10 6

32526 0 0

3750 0 0

88 5 8

2368 0 0

200 0 0
1812 0 0
1400 0 0

3659 0 0

663 10 0

1852 0 0

5000 0 0
14511 0 0

66796 0 0

2425 0 0

5614 0 0

777 0 0
20825 0 0

10716 0 0
1800 0 0
112 0 0
215 0 0

279 0 0
5763 0 0

10 0 0
8411 0 6

682 0 0

Z £
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SECTION X
ENGLISH MONEY: CALCULATION OF COST

A. (i) By Compound Multiplication and Division

104. Multiplication and Division by a Single Figure,

Kxampi.e 1.~ a grocer buys 9 cwt. of sugar at £1 16s. SJd.
per cwt., how much does he pay ?

£1 16s. S^d. x9 =^^£2x9-£18.

£ s.

1 16

£16 10

cL

9_

II

Method.

9 halfpennies =

8x9-}- 4d.

1 6 X 9 -I- Cs.

Ix9 + je7

= 76d. =6s. 4d.

= 150s. ^£7 lOs.

= £16.

Tlio cost of 9 cwt. of sugar is £16 10s. 4Jfl.

Exampt.e 2.—Europeans employed in the diamond-mining
industry at the Cape, in the year 1913, could have earned
£6 11s, 6d. by working six days. How much was the average
daily wage 7

£6 11 s . 6d.-^6 £6~6 = £L

£ i?. d. Method.

^ y ? £6 -i-6 = £l.

£1 1 11 11s. 4-6= Is. and 5s. over.— — 5s. 6d. -r 6 = 66d. 4- 6 = Hd.

.*. a European could earn 2Ls. lid. a da}^ in the Cape
diamond mines in 1913.

105. Multiplication and Division by a Number which can
be Factorised,

Examlpe 3.—The oversea trade of Australia in 1912 was
£33 17s. 2d. per inhabitant. How much would this be for
ninety-six people ?

£33 178, 2a. X 9 =0= £34 X 100 -£3400,
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Here j^33 17a. 2(1. x96=:,£33 I7e. 2(1. multiplied by 8, and

the product multiplied by 12.

£ 8, d.

33 17 2

8

270 17 4

12

£3250
“8"

0

Method.

2x8 = 16(1. =lfl. 4d.
17x8-fl=^lJl7s.=£0 17fi.

33x8 + 6 =£270.
The multiplication by 12 is performed

similarly.

the oversea trade of Au.'^tralia was, in 1912, £3250 8a. for

every ninety-six inhabitants.’

Example 4.

—

If fifty-four people were to cross from England
to Newfoundland in the winter their total saloon fares would
be £622 78. Find the winter fare. (The summer saloon fare

is about £13, why should it be greater than the winter fare?)

£622 78.-r54 £600 -+ 50 = £12.

£622 7s. +51
= £622 7s. + 6, and the result — 9.

Method.

£ d,

6 i622 7 0

9 jfo;? 116
£11 10 6

622-~6 =£103 and £4 over.

£4 7s. = 87s.

and 87 + 0 = 14s. and Ss. over.

8s. = 36d. and 36d. + () = 6<1.

Then 103 + 9 = £1 1 and £4 over.

£4 14s. = 91s.

and 94 + 9= IQs. and 4s. or48d.
over.

and 48d. + 6d.-+9 = 6d.

the saloon fare from England to Newfoundland is

£11 10s. 6d. for each adult in winter, and it is lower than the

summer fare because the demand for accommodation will prob-

ably be less in winter.

106. Multiplication and Division by any Number {without
Decimalising)

.

EIxample 5.

—

It costs a corporation £166 18s. lOjd. to

repair 100 yards of a certain road; determine the cost of

repairing 57300 yards at this rate.

Since 67300 yards = 573 hundred yards, it is necessary to

find the value of £166 18s. lO^d. x 573.

£156 18s. lOid. x673 r- 167 x 673 = £89961.

* The student will find it most advantageous to write down the real im-

port of his result, as we have done here, rather than :
“ Am, £89928 16s. 4ld.”
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We really have here four sums, the results of which are to

be added together thus

:

£* 8. d,

(1) 573 halfpennies = 286id.- 238. 10Jd.« 1 3 lOJ

(2) r)73x 10 pence -5730(1. - 477s. 6d. - 23 17 6

(3) 573 X 18 shillings- 103148. . 615 14 0

(4) 573 X 156 pounds . . . =: 89388 0 0

The cost required is . . . j£89928 15 4^

the cost of repairing 57300 yards of road at £156 IBs. lOJd.

per 100 yards is £89928 15s. 4id.

Example 6.— A firm spendB £1882 Is. O^d. a year in

advertising, what expenditure does this represent per day?

Reckoning 366 days, since Sundays clearly enter into the

matter, we see that £1882 Is. 0|d. -fSOS will give the cost

per day, which is 1880 — 365 — £5.

I

*’

8. d,

3 li

'1882 1 Oi
1825

57 .. . .
(i)

20

114i

1095

46 .. . . (ii)

12

552
365

187 . . . (iii)

4

750
730

20

Mbthoi).

£(1882^365)= £6.
£{1882 - 365 x 6) = £1 882 - £1825.

= £57 . . . . (i)

£57 = 57 X 20s.

= 11408.

1140 + ls =11418.
IHl-r 365 = 38.

1141 - 366 X 8 = 1141s. - 1096s,
= 468. ... . (ii)

468. =46 X 12d.
= 552d.

662d. +0d.=552d.
552T3a5=ld.

662 - 866 X Id. =652d. - 866d.
= 187d. . . . (iii)

187d.=187x4faithing8
=746 farthings

748 farthings + 2 farthings= 760 farthings
760-^866=2 farthing!

= Jd.
To the nearest farthing.

EXAMFLEa XXVI.

1. Find the value of each of the following:

(1) £5 8s. 6d. multiplied by 5.

(2) £7 15s. 8d. multiplied by 7.

(3) £9 18s. 6Jd. multiplied by 9.

(4) £12 78* 5Jd. multiplied by 3.
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(6)

£18 17e. 9Ji]. multiplied by 6.

(6) £159 15a. lljd. multiplied by 8.

(7) £696 19s. ll}d. multiplied by 12.

(8) £876 15.a. 0|d. multiplied by 9.

(9) £9876 1 78. 4Jd. multiplied by 11.

(10)

£15864 16s. 7jd. multiplied by 10.

2. Multiply, using factors, the amount given in

—

Question 1, part (1), by 25, 36, and 42.

„ „ (2), by 49, 84, and 63.

„ „ (3), by 27, 108, and 126.

„ „ (4), by 96 and 99.

„ „ (6), by 198 and 144.

„ „ (6), by 160 and 192.

„ „ (7), by 695 and 825.

„ „ (8), by 2380.

„ „ (9), by 627.

„ „ (10), by 145.

3. Divide the following ;

(1)

£27 28. 6d. by 5. (2) £64 9s. 8d. by 7.

(3) £89 6s. lOid. by 9. (4) £37 28. 3|d. by 3.

(5) £113 6s. 9d. by 6. (6) £1278 7a. 6d. by 8.

(7)

£7168 198. 9d. by 12. (8) £7881 158. 4id. by 9.

(9) £108645 10s. lOfd. by 11.

(10) £158647 168. 5^d. by 10.

4. Divide each of the following, using factors

:

(1) £136 12s. 6d. by 25. (2) £195 68. by 36.

(3) £227 178. by 42. (4) £381 7s. 8d. by 49.

(5) £653 16s. by 84. (6) £1072 28. 6d. by 108.

(7) £1240 178. 8jd. by 125. (8) £3740 28 . 9d. by 198.

(9) £26667 lOs. by 160.

(10) £2084289 19s. 2d. by 2380.

(11) £492624 28 . 9|d. by 825.

(12) £6192796 Is. OJd. by 627.

5. Evaluate the following, without employing factors

:

(1) £356 10s. 6d. x 637 and 686.

(2) £658 12s. 5id. ><624 and 749.

(3) £869 168. 8|d. x 685 and 691.

(4) £1764 17s. 9id. x 796 and 984.

(8)

£5692 18a. 7|d. x 976 and 1432.
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6. Divide

—

(1) £502973 17s. 2jd. by 585.

(2) £594111 Os. Ofd. by 691.

(3) £1404852 2s. 2d. by 796.

(4) £1736651 7s. by 984.

(5) £8152276 11s. 2d. by 1432.

7. From the sum of £56 18r. 6Jd. and £91 17s. 3Jd. take

five times 18s. 9Jd.
8. What is a seventeenth of £4 5s. 8Jd. ? (Correct to the

nearest farthing.)

9. Add a sixth of £50 7s. 3d. to tliree times £38 12s. Ojd.

10. Add eight times £96 17s. 6Jd. to the dillerence between

£25 15s. and 6|d.

11. From twelve times 5s. 8Jd. take half of I7s. 6jd.

12. What is the value of J of 15s. + 1 of £1 10s. ?

13. Express | of £1 10s. lOd. as a fraction of of £5 10s.

14. What is the difTerence between a farthing and £y:j^-o ?

(Answer as the decimal of £1.)
15. Express (|^ of 15s. 4d.) as a fraction of (J§ of £10

Os. 5d.).

16. How many pence are there in ^ of £156 6s. 3d. ?

17. Express the result of the last question as the fraction of

£70 15s. 9ii.

18. Evaluate 0*25 of £50 14s. 6d. +0-5 of £1 4s. 2d.

19. Express 0*85 of 20 guineas as a fraction of 0’78 of

£40 16s. 6d.

20. Decrease £7 16s. 8d. by one-eighth of itself.

21. How many incandescent gas mantles costing 2^d. each

can be bought for 12s, ?

22. What change would there be in the last question?

Why must it be less than 2Jd. ?

23. How many pounds of inch nails costing 2Jd. per Ib.

can be bought for half a sovereign ?

24. What fraction of a shilling would there be in change
in the last sum?

25. Permanganate of potash,^ which when dissolved in water

can be used to stain floors, is sold at 7id, per lb., and a 66-lb.

bag costs 2s. 3Jd. less than 56 separate pounds. What is the

price of 1 lb. at the latter rate, and what is the difference between
the price per pound when bought in the 66-lb. bag and the price

of one single pound ?

' This chemical rapidly destroys a brush, and so care should be takeu
to employ an old one.
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26. T1i6 average price i)er ton of tin ore in Cornwall was-

iu d,

1915, 4th January . . . . 86 4 11

„ 18th January. . . . 87 13 8

„ 1st February . . . . 96 13 8

Find th<'. average price per t(»n of tin ore during the period

given, and by bow much it is above or below the average for

2nd February 1914, iianioly, £104 2s. 7d. per ton.

27. For what amount must a cheque, be drawn to pay the

following account? (Tabulate the statement.)

INDIARUJiBER HOT-WATEU BO'ITLES.

Best Quality.

(Manufactured in London.)

No. requiml.

6 About 12 X 6 in. . Each 38. lid. Cover lOd.

£

4 „ 12 X 8 „ . „ 4s. 7d. „ lOd.
5 ,, 12x10 „ . ,, 5b, 3d. ,, Is. Id.

2
,,

14x 8 ,, . ,, 5s. 6d. ,, load.
i

2
,,

14x10 ,, . „ 5s. M. ,, Is. Id.
1

4 „ 16x10 ,, . ,, 68. 9d. ,, Is. 3d.

4 „ 16x12 „ . ,, 7s. ,, Is. 6d.
1

Supply cover with each bottle.

28,

The average price of wheat per quarter for the first week
in January in each of the following years is given ;

1

1<J06. ! 1907. 1908. 1909. 1910. 1911. 1912. 1913.

288. 6d. ! 26s. 35s. 3d. 32s. 9d. 33s. 6d.

i

1

30s. 6d. 33s. 3d. 30s. 6d.

Find the average price for the eight years given.

29. Seventy-five Ijorses valued at £45 each are sent into the

United States, where the duty is 10 i)er cent, on the value of the

animals. What duty will be payable? (10 per cent. = 3^ = yV)
30. K the horses referred to in Question 29 had been sent

into Queensland the duty would have been 10s. a head, what
would have been the total duty ?

31. An Axminster carpet containing 125 square yards costs

£30 4s. 2d., what is the price per square yard ?
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32. If it cost 5d. to travel by a ‘‘ workman’s ” train from
Wimbledon to Waterloo and back, a distiince of 7 miles each way,
find the cost per mile as a decimal of a penny.

33. Taking the rate per mile in the previous question, find

how much the return ticket to Plymouth should be if the distance

of that town from Waterloo be 224 miles. (Answer in shillings

and pence.)

34. The actual cost of a return ticket to Plymouth is 37s. 4d.

Mow mucli does this cxc(^od the cost at the “ workman’s” rate?

35. A particular Turkey carpet costs 58. 6d. a square yard, and
it contains 124| square yards. What did it cost?

36. A house furnisher is retiring from business, and he
instructs his assistants to mark all his goods at a price found by
deducting one-sixth of their present price. Determine the sale

price of the following articles :

Article.
Present

Price.

One-sixth

of Present

Price.

Sale

Price.

All oak sideboard

An antique brass render

A marble statue holding electric

light fittings ....
A pier-glass (mirror) .

£ a. (L

13 P) 6

7 7 6

29 15 0
5 3 0

1

37. A family consumed twenty-two loaves a week when the

price i)ev 2-lb, loaf was 2Jd., but when the price was raised to

3Jd. the consumption fell to nineteen loaves a week. How much
did the broad bill increase under the circumstances given? (The
prices are for London in July 1914 and January 1915 respectively.)

38. If a railway company charges Is. l|(l. return from one
station to another, 1568 passengers travel on the average. If,

however, the charge i.s SJd. return, 2978 passengers travel.

Which is the more remunerative arrangement for the company,
and by how much ?

39. If in the previous question the 2978 passengers had paid

the higher rate, how much more would the company have re-

ceived from these passengers than it actually did receive from

them?
40. A dealer bought 52 out of a fiook of 108 sheep for

£58 lOs., and afterwai^s agreed to take the remainder at th^ same
rate. How much ought he to pay for the second lot?

41. Sherry is sold retail at ISs. 6d. a gallon. What is the

cost of a butt of sherry (Portugal) containing 108 gallons?
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42. If there are fifty-two dozen bottles to tlio butt of sherry,

what should be the cost per dozen at the rate of a butt 1

43. A silversmith buys a Sheffield plate cake-basket for

8 guineas, and adds on y^^ths of the cost price to determine his

selling price. In order to effect a clearance he marks it at

£10 i9s. 6d. How much less does he receive than he anticipated ?

44. Plxpress the actual amount of money received by the sale

of the article mentioned in Question 43 as a fraction of the amount
the silversmith expected to receive.

A. (ii) Rapid Methods for Dozens and Scores

107, To find the price per dozen, given the price of

one article.

p:xAMrj.B 1.—A particular class of pencil costs 2|(i each,

what is the price per dozen 7

2id. xl2-2|s. = 2s. 6(1.

If the price had been 3Jd. or 4 Jd. the [)rice per dozen would
have been

3|d. X 12-3Js. = 3s. 6d.

or 4^d. X 12 = 4|8. = 4s. 6d.

The price per dozen is found from the price of a single
article by calling the price in pence, shillings.

Thus

—

1. Cost of 1 article, Sjd.

„ per dozen, 8|s., t,e, 8s. 6d.

2. Cost of 1 article, Is. 3|d., ie, 15J(L

„ „ 12 articles, 15Js., ue. Ids. 6d.

3. Cost of 1 article, £1 15s. 6d. (426d.).

„ „ 12 articles, 426s., i.e. £21 6s.

108. The cost of any number of dozens can readily be found
from the cost of ope dozen.

Example 2.—What would a gross of slippers cost at

48. l^d. each?
Cost each ~ 4s. 1 Jd, = 49Jd.

Cost per dozen == 49Js. = 49s. 6d. = 594d.

but 1 gross « 12 dozen

coat of 1 gross= cost of 1 dozen dozen

„ „ 1 dozen = 594d.

1 gross 5948.

»£29 148.
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109. Given the price per dozen, to find that of one.

Express price in shilling's and call the shillings pence.

Example 3.

—

Scallops^ are sold at 2s. 9d, a dozen, wliat is

the price each 7

One dozen cost 28. 9d. = 2|s.

Oalliiig this p(;nce, we liave the cost -of ono^= 2 Jd.

ICxAMpjjc 4. Five dozen bottles of gum cost 6s. 3d., what
is gained on each bottle by selling it for IJd. ?

5 dozen bottles of gum cost 6s. 3d.

1 )) ,) ,, ,, Is. 3d. == 1^^»

Culling this pence, we have l|d. as the cost per bottle

;

|d. is gained on each bottle sold.

110. The cost per Score is found, when the price of

one article is griven, by expressing that price in shillings

and calling the shillings pounds.

Example 5.—The cost of a small gun-metal wristlet watch
is 9s. 8d., hnd the cost of twenty.

Cost is 9s. 8d. each = 9fs. each.

Calling this price X’s, we have

—

Cost per score = £9 1.

-£9'l3s. 4d.

111. Given the price per score, to find the price of
one article call the price in pounds, shillings.

Example 6.—In the process of properly equipping an
electrical laboratory twenty accumulators ' x x ^2"
(over all), weighing 70 J lb. each, are supplied by a firm for

£85 13s. 4d. What is the average cost of an accumulator of
the size given ?

20 accumulators cost £85 13s. 4d. =£85|.
Calling this price shillings, we have the cost of one accumulator

= 85|s.

5s. 8d.

* An edible shell-fish found in abundance off the coast of Palestine. The
shell used to be worn by pilgrims in their hats to suggest, frequently
falsely, they had been to the Holy Laud.
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EXAMPLES. XXVII.

Write clown tlie cost of the following

:

1. 1 dozen [)airs of half-hose @ Is. 1 Jd. a pair.

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

4

4

3

6

7

9

12

14 ^
20

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10 .

11 .

12 .

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20 .

21 .

Find the cost of-

hand kerchiefs @ 7|d. each,

of port @ 4s. 8d. each,

yards of calico @ 2|d. a yard,

red liannel @ 4s. 3Jd. a yard,

rugs («) 5s. 9^d. each,

watclies @ Gs. 8d. each,

pairs boots @ £1 Is. 6d. each.

,,
shoes (d] 4s. ll^d. each.

„ gloves @ 2s. ll|d. eacih.

yards of tape (d’) fd. a yard,

yards of unbleached calico (a), hjd. a yard,

fountain pens @ 7s. 6d. each,

hooks {(p^ 3s. 6d. each,

penknives @ 9id. each,

pencils @ 4^d. a dozen.

„ @ 4^d. each,

bundles of sticks @ |d. each,

yards of velvet @ Ss. 9J(l. a yard,

il). of tea (a), Is. 6d. per lb.

loaves @ 3id. each.

22. 25 score of [ulchaids (p 3Jd. a score.

23. 18 dozen of mackerel @ Is. lOd. a dozen.

24. 500 lb. sugar @ 3Jd. a lb.

25. 5J score tongues @ Is. lOd. oacli.

26. 7| dozen newspapers @ hd. eacli.

27. A dozen rose bushes @ 9^d. each.

28. 200 tons of coal @ 18s. 6d. a ton.

29. 5 score magazines @ 4|d. each.

30. 15}^ dozen brandy 6s. 3d. each.

31. 18i dozen California sherry @ 25s. a dozen.

32. 8 score bananas (a) two a penny,

33. 22i dozen oranges @ three a penny.

34. 3 gross penholders @ 4|d. a dozen.

35. 18^ gross nibs @ 9 Jd. a gross.

In Questions 36 to 49 calculate the price as required

—

36. 20 dozen American bent-wood chairs cost £54 10s., what
is the cost of one ?

37. What is the price [>er bottle of Marsala if 1 000 cost £871 Os. 1

10
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38. What is the price of borax per pound if 9i dozen lb. cost

28s. Gd. ?

39.

* lOJ dozen bottles of cod-liver oil cost 9 guineas, what is

the price per bottle ?

40. 60 lb. gum-arabic cost £3 10s., what is the price per

qrtarier pound ?

41. What is the price of cochineal per ounce if 1000 ounces

cost £14 lls. 8d.?

42. What does zinc sulphate cost per pound if 100 lb. cost

70s. lOd. ?

43. 5J dozen lb. boric lint cost £4 19s., find the price per lb.

44. The price paid for 150 yards of oiled silk is £13 28. 6d.,

what is charged per yard ?

45. If 40 dozen tooth-brushes cost £9, what is the price of

each one?

40. 440 lb. of Castile soap cost £10 Is. 8d., what is the price

per 11). ?

47. 15| dozen lb. Xorniandy pippins cost £7 7 h. 3d., what is

the j)rice per lb. ?

48. 1 8J dozen lb. drippingcost £5 lls., what is theprice of 3 lb.

?

49. Five 5db. boxes of beeswax cost £2 Is. 8d., what is the

price per lb. ?

B. (i) Complete Decimalisation ol Sums ot Money

112. Example 1.—Reduce 6Jd. to the decimal of Is., to

three places.

6Jd. = 6‘5d., and the decimal required

6 ‘5 6 *5

To “T"’
^ ^ pence and 1 is a shilling)

= 0’541

= 0*542, to three places.

Example 2.—Reduce 5s. 9d. and 7s. 8^d. to the decimal of £1.

5.S. 9d. = 5*76s.

= £5*75^20-£0*575-v-2
= 0*2875 exactly.

78. 8Jd. = 7s. 8*5d.

8-6(1. = ~B. = 0-708338,

78. 8id. = 7-70833.8.

= £7 -70833-^20
= £0-385416
a= £0*385, to three places.
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ICxAMPLE 3.—Express £8 5s. Gd in £*s and the decimal

of£l.
IToro 5s. 6d. = 5*5s. = .£0*275 (dividing by 20);

.*. £8 5s. 6d,=£8*275.

Example 4.—Reduce £8 5s. 6d. to the decimal of £12
10s. 8d., to three places.

£8 r>s. Gd. =£8*275 (Example 3)

10s. 8d. = 10*GG6s.

= £0*5333 (dividing by 20);
£12 10s. 8d. =£12*5333;

decimal required = ;

and, dividing by contrac^tod moiliods to four places and correcting

Llie tliird, we have O'GGO, correct to three jdaces. (Note that the

third place must be put in even though it be zero.)

It will j)erlifi|)s b(^ well to draw attention t<^ tln^ fact that to

reduce the amounts given to farthings and then to divide would
be an absurdity, because of the length of the work involved.

118. Taking the reverse pro{iess, we have

—

Exampi>e 5,

—

Express 8*758. as a compound quantity (that

is, in shillings and pence).

We note that 0*75s. = | of Is. = 9d.

.*. 8*75s. = 8s. 9d.

Example 6.—Reduce 18*642s. to shillings and pence.

It is necessary to reduce the decimal alone, thu.s

—

0*642s. =:7‘704 pence (multiplying the shillings by 12),

and 0*704d. =2*816 farthings ( „ „ pence „ 4);
18*642s. ~ 18s. 7|d, to the nearest farthing.

Example 7.

—

If you were to put £1 in a bank paying 3 per

cent.^ for 30 years, it would be worth £2*4273. Express this

in pounds, shillings, and pence.

Here, as before, we reduce the decimal to shillings, and then

the new decimal to pence, and so on.

We repeat that great care must bo exorcised not to multiply

the figures in dark type (see over) by 20, 12, or 4.

^ See Section XX.
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Tima: £2'4273 Reduce decimal to si lillings.

20

S'fiiGO „ „ pence.

6*5520 „ „ farthings.

___ i
2*2d80

the value of tlie £l would be £2 8s. 7d. to the nearest

penny.

EXAMPLES. XXVIII.

1. Express the following as decimals of Is. to six places where
possible

:

(1)

IJd. (2) 2id. (3) 3Jd. (4) 2fd.

(5) ^d, (6) i ld, (7) 5id. (8) 6|d.

(9) 7id. (10) 9|d. (11) ll^d. (12) lOJd,

2. Express the amounts in Question 1 as de<;iiiia]s of £1
(correct to four places).

3. Express the. following as decimals of £1 :

(1) 6s, 8d. ;
2s. Gd.

;
Is.

;
16s. Sd.

;
6d.

;
Is. 8d.

;
18s.

(2) 5s.
;

3s. 4d.
;

2s.
;

i3s. 4d.
;
3d. ;

16s.
;

6s.

4. What decimals of 10s are

—

(1) 2s. 6(1.
;

Is. 8d.
; 7i(l. ;

2d. : 4s.
;

4d. ?

(2) 3s. 4d.
;

Is. 3(1. ;
l|d.

;
3d.

;
lOd.

;
5a. 6d. ?

5. What decimal of £1 is each of the following sums of

money :

(1) 18.S. 9(1.; 178. 8d.; 15s. 74d.
;

8s. OJd. ?

(2) 6s. 8|d.; 7s. 8i(I.; 19s. 9Jd. i
18s. U^d.?

(3) 5s. 9|d.
;

2s. 3id. ;
Is. ll|d.

;
12s. 10|d.?

(4) 15s. 11(1.
;

17s. 4id.; 3a. ^d,

;

Is. IJd.?

(5) id.; lid.; 9|d. ;
10s. lOJd.?

6. Express 4 guineas as the decimal of 5^ guineas.

7. What is £7 10s. 8d. as the decimal of £50 15a. 8Jd. ?

8. Reduce £10 10s. lOd. to the decimal of £12 10s.

9. Decimalise the following sums of money to six places :

(1) £74 13s. 3Jd.; £73 19s. 5^(1.

(2) £38 14s. 3|d.; £125 16s. 5|d.

(3) £179 19s.- 2id.; £250 8s. 5|d.

(4) £760 6s. 4id. ;
£158 138. 9M.

(5) £731 5s. lOid.; £33 16s. Gfd.
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10. Convert the following into poiiinls^ shillings, and pence

;

(1) £3-5; .£25*1; X56*3.

(2) £25-25; £33-75; £29-4.

(3) £29-2: £53*6; £8*6.

(4) £68-8; £291-3; £157-875.

(5) £900-625; £153*375; £964-125.

(6) £295-16; £358 83; £86-083.

(7) £56-416; £290*583; £129-916.

(8) £78-0625; £986*0416; £537-02083.

11. P]x])ress in money the following decimals of £1, correct

to one farthing

:

(1)

0-01; 0-001; 0*025. (2) 0*0125; 0 03333; 0*0375.

(3)

0-0291666; 0*0208333. (4) 0*0041666; 0-016666.

(5) 0-008333; 0*0416666.

12. Convert the following decimals of a shilling into pence
and farthings, correct to one farthing

:

(1)

0-5; 0-25; 0*75; 0*4. (2) 0*6; 0*22; 0 24; 0-36.

(3) 0-35; 0*65; 0*95; 0*72. (4) 0*88; 0*93; 0*83; 0*384.

(5) 0-752; 0-855; 0*796; 0*385.

13. Express the following in shillings, pence, and farthings,

to the nearest farthing

:

(1) 8*5s.; 7-6s.; 9*3s.
;

8*48.

(2) 3*75s.; 7*68s.; 9-83 h.
;
8-04s.

(3) 5*96s.
;
8*84s.

;
12-36s.

;
15-68s.

(4) 7*35h.; 12-98S.
;
15-65s.

; 18-62s.

(5) 25-818.
;
36-38s.

; 28*32s.
;
50*018.

14. Express the following decimals as shillings, pence, and
farthings, correct to the nearest farthing .*

(1) £31*0125; £521*05; £81*025.

(2) £22-0375; £48*9625; £207*9875.

(3) £315*14584; £176*3625; £525*87084.

(4) £28*48; £56*266; £24*872.

(5) £158*671
;
£533*944; £438-588.

(6) £586*9213; £794*7048; £458*5380.

(7) £1358*54688; £2329*74788; £129*5073^

(8) £4583-68021
;
£215*87292; £5801*04271.

(9) £2964*03125; £139*42188; £4586*19479.

(10)

£6350*39271
;
£2240*33646

;
£3941*47188.

15. Express £8 13s. 74d. as the decimal of £20 17s. 5Jd.
16. How many times is £15 8s. SJd. contained in

£209 11s. 7Jd., and what amount of money remains over?
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17. Express the remainder in the previous question as a

decimal of £15 83, 5Jd.
18. If a clerk insures his life for £100 with profits^ when

his age is twenty-six, he can do so by paying £2 4s. Id. (average

for British life offices) per annum. If, however, he insures

when he is twenty-seven he has to pay £2 5s. 2d. By what
decimal of £1 is the premium increased for the year increase in

age?

19. Continuing tlie theme of the previous question, the

premium at the age of thirty-six is £2 17s. 3d., and at thirty-

seven, £2 18s. lid. By what decimal of £1 do these premiums
differ?

20. By what decimal of £1 is the increase of premium from
twenty-six to twenty-seven greater or Ie.ss than the increase from
thirty-six to thirty-seven ?

21. By what decimal of £1 do the premiums for the ages

twenty-six and thirty-six, and twenty-seven and thirty-seven

differ, and by how much is the inerea.se in premium from twenty-

six to thirty-six less than the increase from twenty-seven to

thirty-seven ?

22 . It costs 2s. lOd. to send a 7-lb. parcel from London to

Bulgaria, and 3s. 2d. to send an 11-lb. parcel to the same country.

By what decimal of £1 does the cost of transit per pound in the

first case exceed the cost per pound in the second ?

23. A merchant has two motor-cars, one of 40 H.P., the other

75 H.P. On the former he has to pay a licence of 10 guineas

and on the latter (being over 60 H.P.) 40 guineas. By what
decimal of £1 is the licence increased for each unit increase in

H.P. between 40 and 75 11. P.?

24. The price of silver in the London market in 1903 was

24|<1. per troy ounce, and in 1912, 28j^gd. per troy ounce.

Express the increase in price during the period given as the

decimal of a shilling.

25. On 31st August 1914 the amount of gold in the

Beichsbank was said to bo, in thousands of £’s, 77825
;
and on

31st October of the same year, 92916. Express the increase

as a decimal of the smaller amount.

(The sradent is informed that the value of the issue of Treasury notes
in the two months had increased by 36 million £*8 and the current account
had fallen by 67 million £’8, and so the position was really much worse
financially at the end of October than at the end of August,

)

26. The value of the imports into Japan from Australia from
the latest returns was equivalent to £19 13s. 4(1. for every

^ See I 263 and footnote p. 8S4.
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twenty inhabitants in the latter. Find the value of the imports

for every inhabitant in the Commonwealth,

B. (ii) Approximate Decimalisation

114. Wo ha\ e extilaiued the metliotl of decimalising any sum
of money completely, but it is often necessary to decimalise

to three places only, and our monetary system is suited to

this, for the coins of the realm represent ^’s, correct to three

places of decimals.

Thus, 2s. = hence Is. =£0 05,

while 1 farthing = very nearly.

116. To decimalise to three places we take lirst 0*05 for

every Is. in the shillings of the sum to he decimal ised.

Thus— £5 2s. =£5*1
£5 98. =£5*45 (£5 + 9 x 0*05s.)

£6 18s. *£8-90,

and so on,

116. Jn dealing with pence and farthings it is best to reduce

them to farthings, and on dividing by 1000 we shall be very

near the true value, but have to allow for the fact that

1 farthing -- £y J^th and not £j^\7^tli.

This is done by adding 1 farthing if the pence and farthings

are 12 farthings or between 12 and 3G farthings, and 2

farthings if they are 36 farthings or above.

^

The rule then may be stated thus

—

To decimalise a sum of money to three places

—

(1) Write down the £’s.

(2) Take 0*05 for every is. in the amount.

^ That this rule is true will appear from the following :

8d. =£0*0125 = £0'013, to three places.

4d.=£0 0166 =£0 017, „ „
7d. =£0'02916=£0'029, „ „
10d.=£0*0416 = £0 042, „ „

^nd by applying the rule

—

3d. =12 farthings, add 1, 13 farthings, or £0*013, to three places.

4d. =16 farthings, ,, 1, 17 farthings, or £0 017, ,, ,,

7d. =28 farthings, ,, 1, 29 farthings, or £0*029, ,, ,,

lOd. =40 farthings, ,, 2, 42 farthings, or £0 *042, ,, ,,

The student should prove the rule for 5d., 6d., etc.
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(3) Reduce pence and farthinjjs to farthings, add
one if farthings are either 12 or between 12 and
36; add two if 36 or above, and divide by 1000
to ^et the decimal.

Thus

—

Examtlk 1 .—£6 8s. 2Ad.

- £h-4 4-2i<l.

- .£(>'4h- 16 farthings

--£r)‘4+£3^,;;g (nearly)

-£6 *4 + 0-01

-£6-41.

Example 2. £8 15s. 3d.

= £S*7r)-f 12 f;n‘things+ 1 farthing (hy rule)

- £8'/

5

- £8 75 + 0-013

- £cS*763.

Example 3.- £8 17s. 9Jd.
= £8*85 + 38 farthings + 2 fartlnngs (by rule)

= £8 -85 + 0 040
. -£8-890.

Example 4.— £156 19s. 9|d.

— £156*95 H 39 farthings + 2 farthings (by rule)

= £156 95 + 0 041
= £156-991.

117 . It is very important to recognise that if a sum of

money is written correct to t|iree places and it is

multiplied by a lar^re number that the result is by no
means correct even to a shilling*.

ICxAMPLE 5.—Standard gold is worth £3 17s. lO^d. per troy
ounce, 1 calculate the value of the gold in 1000 troy ounces.

£3 17s. 10^(1. =£3 89375
= £3-894, to three places,

value of 1000 troy ounces of gold

= £3-894 X 1000
= £3894.

But £3 17s. lOid. X 1000 = £3893 15s.

;

the error made in working to three places is 5s,, and
consequently the approximate method would not be used here,

for the loss on purchasing a large number of sovereigns would
be enormous.

1 § 140.
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EXAMPLES. XXIX. (a)

Express the following sums of money in .£’s and the decimal

of a £, correct to three places :
^

1. £36 15s. 2d.; £28 17s. 2Jd. ; £45 18s. IJd,

2. £74 13s. 3id. ;
£85 13s. 4id. i ^73 19s. 5^d.

3. £38 14s. 3id. ;
£79 12s. 4£d.; £125 IGs. 5£d.

4. £179 19s. 2id. ;
£564 19s. IJd.; £100 10s. 2|.l.

5. £275 16s. 4|d.
;
£378 12s. 5i(I. ;

£250 8s. 5|d.

6. £868 12s. 3|d.
;
£564 L5s. 4i(l. ; £760 6s. 4id.

7. £236 14.S. 6|d.; £58 15s. 7Jd. ;
£158 13s. 9Jd.

8. £33 15s. 6Jd. ;
£726 16s. did,

;

£731 5s. 10|d.

9. £58 17s. lOid.; £384 18s. 7Jd. ;
£79 78. ll^d.

10. £960 3s. 7|d.
;
£276 13s. 7Jd.; £158 8s. 6id.

11. £724 Is. 8id.; £158 9s. 8|d.
;
£396 19s. hjd.

12. £356 15s. 9id. ;
£73 7s. OJd. ;

£1001 16s. 5|d.

13. £21 11s. IIH ;
5s. lOJd.; £354 17 b. OJd.

14. £5 lOs. 14d.
;
£843 3s. llfd. ;

£768 15s. 1 Ifd.

15. £394 98. lOJd.; £75 12s. 8|-d.
;
£596 18s. 4Jd.

118 , In taking the reverse process the method described

in § 113 will servo, or wo may apply the rule given in § 116
in the reverse way, thus

—

(1) Write the decimal c.orrect to three places.

(2) Divide the first two places by 5 and call the quotient,

shillings.

(3) Put the third place down by the side of the remainder

from (2), if any, and call the number farthings
;
subtract

2 if it is 36 or over, 1 if 12 or between 12 and 36,

and convert the remainder into ponce and farthings.

Thus

—

Example 6.—Reduce £8*65324 to a compound quantity,

correct to the nearest farthing.

By the method of § 113

we have

—

£8*653
= £8 13 *068.

= £8 138. 0-7d.

= £8 13s. 0|d.

By the rule of § 118 we
have

—

£8*653, and
0*65 -i- 5 = 138. and 0 over,

while the 3 gives us |d.
;

.*. £8*653 = £8 13s. Ofd.

^ The student should ja’actiso decimalisation of money every day for

himself by writing down, say, twenty different sums of money an^ decimal-
ising them to-day, and then reconverting the decimal to money to-morrow,
and so testing the result against the original amount.
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Example 7.—Reduce £7'93786 to a compound quantity, to

the nearest farthing.

^7*93786 = X7*938 to three places,

^ \
2. £7-P38 :

and0‘y3-r5 •

= 18s. + 3 (over)

^ :

and 38f.-2f.=36f.::=9d.
;

.*. £7 ’938 = £7 18s. 9d., as before.

EXAMPLES. XXIX. (b)

Reduce the following to compound quantities, correct to the

nearest farthing

:

1. X394-494; £75*636; £596*919.

2. £5*548; £843*199; £768’799.

3. £21*597; £196 295; £354*889.

4. £356*790; £73*389; £1001*824.

5. £724*534; £158*485; £396*977.

6. £960*182; £276*680; £158*427.

7. £58*893; £384*931; £79*397.

8. £33*778; £726*840; £731*294.

9. £236*727
;
£58*780; £158*691.

10. £868*616; £564*768; £760*320.

11. £275*819; £378*622
;
£250*424

12. £179*960; £564*956; £100*511.

13. £38*716; £79*620; £125*824.

14. £74*665
;
£85*668; £73*973.

15. £36*758; £28*861
;
£45*905.

C. Calculation of Cost: (i) By DecimaUsing the Sum
of Money

119. We now apply the principles of decimalisation to find

the cost of any number of articles.

Example 1.—Find the cost of 306 bracket clocks at
£8 15s. 8d. each.

We want the result correct to three places.

£8 15s. 8d. X306 £9 X 306 == £2754.
there will be four figures before the decimal point

and three after, seven in all; we take one extra for
safety, and so need eight figures.

1 . £7*938
= £7 18 *763.

= £7 18s. 9*]2d.

= £7 18s. 9d.
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Cost of one clock --.£8 15s. 8d.

^ £8-7833333 (eight figures)

„ „ 306 clocks - £8-7833333 x 306,

u^hich, by contracted methods =£2687*6999,
or £2687 700, to three places,

or £2687 1

The student should now decimalise £8 15s. 8d. to three

places only, and see what dillercnee this makes to the result.

Example 2.—Find the cost of 436 electric bells, best

quality metal gong 3^ inches diameter, at 3s. 7Jd. each.

3s. 7^d. X 436 £0*2 x 436 = £87.

We want three places of decimals and £87 gfives two
figrures ; so, two figrures + three places + one place for
safety == six figures.

3s. 71d. =-£0*181250 (six figures)

cost=--£0*181250x436
'

= £79-0250
= £79 Os. 6d.

In all such cases as the above enables us to decide the

number of figures necessary, and this often means that the

original sum of itioney has to be Avritten correct to six or seven

decimal places to get three correct in the answer.

EXAMPLES. XXX. (a)

Find the cost of the following to the nearest penny by
decimalising the price:

1. 720 tons of anthracite coal at £4 28. 6d. per ton.

2. 126 barrels of wine at £5 3s. 4d. per barrel.

3. 321 firkins of soap at £6 6s. 8d. per firkin.

4. 240 chests of tea at £10 Is. 6d. per chest.

5. 486 cwt. of mace at £20 13s. 4d. per ewt
6. 740 motor-boats at £215 12s. 9d. each.

7. 584 lots of timber at £524 7s. 6Jd. each.

8. 370 freehold housels at £431 5s. 6d. each.

9. 246§ lots of mining plant at £646 18s. 3d. each.

10. 1168 water-colours at £262 3s. OJd. each.

11. 624 lots of machinery at £658 12s. 5^d. each,

12. 585 ground rents at £859,15s. SJd, each.

13. 796 oil-paintings at £1764 17s. 9-Jd. each.

14. 975 lots of scrap steel at £5692 18s. 7Jd. each.

16. 432 lots of china clay at £630 8s. 6d. each.
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C. (ii) By the Method of Nine Multiples

120 . A moilioil of cost, known as the “ Metbnd of

Nine Multiples/' is particularly useful for lindiiiii; the cost of

any nuiuhor of aiticles at a kixkd price, and also in excliango

prohlems, for deterniiuing the value of any nuiuher of francs, etc.,

in English money.

121. Exampj.e 1.—Construct a table of nine multiples for

a fixed price of Is. 0|d
,
and thence calculate the cost of 986

articles.

Is. O'M. X 986 — Is. X 1000- £50.

We express Is. OJd. as tiie decimal of £1.

Is. 02d. = ls. + Jd.

-£0 05 + £0*0031249
= £0*0531249.

The table required will give the cost of 1, 2, 3, ... 9
articles at Is. O^d., and is sometimes called a basic I'ablk.

Base Tacle foe Is. 0|d.

1 , . . 0-05312499
2 . . . 0*10624999
3 . . . 0-1598749
4 . . . 0-2124999
5 . . . 0-2656249
6 , . . 0-3187499
7 . . . 0-3718749
8 . . . 0-4249999
9 . . . 0-4781249

It is now easy to calculate the cost of 986 articles, for

986 -- 900 i 80 + 6, and 900 is merely 9 x 100, which means that
the decimal point in 0*4781249 is moved two places to the right.

.*. Cost of 900 -£47*81 2499.

Cost of 80= 4*249999.

Cost of 6- 0*318749.

We want the result to tlirec places, so that it is unnecessary to
write the decimals beyond the fourth place in this case, although
onr table would enable us to* find the cost of any number of
articles up to 10000, correct to three places.

Cost of 986 articles = £52 *381 = £52 7s. 7Jd.
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122. Exampt>e 2.—Make out a table of nine multiples, given
that 25 ’22 francs -£1, and thence calculate the value of 3768
francs in English money.

Since 25*22 francs ^£1
1 franc =£0*39651,

from which tlie nine multiple table can be constructed at once.

We leave it as an exercise to the student to finish this question

and to show that 3768 francs

= £149*405
= £149 8s. Id.

EXAMPLES. XXX. (b)

Make out Base Tables for the following j)rices

:

1. 3d. 2. Gd. 3. 9d. 4. Is. 3d.

5. 2s. 6d. 6. 3s. Gd. 7. 5s. Gd. 8. 10s. 6d.

9. G.ld. 10. Is. Ihl 11. Is. GJd. 12. 2s. OJd.

13. llfd. 14. 2s. G|d. 15. 9s. lid. 16. 5s. 9|d.

Calculate the cost of —
17. 15, 36, and 24 articles at each of the prices in Nos. 1 to 4.

18. 29, 78, and 89 articles at each of the i)rices in Nos. 5 to 8.

19. 125 and 356 articles at each of the prices in Nos. 9 to 12.

20. 456, 788, and 1042 articles at each of the prices in Nos.

13 to 16.

C, (iii.) By Practice

123. The student has already learnt that it is possible to'

calculate the cost of any number of articles by decimalising the

price, multiplying, and reconverting to money (§ 119).

If, however, a grocer were reckoning the cost of 356 cases of

butter at £1 10s. Gd. each, he would say :

356 {(i) £1 =£356
356 10s. or £.i=£178
356 @ 6d. or £^V=

Total co.st = £543 roughly.

124. To the simple process adopted by the grocer, mathe-

mati(jians have given the name of Aliquotation, which means, in

ordinary language, that the merchant reckoned the shillings and

pence such fractions of £1 that their numerators were unity.^

1 ISs. 4d. = 1 of £1 and is not an aliquot part of £1, as its numerator is

not unity.
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M'Lat we have to do then is ‘‘to spot” fractions of .£1 in any

sum of money, and work just as ilie grocer did.

Thus, £b 17s. 6d.

-£5 + 108. (£i) + 5s. (£J) + 2s. 6d. (£i);
or JB3 18 s. 8d.

- £3 + 1 Os. (£i) + Os. 8d. (£|) + 2s. (£Vo)

;

and then tlie calculation of the cost of any number of articles is

easy.

We call this way of calculating cost “ Practice.”

The aliquot parts of £1 ar<‘ given, and yon can calculate those

of 1 8. for yourself :

lOs. -J of £1. Is. of £1.

GS. 8d.-J „ Is. 3(1. ::: „
hs. -i „ Is. „
4s. „ 8d.-,V „

3s. 4(1... i „ 7|d.
- „

2s. r„i.-. J „ 6d.-/, „
2s. ,V „ 4-d.

„

Is. 8d.^/., „ 3d. -.4- „

125. Suppose, then, wo tak(? th(‘- following question:

Example 1. — Calculate the cost of making 564 carpets at an
average cost of £3 10s. each.

Now, 560 @ £3 each ==£1680, and 560 @ £4 ea(di -£2240
;

560 @ £3 lOs, is half-way between, or, roughly, £1950,

£ 8, d.

Again, 564 0 0==cost of 564 carpets (^. £I each,

and 1692 0 0 — cost of 564 carpets @ £3 each.

Now 1 Os.- £4;

C(xst of carpets at lOs. each equals half cost at £1 each, i,e.

half of £564.

So the sum appears :

£ d.

564 0 0 - cost® £1 each.

1692 “
O 0- £3“eachT

10s.=rjof £1 .-. 282 0 0- „ 1 Os. each.

£1974 0 0 - „ £3 IPs, (uich.

Exampijs 2.—If the price of fine hard Para rubber be
£9 3s. 7^d. per half cwt., calculate the selling price of 859
half cwt. lots.

859 at £9 3s. 7Jd. 860 at £9 each -£7710.
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Here we see that 3s. 7^Jd. must be broken up into aliquot

parts of £1 or of Is.,

e.g. (1) 3b. 7|d.-28. 6d. + Is. + 1-Jd. ;

and 2s. 6d. =
;

Is. = ;
and l^d. = Js.

;

or (2) 38. 7|d. = 2s, + Is. -f 6d. -f l|d.

;

12a = £^; ls. = Jof 2s.; 6d. _ 1 of Is.
;
and 1 Id. = 1^ of 6d.

Taking the former

—

£ 8. d. £ 8. d.

^859 0 0 = cost @ 1 0 0 each lot.

7731 0 0 - „ @ 9 0 0 each lot.

2s, 6d.- 1 of £1....': i 107 7 6 - „ @ 0 2 6

iH. -,Aof£l ^ •-^42 19 0 = „ @ 0 1 0 „
IJd. — |otls ; 6 7 41= „ @ 0 0 }\ „

£7886 13 10^= „ @£9 3' H ft

There are two most Important points to notice:

1. lhat the first line, £859 os. od., is not added to

the others.

2. That is taking: 2s. 6d. and is. we take fractions of

the top line, for they are here fractions of £1

;

and in takin]^ r^d. we take } of the is. line, for

i^d. = | of IS., not of £1.

128. Example 3.—What should be paid for repairing 586

miles of railway track at an average price of £89 18s. 5|d.

per mile?

586 at £89 18s. 5|d. 680 at £90 = £52200.

(1) £89 18s. 5Jd. is just Is. 6id. short of £90, so that Ave

may find the cost at £90 per mile and subtract the cost at

Is. 6^d. per mile,

£ s. d. £ s, d,

->.^86 0 0 = cost@100 per mile.
: 52710 0 0 =_^, @ 90 0 0 „

1h. = 5>o of £1-:
.
..->29 6 0 = „ @ 0

6d. = |oflH ^14 13 0 = „ (s 0 0 6 „
id.=i>5 of6<l 1_4 6 = „ @ 0 0 0’ „

£45 3 n = „ @ .to' r „

Cost at £89 18s. 5.VI. per mile

= £52740 -£4D 3s. 5d.

= £52694 16s. 7d.

Or (2) ilecijnalising

—

Cost = 586 X £90 - 586 x £0-0770833
= £52740- £45 3s. 5d.

= £52694 168. 7d., as before.
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Tho student will pro))ably find the first method the quicker

here, but the second can often bo used to advantage, ejj, in find-

ing the cost of paving G miles 4 furlongs 6 chains 18 yards at

15s. 6d. a mile (see §§ 148 and 140).

127. Kxample 4.— In some cases it is necessary to find

the cost of such a number as 538 f things at £30 6s. 8d. each.

If so, we decimalise the fraction thus

:

I

£538*4 “ cost (ri) £1 eacli.

£16152*0 = „ £30 each.

6s. 8d. = lj of £1 ! 179*4666- „ 6s. 8d. each,

i

£16331 466^6

= £16331 9h. 4(1. to tlie nearest fartltinf».

EXAMPLES. XXXI.

Find, by Practice, tho coat of the following iiiiinhers of

articles at tho prices given for one :

1. 500 at 10s., 350 at 5.s.

2. COO at Ca. 8(1., 1600 at 13s. 4.1.

3. 764 at 15s., 1666 at 3s. 4d. 4. 5680 at 2s. 6(1., 1534 at 2.s.

5. 7128atls.6(l.,5000atl.s.3(l. (i. 9140 at Cd., 6284 at 3d,

7. 720 at £4 2s. Cd. 8. 126 at £5 3s. 4d.

9. 321 at £6 Cs. 8d. 10. 240 at £10 Is. 6d.

1 1. 486 at £20 13s. 4d. 12. 520 at £‘>1 19s. 6d.

13. 972 at £124 18s. 4d. 14. 105 at £129 18s. 8.1.

15. 630 at £219 19s. 8(1. 16. 352 at £199 19s. 4M.
17. 360 at £449 19s. 6d. 18. 128 at £359 18s. 9.1

19. 432 at £630 8s. 6d. 20. 740 at £215 12a. 9d.

21. 584 at £524 7.s. 6Jd. 22. 370 at £431 Ss. 6.1.

23. 246| at £646 18s. 3(i 24. 1168 at £262 3.s. 9t.l.

25. 624 at £668 12s. 5.’.1. 26. 585 at £859 1.5s. 8jd.

27. 796 at £1764 17s. 91d. 28. 975 at £.5692 18s. 7J.1.

29. 595 at £696 19s. ll|d. 30. 627 at £9876 17s. 4 J.l.

EXAMPLES. XXXII.

Miscellaneous Questions

1. A clerk earns £50 a year, how much does ho earn per

day ? (To the nearest farthing.)

2. By paying a registration fee of 8d. a package can be
insured for £120, what decimal of £1 must be paid for £120
cover 1
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3. It costs 6*921 shillings to drive a snmll motor-car 50 miles,

find the. cost per mile, to the nearest farthing.

4. A package can be insured for <£180 by paying lid. By
what decimal of £1 is the charge to cover every sovereign’s

worth of goods at the £180 rate less tlian the charge at the £120
rate ? (Question 2.)

5. A corn merchant in London sends two ca])l(‘.graTnvS, one to

Winnipeg (Manitoba) and the other to Calgary (Alberta). The
first contains 15 code words and is charged jit Is. 5d. a woid, the

latter, seventeen words, charged at Is. 6d. a word. Find the

difference in cost and ex]>ross it as the decimal of £1.

6. The following details are from Whitaker^s Almanack :

IMMEDIATK ANNUITY ^ FOR EVERY £100 PAID IN.

Ollice.
M ales.

Age ,55.

Females.

Age .55.

£ ff. d. £ s. d.

1 8 2 2 7 7 11

2 7 8 2 6 14 8

3 7 6 0 6 15 8

Determine by what decimal of £1 the amount of the annuity

paid to males exceeds that paid to females by each oflic(‘.

7. Using the data of the last question, determine by what
decimal of £1 the first-named ofiic.e is more jemunerativo to the

annuitant than either the second or third (males only).

8. Explain the reason for the disparity between the annuities

paid to males and females, given that the ex])ectation of life for

males aged 55 is 15*79 years, and for females 17*24 ycars.^

9. Determine the amount of money received by an annuitant

aged 55 from the first life office if he lived for the ex})ected

period. (Question 8.)

10. A locomotive consumes 4-| tons of coal costing 17s. 11 Jd.

a ton (on the average) in running 220 miles, find in pence and
the decimal of a penny the cost of fuel per mile.

11. A rubber company produced in the year 325700 pounds

of rubber, and sold it for £42748. Find to the nearest farthing

the average price per pound.

12. In December 1913 it was estimated that there were

2,540,633 acres in the United States upon which irrigation work

had been commenced, and that the expenditure thereon amounted

to 86,430,997 dollars. Beckoning 4s. Id. as being the value

1 Part III. * See Section XVIL § 264.

II
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of a dollar, calculate to the nearest penny the expenditure per

acre.

13. In 1913, 64.116,000 short tons^ of hay were [u’oduced

in the Uuited States, and the value was 797,077,000 dollars.

Reckoning 4s. Id. as the value of a dollar, calculate to the

nearest penny the value per short ton of the hay grown in that

year.

14. In 1912, 557,983,794 lb. of greasy wool were exported

from Australia, and the value of this was £26,332,617. Calculate

to the nearest penny the value per pound e;cported.

15. In the fiscal year 1914 the United Kingdom imported

from Canada 1,250,912 cwt. of cheese, the value of whicli was
19,063,539 dollars (according to the official unrevised statement).

Take the Canadian dollar as worth 4s. Id., and calculate to the

nearest penny the value per pound of the cheese imported, (1121b.

= 1 cwt.)

16. In the year 1913 there were 154957 depositors in the

Savings Bank of Queensland, according to the year-book issued

by the Government of that State, and no less than £8,213,116
stood to their credit. How much is this, per depositor, to the

nearest shilling 1

17. There is a transporUn* bridge which ciosses the river Usk
at Newport (Monnnuith), and the cost of maintenance for the

year ending 31st March 1914 was £1822 Is. The length from
shore to shore is 645 feet. Find to the nearest penny the cost

of maintenance per foot.^

18. A company has 782 horses, the average value„of which is

£39 14s. 9d. For what amount must they be insured,^ suppos-

ing that their value is completely covered*?

19. The total distance covered by the trains of a railway

comf)any in a year was 25,321,434 miles, and the traffic receipts

were £5,250,433 8s. 6d. for the same period. Calculate the

receipts derived from every mile run.

20. Find the average value of the Haikuan tael for the years

1911-13, given that the Chinese Maritime Customs returned the

average exchange in the years named as 2s. 8y*^d., 3s, Ofd.,

and 3s. OJd. respectively.

21. In one week 197150 great hundreds of eggs were imported
into the United Kingdom

;
calculate the retail value of this

importation at 9d. per dozen, allowing 200 eggs for breakages.

22. It is frequently possible to buy bananas in the heart of

^ A short ton is 2000 lb.

® By I lie courtesy of the Borough Engineer of Newport.
^ Section XVII. B. (5), p. 380.
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the West End of London from costers at the rate of two a penny,

but IJd. each is the figure charged in many of the restaurants.

Presuming the purchase price Ls the same in Loth cases, calculate

the difference in profit for every bunch of bananas sold. (A
bunch costs 10s., and, for the purposes of the question, can be

regarded as containing 320 liananas.)

23. In the year 1912-13 tlnaa; were 29,GLS,f)84 money orders

issued in India, to the value of i>34,854,327. Calculate to the

nearest penny the average value of each money order issued.

24. Under the circumstances of the last question, 15,449,071
paid messages were sent over Government Tch'graphs, and the

money received for them was £716793. Calculatii to the nearest

tenth of a penny the cost per message-

25. In 1903 there were 21131 miles of State railway^ open
for traffic in India, and 25125 in 1912. The gross (iarnings in

the former year amounted to £24,005,469, ami in the latter to

£41,100,467. Calculate, to the nearest pound, the earning capacity

of the railways per mile in the two cases, and decide whether it

has increased or decreased in ten years, and by how much.
26. 24,489,692 gallons of oil valued at £57 1 045 were ])roduced

in British India and exported thendrom by sea in 1913. Cal-

culate the value of the oil per gallon to the nearest penny.

27. The Australian Government paid £2792 as bounty u])on

335013 gallons of kerosene in 1912-13. (Calculate the bounty
paid per gallon to the nearest penny.

28. The value of the 278,518,411 lb. of tea produced in, and
exported by sea from, British India in 1913 was £8,862,651.

Calculate tlie value per pound to the near(*.st penny. AVhat
information do you gain from the results of Questions 23 to 26

and 28

1

REVISION QUESTIONS. L*

A.

SECTION L

1. From the data given in Question 27, page 12, write down
the eight years in which the loans were greatest, and find by how
much the greatest of these eight loans exceeds the smallest.

2. Find the area of the “ Open Spaces ’’ of London from the

^ About five-sevotiths of tlic total leugth of railway belongs to the State.
* The student should work again some of the purely drill questions in

the sections referred to before proceeding to these problems.
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data pjivon Imlow, after having arranged tlicin in order of size,

tlie largest lii’st

:

Name of Open Space.
Area in

Acres.
Name of Open Spatte.

Area, in

A(acs.

Dantes Comm on 120 Ham]>.stoad Heath and
Wimbledon Cominoii 1000 I'arliiiment Hill . 551

Streatham
,, r>o Hyde Park . 300

Clapham
,,

20.5 Uiohmoiid Park ami
Tooting

,,

(Treeuwich Park
218 Petersham Park . 2357
185 Kew OardoTis . 288

St. .James’s ,, 08 Ken.sington Hardens 274

Battersea ,, 109 Primrose Hill 62
Regent's ,, 408 Victoria Park 217

The Green Park 58
I

3. lias lirst six Tiioiiths or the last six of a lea[) year the

greater jiiimber of days ?
^

4. The statement below shows in detail the exports of the.

several products of the cocoa-nnt palm from India to foreign

countries during 1913-14 (In(lia)i Trade Journal)

:

Kupecss.

Cocoa-nuts 344111 22760
Coir fibre .... 14812 cwt. 17173!»

,, manufactures 772202 „ 8891113
Cordage and roite 60420 „ 1052837
Copra ‘‘‘ .... 763832 „

i

15597397
Coco-nut oil . 1091477 galls. 2326099

,, poonac 841 66 cwt. 404474

Total

Find (1) the total weight, in hundredweights, of those

things whoso weights arc given
; (2) the value of the exj)orts in

rupees (Rs,); (3) sui)posiiig the exports had l)een (i) coir

fibre, 1 5 thousand ewt.
;

(ii) cordage and roj)e, 60 thousand cwt.

;

(iii) coco-nut poonac, 90 thousanii cw^t, draw a line half an
inch long to represent (i), and similar lines of appropriate length

to represent (ii) and (iii).

5. The latitude of Newcastle is 55^^ N., that of Capetown 35° S.

What is the difference in latitude between these two places ?

^ In a leap year February has twenty-nine days, in other years twenty-
eight. See § 144.

® Copra was chiefly used for soap manufacture, but its value as a food
ha.s been established, particularly in the manufacture of nut-butter. The
trade in this commodity is steadily increasing.
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6. The exports of commodities from Ceylon from Jen. 1 to

Sept. 7, 1914, and for the corresponding period in 19 IJ, are
given below (from the Ceylon Observer)

;

Black Tea. Desiccated

Cocoa nuts.

j

1914. 1913. 1914. 1913.
lb. lb. lb. lb.

To United Kingdom 78752323 79024022 9734382 8199915
,, Austria 226061 182232 566540 341250
,, Belgium 40688 86902 1088610 682816

,, France 602551 493199 329980 156390

,, Germany . 386977 402672 3439054 2627300

,, Holland . 27022 13029 995342 346773
,,

Denmark . 14649 12494 21450 48100

,, Italy. 37342 21998 1190
.. Russia 10536703 12314890 1950

Spain , 3007a 37916 459160 268086
,, Norway 5900 11616 37000 7410
,, Sweden 70583 81703 46800 30680

,, Turkey 306111 147124 728 280

,, Western Australia 616037 544198 57770 51070

,, South Australia . 3262718 1053538 172972 96707
,, Victoria 5176606 4993506 567279 434438

,,
New South Wales 7409223 7432143 318508 181189

,, (},ueensland 683316 623704 83430 65370

,, Other Australian States 34498 25605 8238 3604

,, New Zealand 4148992 3556182 308692 125830

,, United States 7076092 5682847 5480931 5212911

, ,
Canada and Nowfound-

land 4012925 4305039 561284 426716'

,, Other countries in

America . 100460 100079 84000 36352

,, Egypt 419797 375744

,, Africa 3613025 1515533 133514 102964

,, Madagascar 19416 28909

,, India. 1120895 1023343

,, Straits 339493 314966

,, China 4375803 6624630

,, Philippine Islands 43099 36974 240 260
,, Japan 32135 36428

,,
Mauritius . 67939 50314

,, Malta 56453 70583

Tohd cx])orts from Jan.

to Sept. 7 .

Week ended Sept. 7, 1914 2404957 689758
From Jan. 1 to Aug. 31,

1914 .... ...
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(1) Fill in tlio blank fipac^s in the above table; (2) which
conn tries were the ten best customers of Ceylon, (i) in tea,

(ii) in desiccated cocoa-nuts in 1914?
7. Find the increase in the total funds of ordinary Friendly

Societies to the nearest £1000 if the funds were £22,043,450 and
£22,735,568 in two successive years.

8. Use the ligures of Question 27, page 12, to find to the

nearest £1,000,000 the amount borrowed by the Government in

tlie fiv(* years 1801-1805.

9. TJie dead-weiglit debt of the United > Kingdom is as

follows: 1910-11, £713, 245, 108; 1911-12, £685, 232, 459; 1912-

13, £674,744,567
;

1913-14, £661,473,765. Calculate to the

nearest £10000 the annual decrease in the debt from one year

to the next, and state w])en that decrease was gr(‘atest. (Tlie

stmhmt sliould compare the results of this question and the

last one.)

B. (1 )

SECTION II.

1. 5942 acres of land in New Zealand produced 307736
bushels of maize last year. Calcidate the quantity produced
|)er acre to the m'an'st bushel.

2. 48,116,377 lb. of cocoa were produced from 336154 acres

in Trinidad and Tobago^ last year. Wliat was the average
weight of cocoa produced from one acre of land?

3. If the value of the <*ocoa referred to in the last question be
Is. ])or lb., calculate the value of the yield per acre to the

nearest shilling.

4. A rca})ing-machine can mow 60 square yards in five

minutes, (jalculate the number of square yards that can be
mown (1) in one minute, and (2) in eight hours of sixty

minutes each.

5. If you went to Queensland and resolved to follow the
lucrative and exacting profession of a hawker and pedlar, you
would have to pay a licence of £10 per annum. How much
would you have to earn in a year if you wanted to make 10s.

a week to live on, and to save 15s. a week and pay your licence

as well? How much would you .save in a year? (1 year==f

52 weeks.) #

6. A motor-bus company employs 736 drivers, and a licence,

^ Trinidad and Tobago conics .second in the list of British possessions
in the production of cocoa. The Gold Coast easily comes iirst, with
113,239,980 lb.
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costing 5s., has to be taken out for each of them. How much
must be paid for the whole of the licences ?

7. In the last fiscal year Ceylon ex])orted 111,646,640 lb. of

tea to the United Kingdom, valued at .£3,411,921, while its

next largest exportation was to Australia, and amounted to

21,015,220 lb., valued at £642225. Was the number of pounds
obtainable for £1 greater or less in the United Kingdom than in

Australia, and by liow many {)ounda (ie. was the market better

in the United Kingdom than in Australia so far as these figures

show) ?

8. Jly referring to the latest Statistical Abstract we find that

the total value of all articles imported into the Federated Malay
States last year was 6,462,551 Straits Settlements silver dollars,

or £753964. Estimate as nearly as you can the number of such

dollars in £1.

9. The most valuable of the exports of British North Borneo

last year was estate-grown tobacco, and 20288 bales were exported,

valued at 2,919,970 dollars.^ What was the value of each bale,

to the nearest dollar?

10. What was the value per ton of the 25290 tons of nickel

which were exported from Canada in 1914 if the total value was

£1,104,807 ? ((live the ansvviu* to the nean^st £1.)

a (2)

1. In the most recent edition of a little handbook entitled

7Vie Queensland Sugar Industry we find that in 1912-13 the

population of the ConiTnonwealth was 4,644,852, and the weight

of sugar available for consumption was 507,32 1,160 lb. Calculate

the consumption per head of the populaticm to the nearest

pound.

2. The distance by rail from Brisbane in Queensland to

Sydney in New South Wales is 725 miles, and the fare is 63s.

What is the charge ]ier mile (first class), to the nearest penny?
3. If the Indian rupee is worth Is. 4d. and £1 is worth 240

pence, how many rupees must we reckon to £1 ?

4. A clerk sees in The Times of India an advertisement by a

merchant in Calcutta for a young fellow to learn the tea trade,

and he offers a salary of 1000 rupees per annum. The clerk is

now getting £1 a week. If you were he, would you go to India

^ In the Straits Settlements, Labnan, the Federated and Protected Malay
States, British North Borneo, and Sarawak, the Straits SettlenientR silver

dollar has been made the standard coin by Orders in Council of various

dates, and since 1906 the value of the dollar has been fixed at 2h. 4d.
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(all other things being equal) if the chief object in going were to

better yourself financially ?

5. What is the median of the following lengths: 35 feet;

41 feet; 38 feet; 38 feet; 45 feet; 39 feet; 10 feet; 42 feet

;

39 feet ?

6. Find both average and median of the following readings

of the barometer
;
30 inches; 31 implies: 28 inches; 26 inches

;

29 inches
;
31 inches

;
29 inches

;
25 inches.

7. We observed the time taken on ten evenings on which we
travelled between two stations on one of the London ^ibe railways

to be as follows (in seconds) : 150; 160 ; 155 ; 16^; 162 ; 300;

153; 150; 158; 157. Find the average and the median time.

Which would you take here as being more relevant if you had no

other data to go upon than that supplied ?

8. At a sale of cattle and sheep the following prices were

realised : 10 cows at £55 each ; 8 sheep at £5 each ; 6 sheep at

£4 each
;
12 sbfM'.p at £6 each

;
15 cows at £40 each

;
5 cows at

£35 each
;
10 slieep at £8 each. What was the average price

per cow, per sheep, and per head ?

9. The value of £1 in centimes was, for ten successive

observations, as follows: 2525, 2522, 2524, 2523, 2521, 2518,

2520, 2522, 2524, 2525. Calculate the average value of £1 in

centimes and also in francs, if 1 franc = 100 centimes.

10. It is estimated that 2,108,886,516 journeys were made
during a year either by rail, tram, olnnibus, or cab by the 7,310,584
inhabitants of Greater London. Find, to the nearest whole
number, the average number of journeys per person per week.

11. A salesman took the following sums in shillings per day
;

12, 28, 48, 77, 66, 42, 26, 10, 9, 17, 33, 66, 73, 87, 9, 7, 17, 22,

41, 53, 61, 66, 72, 122, 60, 16, 5, 4, 2, 137, 0. Find his average

takings, also the median and the mode, explaining what each

number represents.

C. (1)

SECTIONS III. AND IV.

1. A tailor, at sale-time, reduces the price of gentlemen’s suits

from 45s. to 35s. What fraction is the reduced price of the
original price ?

2. If the tailor in the previous question reduces his original

price of 45s. by one-third of itself, what is his sale price f

3. A cutler buys cheese knives for 5s. 8d. a dozen. Under
ordinary circumstances he makes one-fourth of his buying price

profit; to etlect a clearance he contents himself with one-
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seventeenth of his buying price as profit. Find his ordinary
selling price and his “ clearance” price, per dozen.

4. In the fiscal year 1914 Canada imported from Newfound-
land 1,841,000 dollars worth of stuffs for consumption, and
exported 4,770,000 dollars worth. What fraction was the former
of the latter ?

5. A truss of old hay weighs 56 lb. and a truss of new hay
(to September 1) weighs 60 lb. What fraction is a truss of old

hay of a truss of new hay ?

6. Which weighs the more, of a truss of old hay or of

a truss of new hay ?

7. Three men provide some of the capital ^ for a business.

If the first subscribes the next and the third what
fraction of the whole C/apital do they provide ?

8. A number of houses are to be built on and to occupy of

a site
;
the roads are to take up What will be the total

fraction occupied by houses and roads ?

9. A commercial traveller earns £560 a year. He pays of

his income in rent, in rates and bixes,2 and spends on his

season ticket. How much does ho s])end on the three items named ?

10. A merchant’s income is £600 a year, and he pays Is. in

the pound Income-Tax.^ How much does he pay in this way,
presuming that it is charged on his whole income ?

11. A public bath is arranged so that a covered swimming
bath occupies of the site

;
an open-air bath,

;
private baths,

Jg-. What fraction of the whole is thus taken up]

C. (S)

1. Taking the data given in Question 12, page 56, draw a
diagram similar to that in Question 20, page 59, but taking a
height of half an inch to represent a million dollars.

2. The value of wheat and flour imported into the United
Kingdom from Canada and from Victoria will be found in the
following table, expressed in thousands of £’s

:

lTn[>orts from
Year.

1911. 1912.

Canada
(Wheat
\ Flour

6.^55^

3 90-1
4528f
3265J

Victoria “
*

j Wheat and\
\ flour J

2137i 1220

1 Section XVII. B. (1).

3 Section XVII. B. (3), § 241.

» Section XVII. B. (3).
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Find the value of the wheat and flonr imported from Canada and
fnnn Victoria rfvspectively in the two years given, and reduce the

latter to a fraction of the former after having ex[>resHcd the values

to the nearest £1000.

3. Draw a line 5 inches long to represent a railway line

5 miles long. The company concerned, gradually extend the line

and the increments are repr(‘scnted hy I"; 1"

;

I-"; i Tfl'*

{Note.—

\

inch is often written ^V'.) Increase the 5" line by
these amounts, and determine the final length of the rail-

way.

4. A draper decides upon having a spring sale which
is to be spread over six days. He disposes of his stock as

follows : 1st day, jV ;
2nd day,

;
3rd day,

;
4th day,

;
5th day,

;
Gtli <lay, Wha.t fraction of his whole

stock has he sold at the end of three days, ami at the end of

the week?

5. Employing the data of Question 15, page 60, find the

excess or (lefect of emih year’s dividend over the preceding one.

Place a -f sign before the ligun^s when there is an excess, and a

- sign when a defect. (Tabulate the result.)

6. Taking 1 inch to represent £1 per cent.^ dividend

(Question 15, page 60), draw rectangles Indf an inch wide, and of

lieight determined by the amount of the dividend, to represent

the latter graphically.

7. Find from the diagram drawn in Question 6 the

(liffc'ronce between the dividend paid in 1907 and in

1911.

8. The following figures give the number of people employed
in the various kinds of mining work in the (jountries named, for

every 100 of the population :

United
Kingdom.

Unite<]

States.
Franco. Gerniany. Austria-

Hungary.
Belgium. Italy.

A n Ui
OH

What is the difference between the number of people employed
in mining in Belgium and in each of the other countries ? Arrange
the countries in descending order of the percentage of people
engaged in mining.

1 Section XVIII.
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9.

From the data given find the increase in length of lines

open for each year for the years stated (railways in the United
Kingdom)

:

Length of Lines
Year. 0])en on 31st December

(Thousands of Miles).

Increase.

1906 22jV
1907 +
1908 23f
1909 23^5
1910 23M
1911 23-fV{j 1

lOVi 23,1

10. The rateable value of Birmingham in millions of pounds

is 4J ;
of Liverpool, 4g ;

and of Manchester, 4JJJ. Of those three

great provincial cities which has the highest rateabhi value ?

11. In the last question find the amount by which the lowest

rateable value of the three cities is less than that of the other

two.

12 .

ENGLAND AND WALES.

Number of

Year. Popnlation. ("onvictiuns at

Siqxirior Courts.

1850 . 17773324 1 20537
1912 . 36539636 11605

What is the po])uliitiou for every one convicted in the two y< ars

given above ?

13. Fiom the results obtained in Question 12 give, to the

nearest whole numlx'T, the difference between the number of

people for every conviction in 1850 and in 1912, and thence

make a statement regarding the increase or decrease of crime in

the period given.

C. (3)

SECTION V.

1. On a farm of 480 acres f of the land is arable. The
farmer plants J of this with wheat, allowing 3 bushels to the
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acre, \ of it with barley, allowing 2J bushels to the acre, and the

remainder with other crops. How many bushels of barley and
wheat will he require for seed?

2. If ® of the agricultural land of a district is arable,

pasture, and ^ of the remainder woodland, and the remaining

1800 acres are common land, find the number of acres in the

whole, and the size of each kind of land.

3. A person has ^ of a property worth £4500. He sells I of

his share to A and | of f of the remainder to B. What fraction

of the whole property has he left, and what is it worth ?

4. If a mile is 1700 yards and there are 3 feet to a yard, what
fraction of a mile does a man, whose stride is 33 inches, move
in walking a hundred steps ?

5. A small tea service consists of a number of articles which
cost 6Jd. each. The service cost 7a. Old. Of how many articles

is it composed ?

6. The details concerning emigration from tlie Hritisli Isles

are as follows

:

JJestiiiation of Emigrants.

Year, To British

North
America.

To the

United
States.

To Australia

and New
Zealand.

To South
Africa.

IUI‘2 186150 iWi iWf 1 s s
1 -f 1

of those emigrating to British N oi th

America.

Find, to the nearest ten, the number of emigrants to the last three

countries, and the total number to the mjarest hundred,

7. The number of immigrants to the British Isles in 1912 was
340700, to the nearest hundred. Find (1) the excess of the

number of emigrants over the number of immigrants
;
and (2)

express the excess of tlie number of emigrants over the number
of immigrants as a fraction of the po])ulatioii of the British Isles,

which may be taken as 45 millions.

8. From the data given in or obtained from Question 6 write

the numbers correct to a thousand, and then proceed to represent
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the stale of cmi^a'atiori graphically

ihiiH ; Uj iiw^ two liiie.% OX and
g220 -

OY (called axes), at right angles z j
•

to one another (see figure). 7\t g
4o -1000 Emig ants

eonveiuent distances (-^ inch) along $
the horizontal or “X axis’’ place ^200 —
letters li.X.A. (IJritish North - p
America), U.S., etc. Take inch ^ \

to represent 1000 emigrants, then \

180 thousand requires or
~~

inches. Mark off along the lim‘. 5 ' W
OY this distance, then P will re- ~
present 180 tliousand eniigrantsl ^ SlAi
to TkN.A. If the nuniher of \ ^
emigrants to the U.8. were (say)

110 thousand, j
inches would be ^

necessary, and Q would show the
/^ ygO

^

A
110 thousand emigrants to the/ § \

U.S. Taking (by way of illus^ /o V-"
tration) 90 and 20 to represMit g \

tliose to A. and N.Z. and to 40

the ])oints R and S req]^,ent gc \

those numbers. The li|0^^QRS ^ ^ ^

shows graphically tlnOjj^igration g ^
to the connicies The %iA us Aaiid sa ^

student will irp*^ proper COUNTRIES
points roared.

9. All aucti^^^or buys a number of articles and sells them in

accordance witlyuhe following table
:
(Jlring the prices to shillings.)

JS A and SA
NZ

COUNTRIES

Pri<^e the

Auctioneer
Pays.

The Fraction of

Ida Buying Price

(B.P.)thathe
makes Profit.

His Actual
Profit.

1. A clock .

‘2. An oil-pJiintiiig

3. A water-colour

4. Three Chippesidale

chairs

5. A Doiilton vayc
S. A Crown Derby tea

service (part)

84s.

£7 10s. 0<l.

£6 5s, Od.

.flfi 16a. Od.

^ This question can be left till a later stage if found too dillicult. See
Part Ill.f or complete treatment of this inqiortant subject.
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Find (1) the profit on each article (1-6) in shillings
; (2) the article

on which his actual profit was greatest; (3) his total profit; (4)

the fraction that his total profit (P.) is of the price he gave (C.).

n. (1)

SECTIONS VI-VIII.

1. The Vidorian Year-Book for 1912-13 gives the following

details for the rainfall in -the districts named :

Basin or District.

Third Quarter, 1912.

Amount. Average.

Glenolg and Waniioii Rivers. 1028 pts. 937 pts.

Cape Otway Forest .... 13-14 ,, 1204 ,,

Mallee 558 „ 428 ,,

If 100 pts. (points) = 1 inch, tabulate this statement, giving the

rainfall in inches correct to inch.

2. In the recent edition of the Qtieensland Sugar Indudnj
we find the following imj)ortant information :

Year.

To Each Acre Crushed.

Tons of Cane. Tons of Sugar.

1906 . . 1

17*61 1-88

1908 15 -.54 1-64

1910 19-45 2-20

1912 12-72 1-45

From the above data find in which year the ratio of tlie weight

of sugar produced to the weight of cane was greatest, and also

the yield per ton of cane for that year.

3. If a tierce of West Indian sugar contain 8| ewt, and it

is packed into 40 boxes for sale, what weight, in pounds and the

decimal of a pound, will each contain 1

4. Write the answer in the last question correct to the nearest

pound.

5. A hop-picker in Australia receives 12 shillings for picking

40 bushels of hops, how many pence and the decimal of a penny
is that per bushel 1

6. In 1912 the weight of fish landed in the United Kingdom
and caught by men employed in this country was 24,100,000 cwt.,

and its value .£12,780,000. What did the fish make (in shillings)

per cwt., to two decimal places?
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7. Ill March 1913, 9046 cwt. of Imticr was imported into the

United Kin<j;dom from the Argentine Republic, and in March
1914, 11364 cwt. How many times docs the latter importation

exceed tlie former, to two jilaces of decimals ?

8. The total number of great hundreds (120) of eggs imported

into the United Kingdom from all sources in March 1913 was

1,308,521, and in March 1914, 2,095,170. Express tlie former

number as a decimal of the latter, to two places. What informa-

tion does the result give ?

D. (2)

1. According to the statistical abstract of th6 United States

for 1913, the expenditure for the public schools of Alaska from
1902-11 was as follows :

Year ending Total C/osi in

30th June. Thousands oi Dollars.

1902 .
20 '478

1903 . 3*1 -487

1904 . 41*587

1905 . 81 *550

1906 . 47*706

1907 . 50*016

1908 . 78*877

1909 . 85*185

1910 . 112*909

1911 . 121 *508

Find the total amount expended in tlie ten years given, correct

to 100 dollars.

2. In March 1914 goods to the value shown were sent from
the countries named to Canada

:

Country (being part of the
British Empire).

Value of Goods sent to

Canada, in Millions of

Dollars.

The United Kingdom . 11*1231

British East Indies (i.c, India,

Ceylon, etc.) .... 0*8166

British Guiana .... 0*6793

New Zealand .... 0*3900

Hong- Kong 0*2354

British West Indies 0*1623

Other parts of the Britisli Empire
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Find (1) tlie total value in dollars for tho figures given
; (2) the

value sent from the other parts of the British Empire, if the

value for the whole Empire was 13*5903 million dollars.

3. A half-sovereign weighs GT()3723 grains when coined, and
it is not allowed to remain in circadation after its weight has

become 61*125 grains. What weight may bo lost before the coin

is withdrawn ?

4. The price per pound of exported Canadian cheese in 1911

was 5*472 pence, and of Australian cheese 7*5 ponce. Find by
how much the latter is the dearer.

5. From the data of (Question 1 find the average amount sj^ent

per annum in c£’s sterling, 1902-1911, reckoning 4s. to the dollar.

6. The weight of wheat in millions of hundredweights im-

ported into the United Kingdom during tlu*. first week of the

years 1909-13 is given below:

1913. 1012. 1011. 1910. 1000.

•2-3013 1-8008
1

1*7009
1

1*9378 1-7047
1

Find, in tons, the average weight imported.

D. (3)

1. The value of a mark (silver <;oin) is 11*7483 pence, and of

a franc 9*513 pence. Find the number of francs which are

worth 100 marks.,

2. A gold florin or gulden of the Netherlands is worth 19*824

ponce, how many marks are worth the same as 25 guidon

3. A quantity surveyor charges £2 5s. on every £100 in the
value of a contract. If a hospital cost £76585, what amount
does he receive, if he allows £0*75 on every £100, by jeason of

his being a member of the governing committee 1

4. What is the cost of 186*85 gallons of lubricating oil at

10*75 pence per pint?

5. How many gallons of petrol at Is, 6d. a gallon can be
bought for £25*86 ?
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6. How many pounds of Jump sugar at 3|tl. a lb. can be

bought for half a guinea?

7. If the price of sugar rises to 4Jd. a lb., how many fewer
pounds can be bought for half a guinea than in the previous

question ?

8. In the year 1912-13 no h^wer than 891,950,285 letters and
post cards were delivered in India. Taking the population of

that Empire as 315,156,396, calculate to two places of decimals

the average number of letters pin* head of the population.

9 Matches manufactured in Northern Kliodosia have to pay

a duty of 6d. ])cr gross on boxes or packages not containing more
than 100 matches in a box or package, hind the duty per

single box as the decimal of a penny.

D. i
(4)

1. Find the value of the following, to four significant figures

:

(a) 5-933 X 3-284
; (/>) 5-933 f 3-284.^

2. Compute the value of the following, by contracted methods,

to four significant figures* (a) 0-5584 x0-4813; {b) 0-5584-7-

0-4813.

3. Having given that to five significant figures ^2 = 1*4142

and ^3= 1*7321, find by contracted multiplication and division

^6 and ^1*5 as accurately as the data will allow.

4. Find, correct to three significant digits, the value of

0-23045 X 15-8476.

5. Multiply 40*1870378 by 2*149173945 by a contracted

method, correct to the seventh d(5cimal j)laco.

6. Find the product of 246*9254 and 0*008729, to three

decimals.

E. (1)

SECTION IX.

1. Employing the data given in Question 17, page 127, write

down the amount of the newspaper seller’s receipts for Monday,
correct to one shilling. Represent graphically (taking J inch for

» See also Examples XXII. (a) and XXII. (b).

12
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Is.) his day^s takings, setting off points along OX, half an

inch apart, to represent the editions of the paper. (The

graph is partly drawn in figure.)

2. The iiHain j^rice of bread

in England and Wales in 1910
was 5*79 pence per 4 lb. loaf,

and in 1911, 5*57 pence. Ex-

press the dilference between
these ])rices as the decimal of a

shilling.

3. A patent tire-resisting safe

costs £8 16s., and a fire-and-

burglar - resisting safe costs

£18 38.; express the difference

between these prices as a frac-

tion of the higher price.

4. Employing the data of

the last question, find, by re-

ducing the prices to shillings,

how many times the higher-

priced safe is d(‘arer than the

lower-priced one.

5. How much woidd it cost

you to build and ei^uip a green-

house, given that cost of timber
is £8 8s. 6d.

;
glass, £2 10s. 6d.;

screws, nails, etc., 5s. Gd.
;
paint,

7s. 8d. ;
cement and sand, ISs. 9d.

; heating apparatus, £3 12s. 6d.

;

door and window fittings, 4s. 9d.
; earthenware pots, £4 15s.

;

plants, £7 18s. 9d.
;
water cams, syringe, etc., 8s. 9d.

;
putty and

odds and ends, 3s. 8d.
; thermometer (maximum and minimum),

4s. 6d.?

6. SEEDS FOR AUTUMN SOWING.

Begonia . • • • 3 ])aokets @ Is. 3d. per packet.
Calieolaria 2

p > @ Is. 6(1. ,, ,,

Carnation 2
} P

(fi> Is. 8d.
,,

Cineraria

.

4 iP i^d. „ „
Gloxinia . 3 py («^ Is. 6d. ,, „
Phlox 5 pp

(ff) 4d.
,, „

Sileno pendnla 4 9P m 3d.
Wallllowcr . 12 9} (cl 3Jd. ,, ,,

VVliat is the cost of this collection of seeds after allowing a
discount of Id. in every complete shilling?

7, A draper's assets are £58964 18s. lOd., and his liabilities
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are X49764 19s. lid. What is the excess of tlie former over the

latter *1 Taking the di/rerence correct to i>l, what would the

draper have had in liand if he had placed half of it in his bank,

given away ^Vh, and used -^-th on his own personal expenses'?

(Give the answer in and the decimal of a to two
places.)

8. A grocer’s j>osition is as follows:

101,5.

.Inly 1. Cash in hand, £566

, ,
2. Received for goods sold, £25 15s. 8d.

,, 3. ,, from Tom Jones, £06 18s. 6d.

,, 3. Allowed him discount^ £3 10s. 6d.

,, 4. Received from P. Owen, £198 12s. 8d.

,,
6. Paid rent duo Midsummer, £50

lOs

,, 6. Paid for goods received, £105
15s. 8d

,, 6. Discount allowed me, £6 5s. 3d.

Rkceipts, Expenditure,

Fill in the amounts in the proper columns, total them, and find

the balance.

9. Th('. duty on wine imported into the United Kingdom, ex-

ceeding 30 degrees and not exceeding 42 degrees of proof spirit,

is 8s. per gallon. The duty on wine containing 41 per cent, of

proof spirit imported into the Australian Commonwealth is 14s.

per gallon. By how much is tlie duty on 36 gallons of wine im-

ported into the United Kingdom less than that on 40J gallons

imported into Australia 1

E. (2)

1. The following is an annual account of a small business
concern

;
find the total of the amounts given : wagers, £S25

;

wages and overtime work, £88 14s. 5d.
;
water rate, £10 .5s.

;

gas fittings, £5 128. lOd.
; and electric light, £30 15s. 8d.

;

coal, £12 3s. 8d.
;
taxes, £1 18s. 9d.

; insurance, £8 16s. 7d.

;

printing, postage, etc., £15 10s.
; ])ank interest on loan,

£5 7s. 6d.

2. By what amount does 800 guineas exceed the total in tlm
last question *?

» See Section XXI.
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3. Give some account of what is meant by the Latin Union,

and show in whul ways it facilitates commerce.

4. Give an account of the chief coins used in France, the

United States, and India
;
what is their approximate value in

Englisli moneys

5. The income of a society is given below; hll in the spaces

and find the total* income.

Current Arrears Subs. Paid
IlraMcli Number. Year Suhg. Subs. ill Aiivanee Total.

(1012-13). (1911-12). (1013-14).

£ ff. d. £ s. d. £ S'. d. £ s. d.

1 1 15 0 51 18 9 15 7 6 1 2 6

2 3 7 6 54 15 0 17 8 9 1 2 6

3 5 5 0
4 1 7 6 40 10 0 2 12 C 0 7 6

5 2 0 0 32 16 3 3 7 6 0 7 6

6 0 10 0 13 2 G 0 7 6

7 1 5 0 29 16 3 0 7 6

8 2 12 64 0 15 0

9 0 2 6 4 2 6

10 1 7 6 13 2 6 0 3 9 0 15 0

11 ] 2 G 12 0 0

12 3 0 0 17 17 6 0 16 0 0 7 6

13 1 ]0 0 4 10 0

]4 0 7 6 12 0 0 1 2 6

15 0 1,5 0 ...

16 0 10 0 i 2
*5

0 ...

6.

Find by how much the totals in the columns of the last

sum are respectively less than £19 15s. 6d.
; 300 guineas;

£43 8s. 9d.
;
and £5.

7. The entrance fees paid to a society were as follows

:

£1 15s.; £3 17s. 6d. ; £1 7s. f>d.
; £2; 10s.; £1 5.^. ; 2s. 6d.

;

£1 7s. Gd.; £1 2s. 6d. ; £3; £1 10s.; 7s. 6d.
; 15s.; 10s.

What wiis the total amount paid ?

8. In the previous question find by how much the total

exceeds the s\im of the first seven amounts.

9.

From the following data find, to the nearest farthing, the
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average amount of the rates levied in the London cities and

boroughs in 1912-13 (from Whitaker^8 Almanack)

:

Cities and lioroujfbs. Hates, 1»12-13. Cities and Horou(,dis. Hates, 1912-13. I

Westniinstcr . . .

s. d,

6 10 Holborn ....
s. d.

8 0

Battersea .... 8 4 Islington .... 7 10

Beriiiondsoy . . . 9 n Kensington . . . 7 0
1

Bethnal Green . . 8 0 Lambeth .... 7 11

Camberwell . . . 8 lo; Lftwi.sham .... 7 10

Chelsea .... 7 4 IVblingtori . . .

Po))lar

7 7

Deptford .... 8 0 n 7

Kirisbury .... 7 4 St. Marylebono . . / 3

Fulham .... 7 8.] St. Pancras . . . 7 7

Greenwich .... 8 2 Southwark 7 105

Hackney .... 7 11 Stepney .... 8 10’

llammersinitli . . 7 10 Stoke Newington 7 9

Hampstead . . . 7 8 Woolwich .... 8 11

F. (1)

SECTION X.

1. A clerk earns I8s. 8d. a week, how lung will he take to

earn £100 16s, 1

2. If the clerk (Question 1) saves Is. 9d. a week, how long

will it take him to save £9 12s. 6d. ?

3. What decimal of the clerk’s earnings is saved?

4. It costs £7 7s. to have the second page of the cover of a

particular paper for advertisement purposes, and £3 15s. 6d. for

half a page, flow many times dearer would it bo to have a whoh*,

page at the half-page rate than it is to have it at the whole-page

rate ?

5. Last year 18,186,244 great hurnl reds of eggs were impoited

into England at a cost of £7,235,416. How many eggs, on an
average, would that be for a shilling? (A great hundred =
10 dozen.)

6. A boilermaker in England can earn 38s. a week, and in

New South Wales Is. 4id, an hour. If a man in New South
Wales works 8J hours a day for six days a week, does he earn

more or less than his fellow*craftsman in England, and how
much?

7. The roof and front of a studio have to be glazed with glass

costing 4id. a square foot. The total area is 198| square feet,

what will be the cost of glazing ?
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8. Taking the data, of the previous question, and allowing

2 1 days of eight liours oacJi for the work, what would a glazier

earn at lljd. an hour?

9. Find the total cost of glazing and of la))our, adding on

7s. 6d. for putty and odds and ends. (Questions 7 and 8.)

R (2)

1. IIow many pairs of half-ljose at Is. 0|d. a pair ean he paid

for with a sovereign, and what change will there he ?

2. A Gf)vernment department jdaees an order for nine lire-

resisting safes (36 x 21 x 18 in. interna] measurements) at .£25 2s.

each (with inside fittings), and for twelve fire-and-hurglar-resist-

ing safes (40 x 20 x 16 in.), with fittings at £44 11s. each. What
cheque must be drawn to pay the ae.count ?

3. A man has held a railway rea,son ticket from 1st January

to 31st Marcdi this ycar,^ and it cost him 22s. Gd. If he liad not

a season ticket he would liave had to pay 3d. each way eacJi weelc

day. How much has the season ticket saved him?
4. Potatoes in 8ydnt\y (New South Wales) niak(^ 7s. Gd. per

cvvt., and in Melbourne (Victoria) 4s. 5d. per cwt. How mucli

does the cost ])er pound in the former exceed that in the latter ?2

5. What is the difference in the cost of a ton of potatoes in

Sydney and in Melbourne ?

6. If it costs 2s. Gd. a day to feed a soldier on active service,

what does it cost per week (7 days) to feed a million ajul a half men ?

7. If a soldier uses 53 rounds of ammunition a day, and 100
rounds cost 7s. 4^d., find the cost per week of 120 men.
(Ueckoii 7 days.)

8. Linoleum for the floor of a liall costs 3s. lid, a square yard,

and the total cost of covering the floor, exclusive of labour and
waste, is £126 ISs. Find the area of the hall in square yards.

9. 240 14-lb. tins of French coffee cost £192, what is the

price per tin ?

10. What is the price per pound in the last question?

11. 1 grq^s reams of emery cloth cost £120. What is the

price per quire? (24 sheets — 1 quire, and 20 quires — 1 ream.)

12. 20 dozen lb. Tunis dates cost £7. What is the price

per pound ?

13. 16J dozen tins cods’ roes cost £6 3s. 9d., what is the price

per tin ?

* Take 1915, and reckon ninety days.
® Circular No. 2 : Axi^atralia and New Zealand (Emigrants’ Information

Offices).
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14. 400 bottles of peaches cost £40 16s. 8d., what is the price

per bottle ?

F. (S)

1. A man buys a halfpenny paper on his way to town every

morning (but Sundays), What decimal of £l does he spend in a

week, and in a quarter (thirteen weeks)?

2. The Daily Neios costs Jd. a copy, and the Strand Magazine
4^d. a copy. Express the first price as a decimal of the second.

3. The jirice of candles in Melbourne (JN"ew Bouth Wales)
(according to official returns for 1914) averaged 6|d. ])er lb., and
in Adelaide (South Australia) Tjd. per lb. Express the cost per

pound in the former city as the decinud of ihat in the lattei*.

4. How many pounds of candles in Melbourne will cost the

same as 36 lb. in Adelaide?

5. Packages containing jewellery and other valuables can be

insured against loss in being sent from Great Britain to foreign

countries. A payment of 4d. insures a package for £12 ; a })ay~

ment of 5s. lOd. insures for £400. Find by what decimal of a

shilling the premium necessary to insure for £1 at the former rate

exceeds the premium necessary to insure for £1 at the latter rate.

6. The import duty on cocoa (United Kingdom) is Id. per lb.,

and on coffee 14s, per cwt.^ Express the difference between tlui

duty on IJ cwt. of these articles as the decimal of £1.

7. Tf £1 wore put into the Post Office Savings Bank and left

there for fifty years it would have amounted to £3*4371. How
much would have been added to the original amount (to the

nearest farthing)?

8. 1,430,000 crans of herrings (about 1000 herrings to a cran)

were caught, during the season, off the coast of Scotland, Their
value is estimated at £3,500,000. At this rate, how many
herrings would be worth half a crown ?

9. From 1903 to 1912 (both inclusive) the lowest value of

silver per Troy ounce® in London was 23|^d. (in 1909), and the

highest, 30^d. (in 1906). If a merchant had bought a quantity

of the metal in 1906 and sold it in 1909, what decimal of a

shilling would he have lost on every ounce he purchased ?

F. (4)

1. The rateable value of Birmingham is £4,463,404, and its

population 850945, find to the nearest farthing the rateable value

per family of five persons.

^ Previous to the Budget of 1916.
• Section XX. 2 § 140.
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2. Take 147 tons of tin oxide as worth £16823, and find to

the nearest farthing tlie value per pound. (2240 lb. — 1 ton.)

3. In one year we imported 4,257,195 cwt. of butter, of the

value £24,109,862. Find, to the nearest farthing, the value per

pound.

4. In the year 1913 Austria-Hungary exported to Canada
40189 lb. of sugar, the value of which was £375 I Os. in

hlnglish money. Calculate to the nearest farthing the value per

pound.

5. The following abstract is taken from the returns of an

important eom]>any :

Class of Passenger. Number. Ri^ceipts.
Aviiragc Fare

per Passenger.

Oldinary

—

£
1st class . 14{)()304 2012S1

2nd . 2101177 271581

3rd . 45707047 2019018
Workmen . 9332134 89775

Fill in the last column in pence and the fraction of a penny.

6. Taking the details of the last question, lind the average

fare paid per passenger in the four sections taken together.

7. The Government of Russia is proposing to spend

322,500,000 roubles on the development of the Amur Railway,

including the construction of a bridge over the river. Express

the capital expenditure in that project as a decimal of the capital

of an English railway company, namely, £35,000,000, given that

a rouble is worth 2s,

8. Leeds to Loudon (St. Pancras) is 196 miles; London to

Paris, ma Victoria, Newhaven, and Dieppe, 224 miles. The fares

arc 15s. 5d. and 19s. 5d. respectively. Calculate the average cost

per mile on the two journeys to the nearest tenth of a penny.

SECTION XI

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

REDUCTION

A. Historical Introduction: English and Metric Systems

128. In our last section we dealt with money, which may be
called a measure of value, and we now proceed to consider the
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measures of length, area, volume, weight, quantity, and time in

succession.

A merchant has taken new premises and wants to know
whetlier his old counter will go into his new shop. It would be

awkward to remove the counter to the shop to try whetlier it would
ht, so he takes a stick of convenient length,— say as long as his

arm,—finds the counter is times the length therc'of, walks to

his new ])remises and sees whether 3J times the length of the

stick will serve his purpose.

Or again, think of the fourteenth century, of the time of

Chaucer, or even of an earlier time still, and you will recall that

wool, juodiiced in Yorkshire, h‘d to the manufacture of woollen

cloth, and to the development of a large trade with the

Continent.

Now siqqiose an English merchant had a roll of cloth, and a

Flemish merchant of the time wished to buy it
;
he would want

to know how much cloth there was. The English merchant
might then do just as thousands of housewives do to-day - take

the end of the cloth in his right hand, stretch out his arm and,

with his left hand, hold the cloth to his chin, and thus measure
off an arm’s-length of cloth

;
then the whole bundle might be “25

arm’s-lcngths,” which the Flemish merchant would buy for so

much. As a matter of fact the arm’s-length is very nearly a

yard, although we are told that that measure originated in higypt.

We are not concerned here with debating archseological questions,

but this we do say, that, be the yard Egyptian in origin or not,

English merchants would never have used it unless it had been
convenient to them for measuring their cloth.

We might note that the arrows of the Middle Ages were
about a yard long too, clearly because had they been 2 yards

long our archers could not have shot them. In a similar way we
have a “ foot.”

129. Fishermen measure the lengths of their boats, ropes,

nets, and the like, in fathoms, because a tall man can just reach

that distance from tip to tip of his lingers when his arms are

stretched out. A cable’s length is 100 fathoms, or 600 feet. The
height of horses is me^isured in “hands” (4 inches), and long

ago men used their hands to measure off a span, that is,

9 inches.

It is obvious that our English system of measurement is based

entirely on convenience and rapidity of commercial working, as

it was regarded by merchants of the past It has no scientific

basis whatever, and is not a simple decimal system.
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130. We ijovv take, for exarnple, the EiigliKsh Lineal measure.

Linkar Mbasiirr.

12 inches (in.)~l foot (ft.)

3 fe(;t (ft.) = 1 yard (yd.)

22 yards = 1 (duun (ch.)

or 100 links = 1 ,, ,,

10 clis. = 1 furlong (fur.)

or 40 poles (po.) — 1 „ ,,

8 fur. = 1 STATUTE MILE (nd.)

hence 220 yds. --= 1 fur.

1760 yds. ^ 1 mi.

5280 ft. 1 „
63360 in. := 1 „

but, 6080 ft. ~1 NAU'l’iCAl. MILE

and 1 KNOT=l „ „ per hour.

A KNOT is NOT a distance, but a speed, e.g. “ A T. I>. D. makes
30 KNOTS ”—that is, a Tur[)edo-Boat Destroyer steams 30 nautical

ttiiles j)er hour. In giving distances from port to port it is

necessary to say whether they are expressed in nautical or in

statute miles, and it is convenient to remember that

33 KNOTS - 38 statute miles per hour (nearly).

131 . We have said that our standard of length was chosen

for convenience, but we have no guarantee that all merchants

will have arms of the same length, and can imagine that con-

siderable defrauding of the public might result, hence the

standards for our weights and measures had to be fixed by law.^

King Henry i. decided that the length of the yard should be

that of his arm—a somewhat arbitrary decision perhaps—and a

little later King John signed Magna Carta, which decreed that

there should be one system of weights and measures througljout

the country. In spite of Magna Carta, confirmed several times,

we find different standards (of weight particularly) in this

country.^

^ Our ** Standards” were kex)t at Winchester before the Conquest, but
now they are to be found at the Standards Office, Old Palace Yard,
Westminstei-. The yard is the distance between the centres of two brass

plugs embedded in a bar of bronze, and the pound Avoirdupois is the weight

of a particular piece of platinum.
* § 140 .
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132.

Now an ideal system* of weights and inoasures

should be

—

1. Uniform.

2. Accurate.

• 3. h^asily understood and used.

4. VV^idcly known.
5. Sim})Io in calculation

Our sysb'ui can certaiidy not lay claim to any hut No. 2, and
ill a lesser diigvee to No. 4, but a <lecimal system satisfies all the

conditions, and chief among them, from the student s standpoint,

is the last

!

THE METRIC SYSTEM

133.

The Metric System is a delightfully easy decimal system
based ujiou a standard called the Metre, whifdi has multijih's in

tens and subdivisions in tenths, the former l>eing denoted by
Greek prefixes and the latter by Latin prefixes, thus

:

Fractions

:

Multiples

:

Lr Jigfit. Caparitij. Weight.

Tf/oo

1

|milli“ metre, litre, or gram.
(s^ 143) (§ M3)

1 0 0
11

centi- „ litre, or gram.
1 1

lU i deci- „ f

»

n

10 ,(Deca- metres, litres, or grams.

100 Hecto- „ ,, ft ft

1000 !(Kilo- „ ft

Hence the METRIC TABLE OF LENGTH is—

xooTf 0*001 metres 1 millimetre (mm.)
or 0*01 „ =lcenti- „ (cm.)

or 0*1 „ =-ldeci“ „ (dm.)

1 = 1 m.
10 metros === 1 Decametre (Dm.)

100 „ =lHecto-„ (Hm.)
1000 „ -IKilo- „ (Km.)

Note the contractions used, e.g, dm. and Dm., etc. The
Decametre and Hectometre are not frequently used. The metre will

be employed just as we employ the yard, the cm. as the inch,

the mm. particularly in scientific work, and the Km. as miles.

134.

In determining the length of the metre the French
Government took very great care. They had a standard called

^ The Coming of the Kilogram^ by H, 0. Arnold-Forster,
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Uie of Peru/’ which had been used to measure an arc of

the meridian 2 in Peru, and was employed to measure an arc

})etween Dunkirk and Barcelona, from whicli the length of a

quadrant of tlie earth's circuniftTence from the pole to the equator

wavS calculated. This length was divided into 10 million parts,

and each was called a metre. It was found subsequently that

the original ineasuroment was not quite right, and so the metre is

not exactly what it was thought to be. It is now defined as the

length of a platinum bar, called the “ m^tre des Archives,” which
is kept in Paris and regarded as the standard by all the countries

which employ the metric system. The United Kingdom and
some Pritish Colonies and Dependencies, the United States, and
Russia are the chief countries in which the metric system is not
employed.^

•

135. It is obvious that the metric system complies with con-

ditions 1-4, § 132, and we now show that it satisfies condition 5

far beth‘T tiian the English system can do.

Exampj.k 1.

—

(1) Reduce 9

mi. 6 fur. to fur.

9 mi. C fur.

_8
78 fur.

Since 1 mi. = 8 fur.

9 „ =72 „
and 72 fur. + 6 fur. = 78 „

Wliere then* is no simple re-

lationship between the numbers

9, 6, and the answer 78.

Example 2.—(1) Reduce 796
chs. to yds.

8iiuc.e 22 yds. = 1 ch.

796 chs. = 79G x 22 yds.

= 17512 yds.

And again 796 bears no obvious

relationship to 17512.

(2) Reduce 9 Km. 6 Hm. to

Em.

9 Km. 6 Hm.
10

%
Where the result 96 contains

exactly the same numbers 9, 6,

as were given.

(2) Reduce 796 Dm. to m.

796 Dm. - 79G0 m.
Since 1 Dm =10 ui.

Where 796 does bear a sim
j
)le and

oVjvious relationship to 7960.

^ A toise= 6*39459 feot.

^ 1 f you imagine a circle to be drawn on the surface of the earth, with
the centre of the earth as its centre, passing through Dunkirk and
Barcelona, then the part of that circle running from one town to the
other through France and Spain is called ‘*an arc of the meridian.”

^ The metric system is employed universally for all scientific work, but
KOI for ail eugiiieeriug work.
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Example 3. — (1) Express

63360 in. in chs.

12 63360 in.

3 r)28Q"'ftT

22 1760

80 chs.

63360 in. = 80 chs.

The method here is

63360—12 to bring inches

to feet.

5280-7-3 to bring feet to

yards.

and 1 760 -f- 22 to bring yards to

<5haina.

(2) Express 63360 cm. in

Dm.

63360 cm.
= 633'60 m. (dividing by 100)
~63‘360 Dm. (dividing by 10)

And witli very little practice we
can write the result at once.

The student will observe at once that any reduction in the

English system means long and tedious working, but the corre-

sponding reduction in the metric system involves moving the

decimal point.

136. We give further illustrations of the metric system first,

and then of the English system.

1. The Mfl'PEic System

Exampi.e 4.—(a) Reduce 8 dm. 5 cm. 9 mm. to mm.

Wo write 800 mm. +50 mm. +9 mm., or 859 mm. as the

answer,

(b) Express 25 Em. 300 m. in Em.

We wiitd 25 Km. + Km. = 25 3 Km.

(c) Reduce 8 Hm. 6 m. 5 cm. to mm.

Wo write 8 Hm. 0 Dm, 6 m. 0 dm. 5 cm. 0 mm
,
and then

806050 mm.

Note very carefully that we must here, and in all

similar cases, put In the quantities left out in the

question, namely, 0 Dm. 0 dm. and 0 mm.
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Example 5.—Reduce 158653 cm. to Km., m., etc.

Here we have

—

SB e . a gW Q c 'T? o
158653

and so we write

—

1 Km. 5 Hm. 8 Dm. 6 m. 5 dm. 3 cm.

which is the same as 1*58653 Km.
;
or 15*8653 Mm. ;

or 158*653

Dm.
;
or 1586*53 m.

;
or 15865-3 dm.

;
or 158653 cm.

2. The System

137. Example 6.—Eeduce 15 mi. 3 chs. 2 ft. to inches.

We have really

15 mi. 0 fur. 3 chs. 0 yds. 2 ft. 0 in.

8 i
i

i

•
:

120^ fur. (i.e. 15 X 8 +0)
10

1203^- chs. (i.e. 120 X 10 + 3)

22

26466^ yds. (i.e. 1203 x o+
3

79400<- ^

ft. (i.e. 26466 x3 + 2)
12

952800^ in. {ue. 79400 x 1 2 + 0)

Example 7.—Reduce 476400 in. to miles, etc.

12j476^0 in.

3139700 -fO in. (over)

22|13j33+l ft. (over)

lOjGOl +11 yds. (over)

8i60 + 1 ch. (over)

7 mi. + 4 fur. (ever)

476400 in. = 7 mi. 4 fur, 1 ch. 11 yds. I ft,
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Drcimaltsation

138. Example 8.—Reduce 5 mi. 3 fur. 6 dis. 10 yds. 2 ft

to miles and the decimal of a mile, to two places.

10 yds. 2 ft. = 10|^ yds. = 10*667 yds.

6 chs. 10-667 yds. =6 chs. ch. (for 22 yds. =: 1 ch.)

— 6*485 chs.

3 fur. 6*485 chs. = 3 fur. ch. (for 10 chs. = 1 fur.)

= 3*649 fur.

5 mi. 3*649 fur. = 5 mi. ^ fur. (for 8 fur. == 1 mi.)

= 5*456 mi.

= 5*46 mi., to two places.

Note.—On reducing this result back to a compound quantity

the student«will not get the original length, for we have not left

enough decimal places, and so the yards and feet would be wrong.

Example 9,—Express 3*251346 miles as a compound
quantity.

(mi.) 3*251346 Multiply the decimal by 8 to get furlongs,

(fur.) 2*010768 ,, ,, „ „ 10 to get chains,

(ch.) 0*107680 „ „ „ ,, 22 to get yards,

(yds.) 2*368960 „ „ „ „ 3 to get feet.

(ft.) 1*106880 ,, „ „ „ 12 to get inches,

(in.) 1*282560.

The quantity required is

—

3 mi. 2 fur. 0 ch. 2 yds. 1 ft. 1 in., to the nearest inch.

The student might he interested to see there effect of dropping

two of the oiiginal decimal places, thus

—

(mi.) 3*2513
(fur.) 2*0104
(ch.) 0*1040
(yds.) 2*2880

(ft.) 0*8640
(in.) 11*3680

which shows that the “ inches ” of the result are altered if we take

4, instead of 6, places.
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English and Metric Tables of Weights and Measures.

139. The student should master the following tables very

thoroughly before proceeding to subsequent sections which will

illustrate their application to commerce.^

Linear Measure (see LIO and 133).

SlTPEIlPlCIA L M KASU RE ( ArEAS).

144 square in. ^ 1 sq. ft.

9 sq. ft. — 1 sq. yd.

4840 S(j, yds. = 1 acre (ac.)

or 40 sq. jH)les =1 rood (rd.)

4 roods — 1 ac.

640 ac. = 1 sq. mi.

30

10000 sq. links ^1 sq. cli.

10 sq. chs. = 1 ac.

Metric.

100 sq. mm. — 1 sq. cm.

100 sq. cm. ™ 1 sq. dm.

1 00 sq. dm. = 1 sq. m.

100 sq. m. =1 sq. Dm.
or 1 ARE.

1 00 ARES -111 KCTl’AHE

(JlA.)

Note .—Surveyors largely u.se the chain for measuring land, hut the area

is often stated as (c.</.) 5 acres 3 roods 10 poles when offered for sale.

An acre was reckoned to be the area thaTa horse could plough in one day,

and since 10 square chains = 1 acre, a })iecoofland 10 chains long and 1 chain
wide is 1 acre in area

;
i.e. a field 220 yards by 22 yards is an acre. An acre

is roughly a scpiare whose sides are 69*5 yards long.

The cost of glazing:, whitewjishing, etc., p.aviiig, slating, oan^entry, and joinery is

estiinate<l per sxj. foot
;
of plastering, carpeting, and ]>apering roinns, per sq. yard.

1 rod of brickwork- 272 sq, ft.

Curio Measure (Volumes).

(Examples XXXV. and Section XIV.)

English. Metric.

1728 cub. in. = 1 cub. ft. 1000 cub. mm. ~ 1 cub. cm. (c.c.).

27 cub. ft. = 1 cub. yd. 1000 cub. cm. = 1 cub. dm.

1000 cub. dm. = 1 cub. m.

1 cub. m. =1 store, and so on.

^ Drill examples on weights and measures will he found in Examples
XXXIIJ. to XXaV., sinqdo }>rohlcms in Examjdcs XXXVI. and .XXXVTl,,
and a complete sot of more difficult problems of an interesting character in

Sections XII. to XVI.
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The following frequently occur

;

A load of “ square ” timber . — 50 cub. ft.

„ „ “round'’ „ . = 40 „

it ti
oarth . . , = 27

A shipping ton ^ (niei'cliandise) = 40 „

„ „ (timber) . =42 „

„ „ (registered). =100,,
A stack of wood . . . = 108 ,,

The “ Petrograd Standard Hundred is bctioniiiig the usual

method of estimating timber, and it consists of 120 pieces 12 ft. x
11 in. X IJ in., or of 165 cub. ft. Timber merchants refer to it as

the “ P.S.H.”

Weight. 2

140 . Our forefathers took “a grain of wheat from the middle

of the ear,” dried it, and used it as a weiglit of one grain
;
hence

we have

Troy Weight.

24 grains =1 pennyweight (dwt.)

20 dwt. =1 ounce (oz.)

12 oz. =1 pound (lb. T.)

5760 grains =1 „ „ „

In 1420, Henry v. and tlie King of France signed the Treaty

of Troyes at a town of that name in Franco whicli had been of

some commercial importance for many years. Possibly “Troy”
is derived from “Troyes.” In 1758 the pound Troy became, the

Imperial Standard Pound from which all other weights have been
made. Troy weight is used exclusively for precious metals and
for gem.s*

Pure gold is of fineness 24 carats, and 22-carat gold means
that there are 22 parts pure gold out of 24.

^

1 gold carat =-=240 grains T.

but, 1 diamond carat = 3J „ „
and, 1 pearl grain = | „ „

^ Shipowners reserve to themselves the right to ship goods either by the
ton “weight” or ton “volume.” If they lake iron they will quote per ton
weight ; if large but light qhing.s, per ton volume.

•It is unnecessary to wpeat herb the multiples and subdivision of the
gram, § 138.

13
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Avoirdupois Weight.

{Averia = coarse goods, and poid — weight.)

This weight is used for the heavy articles of everyday life, and

I lb. means 1 lb. Av. unless otherwise stated.

16 drams = 1 oz.

16 oz. = 1 lb.

14 lb. =1 stone

8 lb. =1 stone (dead meat)
28 lb. = 1 quarter (qr.)

112 lb. or 4 qrs. =1 hundredweight (cwt.)

20 cwt. = 1 ton

100 lb. = 1 cental

2240 Ih. = 1 long ton

2000 Jb. or 20 centals — 1 short ton

7000 grains = 1 lb. Av.

Since 5760 grains ^1 lb. T. and 7000 grains ~1 lb. Av.

.*. 1 Ih. of goMf weighed in T. weight, is lighter than 1 Ib.

offeathers, weighed in Av. weight.

1 oz. (Av.) = 437‘5 grs., and 1 oz. (T.) = 480 grs.,

1 oz. of gold is heavier than 1 oz, of feathers.

Chemists buy and sell by Avoirdupois weight, but make up
prescriptions by Apothecaries’ weight, while we use the corre-

sponding fluid measure for photographic work, although, happily,

the metric system is largely used.

Apothecaries’ Weight.
Apotiiecauiks’ Fluid

Measure.

20 gi\^. = 1 scruple (scr. or g)
3 scr. == 1 dram (3)

8 drms. = 1 oz. (Tr.) (J)
12 oz. -11b. (Tr.)

60 minims (min.) = 1 dm.
8 drras. — 1 oz.

20 Oz. - 1 Pint.

8 pts. = 1 imperial

gallon.

141 . Measure op Quantity OR Capacity.

( 4 gills 1 — 1 pint (j)t.)

O'
^
1 2 pts. = 1 quart

3
'

a;
4 qts. == 1 gallon

O
1 2 galls. ~ 1 peck

4 pks. — 1 bushel

8 bush. = 1 quarter

36 „ — 1 chaldron
40 „ =*1 load

80 „ or 1 0 qrs. ^ 1 last

^ Or noggins or quarterns.
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142. We have treated reduction from the standpoint oi

length up to the present in order to keep oiir ideas fixed, but the

student will understand that the method aj^plies to all reduction,

and facility in working can be secured by learning the tables by

heart. We now illustrate addition and subtraction of weights

and measures by reference to other tables.

Example 10.—What is the tare of three trucks which weigh
respectively 5 tons 3 cwt. 2 qrs. ;

6 tons 3 ars. ;
8 tons 18 cwt.

3 qrs, 7

(1) (2) (3)

Tons. Cwt. Qrs.

5 3 2

6 0 3

8 18 3

20 3 0

Col. (3) = 8 qrs.

= 2 cwt. 0 qr.

,, (2) = 21 cwt. J
and 21 cwt. 4 2 cwt.

= 23 cwt.

= 1 ton 3 cwt.

t

,, (l)= 19tons
and 19 tons + 1 ton

= 20 tons.

tare is 20 tons 3 cwt. 0 qr.

Example 11.—What is the difference between 2 pks. 1 gall.

3 qts. 1 pint and 3 pks. 2 qts. ?

The method is precisely the same in principle as subtraction

of money, only instead of dealing with 4, 12, and 20, we deal

with the number of pints in 1 quart, of quarts in 1 gallon, and of

gallons in 1 peck, which are dotted for convenience (2 pts. =
1 qt., etc.).

2 4 2

3 pks. 0 gall, 2 qts. 0 pt

0

pk. d gall. 2 qts.

1

pt. + 1 pt. =0 + 2 pts. = 1 qt.

. t

3 qts. + 1 qt + 2 qts. = 6 qts., i,e. 2 qts. + 4 qts. or 1 gall.

^ ^

1 gall. + 1 gall. + 0 gall. = 2 galls, or 1 f)k.

.4

^ ^
2 pks. + 1 pk. + 0 pk. = 3 pks.
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There is an increasing tendency to sell corn, etc., by weight

rather than by volume.

A bushel of Euglisli wheat weighs GO lb.

)> „ for(dKn „ 62 lb.

0 „ English barley „ 50 lb.

n „ French „ „ 52i lb.

)> „ English oats „ 39 lb.

)> „ foreign „ „ 38-40 lb.

»> ,, rye and maize „ 60 Ib.

The Gram.

143. In the metric system the unit of weight, the Gram, is

the weight of 1 c.c. of distilled water at 4° 0.^ The tempera-

ture has to be .specified because the weight which 1 c.c. will hold

varies as tlic temperature changes (see § 247 B. (3), Question 9).

It is clear, then, that the metric system derives the unit of

weight from the unit of length, while the English system does not,

and this fact gives the former an immense advantage over the latter,

particularly in calculations involving specific gravity (Section

XIV. K). So wo have

—

1 centigram (cgm.) = 3-J^ gram or gramme (gni.).

1 dgm. =tV
10 gm. = 1 Dgm.

1000 gm. = 1 Xgm.
100 Kgm. -1 quintal

1000 Kgm. = 1 metric ton.

Weights are usually expressed in Kgms. or gms. and decimals

of those standards, or in metric tons.

Tlie Kgm. is used where we use pounds, the gm. where we use

ounces
;
they are universally used for scientific purposes and in-

creasingly in pharmaceutical work.

Since 1 c.c. of water weighs 1 gm., 1000 c.c. or 1 c.dm. of

water weighs 1000 gm.
Now, 1000 c.c. of water

make up 1 litre
;

.*. 1 litre of distilled

water at 4° 0. weighs
1 Kgm., a fact which is

illustrated in the accom-
panying diagram.

The litre is subdivided
just as the other weights

and measures (§ 1 33), and

(2).
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the Hectolitre is UvSed for meiisuring corn, etc.
;

e.cj. “ 4,595,414 HI.

of wheat were ex])()rtod from Ronmnnia, via the mouths of the

Danube, in 1914 ” {Board of Trade J(mrnal).

144. Time.

60 seconds (G0")-= 1 minute (!')

60 minutes —1 hour (lir.)

24 hours 1 day

7 days — 1 week
4 weeks 1 lunar month

28, 29, 30 or 31 days 1 calendar month
52 J

weeks 1 year

365 days ~ 1 year

366 days = 1 leap year

10 y(‘.ars = a decade

100 years =a century.

146. TAliLE OF EQUIVALENTS.
{a) KiMii.isn TO Metric.

M easure. Value ill Metric Units.

Lineal. 1 inch 2*539954 centimetres

J yfird — 0 9113S3 metre
1 Tiiile rr 1 *00931 .5 Kilometre

Superficial. ] sipiarc inch re 0*451307 square eenlinietres

1 aci’(3
— 0*40407 Heetarii

!

Cubic. 1 cubic yard rr 0*704 5134 (Jiibic metre
1

1 cubic foot -- ‘.iH*3ir.3119 litres

Cajiacity. 1 gallon r= 1*543457 „
Weiutht. 1 lb. (Troy) = 0*373242 Kilogram

»» 1 11). (Avoirdupois) 0*4535920 „
] ton = 1*0160475 metrie ton

(/)) Met UK’ T( Enolisu.

Measure. Value in English Units.

Lineal. 1 centimetre 0*3937079 inch
1 metre -

1 *093633 yard

1 ,,
- .‘>9*3707 inches

n 1 Kilometre “ 0*62138 mile
Superficial. 1 square metre -

1 1 *196033 square yard
1 Hectare

1

2*4711431 acres

Cubic. 1 cubic metro 1 *3080215 cubic yard

Capacity. 1 litre 1*7607734 pint
'

i

1 „ = 0*0353166 cubic foot I

Weight 1 gram 15*4323488 grains
|

,, 1 Kilogram = 2*20462125 lb. Av.
i

)> 1 metric ton = 0*984206 :ou
j
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146 . We shall assume the following approximate relationships :

E7i(jli^h. io Metric,,

1" =2*54 cm.

1 yd. =0*91 m.

1 sq. in. =6'45 sq. cm.

1 ac. =0*4 Ila.

1 ciih. in. = 16*4 c.c.

1 gallon =4*54 litres

11b. =0*454

Metric to English,

Ira. =39*37 in.

100 Km. =02 miles

1 Ha. = 2i ac.

1 litre =1} ])ts.

1111. = 2*75 imperial

bushels

1 Kg. =2*2 lb.

1 cub. ft. of water = 1000 oz.

= 0*25 galls.

1 gallon of „ =10 lb.

1 metric ton = 2204*6 lb.

1 English ton =2240 lb.

£\ = 25*22 francs

= 20*43 marks
= 4*87 dollars

For other money values see page 116,

EXAMPLES. XXXIII.

THE METRIC SYSTEM : REDUCTION

Express the following quantities as required :

1. 10 m. 3 dm. 5 cm. in cm. 2. 18 ni. 8 cm. in mm.
3. 350 Km. 8 Tim. 6 Dm. 5 m. iiMnm.

Nos. 4 to 8. as compound quantities

—

4. 856 mm. 5. 986 cm. 6. 586 m.
7. 56823 mm. 8. 97684 mm.

Nos. 9 to 11 as square millimetres

—

9.

9 sq. dm, 6 sq. cm.

10. 8 sq, m. 9 sq. dm. 6 sq. mm,
11. 6 sq. Dm. 5 sq. m. 3 sq. mm.

Nos. 12 to 15 as compound quantities

—

12. 58629 sq. mm. 13. 95362 sq. cm.
14. 86954 sq. m, 15. 9*7562 .sq. Km.
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Nor. 16 to 19 as oiilnc milliinotro.R

—

16. 5 c.Tu. 8 c.cm. 17. 6 c.m. 8 c.nim.

18. 9 c.ni. 8 c.dm. 19. 5 c.drn. 8 c.cin.

Nos. 20 to 22 as compound cpiantities

—

20. 8964 C.C. 21. 5865 c.dm.

22. 51648 c.m.

Nos. 23 to 25 as milligrammes

—

23. 8 gin. 3 (Igm. 24. 5 Kgm. 8 gm. 2 cgm.

25. 28 Kgm. 5 dgm.

Nos. 26 to 30 as compound quantities

—

26. 856 gm. 27. 53 cgm.

28. 59846 gm. 29. 86513 ragm.

30. 15962 dgm.

Nos. 31 to 33 as litres

—

31. 5 1. 6 dl. 32. 8 1. 6 cl. 33. 50 111. 8 dl.

Nos. 34 to 36 as compound quantities

—

34. 8656 cl. 35. 9562 dl. 36. 683 1.

Nos. 37 and 38 as ares and Hectares

—

37. 853 sq. m. 38. 9865 sq. Dm.

39. 56 Ila. 88 ares in sq. m.
40. 56 sq. Km. 86 sq. Dm. in sq. m.

Nos. 41 to 45 as compound quantities

—

41. 58*64 sq. m. 42. 88*65 1.

43. 86*9645 Km. 44. 64*8653 Ha.

45. 76*586 c.m.

What is the Ratio of

—

46. 10 m. 5 dm. 5 cm. to 18 m. 5 cm. ?

47. 8 sq. m. 9 sq. dm. 6 sq. mm. to 6 sq. Dm. 5 sq. m.
3 sq. mm. ?

48. 6 c.m. 8 c.mni. to 9 c.m. 8 c,dm. ?

49. 5 Kgm. 8 gm. 2 c.gm. to 28 Kgm. 5 dgm. 1

What decimal is

—

50. 8 1. 6 cl of 50 HI. 8 dl 1

51. 50 ares of 25 Ha. 1

52. 50*805 sq. m. of 5 sq. Km, 1

What is the sum of

—

53. 6-865 gm.
; 8 gm. 10 cgm.

;
3 Kgm. 108 gm.

;
8*564 Kgm. 1

54. 8*65 Ifa. 5*64 ares ; 3 ares 8 sq. m. ?
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By how much does

—

55. 3-865 HI. exceed 10 1. 8 cl. 1

56. 5-658 Km. exceed 85*64 ni. ?

57. What is the length of 50 pieces of chain each 3*54 m.
in length?

58. How many pieces of rope 1*3 m. long can be cut off from

one which is of 2-5 Km.?

THE METRIC SYSTEM: CALCULATION OF COST

147. Example 1.

—

Find the cost of 2 metric tons 55 Kgm.
8 Hgm. of coal at 30*25 francs per metric ton.

2 m.t. 55 Kgm. 8 Hgm. — 2*0558 metric tons.

.*. the cost = 30*25 x 2*0558 francs

= 62*19 francs (to two places).

Example 2.

—

Find the cost of 8 Kl. 5 1. 8 dl. of wine at

7500 francs per Kl,

8 Kl. 5 1. 8dl. = 8*0058 Kl.

.*. 8*0058 X 7500 = the cost required

- 60043*5 francs

= 60044 francs, to the nearest franc.

EXAMPLES. XXXIV.

Find the cost of the following:

1. 25 gm. 15 dgm. 8 cgm. of copper at 30 centimes per Kgm.
2. 150 grn. 18 dgm. 10 cgm. of silver at 0*035 francs per gm.
3. 56 Kgm. 530 gm. 89 dgm. of lead at 25 centimes per Kgm.
4. 3 metric tons 98 Kgm. 860 gm. of coal at 35*55 francs

per metric ton.

5. 2 metric tons 158 Kgm. 750 gm. of patent fuel at 0*04

francs per Kgm.
6. 6 Kgm. 75 gm. 38 dgm. of an alloy at 3*75 francs per

Kgm,
7. 25 Kgm. 84 gm. 15 dgm. of glass tubing at 55 centimes

per Kgm.
8. Oil is valued at 2 mk. 10 pf. per litre, what is the value

of a consignment of 100 1. 10 dl. 18 cl. at the price given ?

9. What is the value of 150 1. 16 dl. 10 cl. of wine at

5 francs 25 centimes per litre ?

10. Determine the value of 25 HL, 186 1., and 300 cl. of wine
exported from Bordeaux at 250 francs per Hlj
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11. What should be the cost of 36 1., 25 dl., and 580 cl. of

naPItha exported from Italy at 3 lira per litie'?

12. Find the cost of 6 HI., 15 1., and 280 cl. of parahin ex-

ported from Kotterdam at 8*5 gulden per HI.

13. Find the value of a consignment of wine from Bordeaux
consisting of 3 Kl. 8 HI. 15 1., and 520 cl. at 2 francs per litre.

14. What are the French units of length, capacity, and

weight Contrast the French system with the English. What
is the English equivalent for a metre, a litre, an are, and a. gram*!

EXAMPLES. XXXV.

THE ENGLISH SYSTEM : EEDUCTION
Reduce

—

(I) 8 ft. 6 in.
; (2) 5 yds. 2 ft.

; (3) 3 chs. 8 ft.
; (4) 6 fur.

18 chs.
; (5) 1 mile; (G) 5*75 miles; (7) G mi. 3 fur. 5 chs. 16 yds.

to inches.

Express

—

(8) 5280 ft.
; (9) G33G0 in.

; (10) 17G0 yds. in miles.

(II) 358 chs.; (12) 20*5 fur.
; (13) 726’84 yds. as compound

quantities.

(14) 5 sq. ft. 8 sq, in.
;
and (15) 80 sq. yds. G sq. ft. in sq. feet.

(16) 3 ac. 6 sq. chs. 500 sq. Iks. in square links.

(17) 5 ac. 3 rds. 10 sq. po. in square [)()los.

(18) 8 sq. mi. 500 a(^ in s<piare yards.

(19) 4840 sq. yds.; (20) 85631 .sq. ft.; (21) 586 sq. in.;

(22) 5,000,000 sq. Iks.
;
and (23) 8346 sq. j)0 . as compound

qnanliti(*s.

(24) 10 cub. yds. 8 cub. ft. and (25) 15*8 cub. yds. in cubic

inches.

(26) 50634 cub. in. and (27) 8654 cub. ft. as compound
quantities.

(28) 15 lb. 8 oz.
; (29) 3 qrs. 10 oz.

; (30) 12 st. 8 lb.
;
and

(31) 6 st. 10 oz. in grains,

(32) 8 st. 6 Ih. and (33) 5 st, 12 oz. dead meat in pounds and
ounces.

(34) 1 cwt.
; (35) 1 ’86 cwt.

; (36) 4 cwt. 2 qrs. 10 lb. in pounds.

(37) 1 ton; (38) 2*86 tons; (39) 3 tons 2 qrs.
; (40) 5 tons

3 cwt. 4 lb. in pounds.

(41) 4840 lb.
; (42) 86924 oz.

; (43) 1434 qrs.
; (44) 86*5 cwt.

as coin]>ound quantities.

(45) 6 galls. 3 qts.
; (46) 4 pks. 8 pts. in pints.

(47) 5 qrs. 3 bush, 2 pks. in gallons.
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(48) 0254 pts.
; (49) 5863 qts.

; (50) 8563 galk
; (51) 7624 pk

a? compound (]naut,ities. ^
(52) 10J lb. (Av.) and (53) 6 lb. (Tr.) in grains.

(54) 8 lb. 3 oz. 4 dwt. and (55) 5 lb. 5 oz. in pennyweights.

(56) 3*64 oz. (Tr.) and (57) 3*64 oz. (Av.) in grains.

(58) 865 lb. in centals; and (59) 9864 lb. in stones.

(60) 8 hrs. 5 min, 10 sec.
; (61) 8*64 hrs.

; (62) 9'5 min. in

seconds.

(63) 6 days 5 hrs. and (64) 6*5 days in minutes.

(65) 8654 sec.
; (66) 9632 min.

; (67) 568 brs. as compound
'quantities.

(68) OO"" 8'
; (69) 80° 56" in seconds.

(70) 8654 sec.
; (71) 783 min.

; (72) 8*64 min. as compound
quantities.

Wliat fraction is the first quantity of the second ((Questions

73 to 80)-

(73) 8 ft. 6 in. of 5 yds. 2 ft. 1

(74) 7 fur. 8 chs. of 1 mile?

(75) 5 sq. ft. 8 sq. in. of 80 sq. yds. 6 sq. ft. 1

(76) 10 (jub. yds. 8 cub. ft. of 15-8 cub. yds.

(77) 1*86 cwt. of 4 cwt. 2 qrs. 10 lb. ?

(78) 1 lb. Av. of 1 lb. Tr. 1

(79) 1 lb. Tr, of 1 lb. Av. 1

(80) 1 oz. Av. of 1 oz. Tr. 1

(81) From the last three questions state the constant multiplier

for converting lb. Av. to lb. Tr.
;

lb. Tr. to lb. Av.
;

oz. Av. to

oz. Tr.
;
and thence write down 10 lb. Av. in Tr.

;
20 lb. Tr. in

Av.
;
20 oz. Av. in oz. Tr.

Keduce

—

(82) 6 § 5 5; (83) 8 g 6 3 2 9; (84) 12 J 4 3 15 9 15 grs. to

grains.

(85) Express 856 grs. and 324 3 as compound quantities.

Find the sum of (Questions 86 to 89)

—

(86) 4 mi. 1 fur.
;
5 fur. 6 chs. .8 yds. ;

2 mi. 3 fur .

;

8 chs. 6 yds.

(87) 6 sq. yds. 8 sq. ft. 5 sq. in.
;
5 sq. yds. 10 sq. in.

;
6 sq.

ft. 3 sq. in.
;
9 sq. yds.

(88) 5 tons 3 cwt. 2 qr.s.
; 8 cwt. 2 qrs. 10 lb.; 14 stone;

592 lb.
; 48| cwt..

(89) 6 oz. 8 dwt. 10 grs.
;
6*8 dwt.

;
3 lb. 5 oz.

;
8 lb. 6 oz.

5*6 dwt.

What is the difference between (Questions 90-92)

—

(90) 20 tons 16 cwt. 1 qr. 18 lb, and f of 64 tons!
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(91) 24 cwt. 8 lb. and 0*4 of 15 '5 tons?

(92) 3 qts. 1*6 pts. and f of 2*4 galls.?

What decimal is

—

(93) 5 yds. 2 ft. of 3 chs. 8 ft. ?

(94) 6 sq. ft. 8 sq. in. of 3*5 sq. yds. ?

(95) 8 fur. 5 po. of 4*4 mi. ?

(96) 3 tons 4 cwt. 2 qrs. of 0*75 of 24 tons?

(97) 5 oz. 8 dwt. 10 grs. of J of 3 lb. (Tr.)?

(98) 2 hrs. 8 min. of half a day ?

(99) 5 mi. 6 fur. 5 clis. of 500 clis. ?

(100) 13 ac. 3 rd. 5 sq. chs. of 20 ac. ?

(101) 36 cub. in. of 5 cub. ft.?

(102) 2J pints of 3 galls. ?

(103) J of 10 galls. 3 qts. of 2*25 bush. ?

(104) 3 galls. 2 qts. 1 pt. of 5 galls. 3 qts.?

(105) The number of days from 25th Dt'cember to 25th March
in an ordinary year of the number in a leap year.

*

EXAMPLES. XXXVI.

Miscellaneous Questions

1. IIow many c.cm. are there in 1*5 c.din. ?

2. VV'hat decimal of 6*4 c.m. is 8*64 c.cm. ?

3. What number of c.c. does 4*5 1. contain?

4. Express 8*4 lb. as a fraction of 4*2 cwt.

5. Ily what must 3 cwt. 2 qrs. be multiplied to give 5 cwt.

14 1b.?

6. What is the excess of 8 § over 6 3 3 2 Q 12 grs. ?

7. What must be added to 6 oz. 15 dwt. 18 grs, of platinum
to give 8 oz. 12 dwt. 6 grs. ?

8. By how many grains is 6 oz. of tobacco heavier or lighter

than 6 oz. of silver?

9. A Winchester quart bottle contains 80 fluid ounces
;
how

many pints will one of them hold ?

10. How many fluid ounces are there in a quart ?

11. Reduce f of 10*4 gm. to the decimal of 56*02 Kgm.
12. What decimal of a long ton is a short ton?

13. Express 530 short tons in long tons.

14. TTow many short tons equal one long ton ?

15. How many long tons are there in 370 short tons ?

16. By what must any number of long tons be multiplied to give

the corresponding number of short tons ? (In other words, “ What
is the constant multiplier for converting long tons to short tons ?)
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17. What is the constant for converting short tons to long tons 1

18. A tank holds 100 gallons of water, what weight does. the

bottom susUin as the decimal of 1 ton ?

19. A milkman gives 19 fluid ounces of milk for a pint
;
what

decimal of a pint is he short? If 1 pint bo valued at 2d. and

100 gallons are delivered each morning, liow much does he gain

by his mistake each W(*ek ?

20. A wine merchant finds he has sold the following quantities

of wine : 5 galls. 3 qts. 1 pt., gallons, 10 quarts, 18 pints,

28 half pints. How much has he sold altogether, to the nearest

pint ?

21. One cask of oil contains 5 galls. 3 qts. 1 pt., and
another 7 gallons. What quantity must be added to the first in

order that it may contain as much as the second?

22. A chemist finds he has 28^ fluid ounces of cam[)horated

oil in one bottb^, and half a pint in another. Gan h('. put th(‘. two
quantities into a Winchester quart bottle whicli will hold 80
ounces (fluid) ?

23. If a barrel contains 3| gallons of imdTiylated s])irit which
is sold at GJd. a pint, fiml the retail value of the spirit, allowing

half a pint for waste.

B. THE Kl^GLlSTT SYSTEM: CALCULATION OF COST

Compound Practice and Nine-Multiple Tables

148. The following examples illustrate the method of calculat-

ing the cost of given weights or measures of commodities at

stated prices, and also emphasise the use of nine inultiphi tables

in general commercial work.

Example 1.—Find the cost of 15 tons 12 cwt. 2 qrs. of

coal at 33s. 6d. per ton.

Method (i)

33s. 6d.-£l 13s. 6d.-£U675.

£1*675 = cost of 1 ton.

£25*125 =cost of 15 tons.

J of £1*675 =: 0*8375 = „ „ 10 cwt.

of £0*8375= 0*1675 =„ „ 2 cwt.

J of £0*1675 - 0 041875= „ „ 2 qrs.

£26*171875= „ „ 15 tons 12 cwt. 2 qrs.

£26*1719 = £26 Ss. 5d. (to the nearest penny),
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Me'iuod (ii)

338 . G(1=J£L675. •

15 tons 12 cwt. 2 qrs. — 15*625 tons.

.*. the cost of 15 tons 12 cwt. 2 qrs. @ 338. 6d. a ton

= 1-675 X 15*625

= 26*1719 (to four places)

= £26 3s: 5(1.

149. Example 2.—Find the cost of 10 pks. 1 gall. 3 qts. 1 pt.

of beans at 43s. 6d. a peck.

Method (i)

£2*175 —c.ostof 1 ]>k.

~£2i r ;; ,,

4 of 2*175 = 1*0875= „ „ 1 gall.

I of 1*0875 = 0*54aS= „ „ 2 qts.

J of 0 54375= 0*2719= „ „ 1 qt.

I of 0-2719 = 0*1359 = „ „ 1 pt.

£23*7891 = „ „ 10 pks. 1 gall. 3 qts. 1 pt.

or, £23 15s. 9d., to the nearest penny.

Method (ii)

43s. 6d.=£2 3s. 6d. = £2*175

and 10 pks. 1 gall. 3 qts. 1 pt. = 10 pks. + 0*5 pk. + 0*375 pk.

+ 0*0625

= 10*9375.

Cost =2*175 X 10*9375

= £23*7891, to four places

= £23 15s. 9d., to the nearest

penny.

150. Let us suppose that a contractor agrees to supply truck

loads of coal at a lixed price of 33s. 6d. per ton (see Example 1,

§ 148). It is necessary to see that he would not calculate the

cost of every load by practice, but, having weighed the truck and
allowed tare, he would refer to a permanent nine-multiple table

showing the price per cwt,, thus

;

1 cwt. costs £0*08375 5 cwt. costs £0*41875
{Le, of £1*675) 6 „ „ 0*50250 ^

2 cwt. costs £0*16750 7 „ „ 0*58625

3 „ „ 0-25125 8 „ „ 0-67000

4 „ „ 0-33500 9 „ „ 0-75375
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Hence

—

15 tons 12 cwt. 2 qrs. = 312 cwt. 2 qrs.

300 cwt. cost , . i>25'125 (moving the decimal in

the value of 3 cwt.).

10 „ „ . . 0-8375

2 „ „ . . 0*1675

and 2 qrs. (| cwt.) cost 00419
total cost is £26*1739

= £26*174
= £26 3s. 5d. as before.

All the work that the clerk would have to do would be the

last lines, much of wliich might bo performed mentally.

161 . If the price given should reduce to a non-terminating

decimal, then the number of decimal places required in the table

must bo calculated (cf. § 119).

Thus-
Cost of 1 cwt., £0*022423224. To find the cost of 1000

tons or 20000 cwt. we have : cost 20000 x £0*02 = £400 {three

iigures), and we want the result to three places.

we take six figures -f one for safety, i.e. seven figures in all,

.*. Cost of 1 cwt. = £0*0224232 (seven figures)

and cost of 1000 tons = £448*464
= £448 9s. 3d., to the nearest penny.

Had we taken the cost per cwt. as £0 02242, then the
result would have been £0*00242 x 20000 = £448*4

= £448 88.

The dillerence is not great on 1000 tons, but we must re-

member that our annual coal production is about 265 million tons !

EXAMPLES. XXXVII.

Calculate the cost of paving roads of the lengths given at

the price quoted (Questions 1 to 10)

—

1. 1000 yds. 2 ft. @ 10s. 6d. per yard.

2. 20 chs. 3 yds. @ 40s. Id. per furlong.

3. 3 fur, 2 chs. 2 yds. @ £50 per furlong.

4. 4 fur. 6 chs. 4 yds. 2 ft. @ £500 6s. 8d. per mile.

6. 6 fur. 3 chs. 12 yds. 1 ft @ £15 12s. 6d. per chain,

6. 6 mi. 6 fur, 2 chs. 4 yds, @ £250 lOs. per mile.
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8. 21 mi. 2 fur. 250 yds. @ £40 10s. per furlong.

9. 57 mi. 4 fur. 8 chs. (a\ £'M) l^s. per furlong.

10. 70 mi. 5 fur. 3 chs. @ £450 IGs. 8d. per mile.

11. Pi'epare a nine-multiple table expressing yards as the

decimal of a mile.

12. From the table of the last question exi)resH the quantities

given below in miles and the decimal of a mile : 6 mi, 5 fur. 2 chs.

4 yds.
;
15 mi. 6 fur. 3 chs.

;
5 mi. 3 fur. 3 chs. 10 yds. 2 ft.

13. Given that 1 inch - 2-539954113 cm., make out a nine-

multiple table (a) to convert inches to centimetres
;

(h) to convert

yards to metres ; and then express 125 inches in (jcntimetres and
220 yards in metres, to three ])laces.

14. Given tliat 6 .square yards = 5*0165828992 square metres,

make out a nine-multiple table for converting s(|uare yards to

square metres, and thence find the number of square metres in

an acre.

15. If 3 Ha. = 7*4134293 acres, make a ninc-nnilti[)le table,

and thence find the area of an estate of 156 Ha. 56 ares, in acres,

roods, and poles.

16. Find the cost of ploughing 5 ac. 3 rds. 15 po. at

£2 13s. 3d. per acre.

17. What should it cost to survey 2 sq. mi. 50 ac.

3630 sq. yds. at £1000 15s. 9d. })er square mile 'I

18. What is the value of 59 cub. yds. 26;} cub. ft. of

gravel at 5s. 3d. per cubic yard ?

19. What is the dillerence between the area of tlie rice fields

of Japan in the years 1913 and 1914, if their area in the former

year was 2,859,812 cho and in the latter 2,869,192'? (1 cho =
2*45 acres.)

20. Express the area of the department (Seine) in which

Paris is situated as a decimal of the area of Greater London,
given that the former is 47360 Hectares and the latter 692
square miles.

21. Make out a nine-multiple tabic for converting pounds to

the decimal of 1 cwt., and thence write down a table giving

pounds as the decimal of a ton.

22. From the table of the last question, express in tons and
the decimal of a ton : 5 tons 3 cwt. 2 qrs. 8 lb.

;
6 tons 9 cwt.

1 qr. 15 lb.
;
16 tons 16 cwt. 3 qrs. 19 lb.

;
16 tons 5 cwt. 1 qr.

24 lb.

23. Find by practice the cost of each of the weights in the

last question at £3 148, 6d. per ton, and confirm the results by
decimalising the shillings and pence and employing the nine-

multiple table and contracted multiplication.
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An iron merchant purchased metal as given below (Questions

24 to 29). Calculate the price paid for eacli lot
: (1) By practice

;

(2) by decimalisation, using the table of Question 21 (above)

—

24. 25 tons 12 cwt. 2 qrs. 18 lb. at 61s. 3d. per ton.

25. 36 tons 7 cwt. 1 qr. 15 lb. at 61s. 6d. per ton.

26. 42 tons 13 cwt. 3 qrs. 10 lb. at 62s. 9d. per ton.

27. 51 tons 5 cwt. 1 qr. 8 lb. at £3 Is. 3d. per ton.

28. 72 tons 14 cwt. 3 qrs. 2 lb. at £3 Is. 6d. per ton.

29. 21 tons 6 cwt. 3 qrs. 19 lb. at £3 2s. 9d. per ton.

30. With spelter (zinc) at <£55 4s. 6d. per ton, liow much
would you be prepared to accept for 3 tons 17 cwt. 1 qr. 18 lb.

of the metal ?

31. What should be the })ricc of spelter per lb. at the price

quoted in the previous question ?

32. Quote spelter in francs per Kgrn. from the figures in

Question 30.

33. What is the value of 5 tons 14 cwt. 58 lb. of tin at

c£190 4s. per ton? (Look in your newspaper and find the price

to-day.)

34. How much must a butcher pay for 36 stone 4 lb. of beef

at 5s. 2d. a stone ?

35. What is the wholesale value of beef per lb., and what is

the profit by selling the quantity given in the last question at

per lb. ?

36. A provision merchant finds that he has purchased 8 tons

13 cwt. 2 qrs. 15 lb. of bacon at an average price of 75s. 6d, per

ton during the year. How much money has been expended on
bacon ?

37. What is the value of 15 cwt. 3 qrs, 18J lb. of rice at

18s. 8d. per cwt. ?

38. How much should be paid for 5 tons 17 cwt. 1 qr. 18 lb.

of rubber at £230 15s. 9d. per ton ?

39. What is the price of the rubber in the last question in

marks per Kilogram?
40. A butter merchant writes to a Danish firm and asks

whether 2f tons of butter can be supplied for £250. The reply

offers the butter at 2 kroner 25 ore per Kgm. What difference

is there between the two prices for the whole quantity ? Suppose
yourself to be the merchant and write a letter asking the question

in such a way that a Danish firm can understand it.

41. What is the value of 5 galls. 3 qts. 1 pint of petrol at

half a dollar a gallon ?

42. If petrol be Is. 6d. a gallon, convert the price into

dollars per gallon for American customers.
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Calculate the cost of the following quantities of wine at the
prices given (Quehtioiis 43 48)

:

43. 28 galls. 3 qts. 1 pint @ 5s. 9d. a gallon.

44. 36 galls. 2 qts. 1 pint (S, 8s. 6d. „
45. 14 galls, 1 qt. U pint (a), ILs. 6d. „
46. 18 galls. 1 qt. J pint {a] 4^.. 3d. „
47. 86 galls. 2 qts. 1 pint (ai, 11s. 6d. „
48. 24 galls. 3 qts.

1 J pint @ 4s. 8d. „
49. Find thf‘ value of 56 qrs. 6 bush. 3 pks. of wheat at

6 Is. 9d. per quarter.

50. What is 80 qrs. 7 hush. 2 pks. of barley worth at 35s. 4d.

per quarter ?

51. Detennine the cost of 28 qrs. 3 hush. 1 pk. of oats at

30s. lOJd. per quarter.

52. With wine at 6 ‘25 francs per litre, find the cost per pint

in English money.

53. Vinegar makes hjd. a pint in England
;
express this price

in lira per litre for Italian customers interested in the Cornish
raackcrc'l export trade, in which vinegar is largely used.

54. You want to buy a thousand gallons of oil at 8Jd. a

gallon, and M. Knoviteh of Odessa offers to consign it to you
(f.o.b.) at 75 roubles per 1000 litres. Is this price greater or less

than you desired, and how much would you gain or lose by
accepting the quotation^ Wiite a letter in English or, far better,

in Kussian to M. Knoviteh stating what you want.

C. Invoices

HOME TRADE
Pf.to (reads).

** Item. A c apon . 2s. 2(1.1

Item. Sauce.... 4fl.

Item. Sack, two gallons . 6s. 8d.

Item. Anchovies and sack aftir siij>]'er . . 2s. 6d.

Item. bread.... hi.
I King Henry IV., Act ii. sc.

152. Oil going to a groceFs shoj) and buying a luiinber of

articles it is usual for the salesman to take his luaik in which tliere

is a piece of carbon paper between two leaves and write upon the

upper one a list of our purchases and tlie price to bo paid. He then
hands us over one leaf, called “ the Invoice,” and retains the other,

*Hhe Dupe,” or Duplicate, for the information of his head office.

153. The essential features of an invoice are that it should

contain a statement of the nature, quantity, quality, and price
^ A sixteonth-contury invoice.

14
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of the goods sold, and its use is that being sent with the goods

it enables the purchaser to chock the goods received against the

items ” of the invoice, and so see whether they agree.

In the same way, butchers send out weight tickets with

the joints, dairymen record the quantity of milk, and bakers

the number of loaves delivered, in a suitable book held by the

customer.

154. We now give an example of an invoice sent by Messrs.

TIigson & Sous Ltd. to Mrs. Jacobs.

INVOICE

iviuy//r/ UU^Jf/? F/

PROVISION MERCHANTS.

Terms One Month jCU

c ^
^kjejuy ciLi-<b

Mrs y&L
f ^0
Co cD ^ X3L.

ef* 1 ^eiiX»jAA.S

.y d

s It

f

»+

5 0

5 8

0

1 (o

1 n H
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165 . In many trades it is usual to pay for the goods on

delivery by a cash payment. If, however, this is not done and
credit is allowed, the vendors will, at the commencement of tlie

next month, send in a “ Statement of Account.”

STATEMENT OE ACCOUNT
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156. Now let 118 suppose that Mrs. Jacobs deals regularly

with Messrs. Higson & Sons, and that she pays them from
time to time, and lot us suppose that a year has passed and
that the account is still not quite settled

;
then the final state-

ment will bo posted and will appear as on page 211
,
while

each month previously one similar, but obviously not so long,

has been sent to her.

COAL MERCHANT'S ACCOUNT
(Receipted)

Telephone, XY ‘^ Oty.

f/.w a/ YORK, SHEFFIELD,
HULL A PORTSMOUTH.

HEAD OFFICE -
^ A

/1" f>(.9S. /{^, } /y/( i//.. ’'yy/ y/f jl/hy/y/,lrV>c9s.

__ci :

Tons CwTs

Tlj fl ^aA -

lO -rrvc ‘"tynTt-f

7hAo nohce that you are to receive herewith Tons lO
Cwt oF — Coe! m Sacks, contatmng 224- /bs oF Coat
m each Sack .

^
Toe .

I

n '

»
Wlieif Ctial 1« t1i-livcr<Ml l,v itii-Hiih «if « vfltivle. the thjiler tinwt cMlver, i»r h- ml hy

/\rC4-tpt ‘"•hwivrvum tjefon-niiy part «f the Cool t» *

I Skimp
,

.
*''y "f wli'' <J< livi ™ II l."rts <|tidiilUy Umn m iitAte<l ui th(H Ticket or Not., d

1 liohle lo u tine

\ I

Any iiiTKiin atlemlitu: on n vclin le ttiM-il forthedellvery (if toll'll, wbn, liAVlnK nrem .1 »
I

Tirkcl nr Note for .lelivci v totlio J’uretilitior. refused or tioRUN- In to ilelivorit to ihn Piir('li.iv'r
or ills N rvniii u Imhlu tint finn --jit \ i.| Vict Oh .*1 WtiKhm tml JlIoMun-) A. r

f,4̂ r’er/'nrr/. ^on r/r/z nri u //a a/ctf ur // /

.

3 d

SI o

H »8 O

(o

1 -
(o O
2. (o

4 18 Uy

^ Bank
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157. A pro forma invoice is one which is sometimes prepared

by a salesman when h(' i^rotaires for a customi'r j;oods which ho does

not stock, or it may be a statement of the estimated cost of goods.

168. We now give throe other types of invoice, wliicJi the

student should carefully study, as tlioy embody ])oiiits wln'cli the

law demands shall be printed on such invoices. The i(‘cei[)t will

be understood after § 168 has been read. I. Account sent by
a coal company, receipted by carman (shown on o})[>osite [)age)

;

Tl. Account sent by a gas company, and receipt for the amount
thereof (Plates 11. and UP); ami 111. Invoice from a hrm of

biscuit manufacturers (Plate IX., ]). 226).

159. If now wo look at these o[)orationR from the pr)int of

view of a linn which deals on a much larger scale, we shall find

that the procedure is as follows :

Messrs. Towney wish to ]>urchase goods from John Nelson

& Sons, hut inste.ul of stmtling a clerk to order them they have

a book ealhnl an “Order J»ook,’’ in which the items re(juircd are

written down
;
the page is Ihen torn out (leaving a duplicate),

and sojit either by post or by hand lo Messrs. Nelson, i Fence wo
have the following diagrammatic representation of the procedure

described in the succeeding pages

:
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160.

OB.DEE FORM
Telegrams,
OOO WEST.

Phone. 0Y6.

. // Clij/'

r}6/, 'Jr,

(‘U,v/jrrrr .

oIaav ^Ai^MjrnAj Ht

55 ,

-frYY//y yr (t/.i rr,ri //ju/f”/ F-' r'/’Yr^<

^
V%> y<rf /4 .

^ ^ #"
//.r

'ko U(x

ljdl4) <3V)lo

'fclCcLA^
^

%XIAXU 0^ •

PLFA3E QUOTE ON INVOICE THE N° OF THIS OPDEP

161 . On receiving tlie order, JSfolsoii & Sons will aidcnovvlodge

receipt of Die same and intimate that the goods Avill he sent by
passenger train the next Jay but one. The cloth is packed in

cases and then handed over to the Gn^at Northern Kailway,
together with a delivery note as follows :

DELIVERY NOTE

h(°5l2.

^cMXocA^

/’< y/ /tom

J/o^M , /cri4)yjoh

!» gntx/otr^l f-Mfru/idon

Uu

g< tx/p

i) ‘ “-GCottc

VpUUtAAAja^ ^-TULkAU

JZ> J / 'frtl
Cfi4!cat,v(iE 4y ^

N^5i2.
/j3

, 0̂^o//fm

^LdU /p

'// iuAJUilj -^
ir<TC4 vr,

. f/N'^OOc/C>'ir//Ay

aru/orrnr/c/itii //tc ~

^ '"^Grth- ^CiAjiubuJ^E ^txxmm

SlfUAA/^ IjG . Qf-4>iJtrvo^
'
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To the left of the perforation on the (h^livery note, which
torn from a book, there is the coiinterf<*il up(ni Avhich are

copied the details that apj)ear on the delivery note, and the

carman (P. N.) initials that (counterfoil when he rciccives the

goods.

162. A consignment note, re])eating the details given on the

delivery note and adding the weight of the cases, will next be

prepared (as sliown on Idate IV.).

163. John Nelson & Sons will send on the invoice (}). 21G)

by post.'

164. John N(ilson Sd Sons will next send a StatfOiicnt ^ to

Messrs. Towincy, who will thereui>on [>ay the account, unless this

has alrtcady been done.

^ It is a coiiiinoii pijurliw; for UK', v(;iidors to allow the purchiiscrs a

DIseoUKT (seo Soctioii XXI.) for payiHc-iit, witJiiu a (u^rtaiu time.

5 % dis(5oiint--]s. in the pound,

2^ % discount — 6d. in the pound,

and the student (can (piite easily liit olf the pvojxu’ ainount from these

facts.

Thus— 5 % on £4 I Os. Od. =4s. 6d.

2i % on £3 158. 8d. =6d. x 3 -I f of 6d.

= Is. 0(1. -f 4ljd.

= l8. lO^^d.

The following contractions arc sometimes used oii invoices and in other
formal statements in coinincrco

:

E. & O.E. inean.s “ Errors and Omissions Plxccptod.”

f.O.b, means (dclivcu’cd) “free on hoard ship.’’

f.o.r. means (delivered) “free on rail.”

C.i.f. means “cost (of goods), insurance (hy senders), and freight” are

included in the (juotation,

“ per pro.’' If J. Brown has restricjtcd authority to act for Mielis k Co.

he must, on signing a receipt (or letter, etc.) for them,
write :

J. Brown
per pro

Michs k Co.

and, if he exceeds his authority, tlic fnm may not ho

held responsible.

® If some of the cloth had boon returned by Wm. Towney, Nelson k Sons
would Ivivc sent him a Credit Note (c/n) in red ink with the usual normal
heading (see Plate Vlll., p. 224), and it woidd run :

“ By return of goods invoiced on 13th. . £2 10s. Od.”
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INVOICE

Mesvsrs. Towiiey will return the cases and send Nelson &
Sons a Debit Note, as shown on top of page 217.

165 . Now it is clear that they will not pay in cash, for it

would cost too much to send the money by registered post, and
it would also be very inconvenient. It may, however, be sent

—

(1) l^>y Postal Orders.

(2) By Post Office Orders.

(3) By Bank Notes.

(4) By Cheque.

In (1) all that is necessary is to send a clerk to the post
office with instructions to buy postal orders to the value of

£10 3s., the amount of the invoice. They would cost no less

than Is. 3d. in addition to the £10.



Charges for Tiilarid Money Orders.

Ordinary Orders.

For sums
it exceeding

Fuundage.

£1 2.1.

3 31.

10 4(i.

20 6d.

30 8d.

40 10.1

Telegraph Orders.

1. Poundage as for ordinary

Inland Money Orders.

2. A charge for the Telegram

of Advice at the ordinary rate for

Inland Teleg^rams. If the remitter

wishes it to be repeaied, he must also

pay an additional half rate.

3. A supplementary fee of 2d.

for each order.

A deposit must also be paid in

respect, of porterage for delivery of

the Telegraph Money Order, it

p.oi'terage is likely to be incurred.

The amuuut of I he Order required, the Poundage and any other

charges payable, must bo handed in before the Order i.s is.siied.

No single Inland Order can be issued for a sum exceeding £-10.

Tlie romith'rs of Orders payable in the United Kingdom can obtain

Advices of Payment by paying an additional fee of 2d.

For use of Postmaster, if required.

Second Advice sent

Name of Payee, corrected to

Duplicate Order Notice No. 50

received from Metropolitan

Office.

Date.

}

i

}

t2ie8] 22352/389 4600m Syi5ss 43s8 G & S 83



PLATE V.

Payable at
[Paymem will be snUect to the poescselon by the Postmaster of eufllctent fundi.3

» Prcrijt 1
j

Cj^istian Name (or Inicial).
[

Surname.

to ' Ci/

I

* If the payee of a/Telegrraph Money Order la a woman, the prefix
Mra.’' or as /the caae may be, should be erlven for inolnsion in the

Tclfrfram of ^

KMdresj .xJ..D.pJ.y.}:^..sJ..;&S/X)a^^ ...^.0r^itAkCfM(,

ft IMPORTANT.- The sender's n.ime and address are required for official jrfilposes. The
yxyson preseiitif i{ the Order for payment must be prepared to state the name of |lj>e sender.

he Sp&ce below FOR TELEGRAPH ORDERS ONLY.

/ li' the or/er is to he telegraphed, write the words "By Telegraph" across the Form, and
till m the fu/iher p<ft-ticulars asked for below.

1, Address at which the Tele*']

graph Order is to be delivered.

If to be called for a Post Office

write the word " Postoffice." [In *

the latter case the sender should

infen-m the payee where he must
apply for the Order,] J

2. State here whether the Tele-'j

graph Money Order Is no be crossed >

for payment through a bank. J

PRIVATE MESSAGE.
A Private Message to the payee m.ay be added to the Telegram of Advice, for delivery with

the Order. The sender’s name (or name and address), if to be communicated
to the payee, must form part of the Private Message.

Write Private Message here (not to c,\cccd twelve word.*.).
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DEBIT NOTE

Or (2), to tell him to Imy a ])ost ofliee order (Plate V.),

wliicli would cost 4<1., aiid {K^st tluit on to T.oeds.

If it were ‘Sirossed^’ <fe Co., as shown (scm* Plate V.), then it

would not be cashed at a post ohicte, hut j)aid into the Bank and
credited to Jolin Nelson’s aceoimt.

(3) Tw'o five, or one teni-pound P>aid< of Pngland note could

he used, but there is certaiidy a risk in sending notes through
tlie post unregistered,^ and, indeed, as there are odd shillings

and pence in the account, postal orders must be sent as well

as notes.

166. The student will recognise at once that all the methods
we have described are very awkward and costly.

In (4) we have almost the ideal method of settling an
account, namely, by means of a cheque costing just the value of

the Id. stamp whicdi, in this country, it must bear.

A cheque can be written in a moment, enclosed with an advice

of remittance (a simple statement :
“ We beg to hand you cheipie

for £10 in settlement of your account ”), and, if crossed, is useless

to any one but the drawee (§ 169) ;
again, since it returns

through the Banks to the drawer (Messrs. Towney in our case),

^ It ivS usual to cut notes in half and send one half first, and then, on
receiAurig an acknowledgment, the other half.
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it is a receipt in itself. It will appear as shown on Plate VI.

(p. 220).

167. When Messrs. Nelson receive the cheque they must
sign their name on the back, that is to say, enuokse it, ami

present it to the I*ower Bjinking Co. for payment, or, what
is much more likely, they will pay it into their Jkink, and it

will ultimately find its way to the })roper one via the iiankers'

Clearing-House, which deals with such matters. (S(}e diagram

opposite.)

Ir is necessaiy to explain this last statement. Messrs. Townoy’s bank is

at Edgware and is controlled by tl»c Power banking Co. Mossr.s. Nelson’s

bank is at Leeds and is called the Central I3ank. Now Messrs. Towney
send the cheque to Leeds, but there is no branch of their Bank in the city,

and even if there were Messrs. Nelson would still ]Kiy the cheque into the
Central Bnnk a.nd would reckon tliat they had 110 in that liank. Now
in reality the Vomer Bank has to j^ay the money on Messrs. Towncy’s
behalf, and hence the manager of the Central Bank could, if luj wished,
send the cheque to Edgware and receive £10 gold per registered ])Ost.

Magnify thi.s last operation a million times and you have stu-

pendous labour and enormous expense. To obviate all this, we have the

P»ankers’ Clearing-House, and tlie arrangements are such that the Central

Bank sends all cheques diawn upon other Banks to that centre, where clerks

representing the various Banks assemble an<l simply exchange cheques with
one another, recording the transactions on slips of paper, and taking away
with them cheques drawn on the Bank that they represent.

If, then, Jones hands Brown cheques for .£50000 and Brown
hands Jones cheques for £49980, on the day of settlement £20
passes between them, and if it had not been for the Clearing-

Ilouse^ nearly £100000 would have had to pass either in gold or

in notes.

We now illustrate the travels of a cheque (see diagram on
opposite page).

^The following note i« taken from a London daily paper : “In 1868 the
total amount dealt with hy the Bankers’ Clearing-House was £3,425,000,000 ;

it was £16,436,000,000 in 1914 ; and now, the latest figures available indi-

cate that the work of the Clearing-House is still increasing. Where forty

years ago fifty men could get through the day^s work, now five hundred
are needed, and the accommodation they require is more than a five-story

building can provide.
“ In the early hours of the day there is hardly breathing-room in the

offices in Post Office Court, Lombard Street, and the din created by over two-
hundred mechanical reckoners working at high pressure is terrifio. Nearly
every one to-day has a banking account, and the very good custom of

paying everything by cheque is fast becoming established.

“Every cheque contributes one penny to the revenue by way of stamp
duty. On many days in the week more than a million articles are dealt with
at the Clearing-House.”
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THE TRAVELS OF A CHEQUE.
MLS.S'.'?

W'T'TOWIVEV
tDOWAR t r ' Send cheque, drawn on the /

Power Banking Coto ~ ^

>IV1f..S.S"r

JOHW ISON
OF Ltl DS

^

^and then
returned to lyim^

d itvAo pay chegufi

mho Me

POWER BANKING C9|

CDGWARE

.-Haheiue I

/ Towgeyhi i

V rbcquc is sent /
to tl^e

8
lONDON AC.LNI

OR hIad oFficeI
OF THE P B . C?;

^ CFNTRAt BANK

L FI ns

^

3. ^whtch :iCnds

hheh cheque &
L tl others ho /hs .

I t//rougg tqe narious
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\ oranc//es to ^
\ the drauvrs ir^—
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/* a>hegcc thru

/ arc returned
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wdh all cheques
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hhe Central
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CLEARI NG
HQQSE

'*-where BROWNmeets JONES -

oh’the Central Bonh &
receives From h/m alJ

cheques drawn on the

Power Banking C° li

among them Mcss<'rs Towncys

BROWN receives From ad the (h

other c/erks present any

cheques they may have

upon his Bank d hands
to them any he may have

upon thetr Banks.

BROWN returns with '

all cheques drawn
upon h/s Bank or

its drenches to the ^

JONES meets BROWN
oF the Power Banking C9 &

hands to him all cheques
he may have upon the hNer
Bank, receiving any cheques
drawn u,oon the Central Bank

'*0. JONES receives From aU the

other clerks present any

cheques they may have

upon his Bank. & hands
to them any he rnay have

upon rheir Banks

>7 ^ONES returns with

all cheques drawn
upon his Bank or

its Branches to f-he
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168. Very often there is printed on the back of the cheque a

form of receipt such as the following

:

^ OHEaUE RECEIPT

i ^/i€y ony

1° Stamp

£>aTX» ,s3crru6

1ML liGNATUfit. ON TN/S CHtQUC rS tNTENDUO TOOe AN
BNDONSt MENT >15 WELL A3 A NECEIPr

11 the aiiiouiit is £,'1 or over, a [»enny stamp must be placed on

the receipt, and the name is usually written over it.

If, however, such a form of receipt is not piovided, thmi
Nelson h Sons will send Wm. Towney a formal receipt similar

to the above but on a foim ol their own.
Many firnm, who ask for payment on delivery, piovide th(‘ir

vanmen with an adhesive receipt which is very useful, for it is

torn ofi from the counterfoil, and simply stuck on the invoice;
it can be prepared beforehand, and thus auy error on the part of

the vanmaii is avoided. Thus

—

ADHESIVE RECEIPT

IviTrihrh From -T

Nell Cash Received

-iC I . lO 5

Oiscounl or Oeduchon^

•JleAAj shillings &
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169. The cheque which we have represented is called an

“order” cheque, and it must be paid to the person named, and
endorsed hy him. If the word “ Dearer” had replaced the word
“Order” then any one could have presented it at the Bank and
received payment without even endorsing it, although bankers

usually ask for an endorsement so that they may have the

signature of the payee.

^

If the cheque is “ crossed ” as the B.O.Ck (Plate V., p. 217),

then it can be cashed only if Nelson & Sons have a banking
account into which they can pay it.

The cheque is said to be drawn on the Power Banking
Company; Wm. Towney is the DRAWER and Messrs. John
Nelson & Sons are the PAYEES.

170. In conn(H.‘,tion with business transactions it is important

to understand the meaning of “ Legal tender,” or, in simpler

language, “How you may legally pay an account.”

Pence may be used up to Is., silver coins up to 40s., ^ gold

coins, of full weight, or Bank of England notes, not country

notes, up to any amount, and, at present, 10s. or £l Treasury

notes are also legal tender. From August 1 914 to Marcli 1915
postal orders wej’e legal tender, and on going into a post oflice

for six penny stanq)s and presenting Is. the clerk ko])t the money
and handed over the stamps and a 6d. postal order for the

change.

In normal times, however, postal orders, post office orders, and
cheques are used for, and accepted in payment of, accounts. They
are far more convenient than coin for general purposes, but

whereas no one may refuse gold he might find it very awkward
to receive it. For suppose one firm owed another £10000 and
sent down a cart-load of sovereigns, it would be a very cumber-

some way of dealing with the account, but if a clieque is drawn
the goM tends to remain in the vaults of the Bank, where it is

safe, and a little slip of paper passes between the parties conc(u*ned.

In America and on the Continent cheques are much less in

vogue, and paper money much more so, than in England. An
American cheque, of Avhich we give a reproduction (Plate VII.,

p. 222), bears no eniliossed stamp.

^ Cheques drawn on Engli.sh Banks if caslied in Scotland are charged

sixpence.

(Questions 77 to 93, Examples LVIIL, Section XV.
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EXAMPLES. XXXVIII.

Make out invoices ^ in proj)er form for the following, snpplv iug names,
etc,, where necessary.

1. 2 lb. butter at Is. G^d.
;
3 Ib. sugar at 4J(i. ; 1 J lb. syrup

at 3J(1. 3 l)undlos of chips at Gd. a dozen
; 1 qt. of paraffin oil

at 8d. a gallon.

2. 1 doz. towels at 9d. eacdi
; J doz. buttons at 9d. a dozen

;

4 yds. of braid at l|d. a yard
;
2 doz. yds. of c.alico at GJd.

a yard.

3. Altering equipment, 5s. lOd.
;

strap to bottle and two
swivels, 3a.; 2 i)airs leather boots at 18a. 8d., .£1 17a. 4d.

;
best

leather belt, 7s. 9d.
;
service tunic, £1 3s. 8d.

;
service lantern,

5s. lOd.
;
alterations to coat, Ts. 6d.

4. Prepare an invoice and then a statement of the following

account, the latter being dated 1st IV.bruary 1913 : 8 th Jan. 1913.

Messrs. Jones & Co. Ltd., Corporation Street, Manchester,

bought of Lewis iSj Co., 11 Nairn Court, liolton. 15 pieces

grey calico, 900 yds. @ Gd.
;
10 ditU*, GOO yds. (a} 5|d. ; 5 ditto,

350 yds. @ 5|d.
;

12 doz. gents’ handkerchiefs @ 10s. per

dozen. Total ( ). Packing chargcB, 6s. 6d. Discount,

6 per cent. Sent per L. & Y. Ry.

5. Make out an invoice for the following articles, bought by
Henry Jones from Thomas Watson, greengrocer and poultry

dealer, Chester : 1 turkey, weighing 20 ib. 8 oz., at lOd. per

lb.; 3 bushels of potatoes at Is. 2d. per pock; 20 eggs at 8. for

Is. Receipt the bill, allowing 5 per cent, for cash.

6. Make out in proper f<n-m an invoice having the following

items : Purchaser, Mrs. Slater
;

tradesmen, Messrs. William
Smith & Co., drapers and outfitters, 15 Corporation Street,

Mixham
;

date of purchase, Feb. 14, 1914; articles bought,

12J yds. of cloth at 5s. 9d. per yard
; 18 yds. of flannel at Is, 7d.

per yard
; 20 yds. of silk at 7s. 3|d. per yard

; 22 yds. calico

at 8id. per yard
;
3 doz. reels of cotton at 2 Jd. per reel

; 3 gross

hat-juns at Is. IJd. each pin.

7. Make out a complete set of documents for the last transaction

from order note to receipt for cheque. The debit note should

allow 5s. for returns, and the credit note for the 3 doz. reels of

cotton. Render statement on 3rst March, presuming £2 2s.

was paid on account on 1st March.

8. Prepare an invoice for M. Calm of Rouen, quoting in the

^ The student will fiml that que.stion.s often run, “Make out A bill for

the following.” We sIimI] always use the term “Invoice” and reserve
“ Bill” for a “Bill of Exchange ’^(Section XXLO. and Plate XIII., p. 468).
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French system : 5 ciyt. iron nails @ 30s. cwt.
;

300 ft. iron

V' tube @ 3c]. ft.
;

28 ft. brass 1" tube @ 6(1. ft. (Take
1 cwt. = 50*8 Kgm.

;
1 ft. = 0*305 metre.)

9. Pre])are an invoice for 2 boxes Sultanas, 2 qrs. 10 lb.

gross, @ 15 b. per qr., tare 10 lb.
;
3 chests tea, 36 lb. eacli net,

@ 2s. 6(1. lb.
;
6 bc^xes raisins, 1 cwt. 2 qrs., @, £3 ;

3 bags East

indies rice, 4 cwt. 2 qrs. 10 lb., £8 10s. Receipt the invoice,

and allow 5 ])er cent, discount at a month.
10. Make out an invoice for: 8 drums Turkey figs, 1 cwt.

26 lb., (a). £2 10s. per cwt.
;
5 bales coffee. (Mocha), 2 cwt. each

gross, @ £9 ])er cwt., tare 1 qr.
;
3 bales cinnamon, 96 lb. each

gross, tare 6 lb. each, @ Is. 6d. lb.; 6 barrels prunes, 2J cwt.

each gross, 56 lb. tare, 6d. lb.
; 8 gallons honey, of 12 lb. per

gall., gross 140 lb., tare 40 lb., @ Is. per lb. F.o.b. to L^vi Frc^res

of Calais from Jacob & Co. of Shoreditch. Discount, 2| p(‘T cent,

at 2 months.

11. Write a letter as from the Calais firm to the London
firm, in French if you (ian, comj)laining that the prices are in

English money, and tlien write a hitter of apology and render a

statcmient in franca and centimes, at 25 francs to the £1.

12. An amateur can erect a very good wireless installation

and make the necessary apparatus at the following cost : Aerial

earth-wires and insulators, 5s. 6d.
;

loose coupled inductance,

3a. 6d.
;

tubular variable condenser, 2s. 6d. ; 5-cup rotary

detector, Is. 6d.
;

potentiometer, 2s. 6d.
;

telephone, 3s. 6d.

;

5-way earthing switch, 2s.
;
block condenser, 2s. Make out afi

invoice for this, supposing that the amateur maker sells each

article at a third more than it cost him. (The j)rice in a shop
would be about £5, but the above was good enough to get time

signals from Paris.)

13. Messrs. Lakin are stocktaking. Prepare a notice such as

might be sent out to Williams & Co., notifying them of this, and
tmclose a statement of the following : Aug. 17, £1 7s.

;
Aug. 26,

£1 3s.; 8ept. 26, 13s. lOd.
;

Oct. 13, £2 8s. 4d. ; Nov. 13,

£2 18s. 3d.; Dec. 3, £1 2s. lid.; Dec. 14, Is. 8d.
;
and a

payment of £5 on 1st December.

14. Prepare a statement of the following and allow an item
Doe. 5, by returns, £7 Os. lOd : Oct. 3, £3 Is. lid.; Oct. 5,

£2 14s.
;
Oct. 19, £1 18s. lid.

;
Oc.t. 19, £3 14s. 3(1. ;

Oct. 23,

£9 5s. 8d.
;
Oct. 24, £7 13s.

;
Nov. 1, 9s. lOd.

;
Nov. 21, 9s.

;

N(.w. 24, £1 3s. 8d.
;
Dec. 1, £10 7s. 7d.

;
Dec. 4, £5 2s. 5d.

;

Dec. 5, £1 6s. 7d.
;
Dec. 15, £1 4s. 9d.

;
Dec. 29, 18s.

15. Invoice the following: K. Johns, Sons, & Prother, im-

porters of tea, coffee, colonial produce, 1696 Fent Street, W.C.
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Established in the sixteenth century. No. 8156. June 15,

1915. 2 cwt. soda @ 2s. 9d. cwt.
;
56 lb. white salt (d} 16s.

(^wt. ;
3 lb. white ])epper @ Is. lb.

;
1 cwt. lump sugar, £l 16s.

;

1 doz. qts. each, orange, vanilla, and lemon jellies @ 5s. dozen.

16. Invoice the following: 1 case lump sugar, 1 cwt. 18 1b.

gross, 18 lb. tarii, @ 19s. 3d. cwt.
;

1 cwt. castor, 1 cwt. 8 lb. gross,

19s. 6d. cwt., tare 8 lb.
;

1 case sardines, 100 tins @ 8s. 6d. dozen
;

gross, 1 cwt. 2 lb.
; 3 x 7'a cotfeo and chicory@ lOd., tare 8 lb.

;

76 lb. rolled oats @ £l Is. cwt., tare 20 lb. Per L.S.W.

Ky. (a) 2s. 6d. cwt. Carriage paid. Discount, 2J per cent,

at 1 month.
17. Invoice the following : Invoice No. 8561 . John Williams,

Kedcross sanitary wadding mfrs., Bolton-under-Water. 1 only

best No. 86 (a) 11s. 6d. dozen; 1 only each of No. 89 @ 17s.;

No. 91 @ £i Os. 9d.
;
No. 94 (d) .£1 4s. 3d.

;
No. 96 @ £1 6s.

;

1 piece white woven No. 169 @ Is. Id.; 40 yds. white mull

No. 481 @ 2|d.

{JVotc .— 1 only at Hs. Od. doz, is (diargod lid., the 6d. of tho doz. price

being nsunlly ignored.)

18. Sec Plate VI II. opposite.

19. Prom the following details prepare a complete set of

documents, ruled, in proper fashion, beginning with a letter from
the biscuit makers soliciting an order, to the receipt, and a polite

letter trusting to receive further orders. The student should not

da this in a slipshod way, but should give time and trouble to

it. “ Telegrams, ABC W est. Thono, 000 Westminster. Works,
London and Edinburgh

;
Black Wharf, West South wiirk,

Blackdowri, N. E. Sellers, Pundit & Co. Buyers, Wondon & Co.

Ltd., 6 Tint Street, Hampstead, N.W. 15/8/1 . Terms cash.

Sent by van No. 613. Carter, Brown. Statement rendered on

30/9/1 ,
nothing having been paid. Credit note 28/8/1 allows

for 8 tins charged. All empties when returned should be advised

by ])ost
;
no allowance made until actually received. The tins of

other mamifacturijrs cannot be credited. 1/8 boudoir, 4 lb., rate

104s., 3s. 9(1.; 1/8 cracknel, 3 lb., rate 117s., 3s. 2d.; 1/8 oval

digestive, 7J lb., rate 72s., 4a. 8d. ; 1/8 Jd. gingerbread, 6 lb,, rate

48s., 2s. 7d.
;
1/8 mow creams, 10* lb., rate bSs., 5s. 4d.

; 1/8
macaroons, OJ lb., rate 60s., 3s. 6d.

; 2/8 shortbreads, 9f, 19]
lb., rate 58s., 10s.; 8 tins @ 6d. = 4s. (Kindly note wo regret

we do not make |d. sponge cakes.) Before signing we should
osteom it a favour if customers would please see that all

advertising matter entered above is delivered. To avoid trouble

and inconvenience to customers through empties accumulating
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on tbeir promises, our carters have instructions to ask for empties

on all occasions when delivering goods.”

{Note .—Rate= price per cwt.
;
an 8-lb. tin does not always contain 8 lb. of

biscuits
;
lienee the weights given.)

20. The following is an actual copy of a solitiiloj-’s charges

on winding up an estate. Tlie names are of course imaginary.

Prepare a properly arranged account. The executors of the will

of P.Q.R., Esc]., deceased, to S.M., solicitors. April 25. Attending
executors and giving instructions for Probate, 6s. 8d.

;
{icrusing

will (fos. 7), 2s. 4d.
;
copy to keep, 2s. 4d.

;
oath to executors,

6s. 8(1. ;
marking will as exhibit, Is.

; affidavit for Inland Revenue,
6s, 8d.

;
making calculation of value of freehold jaojierty and

drawing a fair co])y schedule tliercof, 10s. 6d.
;
making copies of

will, 4s. 8d.
;
making two copies each of two letters, 2s. April

27. Engrossing and collating will, 10s. 6d. May 7. Probate
under seal, 3s.

;
extracting, 6s. 8d.

;
clerk’s hie, 2s.

;
letters,

messengers, etc., 5s.
;

Disbursiunents—commissionoj'’s fee, 7s.
;

estate duty, ^2 10s.
;

Probate Court fees, 15s. Id. rJuly 10.

Preparing conveyance of bouse and generally winding up the

estate, £6 6s.
;
Disbursements—stamp (iuty on conveyance, 11s.

;

Messrs. Y. <fe Z.^s charges, MA 11s. 6d.”

21. Make out an invoice for tlui following: Mr. P. A. Bardell,

[)hysician and surgeon, for professional services to E. L. Jacobs,

Esq., 18th January to 27th February, £ . Details

of account as tlicy might appear when abstracted from the
doctor’s record (he merely sends Mr. J. the account for the
sum). Jan. 18, 2 visits, 5s. 6d. each

;
Ja]i. 19, 2 visits, 5s. 6d.

each; Jan. 20, 1 visit, 5s. 6d.
;

consultation with l)r. M..,

£1 10s. 6d.
;

consultation with Dr. JST., £\ ; consultation with
Dr. P., 10s. 6d

;
Jan. 21, 3 visits, 5s. 6d. each

; Jan. 22, 2 visits,

5s. 6d. each; 1 night visit, 11s.; Jan. 23, 2 visits, 5s. 6d.

each; Jan. 24, 1 visit, 5s. 6d. ;
Jan. 25, 1 visit, hs. 6d.

;

administration of chloroform (Dr. P.), £l Is.
; operation

(Dr. M;), 25 guineas
;
Jan. 25, night visit, 11s.

;
Jan. 26, 3 visits,

5s, 6d. each
;
Jan. 27, 2 visits, 5s. 6d. each; Jan. 28, 29, 30, 31,

2 visits on each day, 5s. 6d. each
;
Fob. 1 to 8, 1 visit each day,

58. 6d. each; Feb. 10 to 12, 1 visit each day, 5s. 6d. each
; Feb.

15 to 21, 1 visit each day, 5s. 6d. each.

22. Make out a complete set of documents for the following

:

Vendors, A. Benks & Co. Ltd., Uphill Street, Boxtow, E.

Buyers, J. P. Dooke Ltd., North Road, Chicker, W. Nett cash.

Accounts can be paid to our credit at any branch of the Loan,
and Wick Bank. 18th January. Tgms., Benks: ABC Code,
4th and 5th edns. Thone, Private Branch Exch., 0610 Bank.

IS
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Jams, Jellies, Marmalade, Pickles, Sauces, Spices, Rice. Guaran-

teed pure in accordance with the Food and Drugs Act. 2 lb.

nutmegs 80, 9Jd. lb., Is. 7d.
;

1 box clnd. Sultanas B., 598. 6d.

cwt., 138. 3|d. ;
1 box clnd. currants B., 36s. 6d. cwt., 13s. OJJ.

;

2xJ boxes Valencias, 49s. cwt., 128. 3d.; 7 lb. mod. c’nts,,

38s. 6d. cwt., 2s- 5d. ;
28 lb. amber syrup, 17s. 6d. cwt.,

4s. 4Jd. ;
1 lb. whole cinnamon, Is. 9d.

;
1 lb. whole mace,

2s. 5d. ;
9-lb. keg fine mustard, SJd. lb., 6s. 2Jd. ;

8x7 lb. jars

red currant jelly, 46s. cwt., £l 3s.
; 8x7 lb. jars strawberry

jelly, 33s. 6d. cwt., 16s. 9d.
;
32x7 lb. jars marmalade, 23s.

cwt., £2 6s, To follow—2 x 7 lb. boxes mixed peel, 48s.

cwt. 1 tin ground mixed spice, 7d.
;

1 bush. No. 2 pearl peas,

14s. 6d. To follow— 1 doz. qts. lemon table jellies; 1 doz.

qts. orange table jellies
;

1 doz. qts. champagne table jellies.

1 only gall, best B.B. ink, 2s. 9d.
; 1 jar, 6d.

;
ctge., 3d. cwt.,

3d. ;
1 drum, 3s.

; 48 jars, 3d. each, 12s.
;

1 bag, 4d.

23. Make a complete set of forms for the following invoice,

allowing 2J % at 1 month. Date 18/12/-; statement 31/1/-.

Casks, tins, etc., charged, £1 15s. Debit note for returns 21/12/-,

28s. (This would be for returns on a previous order, of course,

for the buyer would not keep the carman waiting while he

emptied out castor oil and paint into his own cans.) Accounts paid

by order cheque crossed on Alpha Banking Co., dated 8/2/-.

Purchasers, The Weatherby Manufacturing Co. Ltd. Vendors,

Messrs. Banning & Marsden, drysalters, etc., of Lowndes
Square, Blackburn. Amount of invoice paid to John Gee for the

vendors. Oct. 1, 14 lb. black paint at 248. per cwt.
; 4 galls,

boiled oil at 2s. 6d. per gall.
; 1 gall, turpentine at 2s. 6d, per

gall. Oct. 16, 42 lb. castor oil at 3Jd. per lb. Oct. 28, 1^ cwt.

French glue at 50s. per cwt,
; i firkin soft soap at 9s. per firkin.

Nov. 1, doz. No. 6 English sash tools at 78. fid. per doz.

Nov, 5, 3 cwt. Calvert’s 15 % disinfecting powders at 13s. per

cwt. Nov. 11, 2J cwt. white lead at 21s. per cwt.; f cwt.

red lead at 218. per cwt. Nov. 15, 2^ galls, turpeutine at

2s. fid. per gall. Dec. 3, 1 quart colza oil, lOd.
;

bottle 2d.

Dec. 15, 5J cwt. Cop starch at 24s. cwt. Dec. 16, 32 lb. English

tallow at 21s. per cwt. ;
3 bottles oxalic acid solution at Is. 4Jd.

each,

D. The Subsidiary Books ol a Firm

1. THE PURCHASES BOOK
171. In § 160 we saw that Wm. Towney ordered cloth from

John Nelson which was duly delivered. In order that the firms

concerned may keep a record of this transaction, each of them has

—
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1. A Pu re,liases Book
;
and

2. A Sales Hook.

Ljimediat(*]y Wju. Towiiey madves the goods, he luakes an

eutry in his Purchases Book, thus:

WM. TOWNEY’S PUKOHASKS JiOOK.

Niinilx)!’ of

Invoice.
I )ate. Particular.s.

1 A-i lg(;r

Folio. ^
Di-'tails. '^I'otals.

i £ .S*.

j

(/.
1

£ ,v. (i.

125 July 10. John Nel.son 10 1 1

!

Cloth • *

1

'“1 0
j

0 10 0 0

Suppose, furtliei*, that on 15tli July he had bought IVoiu

J. Williams, linings, c£5, velvet,
;
from Boss, silks, <£150;

from M. Jones, serge, £50, silk.s, £35, linen, £i>2
;
the entjies for

the day would have been

:

PTIKOHASES P>OOK.

Number of

Invoice.
Date. Particulars.

Ledger
Folio.

Details
!

Totali" •

£ d. £ 8. d.

210 July 15. J. Williams 56
Linings . 0 0

V civet 8 0 0 ! 8 0 0

211 P, Koss 40
Silks . . 150 0 0 150 0 0

212 M. Jones 30
*

Serge. 50 0 0

Silks . . 35 0 0
j

Linen
!

‘ 62 i 0 0 147 A 0

1

1

305 0
1

" 305 0 0

2. THE SALKS BOOK
172 . In just the .same way, John Nelson would make an

entry in his Sales Book thus

:

JOHN NELSON’S SALES BOOK.

Number of

Invoice.
Date. Particulars.

Ledger
Folio.

£ 8. d. f s. d.

125 July 10. Wni,’^ Towney 45
1

1

Cloth . • • 10 0 io| 0 i 0

^ “Ledger folio” means the page in the ledger in which John Nelson’s

account wifi be found. See Section XXIX.
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The student will see that in this case the two hooks are

exactly the same in foum and difler only in dohiil
;

hut often

they diiler in form, see § 176.

173. Let us new lake, a^s a more difTxcult illustration, tlio c.ise

of Walter Tlalegh, tolxaeeonist, whose })urchases ar(‘ as follows:

Jan. 10. Bought of M. Hawes, tobacco .£10, cigars £100.

>> 12. „ „ P. Roberts, cigars £56.

f}
i:i. „ „ K. Dunn, cigarettes £100.

n 14. „ „ M. Hawes, tobacco £80, cigarettes £60.

ft 15. „ ,, R. Dunn, tobacco £50, cigarettes £50.

ft 1^. .. „ P. Roberts, cigars £30, tobacco £90.

It is iKsesK.iry to observe that we have here three distinct

classes of goods, namely, t()bac<*o, cigarettes, and cigars, and that

the working of the business will be facilitated by keeping tlie

three accounts separate both in the Purchases and in the Sales

Books. Hence we have :

PURCHASES DAY HOOK » OF WALTER RALEGH.

Number Date Name (and
Ledufer
Folio.

1

of of fioiuetnnes Total. Tobacco Oiuarettes. Oig^ars.

Jiivoioe. Invoice. Addrostj).

£ 8.
1 £ a. d £ 8 d. £ 8. d

1 Jan 10 M. llawcs . 28 110 0 0 10 0 0 100 0 0
2 „ ly P Uoberts. 68 66 0 01 60 0 0
a „ 13 R Dunn . 10 100 0 oj 100 0 0
4 H M. llawcH . 28 140 0 o' hO 0 0 (.0 0 0
6 „ 16 R. Dunn . 10 100 0 o' 60 0 0 60 0 0
6 18 P. Roberts

.

68 120 0 0 90 0 0 30 0 0

£626 0 0 cm 0 0 £210 0 0 £186 0 0

174 . From time to time he has sold goods and has entered

the details in his Hales Book as follows

:

SALES HOORi OF WALTElt RALEGH.

Number
of

Invoice.

Date
of

Invoice.

Name (and
sometimes
Addre88)of
Customer.

Ledger
Folio.

Total. Tobacco. Cigarettes. Cigars.

£ 8. d. £ 8. d. £ a. d. £ 8. d.
66 Jan. 18 T. Brown . 6 110 0 0 25 0 0 116 0 0
67 „ 26 S. Wilson . 100 130 0 0 130 0 0
58

1 ,» 20 T. Brown . 0 81 0 0 66 0 0 26 0 0
69 ,» 26 S. Wilson . 100 145 0 0 30 0 0 15 0 0 100 0 0
60 M 30 P. Huntley 35 37 0 26 0 0 12 0 0
60 „ 30 P. Huntley 86 160 0

-1
160 0 0 K) 0 0

£693 0
11

£130 0 0 £296 0 oj£262 0 0

These books might be called respectively the “Analysed’* Purchases
and Sales Books.
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176. Suppose, now, that on Jan. 1 the value of liis stock

was ^500, we see that in the month he had ])inThase(l goods to

the value of ^626 and sold goods to the value of ^693, while

his residual stock we will value at X650.

Hife i>osition is then as follows

:

Goods ou hand, Jan. 1 . . . . £500
„ ]»ought, up to Jan. 31 . . . 026

Total value . . ,£1120

sold, up to Jan. 31 ... £093
on hand on Jan. 31 . . . 050

Total value . . £1343

Difference, £1343 - £11 26 = £217.

Hence he is £217 better off, all other things being equal*

on Jan. 31 than on Jan. 1.

176. We can now see that EVERY FIRM must have a Purchases
Book and a Sales Book ruled in a manner suited to its business.

Thus, a large grocer might keep one set of books for tea, coffee,

cocoa, and other similar goods, and another set for lard, butter,

hams, cheese, eggs, and so on. A wine merchant would have
columns for wines and wine duty, and for spirits and spirit

duty in his Purchases Book, while in his Sales Book he would
provide for sales (1) to hotels and licensed houses, and (2) to

private customers, and also columns showing what was sold

in bottles, what in gallons, casks, and so on.

The student should devise some Purchases and Sales

Books for himself in such simple cases as those of a dairyman,

(see Question 34, p. 460), a butcher, a newspaper agent, a cycle

dealer, and so on.

3. THE RETURNS BOOKS

177. Again, in business it is often necessary to return goods

because they are not in accordance with the invoice, or are not to

sample, or are damaged, and hence we will suppose that Wm.
Towney has found the black vicuna (§ 160) damaged and has

returned it by rail and sent a debit note (see p. 230).

The cloth woi4d have gone out prom Wm. Towney^s ware-

house and in to John Nelson^s;

Wm. Towney^8 clerk would make an entry in his Returns
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Outwarfh Book, and Joliii Nelson’s in his Returns Inwards Book,

and he would ilso s(‘nd Wm Tr>wney a credit note (Plate VIIT.,

[
1 . 224) foi c£2 10^

,
and deduct that amount when sending the

n(‘xt shitement to him.

The details aio :

WM. TOWNEY’S KETHKNS OUTWARDS BOOK.

1

Numbei of

< udit Not(
Dll.

Paiticulara (of Goods
|

sent batk)
Lodgei
Folio

i

€ 1 .

25 July 15 I oh 11 N.lson, Blaik
Vi( uiia

2 10

The entry in John Nelson’s Returns Inwards Book would
run

.

“Wm. Towney, Black Vicuna,” etc.,

while the credit note would bo m red ink, or on red paper,

and run

:

V

“Messrs. Win. Towney Credited By John Nelson & Sons,

25 yds.. No. 356,” etc. (Cf. Plate VllL, p. 224.)
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Diiij^ramniatically wo have

THE RETURNS ROOKS
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4. THE SIMPLE CASH BOOK178,

A great deal of InisineRS is done on credit, a smaller amount
Ls treated on the cash system, and so a Cash Book is necessary.

If the cashier re(ieives £5 for goods supplied, he enters it

on the Cash lleeeived or Left Hand or Dr. side of his Cash Book,
for he is now a debtor to the business for £5.

If, on the other hand, he pays £3 10s., he enters this on the

Cash Paid or Bight ITaiifl or Cr. side of the book, thus

—

Enter up the following items in the Cash Book :

£ s. d.

(1) Jan. 10. Paid for carriage of goods . 0 15 0

(2) „ 11. Received for goods . . 1 10 0

(3) „ 11. John Thomas paid . . 6 0 0

(4) „ 12. Tom Brown paid . . . 1 10 0

(5) „ 12. Paid wages . . . . 0 15 0

(6) „ 13. Paid W. Wilkins’ % . . 2 18 0

(7) „ 15. Received for goods . . 0 10 0

T)r. CASH BOOK. Or,

Date.
PartioularH
o( Receipts.

Ledger

Folio.

Date.
Particulars

of Payments.
Ledger

Folio.

L 8. d. £ 8. d.

Jan. 11. To Cash for g-oods (2)

.

7 1 10 0 Jan. 10. By Carriage of goods (1) 10 15 0

,, 11. ,, John Thomas (B> . 3 « 0 0 „ 12. Wjiges (5) 1.5 15 0

„ 12. „ Tom Crown (4) . 0 1 10 0 „ 13. „ W. Wilkins (6) 18 2 18 0

„ Uk ,, Casli for goods (7)

.

7 10 0 ,, Balanof' carried
forward . 5 2 0

0 10 0 9 10 0

„ 17. „ Balance brought
forw ard . 5 2 0

1

(Cash in till)

179.

In the case we have chosen the receipts are greater than

the payments,

the cashier has cash in his till

;

a balance on the Dr. side of the cash account means
that there is cash in hand

;
hence, if the account be made up

each day, the cashier am check his receij)ts against his payments
and the dilferenco gives his cash in the till.

5. CASH BOOK WITH CASH AND BANK COLUMNS

180.

All important firms have two cashiers, one whose office

is on the promises, and the other, the banker, whose offices are
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elsewhere. The latter deals with larger amounts than the former,

but it is convenient to keep a record of the cash receipts and pay-

ments and of the bank receipts and payments side by side in the

Cash Book. We shall presume that all account'- over £10 are

paid by cheque and those under that amount in cash.

Let us take the following

:

£ s. d.

Jan 16. Received from John Thomas 250 0 0 (Bank item)

))
17. Paid W. Wilkins. 150 0 0 ( „ „ )

j> 17. „ wages .... 8 10 0 (Cash „ )

3 )
18. Received from Tom J5rown . 2 0 0 ( „ „ )

33 18. „ „ W. Wilkins . 3 10 0 ( „ „ )

33
1 9, Paid for stationery 12 15 0 (Bank

,, )

33
20. Received from John Thfunas 6 0 0 (Cash „ )

33
22. Paid Tom Brown . 10 10 0 (Bank „ )

Dr, CASH BOOK WITH BANK COLUMNS. Or.

Date.
Particulars
of Receipts.

Ledger

Folio.

Cash

reCf"\

ed

Cashier.

Cash

received

bv

Bank.

Date.
Purtu'nlars

ol Pa^'mtuts

o

,ojj

aaSpoq
Cash

paid

by

Cashier

Cash

paid

by

Bank.

8 d £ a s d & .S. d.

Jan. 16. To John Thomas 3 260 0 0 »an 17. By W. Wilkins

.

18 160 0 0

„ 18 ,, Tom Brown . 0 0 0 „ 17. „ Wages . 16 8 10 0

„ 18. ,, W Willems . Ih 3 10 0 „ ID. „ Stationery . 20 12 16 0

M 20. ,, John Thomas 3 6 0 0 »» ~2. „ Tom Brown 6 10 10 0

„ Balance car-

ried forward 2 0 0 76 15 0

ID 10 0 2.'')0 o'o 10 10 0 260 0 0

„ 27. „ Balance
Mi mm MM

biouKiit forward
i

1

2 0 0 76 15 0

The result of the week’s trading is then : Cash in hand £2,
and in Bank £76 15s., and with those amounts the next week’s

business is begun.

6. CASH BOOK WITH CASH, BANK, AND DISCOUNT
COLUMNS

181 . Lastly, since discount^ is often allowed on a cash pay-

ment, it is convenient to have discount columns in the Cash Book.
A discount allowed by us to our customer is entered on the

Dr. side, while a discount received is entered on the Cr. side,

in accordance with the maxim of book-keeping, “ Debit losses,

credit gains.” Thus

;

^ See Sectioii XX.



Jan.

1.

Cash

in

hand,

£50

;
cash

in

Bank,

£500.

Jan.

2.

Paid

Tom

Brown,

£20

;

discount,

£2.^

Jan.

3.

Received

from

Wilkins,

£5.

Jan.

3.

Paid

John

Thomas’

account,

£9

5s.

;

discount,

10s.

^

Jan.

4.

Received

from

John

Thomas,

£25

discount,

£2.

Jan.

4.

Paid

for

goods,

£3

15s.

Jan.

5.

Paid

for

goods,

£2

15s.

Jan.

5.

Received

from

Tom

Brown,

£250

discount,

£5.

Note

that

the

cash

in

hand,

£50,

and

cash

in

Bank,

£500,

make

up

£550,

which

we

shall

call

the

“Capital

”

of

the

firm,
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7. PETTY CASH BOOK ON THE IMPB.EST SYSTEM

182 . It is often convenient to entrust to ii junior clerk the

payment of certain small items such as stamps, gum, string, etc.,

and he is furnished with a Petty Cash Book in which to record

his transactions. The system employed most largely now is

called the Imprest System, in which a small sum of money, say

£5j is paid over by the cashier to the junior clerk, who pays the

small accounts out of that amount, and then, at the end of the

day, or week, the casliier refunds to the junior the amount by
which he is short of £5, t,e. the amount he has paid, say £3.

The groat advantage of this is that when the cashier draws a

cheque for the £3 he records that on the Cr. side of the cash

account, and in doing so records the amount of petty cash spent.

Dr. PETTY CASH BOOK—IMPREST SYSTEM. Cr.

•ki 1

Date. Particulars. D

a
1

<5

£ ft. d.\

Jan, 1 To Oaah (fron)

cashier) . 5 0 0

5‘ir~6

Jan. 8 To Balance
brought for. 2 1) 0

,, cashier . 2 11 0

Date. l>arlicular8.
Amount.

Ian. 1 Hv Telegrams

!

£ 8. dj
0 10 Oj

,, Fares . . 0 6 6

,, Stamps . 0 15 0,

1. ^ ,, Oflice Re-
quisites. 0 12 0

>. & ,, Sundries . 0 0 0

,, Lunch 0 2 6

,, Balance
c/f 2 9 0

5 0 0

EXAMPLES. XXXIX.

Make entries in the Purchases Day Book for the following

(Questions 1 to 3), supplying names, dates, etc., as in § 171 :

1. Jan. 1. Bought from P. Ham, cocoa, 10s.
;

tea from J.

Johns, £5
;
coffee from P. Head, £8. Jan. 3. Paper bags from

R. Rate, £1 15s. Jan. 5. Oil, £3 18s. 6d., from L. Mann.
2. Feb. 4. Bought of R. Wilson, silk, £6 10s., and calico,

15s. 8d. Feb. 8. Of P. Wills, linen, £3 128. 6d, ;
ladies’ hose,

258. 9d.
;
and ribbons, 28s. lid.

3. July 12. Bought from T. Jones, tools, £5 2s. 6d.
;

B.

Wilson, bar iron, £3 15s. July 14. T. Rolls, corrugated iron.
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£8 Iba,

;

K. JSTetfc, nails, £1 2s. 6d. July 15. B. Wilson, 8-inch

iron bolts, 25s. 9d.
;
T. Bolls, safety locks, £5 58.

Enter the following in Sales Book, supplying details for

yourself (Questions 4 to 6)

:

4. Sold D. Williams, jam, £6 15s .

;

K. Boberts, coffee, £5 10s.

;

R. Josephs, buttej', £8 5s.
;
P. Nett, lard, £3 15s.

5. Sold P. Jacobs, castor oil, £3 10s.; L. Lyon, paraffin,

£5 3s.; R. Rouse, petrol, £8 Ss.
; Q. Fipp, cyanide, £8 15s.;

L, Mole, paint, £6 3s.
; V. West, white lead, £6 5s.

6. Sold N. Thomas, flour, £8 15s.; R. Vaiile, flour, B
quality, £7 10s.

;
J. Brunt, cakes, £6 3s.

; L. Mole, rolls, £1 3s.

;

T. Lovel, flour, A quality, £6 5s.
;
S. More, rice, £5 2s.

;
R. Lane,

Patna rice, £3 5s.

Enter in Purchases or Sales Books the following (Questions

7 to 9)

:

7. Bought tea from R. Parker, £6 3s. on Jan. 5.

„ butter from R. Jones, £3 8s. on Jan. 7.

Sold T. Roberts, tea, £3 10s. on Jan. 9.

Bought cocoa from Jones & Co., £5 3s. 8d. on Jan. 12.

Sold rice to Robins & Co., £3 2s. 8d. on Jan. 12.

„ cocoa to Jones & Sons, £3 4s. 6d. on Jan. 15.

8. July 8. Bought cycle frames from Brown & Co., £8 15s.

,, 10. Sold tyres to Wilson & Johns, £3 15s.

„ 11. „ lamps to Jones & Co., £8 14s.

„ 12. Bought bells from T. Webb, £3 4s.

„ 14. „ inner tubes from R. Wells, £5 8s. 6d.

,, 15. Sold valves to R. Wells, £3 5s. 8d.

9. Jan. 5. Bought from T. Brown, coal, £3 6s. 8d.

„ 5. Sold to R. Menel, coke, £6 2s.

„ 8. „ P. Rolfe, coal tar, £3 5s.

„ 8, Bought from P. Wells, paraffin,’ £6 5s.

„ 10. „ R. Jones, coal, £5 10s.

„ 10. Sold to V. Williams, coke (broken), £8 2s. 6d.

„ 11. „ „ „ (unbroken), £3 5s. 6d,

„ 12 Bought from P. Wells, coal tar, £8 5s.

„ 15. „ M. Winter, turpentine, £3 5s. 6d,

„ 15. Sold to R. Jones, Stockholm tar, £5 28.

„ 16, Bought from P. Wells, iron pi
2
:)cs, £2 6s.

Prepare the proper debit and credit notes for the following

transactions (Questions 10 to 14), and make the necessary entries

in the Returns Books, and also make the Purchases and Sales

Books entri^

:
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10. rfacob Jones bont^lit from E. Pbilp on Jan. 2, tarred rope,

2 in. in diameter, for ,-£38, and returned one piee(‘. valued at .£15.

11. Roger Head bought from P. Wills on June 30, 24 yards

twill (a) 6d. a yard
; 40 yards silk @ 2s. a yard

; 80 yards ealieo @
4d. a yard, and returned 40 yards of the calico on July 3 as not
to patt('rn.

12. Mary Rosen sold Jane Austen 20 serge skirts, £25;
30 flannel blouses, £7 10s.; 50 boxes of ribbons, £12 10s.; 18
yar<ls silk, £2 10s., of which 10 blouses and 5 boxes of ribbons

were returned.

13. H. Watson sold W, Prince 1000 bricks, 32s. 6d.
;
cement,

22s.
;
lime, hfls. 6d.

;
sjuhI, £1 15s.

;
stone blocks, £8 15s.

;
cement

blocks, £18 10s., of which the lirst and last items were returned

as imperfect.

14. R. Wells houghl. from P. Johns one doz. cut-glass jugs,

21s. ;
one doz. lirpienr bottles, 18s.

;
I wo doz. vinegar bottles, 30s.

;

two doz. pickle bottles, 30s.
;
three doz. foinitain p(ms, 36s.; two

copying presses, 60s.
;
of whicdione doz. pickle bottles and one and

fi half doz. pens wore returned as not to invoice.

Knter the following items as in a Simple Cash Book, and bring

down the balance (Questions 15 to 17):

15. Jan. 1. Paid for sundries, 5s.

„ 2. Paid R. Toms, £8 ;
received from T. Johns, £5.

,, 3. Received from R. Toms, £6; paid R. Stone, £3 lOs.

„ 4. K. Wills paid us £8.

,, 6. Paid carriage, 5s. 6d.

„ 6. Sold goods for cash, £3 10s. 6d.

1 6. Mar. 5. Paid wages, £5 ;
received cash for goods, £3.

„ 6. R. Roberts paid £8.

„ 7. Received from K. Mar, £8 10s.; paid M. Tri]), £5 5s.

,, 8. Paid carriage, £3 2s. 6d. ; T. Rond paid £6 2s.

„ 10. Cash purchases, £2 5s.

17. June 5. Cash in hand, £10
;
paid wages, £6.

„ 7. Paid for cycle, £8; received cash for goods, £5 1 Os.

„ 8. I’aid rent, £8 10s.
;
R. Tall paid £7.

„ 10. Received from J. Nott, £5 10s.

„ 11. Paid for coal, 30s.

Enter the following on sheets of paper ruled as a Cash Book
with Bank Columns, treating all amounts of £10 and over as

Bank items, and determine the amount of cash in hand and in

Bank at the last date given in each question (Questions 18 to 20)

:

18. July 8. Cash in safe, £150; sold goods for cash, £5.
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July 9. Bciught coke, 50k.
; bought tar, 30s.

„ 10. Received from P. Vail, £5
;
T. Roma paid .£10.

„ 11. T. Pole paid £^12 128. ; bouglit rope, .£12 lOs.

„ 13. Sold tar, £5 5k.

19. Aug. 10. Cash in hand, £250; in Bank, £280; cash sales, £8.

„ 11. Bought goods for cash, £8 ;
paid R. Jacobs, £15.

„ 12. Sold goods for cash, £5; received from R.
Jacobs, £1 2.

„ 17. Bought sundries, £14
;
sold goods for cash, £6.

„ 14. Received from B. Hall, £16 ; bought cigars, £2.

20. Se[)t. 26. Cash in hand, £500
;
in Bank, £500

;
paid T.

Rove, £12.

„ 28. Bouglit goods for cash, £8 ;
sold R. Veal goods,

£10 10k.

„ 30. Bought coal, SOs.
;
paid gas bill, £5 ;

paid rates,

£6 6s.

„ 30 . Received cash for goods, £17; P. Batey
paid £3 15s.

Enter the following on sheets of paper ruled as a Cash Book
with Cash, Bank, and Discount Columns, and find the cash in

hand and in Bank, and determine whether the discounts allowed
are greater than those received and by how much (Questions 21
to 23)

:

21. Oct. 1. Cash in hand, £500; in Bank, £750.

„ 2. Paid G. Fair, £50; discount, 15s.

„ 3. A. Ball paid £15 ;
discount, £1.

„ 4. Purchases, £8.

„ 5. Received from C. Cox, £12; discount, 10s.

,, 6. Paid for hardware, £5 ;
discount, 5s.

22.

JSov. 8. Cash in hand, £260 ;
in Bank, £180.

„ 9. Received from R. Lamb,chequo, £15; discount, 15s.

,,
10. Paid for sundries, 50s.

;
discount, Is.

„ 12. Bought goods for cash, £6 ;
discount, 6a.

,, 13. T. Jones paid £25 ;
discount, 10s.

23 . Dec. 12. Cash in hand, £800 ;
in Bank, £1000.

„ 13. ^R. Faith paid £8 10s.
;
discount, IOr.

„ 14. Received from F. Thomas, cheque, £16 10s.

;

discount, £1.

„ 15. Paid V. Waters, cash, £26 ;
discount, 10s.

„ 16. „ T. Raven, cheque, £25 ;
received B. Rogers’

cheque, £12.

9f „ wages, £8 8s. •, sundries, ISs.17 .
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Dec, 18. Paid ojffico expenses in cash, £15.

„ 19. „ into ]>ank, £18 cash.

„ 20. Drew cheque for office expenses, £12.

Draw up a petty cash account on the Imprest System in each

of the following cases (Questions 24 to 2G), and determine for

how much a cheque must ho drawn by the cashier to reimburse

the clerk the amount spent:

24. Jan. 8. Clerk receives £5 from cashier, and spends 5s.

stamps
;

3s. gum.

„ 9. 2s. 6(1. brown paper; 8s. 6d. envelopes; 3s. 6d.

Roberts* fares,

„ 10. 2s. G(i carbon paper
;

4s. 6d. cyclostyle ink.

25. June 15. Clerk receives £6 from casliior, and pays 3s. Gd.

telegrams
;

8s. sundries.

„ IG. 3s. string; 2s. Gd. stationery; 8d. fares.

„ 17. Office cleaning, 3s. Gd.
; teas, 2s. Gd.

26. Aug, 10. Clerk receives £10 from cashi(3r ; telegrams, 5s.
;

*})hone, Gd.
;
ink, Is.

„ 11. Stamp.s, 3s. Gd.
;
G.W.R. carriage, 15s.

„ 12. Wire to Leicester, Is. Gd.
;

fares, 3s.

,,
13. Parcel post, 2s. Gd.

;
teas, 3s,

,, 14. Repairs to motor, 8s.
;
order book, 2s. Gd.

„ 15. Foolscap, 4s. Gd.

SECTION XII

LENGTHS
A. Length

EXAMPLES. XL.

1. Measure the length of a sheet of foolscap, (1) in inches,

(2) in centimetres, and (3) find how many centimetres there are

to an inch, to one place of decimals.

2. Measure the width of tlie sheet of foolscap used for tlie

previous question (1) in inches, (2) in centimetres, and (3) lind

the number of centimetres in an inch, to one place of decimals.

3. What is the average of the results of parts 3 in the last

two questions ?

4. Mark off 4 feet on a table or a counter, and with the help

of a metre scale find the number of metres and cen^metres in

that length and then the number of centimetres in 1 foot.

5. The wheel of a taxi is 2 ft. 7 in. in diameter, how many
centimetres is the centre of the axle above the ground ?
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6. Express the length of this page as the decimal of a metre.

7. A chain has 100 links and is 22 yards long, what is the

length of a link in inches and in centimetres?

8. Mark off‘ 20 yards, measure the distance in metres, and
find th(^ niimher of inches in a metre.

9. ITow many miles are there in 100 Kilometres?

10. How many decimetres are there in 18 inches?

11. How many yards and the decimal of a yard are there in

a metre ?

12. How many yards are tliorc in a Kilometre and in a mile?

13. flow many Kilometres are there in a mile?

14. TTow many furlongs are there in a Kilometre?

15. Kx])ress 100 yards as the decimal of 1 mile.

16. Ilow many metres does a runner sprint in a hundr(Ml

yards race ?

17. What is the ditrercnce between 100 yards and 100
metres? Which is the greater?

18. The 220 yards running record for 1913 was 21} seconds;

how many feet per second wore covered by the runner (W. K.

Api)legarth) ?

19. In the circumstances of the last question how many
metres i)or second were cover (*d ?

20. W. J. Hailey won the mile cycling ciiampionshij) in

2 min. 45|^ secs.
;
how many metres per second did he ride?

21. Express half a mile in metres, and determine what
fraction it is of a Kilometre.

22. The radius of the revolving })late of a gramophone is

10J inches, can a French record 0*23 metre in diameter be
used upon it?

23. What is the cost of 600 fathoms of rope at 7Jd. a foot?

24. A fleet of 15 pilchard nets costs £60, and each net is

120 yards long, what is the price per yard?

25. A fleet of mackerel nets is miles long and costs £80,
what is the cost per fathom ?

26. A skein of cotton is 120 yards long, find the value of

3 dozen skeins if 432 yards arc worth 4Jd.

27. If a hank of cotton consists of 7 skeins, calculate from
the data of the previous question the value of a hank.

28. A wrap of worsted is 80 yards long, find the value of a
hank of seven wraps if 28 yards are worth l|d.

29. Tlie Argentine Ministry of Marine requires sea-going

vessels carrying fifty or more people to be provided with a radio-

telegraph installation capable of transmitting 500 Kilometres.

Express this distance as a decimal of the distance from IipndoJa
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to Edinburgh, 330 miles. (The distance ny rail is 392 miles,

but radiograms travel as the crow flies.)

30. In the Olympic Games, instead of having a qiiarter-of-a-

mile race, as is usual in English athletic sports, they have one of

400 metres. Find in centimetres the difference between the two
distances. (Answer to the nearest centimetre.)

31. Compare the speed of a steamer going 15 knots with that

of a runner who does a quarter of a mile in 55 seconds.

32. When buildings are being erecited it is usual to put a

hoarding about 12 feet high around them in order to protect both
them and also the passers-by. If the circuit of such a building

be 2 fur. 6 chs. 15 yds., how many 9-inch boards will be
required to enclose it properly 1

33. Telephone and telegraph wires are placed underground in

earthenware pipes, and canes screwed end to end are passed
through the pipes, and then the Avires are hauled through. If

the canes are 6 feet long, how many must be carried to pass from
end to end of pipes 1 fur. 3 chs. 10J yds. in length?

34. Express the height of Mount Everest, 29002 feet, in

miles and the decimal of a mile.

35. What is the height of Mount Everest in Kilometres ?

36. The greatest depth of thcKorth Sea is 1998 feet, what is

this depth as the decimal of a mile ?

37. Express the depth of the North Sea in fathoms.

38. The Amazon is 4000 miles long and the Congo 3000
miles. Express the difference between their lengths in Kilometres.

39. Dover to Folkestone is 10 Km.
;
Dover to London is 105

Km. ; by how many miles is the latter distance greater than the

former? (To two decimal places.)

40. Berlin to Cologne is 596 Km.
; Berlin to Danzig is

490 Km. ;
express the latter as the decimal of the former.

41. Calais to Baris is 295 Km., and Calais to Plymouth is

430 Km.
;
express in miles the difference between these distances.

42. (1) London to Paris {via Newhaven) is 244 miles; (2) Lon-
don to Paris {via Folkestone) is 254 miles

; (3) London to Paris {via

Dover) is 283 miles. How much farther is it to travel by route

(3) than by either of the others? (Give the result in Kilometres.)

43. A number of luggage trucks are of the following lengths :

3 yds. 2 ft. 6 in.
; 4 yds. 5 in.

; 8 yds. 1 ft. 10 in. ; 12 ft. 6 in.
;

20| ft. ; 5J yds. The length of chain connecting one truck with

the next is 2 ft. 8 in. What is the length of the train ?

44. If the average length of a railway coach is 42|^ feet, how
many of them can be placed on a siding 28 J chains in length ?

45. Train rails 12 ft. 6 in. long are laid along a track, and
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tliree-oi^^^hths of an inch is left between them to allow for expan-

sion
;
how far will 100 such rails extend*?

46. A numlxu* of allotments are 8 yds. 22- ft. wide. How
many can be set out on a piece of laud 30’25 chains wide*?

47. A house-breaker has to

erect a scaffold in front of a

building which he has con-

tracted to pull down, and it
|

has to support a small crane.
i

If he employs wood 11 inches

square, find the total length re-

(piired from the details given

in the diagram, which repre-

sents, in elevation, one of the

THREE pieces of the supporting

framework.

48. The figure re})resents one-half of the hinge of a door half

full size. ffind, by measuring, the length and width of the
hinge. Place fo\ir

dots in the diagram
along the line AB . P
equi - distant from ^ ^

one another and
_

from the top and
bottom, to represent the centres of the screw-holes, and find

the distance between the centres.

49. What are tlie length and width of the hinge in Question
48 in centimetres *?

50. The figure represents a tennis court to the scale of | inch =
12 feet. Find the dimensions of the court, AB, BC, DE, EF, GH.

ilftttln *

A B

E F G

K H

C
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51. Draw to the scale of 1 inch = 20 yards, a nigger ” ground
110 yards long and 75 yards wide.

52. Figure represents tlie top of a mahogany table and
the inner rectangle a 2)iece of green leather stuck to it.

Given that the scale is .1 inch=l foot, find the dimensions of the

table and of the leathei*.

53. What fraction of the table referred to in Qiu'siion 52 is

covered with leather 1 (Work this after reading Section Xlil.)

54. The length of a thermometer tube is 15*76 cm. and its

diameter is 0*3 cm. Represent this full size, regarding the

bulb as a circle 0 25 cm. in radius.

55. Find, by measuring, the length over all in the last ques-

tion, expressing the result in inches and the decimal of an inch.

56. What is the })erimeter [i.e, the distance round) of the

tennis court referred to in Question

50 and of the rectangle EGHKi
57. A small footbridge is (tarried

over the railway lines between two

suburban stations. The elevation

of the supporting framework is

shown in the <liagram, and there are

five such supports. Determine,

by measuring, the total length of

timber required, ignoring any over-

lapping.

58. The columns which sup-

port the architrave of a building

in Trafalgar Square are made of

seven pieces of stone 4 ft. 9^ in.

high. The base of each column is

1 ft. 3 in. and the capital 2 ft. 6 in.
,

high. What is the height of the I

architrave from the pavement ? Scale, iu.~l ft.
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59. How many metres does one of the forwards run in a
game of rugger ” if he gets tlie ball on the centre line and
scores a try, presuming he runs roughly in a straight line?

(Question 51.)

60. A (ijible/s length is 600 feet. Express this length in

metros for the benefit of continental captains.

61. A piano is 4 feet high, 2 feet deep, and 5 feet long. Find
in metres and the decimal of a metre, the dimensions of a rect-

angular case for sending the piano abroad, allowing 1 inch
clearance all round the instrument for packing material.

62. Convert the following lengths into centimetres. Details

for motor cycle made by a leading English firm : Height from
base to rocker, 23^ inches

;
width of crank case, inches

;

length between perpendiculars, 12 inches; deepest cooling rib,

1 inch
;
induction pipe diameter (inside), inch

;
carburettor

stub diameter, 1^ inch
;

diameter of fly-wheels, inches

;

saddle from ground, 31 inches.

63. The plan given in diagram shown on page 245 repre-

sents to the scale of 1" =100 miles the distances by rail from
London to the great commercial centres and ports. Express the
distances to the nearest mile. (The lines are drawn straight for

convenience.)

64. The normal gauge in Spanish railways is 1*67 metre and
that on English railways is 4 ft. in. How many times is the
Spanish gauge greater or smaller than the English ?

65. In a particular tender, engines have to be supplied with a
speed of 50 Kilometres per hour

; convert this into miles per
hour for the information of a Leeds firm.

66. A map is drawn to the scale of 10 miles to inch, what
is the actual distance between two places which are (i) 3 inches,

(ii) 8 inches, and (hi) inches apart?

67. The distance from London to Birmingham is 110 miles,

and on a railway map we find it to be 1*32 inches. How many
statute miles are represented by 1 inch, and how far are two places

apart if they are separated by 4*8 inches on the map?
68. There are three railways which connect London and

Liverpool
;
the run on one is 200f miles, on another 217J miles,

and on the third 237^ miles. The first-class fare by either

route is £l 9s. Find the cost of travelling per mile on
each railway, and explain why the fare is the same on all three
railways.

69. If on a map 1 inch represents 80 miles, what fraction of
the actual distance between two towns is that measured off on it ?
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B. Sides of Triangles

EXAMPLES. XLI.
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4. Draw a triangle whose base is 3

inches long and whose base angles are

each 30 degrees. Find the length of

the aides in inches and the perimeter in

centimetres.

5. An iron ang](^ hmcket is repre-

sented in figure (drawn to the scale of

1 inch to 1 foot). What length of iron

would be required to execute an order

for dozen brackets ?

6. Measure the length of Ibe side a of each of the right

angled isosceles (equal-sided) triangles drawn

:

1/2' 5/8" 3/4" r

7. Taking the data of the previous question (for each triangle

1-4), divide the length of the side a by tliat of one of the

equal sides, and so find how many times either of the equal

sides is contained in the longest side or hypotenuse of the right-

angled isosceles triangle. (Note ^2=^ 1*41, to two places.)

8. Make a general statement concerning the length of the
hypotenuse of a right-angled isosceles triangle as compared
with the length of either of its equal sides.

A

9. ABC represents a piece

of land such that AB = AC
and the angle A is a right angle.

Tabulate values for BC, given

the length of either AB or AC

:
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Length of AB
or AC.

Length of BC calculated

to two plarjcs in accordance
with the Statement made

ill the Last Question.

(1) 80'2 inches

(2) 5*7 nailcs

(3) 6*5 metres

10. How many yards of fonoin<^ would ])c requiKnl to go

round the land referred to in part (3) of the bust qiiesticai?

IL Write down to two decimal places the length of the

diagonal of square tiles of the following sizes: (1) 3 inches;

(2) 6 inches; (3) 8*5 centimetres; (4) 7*3 centimetres; (5) 0*18

metre; (6) 2*5 inches; (7) 13*4 centimetres; (8) 5*G inches;

(9) 3*5 indies
; (10) 4*5 inches.

12. .Draw triangles whose sides are: (1) 3, 4, 5 inches;

(2) 3, 4, 5 centimetres; (3) 1*5, 2, 2*5 inches; (4) 1*5, 2,2*5

centimetres; (5) 4*5, 6, 7*5 inches; (G) 4*5, 6J 7*5 ceiilimotres

;

(7) G, 8, 10 inches
; (8) 6, 8, 10 C(*iitimctres. Measure the

angle ojiposite the longest side in each triangle, correct to one

decimal place.

13. In the case of each of the triangles drawn in the last

question, (1) square the lengths of the two shorter sides
; (2) add

together the squares obtained in (1) ; (3) square the length of

the longest side (the hypotenuse)
; (4) make a statement regarding

the results of (2) and (3). Tabulate thus :

Example.
Square on
First Side.

Square on
Second Side.

Sum of Squares
on First and
Second Side.

Square on
Third Side.

1

2, etc.

3*= 9 4^= 16 33 + 42= 9 + 16 = 25 6“=26

Note. - The results of Question 12 showed that the triangles

whose dimensions were given were right-angled triangles and
that the longest side—the hypotenuse—was opposite the right

angle. Question 13 showed that the sum of the squares

on the sides containing the right angle equalled the square

on the HYPOTENUSE.

We can say for convenience that if a and b be the lengths of

two sides of a right-angled triangle, and c that of the hypotenuse,

then =
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The followHig Questions 14 to 27 illustrate the application of

the facts stated above :

14.

Calculate the length of the hypotenuse of triangles whose
sides are

: (1) 9 and 12 indies; (2) 12 and 16 ciuitimetres
; (3)

6 and 8 metres; (4) 45 and 60 feet; (5) 18 and 24 yards;

(6) 180 and 240 poles; (7) 30 and 40 furlongs
; (8) 90 and

120 metres; (9) 405 and 540 miles; (10) 45 yards and 180
feet; (11) 105 yards and 420 feet; (12) 405 yards and mile.

C

15.

ABC represents the slope of a

conservatory lYiof. Jf the pieces of wood
AB and BC are, ros]>ectively, 15 feet

and 8 yards 1 foot, find the height of C
above A.

16.

The diagram shows part

of the leaded lights for a front

door. AB = 3 inches = BD ; DC =
5 inches. The lines drawn repre-

sent the lead. What length of

lead would be required for this

light ?

17.

ABCD represents a square tile of g Q
6 inch edge. It is cut along BD. What
must be the length of the edge of another
tile which will just fit along BD ?

18.

ABD represents half a square

tile. If AB be 7 inches long, what
must be the length of tiles which will

just fit along AC or BD ?
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19. Tiles P and Q are

})laced along the sides of the

tile ABD of Question 17, They
are each 3 inches wide. Tiles

R and T are fitted in as shown.

Find the dimensions of the

tiles P and Q and of the square

tile T.

20.

What is the length

round the outside of the

tiles drawn in the last ques-

tion ?

21.

Tlie diagram repre-

sents the door of a secretaire,

and the lines drawn show the

strips of mahogany in which
the glass is set. What length

of wood is required to fit up
the door, neglecting the out-

side framework 1

22.

A gate has to be

strengthened by putting a

piece of iron 1 J inch wide
and f inch thick from
A to C. If AB = 6 feet

and BC = 1-|- yard, find the

length of iron required.
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23. If a steamer sails

fr(ua Aden (A) to Bombay
(B) it rovers 1850 statute

miles. If it then con-

tinues its trip to Colombo
(C) it sails 1100 statute

miles more, at right angles

to its previous course.

How far would it sail if

it went from Aden to

Colombo dinict?

24. Draw the lines AB and BC in tht’) last (piestion to the

scale of 100 miles inch. Measure AC and see how nearly

this value agrees with that of (Question 23.

25. Two air pilots ascend at Paris: one ilies to Bordeaux and
thence to Berne, the other Hies direct to Berne, and consequently

at right angles to the line of flight of the first airman to Bordeaux.

How much farther does the former fly than the lattci‘, [)rcsuming

a straightdine flight in both cases, given Paris to Bordeaux = 320
miles; and Paris to Borneo 275 miles.

26. Draw to scale (1 inch =100 miles) a figure representing

the distances given in the last (question
;
measure the distances

from Bordeaux to Berne, and compare it with the distance cah

culated in Question 25.

27. Kx])ress the result of Question 25 in Kilometres, reckoning

100 Kilometres to 62 miles.

C. Circles

EXAMPLES. XLII.

1. Measure, in inches and the decimal of an inch, (1) the

circumference and (2) the diameter of the objects named, then find

the value of (circumference~ diameter) in each case, and tabulate

the results as shown : A half-crown, a dinner plate, a motor wheel,

a bicycle wheel, a cart wheel, a watch, a bucket, a plant pot, a

saucepan, a ball, a cocoa tin, a soda-water syphon, a tumbler, an

electric bell push, the dial of a clock.

Circular Article. Circumference.* Diameter.! Circumference

-f Diameter.

A Half-Crown

Note *,—The circumference of an object can best be measured by winding
a piece of cotton round it some twenty times, measuring the len^h of the

B
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cotton, and so finding the circumference. If, however, as in the case of half

a crown, this is not possible, then a long thin strip of fairly firm paper should
he cut and wound round.

iVbic t.- -The diameter can be moa.sured with a pair of callipers or by
})lacing a block at either end of a diameter of the object, and measuring
the distance between the sides of the blocks adjacent to the object, thus :

2. Find the uverage of tlie valnes obtained in column 4 of the

last question, and iind by how much it differs from 3*1416.

3. Repeat Questions 1 and 2, employing the centimetre as the

unit of length, and again find the value of tt.

iVo/c.— Column 4, Question 1, shows that the diameter of a

circle will divide into its circumference about 3| times,

A more exact relationship is :

Circumference = 3*14159 x Diameter

For all ordinary purposes we call this

C-3*1416xD
or C = 3iD
or 0 = 7ri) (1)

The symbol tt (pi) is used universally to denote 3*1416

or 31.

Now Diameter - twice radius
.*. D-2R

C = 2^rR.... (2)

The student should remember equations (1) and (2).

If the radius of a wheel is 7 feet, then C, its circumference, is

readily obtained, for

0 „ 2 X X 7

- 14 feet.
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In the same way, if the circumference of a tree is 33 feet, we
have C — TT fur its diameter and C 4- 27r for its radius. So

—

j._33x 7

22

= foot, and R = 5J feet.

4. Fiiui the circumforonco of circles whoso radii are, respec-

tively
: (1) 3 ft.

;
6 ft. ; 8 metros; 15 metres. (2) 2| in.

; 7| ft.

;

8^ yds.
; 9] cm. (3) ft.

;
6*4 yds.

;
9*3 metres

;
8*12 cm.

5. l^vXpress, in yards, the circumference of (jircles whosc^

diameters are: (1) 0*312 ft.; 0*406 ft.; 0*732 ft. (2) 9*6 in.;

8*94 in.
;
19*73 in. (3) 2^ ft.

;
2 ft. 10| in.

;
1 ft. 3 J in.

6. What are tlie radii of circles whose circumferences are;

(1) r2;\ ft.
;
28 ft. 5 in,

;
9 ft. 5^^ in. (2) 352 metres

;
583 cm.

;

7986 mm. (3) 33 poles; 0*8657 mile; f)280 ft.

7. What is the circumference of the wheel of a locomotive

if its diameter is 6 feet?

8. The radius of a taxi wheel is 1 ft. 3 in., what is its

circumference ?

9. Express the result of the last question in inilliiaetros.

10. The diameter of the top of a bucket is 12 inches, what
is the length of its circumference?

11. The blade of the propeller of an aeroplane is 8 feet long,

measured from the shaft to the extremity of the blade. How far

does the end of the blade travel in making one revolution ?

12. What length of iron rails will be required to go round a

circular lawn 50 feet in diameter?

13. The wheel of a steam roller is 1 ft. 9 in. in radius, and
a strip 1 foot wide cut right across the wheel weighs 8*75 cwt.

;

hnd the weight of the wheel (neglecting that of the spokes).

14. The wheel of a locomotive is 6 feet in diameter, how many
revs.^ does it make when the engine covers a mile?

15. If the engine referred to in the last question be running at

50 miles an hour, how many revs, will the wheel make per minute?
16. Two cogged wheels run together as in the gears of a

motor-car. If one wheel has 21 cogs, how many must the other

have in order that it may go round 3|- times while the wheel
with the 21 cogs goes round once?

17. The curve on a railway line takes the shape of an eighth

of the circumference of a circle of radius 5834 feet
;
what is the

length of the rail forming the curve?

18. If a train may travel round the curve referred to in the

recognised contraction in mechanical and electrical trades for
** revolutions.”
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last question at 28 miles an hour, how long will it take to go from
end to end of the curve ?

1 9. Tlie span of a bridge is 25 feet, and it is surmounted by a

semicircular arch
;
how many bricks 9 inches long will be re-

quired to build the first row of brickwork ?

EXAMPLES. XLIII.

Miscellaneous Questions

1. An English firm contracts to put an iron staircase outside

a building in Lyons which is 37*7 metres high, and the “riser”

of each stair is to be 7 inches. How many stairs will be required?

2. What would be the cost in francs of erecting the staircase

referred to in Question 1, reckoning 13s. 6d. a stair.

3. The tubes of radiators employed for heating purposes are

each 2|- inches wide, and are assembled together in sets of twos,

threes, etc., according to the size of the oflice or store which has

to be warmed. What space would be necessary for a radiator

consisting of 18 such tubes? (Allow 3 inches on either side for

clearance.)

4. Express in metros the length necessary for the 18-tubo

radiator of the previous question, allowing clearance.

5. The coal-delivery carts in London are furnished with an
iron tube by means of which lumps of coal are broken and so

knocked into the cellars. A merchant has 340 carts, and each

has an iron tube 6 ft. 3 in. long. How many feet of iron are

required for the whole of the carts?

6. Convert the result of the last question into metres.

7. An ordinary towel is 38 inches long and f inch must be
allowed at each end for turning in and hemming when it is being

made. How many towels can be made from 125 yards of

towelling ?

8. What would be the cost per dozen towels if the material

(Question 7) cost 8^d. per yard ?

9. If an aeroplane can cover, on the average, 48 miles per

hour, how long would it take to fly from Dover to Ostend, a

distance of 98 folometres ?

10. A steamship can make 20 knots in crossing the Atlantic.

Eind its time from Southampton to New York, a distance of

3110 statute miles.

11. The distance from Dieppe to Paris is 201 Kilometres.

What would it cost to travel from the former to the latter at a

006 1 of Id. per mile ?
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12. What would be the cost in francs of the journey referred

to in the previous question?

13. The second-class faro from l)iep})0 to Paris is 640 pfennige.

If 100 ])f. 1 mk. = 11-7 pence, lind the fare from JOioppe to

Paris in Ijiglish money.

14. Compare the second-class fare from Dieppe to Paris with

the third-class fare that would be charged in England for a

journey of the same distance.

15. The distance from London to Doncaster is quoted in a

continental guide-book as 251 Kilometres. What is the third-

class fare, reckoning Id per mile ?

16. What would be the cost in dollars of the journey referred

to in the previous question, if 1 dollar — 4s. 1*3(1. ?

17. How many threads are there on the shaft of a screw 3*75

inches long, if there are 5 threads to a centimetre ?

18. How many IJ-inch nails can be cut from iron wire

33 yds. IJ ft. long?

19. How many metres of boxwood are required to make
IJ dozen 12-inch rulers, allowing | incJi over and above the

12 inches at each end of the ruler and 2 inches for waste ?

20. If, on the average, 3| yards of cloth are required to make
a suit of clothes for a man, find what length of khaki is required

to clothe an army of a million men.
21. There is a rise of 1 in 70^ on an incline outside one of

the great London termini. If a train run a mile and a half up
this incline, find the number of feet by which it is above its

original level.

22. If the train of the previous question, after having
negotiated the first incline, runs down another of 1 in 250 for

two miles, find the number of feet it has descended verti-

cally and the difference between its original level and its final

level.

23. Ostend to Brussels is 122 Kilometres; Brussels to Li6ge

is 100 Kilometres; and Li4ge to Aachen is 55 Kilometres.

Represent to the scale of 1 cm. = 10 Kilometres the distance from
Ostend to the junction at Aachen.

24. The second-class fares between the stations named in

Question 23 are (1) 640 pf.
; (2) 520 pf.; and (3) 290 pf.

Find the cost of a second-class ticket from Ostend to Aachen,

An incline of 1 in 70 (illustrated in the diagram) means that there
is a rise of 1 foot or 1 inch
or 1 mile for every 70 feet,

inches, or miles travelled <dong
the incline.
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presuming it to be the sum of the three fares quoted, expressing

the cost in English money so tliat a traveller may know the fare

before leaving England. (1 mk. — ll*75d.)

25. Taking the average speed of the transcontinental mails

as 50 miles per hour, calculate the time taken for mails to travel

from T.ondon to Paris, a distance of 489 miles.

2G. How long should the mails take from l^aris to Con-
stantinople, a distance of 1900 miles? (See Question 25.)

27. A steam I’oller is driven at an average speed of 4 miles an
hour. A stretch of road 1000 yards long has to be rolled, and
this necessitates the roller’s travelling from end to end twenty
times. If the driver receives Is. 9jd. an hour, how numb does

he earn by rolling the road referred to?

28. If a train travels at 60 miles an hour, how many feet

does it cover in a second ?

29. How long would it take a train travelling at 30 miles an
hour to cover 100 yards ?

30. Compare the speed of the train in the last question with
Appl(‘garth’s record (Question 18, p. 240).

31. Which travels more quickly, a train whi(di covers 22 feet

a second, or a torpedo boat destroyer (T.B.D.) steaming at

30 knots?

32. A submarine can make 18 knots on the surface and
13 knots submerged. How long does it take to travel 100
nautical miles if it is submerged for two-fifths of its journey?

33. At what average speed in feet per second must an express

train travel to run from London to Birmingham in two hours if

the distance is 110 miles?

34. Another route to Birmingham from London is 113 miles

long, but the express trains cover this distance in two hours. By
how many feet per second does the s]khu1 on this route exceed

that on the one mentioned in Question 33 ?

35. No less than £13,044,000 has been expended on the

Manchester Ship Canal ^ (construction, land purchase, engineer-

ing and surveying fees, and general expenses). If the canal is

35J miles long, calculate the expenditure for every mile, and
thence for every 100 yards.

36. New York to Southampton is 3110 statute miles, and
Quebec to Liverpool, 2708 statute miles. How much longer

would it take a steamer making 18 knots to travel from New
York to Southampton than from Quebec to Liverpool?

37. Brindisi to Port Said is 930 miles; Paris to Rome is 910
miles. How much shorter time would it take a train averaging

^ The Port of Manchester^ No. 186, February 1916, p. 19.
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45 miles an hour to make the second run than a ship steaming

20 knots to make the first?

38. The distance from Liverpool to Quebee is 2708 statute

miles and the steerage fare is .£6 15s. By how much does the

third-class railway fare in England of Id. per mile exceed the

cost per mile by steamer to Quebec ?

39. The fare from Quebec to Vancouver is £8 3s. 7d., and
the distance is 3080 miles. Find the fare per mile between the

citias named.
40. Montreal is 180 miles farther up the St. Lawrence River

than Quebec. How long would it take a boat steaming at 10
knots to travel from one city to the other, ignoring the current

or tide ?
^

41. The river St. Lawrence flows down at the rate of 4 miles

per hour at Montreal. If the steamer referred to in Question 40
were steaming c?o?/;7i-stream how long would it take to travel

from Montreal to Quebec?
42. The distance from Petrograd to Moscow is 375 miles.

Express this distance in versts, given that 1 verst = 0*66 mile,

43. The source of the river Nile, which is 3600 miles in

length, is 10000 feet above sea-level. Calculate, for the informa-

tion of French geographers, the average fall in level in metres per

Kilometre.

44. There are four classes on some railways on the Continent.

Given that the fourth-class fare is 2s. per 100 Kilometres, the

third class is 3s. 2d. per 100 Kilometres, the second class is 4s. 9d.

per 100 Kilometres, and the first class is 7s. lOd. per 100 Kilo-

metres, find the cost per mile by each class.

45. The fares from London to Lancaster are : first class, 34s.

;

third class, 19s. 2d. The distance is 230 miles. Find the cost

per mile by each class.

46. Compare the results of the last two questions.

47. A cricketer walks from one wicket to the other, a distance

of 22 yards, in twenty-four steps. How many such steps would
ho take in 1 mile? If he walks at 3 miles an hour, how long

will it take him to walk from wicket to wicket ?

48. A starts walking at 5 miles per hour, keeps up that rate

for 1 J hours, then has a rest of 10 minutes, and then goes on at

' Hia Excellency the High Commissioner for Canada most kindly informs
mo that “the currents of the St. Lawrence River between Quebec and
Montreal vary from an extreme of 6 knots to a minimum of I knot. In the
design of the channel great care has been exercised not to produce cross-

currents, For 100 miles below Montreal the stream is always downwards,
even though there may be a slight tide. The level of the river is highest in

April and May, and falls to its lowest level in October and November.
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4 miles an hour. B starts from the same place 5 minutes later

than A, and walks at a uniform rate of miles an hour without
stopping. Where will he catch up A ?

49. What is the cost of putting down the lines^ erecting posts,

and supplying all the necessary equipment (excluding rolling

stock and power station equipment) for a tramway system 7 mi.

6 fur. 5 chs. in length at <£7500 per mile? (Ovcrliead trolley

wire system.)

50. Find the cost as in the last question, but for a conduit

tramway system 8 mi. 3 fur. 2 chs. long at £14040 per mile.

51. The land on which a railway track is to be constructed

costs, on the average, £8007 per mile. What would be the cost

of land for 56 mi. 5 fur. 2 chs. of track?

52. What length of 3-inch

moulding will be required for

the frame shown in figure ?

Note,—The length of the pic-

ture over till is 30" 4- twice tho

width of the moulding tt.a., or
30" + 6"=36"; so the width is

12"
-f- 6", or 18", and so total length

is readily found.

53. What length of 4-inch figured-oak moulding will bo
necessary if a space 30 x 20 inches is to be allowed for, and what
will he the cost if it is sold in 12-foot lengths costing 3s. 2d. each,

and one cannot buy less than half a length ?

54. A picture-frame maker agrees to frame a picture GO x 40
inches for 2s. 6d. a foot, inch gilt moulding, anything loss than
1 foot charged as 1 foot. What is the cost? (If tlie picture were
60 X 40 inches, the space enclosed by the frame would be about

59^ X 39J inches, but this would he called 60 x 40 inches.)

55. What would it cost an emigrant to Queensland to fence

round his grazing farm, a distance of 23 mi. 65 chs. 20 yds., at

£28 15s. 9d. per mile?

56. In a very richly timbered part of Australia (tho Heberton
district) it cost £1,267,992 to construct 474 miles of railway.

What was the average cost per chain ?

57. In the year 1906 the Japanese Government purchased the

railways in Japan for yen 476,320,000, and the total length was
1167 ri. What did the Government pay in £’s per mile?

(1 ri = 2*44 miles, and 1 yen = 2s. OJd.)

17
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SECTION XIII

AREAS
188. Since tlio yard, metre, etc., are measures of length, tlm

Square yard, Square metre, etc., are measures of area, and the

Cubic yard, Cubic metro, measures of volume.

The word “Square” must always be used before “yard,”
“ metre,” etc., in speaking of an Area, and “ Cubic yard,” “ Cubic
metre,” etc., for a Volume.

184. We sliall often refer to the plan and to the elevation of an object.

By the term Plan we nn'an the shape of an object as seen from Aijovk.

Tne ]>lan of a box of oranges, a book, a picture frame resting on the table,

the table itself, or a dog’s kennel, is a rectangh' ;
that of a football is a

circle. The Elevation meansfor us the shape of an object looked at from

A

IB
Fig. 3.

THE Fhont or Side, but without any regard to j>er.s[)eetive. The elevation

of a house would be, roughly, as in Fig. 1 ;
of an ink put as in Fig. 2 j

of a
round lamp-glass as in Fig. 3. The jdaiis would be rectangles in the first

two eases and circles in the last. Two circles are necessary to show the top,

A, smaller than the bottom, B, of the lamp-glass.

(What we have said is not absolutely, satisfactory, but it is near enough for the
commercial student.)

A. Rectangles

EXAMPLES. XLIV. (a)

1. Take a piece of inch-squared paper divided into tenths

and draw on it a square whose side is 1 inch in length. Count
the number of small squares which it contains, and determine
what fraction of 1 square inch each small square occupies.

2. Draw on squared paper a square with its sides 6 inches
long, divide each of them into inches, draw lines parallel to the
sides through each pair of the marked points, and then count
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the number of square inches in

the whole figure. ^

3.

Draw on squared paper a I

rectangle whose edges are 5 cm.
;

and 3 cm. respectively. Find I

graphically the number of square ^
centimetres which it contains. i

Kote.—From Quostiori 2 we find •

that, with each side of the square *

6 inches long, the area is 36, or 6 X 6 !

S
uare inches

;
and from Question 3,

at when the sides are 6 cm. and 3

cm. the area is 16, or 5 x 3 square

centimetres. Hence we conclude that the area of a square, and so of any
rectangle, equals its length times its breadth, or,

area of rectangle=leiigthx breadth.
Be very careful to have length and breadth in the same

units—that is, BOTH in iuclies, feet, or ceutixnotres, and not length
in inches and breadth in yards or metres.

4.

Divide the rectangle referred to in Queition 3 into square

inches as in Question 2, and then determine the number of square

centimetres in one square inch.

5.

Draw a rectangle 3J inches by 2| inches, and find how
many squares of side A inch are enclosed by it.

. 6. Measure the length of the sides of the rectangle of the

previous question in centimetres, and calculate its area in square

centimetres.

7.

EVom the results of the last two <pn‘.stiuns, calculate the

number of square centimetres in 1 square ineJj.

8.

A paving brick is 9 inches long and inches wide
;
draw

a rectangle to the scale J inch = 1 inch, to represent a plan of

the largest face of the brick.

9.

If a paving brick is 1| inch deep, draw its elevation to

the same scale as in Question 8.

10.

Use the diagrams of Questions 8 and 9 and a centimetre
scale to determine the dimensions of a paving brick in centi-

metres. (Remember your diagrams are half full size.)

11.

An Empress slate is the largest size in common use, and
is 26 X 16 inches. Draw such a slate a quarter full size.

12.

Determine the length and width of an Empress slate by
measuring in centimetres the lines drawn in the last question.

13.

Find the area of an Empress slate in square centimetres.

14.

What decimal of 6 square feet is the area of an Empress slate?

15.

Given that 1 inch ==2*54 cm., calculate the number of

square centimetres in 1 square inch.

16.

Find the area of this page—(1) in square centimetres;
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(2)

in square inches. What decimal of a square inch is equal to

i square centimetre'?

186. Example 1.—What is the area in square feet of a
rectangle of length 3 ft. 4 in. and width 2 yds. 2 ft ?

Area = 3 ft. 4 in. x 8 ft. = 3J ft. x 8 ft.

=
-Y- X 8 = 26fi square feet.

Example 2.

—

Find the area of a rectangular field 2 mi.

5 chs. by 3 mi. 4 chs., in square miles.

Area = 2 mi. 5 chs. x 3 mi. 4 chs. — 2/^ miles x 3^ miles

= 2-^\> X 3 ? rt
X square miles

— 6*29 square miles.

EXAMPLES. XLIV. (b)

1. Find the areas of rectangles of the following dimensions

:

(1) 3 ft. 6 in. hy 2 ft. 4 in. in square feet.

(2) 1 ft. 9 in. by 1 ft 2 in. in sciuare feet

(3) 8‘9G cm. by 0’6-l: m. in square centimetros.

(4) 5 cm. 2 mm. by 36 cm. 3 mm. in square centimetres.

(5) 5 yds. 2 ft. 1 in. by 3 ft. 3 in. in square yards.

f6) li yds. 1 ft 2 in. by 10 ft 6 in. in square yards.

(7) 3 chs. 3 yds. by 5 chs. 4 yds. in square chains.

(8) 1 mi. 5 chs. by 1 mi. 30 chs. in square miles.

2. What is the area of cross-section ^ of a square bar of

edge 0*9 iiichl

3. A centimetre scale is 1*5 cm. wide and 0*35 cm. thick,

find its area of cross-section.

4. What is the area of cross-section of a square iron bar the

side of which is 0*84 metre long?

5. The Times new.spaper (London) is G2*3 cm. long and 46*8

cm. wide. How many square metres of paper will there be in a

paper whose pages are numbered 1-1 G?

6. What is the area of a rug 4 ft by 2 ft 6 iji. ?

7. By how many square feet do(*.s 150 square feet exceed the

area of a carpet, 10 ft. G in. by 10 ft 9 in. ?

8. A room is 18 ft by 12 ft 6 in., and the carpet is 14 ft

6 in. by 9 ft 3 in. What area is uncarpeted ?

Hint >—Find the area of the room and of the carpet
; the difference is the

area uncarpetcxl.

1 If we took a walking-stick and cut it in two, pei’pcndicular to its

length, the ends thus made would bo circular, and the area of the circle

would be the area of cro.ss-section of the stick. The cross-section of one’s

finger or of a broom handle is roughly a circle, that of a piece of picture-frame

moulding might be C' ^
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9. A ten-shilling Treasury note is 5 x ^ in., and a £} note
is by 3J in. Find the

area of each note in square

inches.

10. How many times

is the {iroa of the £l note

greater than that of a 10s.

notel

11. The diagram
represents a cupboard
door to tlie scale J in. =
9 in. Lotermiiie its area.

12. Taking each of

the bricks in the ligure

to be 9 X 4^ in., deter-

mine the area of the

portion of a })avemciit

which is drawn, neglect-

ing the space occupied

by cement.

13. A W7dtaker\s Al-

manack is 18*8 cm. by
12*7 cm., draw a rectangle

half full size to represent

a plan of the book. Find th(‘. .area of the cover of the A hnanack
in square centimetres.

14.

The diagram represents

a door to the scale J in. = 1 ft.

Neglecting joints, calculate

(1) the area of wood in.

wide
; (2) the area of wood

in. wide
; (3) the area of

the panels.

15.

What is the value of

the door in the last question

at r)|d. per square foot?
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1 6. The diagram
shows the elevation f

of a chest of drawers.

Will the piece of

furniture fit into an
alcove 4 feet long and
3 feet high ?

17. Find the cost

of French polishing

the front of the chest

of drawers referred to

in Question 16, at

Is. 3d. per square

foot.

18. Reckoning
30*5 cm. = 1 ft., de-

termine the area of

the front of the chest

of drawers as the

decimal of 1 square -

metro,

B. Square Boot.

186. Not infrequently one is given the area of a square, and
asked to find the length of the side. If the latter be 8 feet,

then the area is 8 x 8 = 64 s(piaro feet, where, clearly, the length
of the side is the square root (?5 of the area, and can often

be found by factorising (§ 26-^ *12) the number of square yards,

etc,, in the area.

Let us consider the following

:

Example 1.— room, in the form of a square, is 1750
square feet in area, what is the length of one side of it ?

We want the square root of 1750—that is, the square root of
1750*0000 .... Now, since it is impracticable Inu-e to adopt
the method of factorisation, as 1750 = 7x5^x2 and is not a
perfect square, we proceed as follows

;

Method.

(1) Mark off the figures in twos, on both sides of the decimal
point, beginning from the point.

(2) Find the nearest square to 17 ;
4^= 16 ;

put up the 4,

(3) Square 4 ; 16; subtract from 17.
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(4) Bring down tho next pair of figiires, 50.

(5) Double 4; 8 into 15, one; put up 1* after the 4 and
after the 8.

(6) 81 X 1* = 81 ;
vSiibtract from 150.

81

4
828

i
double 41

8363

dout:ilo 418

. .(loul)le 4

.

1750-001

16

150

41-83

81

1)900
6624

27600
25089

2511

We now come to tho decimal point, which we put down, and
bring down the next two figures, 00, and then repeat (5) and (6)

—

that is, double 41 and divide into 690 ;
it goes 8 times, and so on.

Length required is 41-8 f(*.et, to the nearest tenth of a foot.

187. Examp1;E 2.— Find the length of the side of a stretch

of country roughly square and of area 56723*851 square miles.

We extract the square root, proceeding just as before.

5'6723-85i00()!238*167

4

43 167
dou])]n 2 129

468 3823
double 23 3744

4761 7985
(loubl^288 4761

47626 322410

double 2381 286756

476327 3666400

double 23816
3334289

etc.

tho length of tho side is 238-167 miles.

iTofc. -We insert the point in the quotient only.
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EXAMPLES. XLV.

Find the length of the side of square allotments of the areas

given, Questions 1 to 25 :

1. 4356 square feet.

3. GO84 square feet.

5. 8281 square metres.

7. 9801 square yards.

9. 1 3689 square metres.

11. 76176 square Kilometres.

13. 144400 square feet.

15, 96*04 square miles.

17. 2 .square miles.

19. 7 square chains.

21. 1 *21 square mile.

23. 0*001681 square mile.

25. 6*249 s({uare chains.

2. 5041 square metres.

4. 7056 square feet.

6. 8836 square Kilometres.

8. 9604 square yards.

10. 20736 square yards.

12. 77841 square feet.

14. 24*5025 square miles.

16. 24*2064 square miles.

18. 5 square miles.

20. 13 square chains.

22. 0 *00784 square Kilometre.

24. 0*00006889 square mile.

26. What is the length of the side of squares whose areas are :

(1) 5 square inches; (2) 64516 feet; (3) 1568*16 yards;

(4) 44 acres 16 poles; (5) 1 acre 3 roods?

27. A square held is 1 acre in area. What is the length of

its sides ?

28. What is the cost of fencing the field of the last question

at 3s. fid. per yard ?

29. A map is drawn to the scale of 100 miles=1 inch, and
the area of a province is 3*61 square inches. What is its actual

area? If it be roughly square, what is the length of each side?

30. What is the length of the side of a square the area of

which is 98*01 square yards?

C. Papering Walls, Carpeting and Tiling Floors, etc.

188 . In papering a room it is necessary to know the area oi

the walls upon which the paper is to be hung. Some students

find the volume of the room as if the papcrhangeFs business was
to fill it with paper. Most rooms are roughly rectangular in

shaj^e, . *. the area of each wall equals its length times its height.

Imagine the walls of a room 20 feet long and 15 feet wide hinged
so that they can be opened out into one long wall as in diagram

:

1^ 20 feet. 15 feot. 20 feet. 15 feet. Q

1

1
1

1

12 It.

1

A B C D
I

4

R
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Area of A, B, C, D - length PQ x height PR = (20 + 15 -f 20 + 1 5)
X 12 square feefc. Now 20+15 + 20 + 15 is the distance round
the room, which is called the Pehimetek of the rooiii

;

Area of walls == Pehimeter x Height

Also

= 70 X 12 = 840 square feet.

Area of floor or ceiling = Length x width (of room)
= 20 X 15 square feet

= 300 square feet.

189. It is useless to regard all the irrt^ularities of a room and measure
them very jirecisely, for it is always necessary, in estimating, to allow at
least one jjiece of paper extra, and a decorator will measure the grkatkst
length, the GiiKArEs'j' width, and the gkeate.st height of a room, and
calculate from those measurements.

EXAMPLES. XLVI. (a)

1. What length of skirting board will be required for offices

or warehouses of tlie following dimensions f (That is to say, find

the perimeter of the offices or warehouses.)

(1)

8 ft, 9 in. wide, 12 ft. 10 in. long.

(2) 15 ft. 8 in. long, 8 ft. 10 in. wide.

(3) 5 m. 58 cm. long, 3 m. 26 cm. wide.

(4) 15 ft. 5 in. long, 12 ft. 10 in. wide.

(5) 6 m. 39 cm. long, 5 ra. 6 cm. wide.

(6) 26 ft. 8 in. long, 18 ft. 8 in. wide.

(7) 8 m. 20 cm. long, 6 m. 40 cm. wide.

(8) 80 ft. 6 in. long, 60 ft. 6 in. wide.

(9) 12 m. 59 cm. long, 8 m. 19 cm. wide.

(10)

115 ft. 8 in. long, 28 ft. 3 in. wide.

2. Find the area of the walls of the rooms of the last question

if the heights be, for part (1) 10 ft.
; (2) 12 ft. 6 in.

; (3) 3 m.

;

(4) 12 ft. 6 in.
; (5) 5 m.; (6) 13 ft.

; (7) 5 m.
; (8) 20 ft. 3 in.

;

(9) 6 m.
; (10) 25 ft.

3. The length of an office is 15 ft. 6 in., the width is two-

thirds of the length, find the perimeter.

4 . Find the amount of floor space available in the room, the

dimensions of which are given in Question 3.

5. A house is 55 feet high and its frontage is 0*6 of its

height, find the area of tlie front of the house; and allowing

0*35 of that area for windows, calculate the cost of painting it

at 9Jd. per square yard.

6. A warehouse is 40 ft. 6 in. long and its width is two
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thirds its length. The height is 15 ft. 6 in. Find the area of

the four walls.

7. What would it cost to distemper the walls of the ware-

house referred to in Question 6, reckoning 7jd. per square yard?

8. A decorator agrees to distemper the ceiling of an office,

15 ft. by 9 ft. 6 in., for 3s. 6d. What rate does he charge per

square yard for his work ?

9. Estimate tlie cost of j>ainting the front of a house, together

with tlie woodwork of windows and doors, if the length is 38 ft.

and the height 25 ft. 6 in., at Is. 6d. per square yard per coat.

Put on two (‘Oats of paint.

10. An im})ortant London firm quotes as under for Wilton

carpets: (1) 9 ft by 12 ft., £7 5s.
; (2) 11 ft. 3 in. by 15 ft.,

£U 58.
; (3) 13 ft. 6 in. by 15 ft., .£13 10s. What is the cost

per stpiare yard of each of the carpets ?

11. If carpet, 26 inches wide, is sold retail at 4s. 6d. per square

yard, find the cost of providing 48 linear yards of such a carpet.

IlmL—Area of carpet =/ x x square yards,

12. The “treads” of a flight of eighteen stairs are 9 incihes

wide, and th(‘ “risers” are inches high. Allowing 6 inches

of carpet at tlie foot and at tlie top of the flight and half inch per

stair extra f<»r the round front of the tread, calculate the length

of carpet rexpiired for the flight of stairs.

13. Wliat would be the cost of tluj carpet in the last question

at 3s. 9|d. a linear yard ?

14. An oflie.e is 15 ft. by 12 ft. 6 in. by 12 ft, high, calculate

the area of the walls and of the floor and coiling.

190. Example 1.—(a) How many pieces ofEnglish wall-paper,

21 inches wide and 12 yards long, will be required to paper the

walls of an office 20 feet long, 16 feet wide, 12 feet high?

(b) Find also the cost of papering the room if the paper
cost 5s. per piece and we allow one piece extra for waste.

(a) Area of walls {Hjrimeter x height = (20 -f 16) x 2 x 12 ~
36 X 2 X 12 square feet.

Area of each piece of paper —n
12

X 36 = 63 square feet.

.% number of pieces required = 36 x 2 x 12 ~ 63.

4

^0x2xl2_%
“03' 7

— 13^ pieces.

7
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we shall want 14 pieces and 1 extra, or 15 pieces,

(b) The cost is 5s. per piece.

-15 x5 = 75s. = de3 15s.

The method is precisely the same for questions on the tiling

of floors, eta

EXAMPLES. XLVI. (b)

1.

Find the cost of papering rooms from the following details,

tabulating the results

:

Length. Width. Height.
Price for Paper
and for Hanging

(per Piece).

1 18 ft 12 ft. C in. 10 ft. Ss. Od.

2 5 m. 40 cm. 4 m. 3 m. 50 era. 2 fr. 50 c.

3 25 ft. 6 in. 15 ft. 12 ft. 48. 6d.

4 G 111 . 25 cm. 4 m. 10 cm. 3 m. 3 fr. 10 c.

5 28 ft. 18 ft. 6 in. 15 ft. 3s.

6 7 m. 1 0 cm. 3 00 4 m. 4 mks. 50 pf.

7 36 ft. G in. 25 ft. 6 in. 15 ft. 28. 6d.

8 6 ni. 5 cm. 5 m. 6 m. 30 em. 3 mks. 25 pf.

9 45 ft. 86 ft. 8 in. 18 ft. 5s. 9d.

10 8 in. 80 cm. 6 Til. 10 cm. 5 m. 40 cm. 7 fr. 10 cents.

The width of the paper is to taken as 21 in., or 45 cm., as the

case may be, and the length 12 yds. or 9 metres.

2. Find the cost of painting the ceilings of the rooms whose
dimensions are given in Question 1, at the following rates

:

(1) 3a. per square yard
; (2) 4 fr. per square metro; (3) 3s. 6d.

per square yard
; (4) 3 fr, per square metre

; (5) 2s. 6d. per

square yard
; (6) 3 inks. 10 pf. per square metre

; (7) 2s. per square

yard
; (8) 2 mks. 50 pf. per square metre

; (9) 2s. 6d. per square

yard; (10) 3 fr. 10 c. per square metre.

N'ote .—In all such questions as tliis, a fraction of a square yard or of a
square metre would be reckoned as 1 square yard or 1 square metre.

3. Find the cost of tiling the floors of halls of the dimensions

given, with tiles of size and price quoted bglow. (Tabulate the

tesnlts.)
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Length. Width. Size of Tiles.
Cost of Tiles

(per Dozen).

1 . 18 ft. 12 ft. 6 in. 6x6 in. 5s. 6d.

2 . 5 ni. 3 ni. 30 cm. 10 .x 10 cm. 6 fr.

3 . 16 ft. 14 ft. 4x2 in. 4s. 6d.

4 . 6 in. 4 m. .50 cm. 15 X 15 cm. 8 fr. 50 c.

5 . 24 ft. 20 ft. 6 ill.
1 3^ X 3^ in. 3s.

6 . 8 in. 40 cm. 6 m. 10 X 16 cm. 5 inks. 50 pf.

7 . 80 ft. 6 in. 25 ft. 8 in. 4x4 in. 4s.

8 . 7 in. G cm. 6 in. 40 cm. 10 X 15 cm. 6 inks. 80 pf.

9 . 42 it. 6 in. 80 ft. 6 in. 2x2 ill. 2s. Od.

10 . .^) Til. 50 cm. 4 m. 12x12 cm. 5 inks. 50 pf.

Note ,—It is not possible to jmrchase fewer tlian half a dozen tiles, so

any number less than six is reckoned as being six.

4.

What would be the cost of covering the floors of the rooms
whose dimensions are given in the last question, with linoleum at

the following prices 1

1
1

3s. ])er scjuare yard. 6 2 mks. 30 pf. per square metre.

2
!

2 fr. }>er s(]iiare metre. 7 2s. per square yard.

3 2s. 6a. per square yard. 8 3 mks. 10 pf. per square metre.

4 2 fr. 50 c. per square moire. 9 2s. Od. per square yard.

6 2s. 6d. i)er square yard. 10 2 mks. 50 pf. per square metre.

5.

Estimate for a customer at Bordeaux the cost of papering

the rooms of his chateau with French paper, the details being

—

Room. Length. Width. Height.
Per Piece.

Price. Cost of Hanging.

1 10-6 ni. 3-S m. 5*6 m. 8 fr. 1 fr.

2 12 'll in. 5 '7 m. 6*8 m. 12 fr. 16 c. 2 fr. 50 c.

3 15 '6 in. 8*0 1)1. 9*5 m. 14 fr. 2 fr. 76 c.

4 20 '5 m. 15-8 m. 14*6 m. ]8fr. 10c. 3 fr.

Width of a piece of French paper = 45 centimetres.

Length „ „ =9 metres.

Reckon all measurements of room to the nearest metre above
those given.

6.

Estimate for painting the ceilings of the rooms in the

cli^teau of your customer at Bordeaux at 8 fr. 50 c. per square

metre ^
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D. (1) Area o! Parallelograms

191 , Draw the figure shown in diagram to the dimensions

given.

A B E F

Out out ABCD and EFGC, and then, by cutting the latter up
into pieces, show that it exactly fits into ABCD.

This being so, the parallelogram and the rectangle having
equal bases and heights have the same area, namely, CG x h.

Hence, the area of a parallelogram = base x height.

Note .—The lieight of EFGC is not the length of the side CE, but the

length of a line perpendicular to its two opposite sides EF and CG. We
could also have said GF x H equals the area.

EXAMPLES. XLVII. (a)

1. Draw lines to show the perpendicular distance p, between
the sides a and 6 of each of the figures shoAvn on jiage 270.

2. The parallelograms drawn in the last question are full size.

Find their areas in square inches.

3. Measure the lengths necessary to find the area of the

parallelograms drawn in Question 1, and give the areas in square

centimetres.

4. Tabulate as suggested below, using the results of Questions

2 and 3 (for Figures 1-8 of Question 1)

:

No. of

Figure.

Area in Square
Inches.

Area in Square
Centiraetros.

Decimal of Square
Inches in 1 Square

Centimetre.

1 . . .

2, etc, . .
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5. In making lights for front doors, church windows, etc., the
coloured glass is cut to the shape required and held in position by
lead. Find the area of each piece of glass represented in the
diagrams shown on page 271, by measuring the length of one
side and the distance between it and the opposite side (1, 2, 3
in square inches and 4 and 5 in square centimetres).

D. (2) Area of Triangles

EXAMPLES. XLVIL (b)

1. Draw each of the Figures 1 to 8 in Question 1 (above)
on squared paper, double the size shown. Draw one diagonal in
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1

2. Make (1) a statement concerning the results written down
in columns 2 and 3 of Question 1, and (2) a statement concern-

ing the figures in column 1, and those in either column 2 or

column 3. Tiien state a rule for finding the area of a triangle.

It is obvious that in Fig. 1, Question 1, page 270, the diagonal

DB divides the parallelogram into two equal triangles

;

. •. area of triangle = I area of parallelogram

= I DC X height.

3. Draw (on inch-squared paper) two equilateral triangles with

sides of lengths given in ])arts 1-10, arranging each pair so that

they form a parallelogram, and so confirm the rule just given

:

(1) 1 in. long; (2) 2| in, long
; (3) 3*2 in. long; (4) 3'6 cm. long;

(5) 5*25 cm. long; (6) 7'75 cm. long; (7) 0*075 m. long;

(8) 0*08 m. long; (9) 0*065 m. long; (10) 0*75 ft. long.

We summarise our results so far

:

Area of rectangle ^ length x breadth.

„ parallelogram ^ base x height.

„ triangle =:half the area of the parallelogram
with its base and height the same
as those of the triangle.

= I (base of triangle x height)

— I b X h.

4. Draw on inch-squared paper triangles whose sides are of

the lengths given, and use the last statement to find tlielr areas ;

(1) 3 in., 4 ill., 5 in.
; (2) 1*5 in., 2 in., 2*5 in.

; (3) 3*2 cm.,

2*1 cm., 2 cm.
; (4) 4*2 in., 3*1 in., 2*5 in.

; (5) 0*5 ft., 0*25 ft.,

4 ill.

5. Find the area of the triangles sliown on page 273,

measuring the required lengths with an inch scale,

6. Kind the area of tlie following triangles, expressing the

results in the units named.

Length of Base.Height.

(1) 6-3 in.

(2) 18*9 in.

(3) 15*9 cm.

(4) 7*95 cm.

(5) 2 ft. 6 in.

(6) 7 ft. 6 in.

(7) 4 m. 29 cm.

5*9 in.

17*82 in.

19*86 cm.
9*93 cm.

3 ft. 4 ill.

6 ft. 8 in.

8 m. 56 cm.

Area in sq. in.

» »

„ sq. cm.

„ sq. in.

ft ft

„ sq, cm.
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7, Find the area of the following triangles, expressing the

results in the units named.

Height.

(1) 8 m. 58 cm.

(2) 15 ft. 10 in.

(3) 7 ft. 11 in.

(4) 3 yds, 1 ft. 5 in.

(5) 13 yds. 1 ft. 6 in.

(6) 12 yds. 1 ft. 3J- in.

(7) 17 yds. 1 ft. 5 in.

8. England and Wales is

shaped roughly like a triangle.

B is Berwick, L is Land’s End,
and D is Dover. Draw the figure

to the scale of 2 inches - 100
miles, and calculate (after cU'awing

another necessary line') the area

of England and Wales to the

nearest 100 square miles.

Length of Base.

17 m. 12 cm. Area in sq, cm.

50 ft. 8 in. ,,
sq. ft.

101 ft. 4 in. „ „

() yds. 2 ft. 3 in. „ „

6 yds. 2 ft. 10 in. „ „

8 yds. 2 ft. 21 in. „ sq. yds.

24 yds. 2 ft. 7 in. „ „

B

9. A door is shaped as shown in the diagram below (to left).

Find its area from the dimensions given.

10. A piece of land stands at the fork of a road, shown above
(to right). The length AB is 40 ft. and CD i.s 28 ft. 6 in. Find
the area of the land in .square yards.
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E. (1) Area of Trapeziums

EXAMPLES. XLVIIl.

1. Calculate the area of the triangles ADE, BFC, and of the

rectangle ABFE. Add the three areas together and so find that

of the whole ligure.

2. Find the average length of AB and DC. Multiply it by
the width, AE, of the figure, and compare the result with that of

Question 1.

The figure drawn in Question 1 is called a trapezium.

3. Collect the results of Questions 1 and 2 as follows

:

Area of a Trapezium found

{1 ) 75y Adding Three
Are.is Together.

(2) By Multiplying the
A\erage Lorigtli of Sides

by Width.

From the results of the last two questions wo have

:

Area of a Trapezium - average length of the two parallel

sides X the perpendicular distance between them.

Apply this rule to the following questions (4 to 14)

:

4. The diagram

represents the floor

of a room extend-

ing into the bay

window. What
area of carpet will

be required for the

bay?
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5. A flower bed is of the shape and dimensions shown below

(to left). Find its area.

6. Street lamps in some parts of London are shaped as shown
in the figure above (to right). Find the area of the base of the

lamp, using the dimensions given. (The length AB must be found
by the method of Question 13, p. 247.)

7. What is the area of the field represented in the diagram ?

8.

Each piece of glass in the lamps referred

to in Question 6 is of the shape and size shown.

Find the total area of glass required to glaze

150 such lamps.

sV<m&
r* T t

I

I

fStns.

9.

Find the cost of glazing the 150 lamps
(Question 8) at a cost of 8Jd. per square foot. 4in$.

I

10.

A lock manufacturer has occasion to use pieces of iron of

the shape shown, and they are stamped out. What area of sheet
iron will be required to make 3 gross ^ (AB must be found by the
method of Question 13, p. 247.)
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Find the area of the Province of Saskatchewan from the

details given in the diagi’am (AB = CD) shown below (to left).

12. The (liagnim shown above (t<> right) rej)resents the State of

Utah (U.S.A,). The line.s at tlie bottom and top are ]»arallol and
the angles at A, B, and D are right angles. Find, from the dimen-
sions given, the area of the State to the nearest 100 square miles.

13. In this diagram

we represent the State

of Tennessee, where the

northern and southern

boundaries are paraded.

Find the area of the

State to the nearest 100

square miles.

14. Offer some comment upon the shape of the States drawn
in the last three questions, and the shape of (say) Yorkshire in

England, or Chile in South America.

E. (2) The Area of a Pentagon, Hexagon, or Octagon—
The Field'^ok

X92. A Pentagon.

—

Construction,—Let its sides be 2 inches

long. Take a piece of squared paper and on it draw a line AB
about 6 inches long. In it take the point P, put the centre of the

protractor at P, and draw PT through the centre and the 108”

mark. Then the angle TPB is 108”. Mark off 2 inches along PT

310m.

310 m.
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V

and PB, an<l you have two aides, PR aiul PQ, of tlic pentagon.

In the same way make an angle PQS^ 108”, and QS 2 inches,

then draw RV, SV each 2 inches, and tiie figure is constructed.

A Hexagon and an Octagon.— Co7isiruction .—These are

constructed in just the same way, exce[)t that tlie angles are

marked off with the protractor as 120” and 135” respectively.

193. To find the Area of a Pentagon, Hexagon, or Octagon.

(We ])resuine the student has drawn the ligures for himself.)

1. With a pair of compasses find by trial the centre, O, of

each figure, and measure its distance from each of the sides,

OA, OB, OC, etc.
;
tabulate the results for each, and then find the

average distance of the centre from the sides.

^ Most protractors are graduated so that when the centre is placed at Q
tlio angle PQS can be read oft' as 108** on the right-hand side, just as TPQ
was on the left-hand side. If not, then SQB must be read off as 72®, i.e.

180"-108", and thus PQS will be 108®.
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2. A pentagon is made up of five

triangles, a hexagon of six, and an.

octagon of seven, and we clioose a

hexagon, remarking that the method
is the same for all three figures.

XT TrXAD ABxOR
Now, area ol OAB ~

- . « AB A OR
area of hexagon-™ b x —

—

and so the area of the hexagon is known at once, for AB is given

and OR is either given or must be jn(‘asure<l (J, above)
; hejice,

AB xOR
area of pentagon = 5 x -

,

AB > OR
and, area of octagon 8 x - .

For any such regular rec-tilineal ligiuaA we have this rule;

Area of figure equals length of one side (L) x perpendicular

distance (P) of that side from the centre x number of sides

(N)-2.

.*. Area =
LxPxN
________

194. It is easy to show, but the commercial student sliould

merely remember, that OR -^0*866AB in a Hrxacjon,

and OR — 1*207AB in an ()cta(jon.

ABx ABxO*86GxG
area of hexagon = = 2-598 AB^

ti

AB X AB X 1-207 X 8
octagon = „ = 4-828 AB2.

THE FIELD-BOOK

195. In surveying a field of the shaj:>e shown in the figure

(p. 280) let AB be due north. The surveyor makes a cross on the
ground at A, and with his chain measures from A to E and finds

AE 8 chains,

^ By a “ regular rectilineal figure” wo mean one whose sides are straight

lines which are all equal to one another, as also are all its angles.
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K

0

He then measures EC, and finds C
6 chains west of E, and D 6 chains

east.

Also, AF — 8 chains.

FK = 6 chains east.

AH - 10 chains.

HG - 6 chains west.

AB - 14 chains.

Ho records his inoaaunmieiitH in his Field Book thus:

FIELD BOOK.

CHAINS NORIII

14 (B)

West to G, 6 10(H)

8(F) East to K, 6

West t») C, 6 3(E) East to D, 6

I

FROM A.

—All distances measured along AB are taken from A*
i,e, AE= 8; AP= 8;

not AE=8 ; EP=8-
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196. The area of the field is found at once, thus

:

CD X AE
~2

12 X 3 T Q , .

: =18 square chains.

Area of triangle ACD ==-

Area of EFKD - EF x FK
=r_5x6 =30

„ GHEC-EHxGH
-7x6 =42

GH x HB
2

Area of triangle GHB

BFK

6_x_4

2
""

FKx BF
o

12

6x6
2

-18

Total are.i = 1 20 square chains.

EXAMPLES. XLIX. (a)

1. Find the area of pentagonal tiles the sides of which are

1 inch, IJ inch, 8 cm., 10 cm.

2. Determine the area of the cross-section of some hexagonal

blind rollers if the sides are—(1) | inch
; (2) 1 J inch

; (3) 2*5 cm.

long.

3. A firm of artists’ colourmeii supply wooden models, octagonal

in section, with sides, 4 inches, 6 inches, 8 inches, or 20 cm. long.

Calculate the area of the surface of the two ends of each of the

models.

4. Find the sectional area of regular pentagonal iron pillars

to be used in the erection of an hotel if the sides are for one set,

1 foot long
;

for another, 1 ft. 6 in. long
;
and for another,

9 inches long.

5. What area must be allowed for hexagonal columns in bath

stone, if they are regular in shape and the sides are—(1) 1 ft. 3 in.

;

(2) 8 inches
; (3) 36 cm.

; (4) 40 cm. ?

6. Find the sectional area of metal used in a column, octagonal

in shape both externally and internally, if each of the outer sides

is 1 foot long and each of the inner ones 10 inches long.

(Further questiouB will be found in Examples LIl.

)
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EXAMPLES. XLIX. (b)

Make out the Field-Book entries and find the area of the

land concerned from the following :

1. A to B, south to north: A to C, 10 chains; C east to D,

10 chains
;
A to B, 120 chains.

2. A to B, east to west : A to C, 50 chains
; C north to D,

30 chains
;
A to B, 300 chains.

3. A to B, north to south : A to C, 10 chains
;
C east to D,

15 chains
;
C west to E, 15 chains

;
A to B, 50 chains.

4^. A to B west to east : A to C, 60 chains
; C north to D,

30 chains
;
A to E, 120 chains; E south to F, 40 chains

;
A to B,

200 chains.

5. A to B is north to south : A to E, 5 cliains
;
east to D,

4 chains; west to C, 5 chains; E to F, 10 chains; east to L,

5 chains
;
F to H, 4 chains

;
west to G, 8 chains

;
H to B, 4 chains.

6. A to B east : A to E, G chains
;
E to G south, 6 chains

;

E to F, 7 cliains
;
F to M north, 8 chains

;
F to H, 5 chains

;

H to L south, 10 chains
;
H to B, 4 chains.

7. A to B north-east: A to C, 6 chains; C to F north-west,

8 chains
;
C to D, 5 chains

;
D to H south-east, 6 chains

;
D to

5 chains; E to G north-west, 10 chains
;
E to B, 5 chains.

(Further questions will be found in Examples LII.)

F. Area o! Circles, Cylinders, Cones

I. CIRCLES

EXAMPLES. L. (a)

1. Put a penny on a jiiece of inch-squared paper, draw a line

round it carefully, count the number of squares contained in the

circle,^ and thence determine the area of the penny in square

inches. Use the above method
for Questions 2 to 7.

^ 111 estimating the area of a figure

with the help of squared paper, the

student will remember that in Ques-

tion 1, page 258, he has found that

the area of a small square on inch-

squared paper divided into tenths is

sq. in. Consequently, he must
reckon up the number of complete
squares in the figure and then roughly
estimate the number of sipiares to

which the odd pieces are equal. Thus
A+ B make up one square.
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2. Draw a circle 1 inch in radius and find its area in square

inches.

3. Find the area of a circle 2*5 cm. in radius.

4. Draw two concentric circles to roiu’esent the boundary of a

lawn and of a path round it, and let the radii of the circles bo

inch and 1| inch. Find what area represents the path.

5. TJie two circles re2)resent in plan

tlni inner and outer surfaces of the glass

vacuum vessel which forms the essential

part of flasks which keep their liquid

contents eitlier hot or cold. Find the

sectional area of the evacuated space

between the two surfaces, by drawing-

two circles 2 inches and 2| inches r(‘.-

spectively, in diameter.

6. The cross-section of an iron tu})e

is shown in the dijigram. Find (1) the

area of the hole
; (2) the area of the.

iron.

7. The face of an old Venetian watch
consists of a circle of enamel ine.h

in diameter, around which is a ring of

gold which is u inch across. Find the

area of the gold ring.

8. Draw a circle with a penny
and place round the figure six lines

a, 1), etc., each half the length of the

diameter of the circle. Draw two
lines c, d, equal to one another as

shown. Measure c and very cjire-

^
fully in inche.s, and then calcidate

the area of the little triangle.

Twelve such triangles can be drawn
in the circle. Find the area of the

twelve,^

9. Calculate for the circle drawn in the previous question the

22
value of times the square of the radius {i,e, and find by

how much the result differs from that of Question 8.

^ This simple experiment should be performed ])y drawing at least three

triangles and by finding the average area, which must tlien be multiplied

by 12, and the problem can bo varied by working in centimetres.
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10. Fill in the following table, using the^resulte obtained

graphically in Questions 2, 3, 4, 5, for column a

:

Radius of

Circle.
Area found Graphically.

a

Area
Calculated.

A= irr®.

Difference

between
Columns
a and

1 inch
2 '6 cm.

inch
2 inches .

Qn. 2

.

Qn. 3

.

Qn. 4.

Qn. 6.

197. From the results obtained above, the student will

observe that there is very little difference between columns a
and /3.

Now the shorter the lines c and d (Question 8) become, the

nearer they coincide with the circumference of the circle, and at

the same time p becomes more and more nearly equal to r. At
last we have a very large number of small triangles whose area is

. ,
and if we add together all the short lines a we shall have

2

22
the circumference of the circle, i.e. 2 x xr (p, 251).

the area of the circle = all the a^8 added together x ~

« the circumference x T
2

_9y22 r-^x
7
xr^-

. A =— or irr^,

and we shall ask the student always to use this expression.

Again, A = 3-1416r2 or 0-7864<i“, since = =

and

or

3-1416

fL
3-1416"

•••»•= = 0-564 ^/A;

a fact which may sometimes be useful for checking results.
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EXAMPLES. L. (b)

22 22 7
We filiall asstime that tt =y ,

A = ^
r\ and ^ - 2^

A, unless

otherwise stated.

Find the area of circular plots of ground, whose radii are

given below, by employing the equation

:

area of circle = :

1.

4*8 in.

4.

1-8 m.

7.

8*6 m.

10.

0*84 cm.

13.

0*01 in.

16.

0*008 mi.

2.

5*3 cm.

5.

5*9 yds.

8.

5*6 mi.

11.

0*54 cm.

14.

0*005 m.

3.

5*6 ft

6.

1*9 mi.

9.

0*5 in.

12.

0*001 in.

15.

0*103 ft.

17. What is the radius of a circle whose area is 154 square

centimetres ?

18. Find the diameter of a circle whose area is 1386 in

square inches.

19. What would be the circumference of a circle whose area

is 0*2464 square metre ?

20. Two circles differ in area by 2*2 square centimetres. The
radius of the smaller is 0*3 centimetre, find the radius of the

latter.

21. The diameter of the tunnel

on one of the London Tube railways

is 11 ft, 8 in., but at the stations it is

enlarged as shown in the diagram to a

tube of diameter 20 feet. By how
much does the sectional area of the

tube at the stations exceed that of

the tunnels t

22. What must be the radius of a

circular flower-bed in order that it

may enclose 2464 square yards ?

23. How many square yards would there be in a path 4
feet wide made round the outside of the bed in the last

question t

ffint.—(i) Find area of bed
;

(ii) find area of oirole which includes bed
and path

;
(iii) find area of path.

24.

What must be the length of the side of a square of

platinum, that its area may be the same as that of a circle

of that metal 2*75 inches in radius.
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25. The sectional area of the bore of a gun is 8 square inches

and that of the muzzle (over all) is 0*55 square foot. What is the

thickness of the metal ^

26. A church window is of the form and
dimensions shown in the diagram. What
would it cost to glaze it at 3s. 6d. per square

foot?

27. A Birmingham firm makes the shafting

for the propellers of steam vessels. If the radius

of one shaft is inches and of another 4|
inches, find the difference in sectional area

between them.

28. Two lead pipes are of the same thickness

of metal, namely, 0*7 inch, but the bore of one

is 2*6 cm., and of the other 3*5 cm. Find the

dilference in the sectional area of the metal.

29. A post-ofiice pillar box, such as one sees at the edge of

the j)avement, has jin external diameter of 45 cm. and an internal

diameter of 42*5 cm. Find the area of the iron section.

30. What would it cost to provide and fix in a semicircular

glass light over a front door, if the diameter of the glass is 2 ft.

6 in. and the glazier charges Is. 3d. per square foot?

31. The port-holes of a French steamboat are 9| inches in

diameter, and there are thirty-eight on the port side and thirty-

two on the starboard side. What would it cost to put in the

glass, reckoning 7jd. per square foot, and quoting in francs for

the information of the French Steamship Company?
32. A large block of mahogany, 1 foot thick and roughly a

circle of 8*5 feet in diameter, is im])(»rtcd from the West
Indies into Austria. Its value is '4s. 6jd. per square foot.

What must the Austrian timber merchant pay in kroner? (1

krone — lOd.).

33. Some forms of electrical instruments as well as (e.g,) clocks

are provided with glass shades and wooden bases. How many
circular base boards, 8*5 cm. in radius, can be cut from an
American whitewood board 8 inches wide and 8 feet long?

34. What ai^ea of white wood would be wasted under the

circumstances of the last question ?

35. What would be the value of each base board at Is. 3^d.

per square foot, including machine cutting to size required?

36^ A ‘‘T’o^ndd’ scent-bottle is made of thick glass, the inside

cii'cqmf^reuce ,of i
which is 8*8 cm, and the outside 11 cm, What

is the thickness of the glass?

i

I

t

I

I

lOftl

"
< 3ft6”
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II. SURFACE AREA OF A CYLINDER AND OF A CONE

198. If a piece of paper were wrapped just round a cylindrical

cocoa tin, and then

taken off and put flat

on the table, the ar(‘a

of the paper would he

that of the curved sur-

face of the tin.

AA or EE is the

circumference of the

tin, and AE its height.

. •. area of curved surface of cylinder = perimeter ^ or circum-
ference X height.

= 27rr -I- height

;

r and li being in the Same Units.

The total area will be ^irr x A + area of both ends, if the

cylinder is closed, and of one end if open.

199. The area of the curved surface of a Cone

circumference of base x slant height
^ 2

27rr X S
= iy

The truth of this expression can be proved by wrapping a

[>iece of paper round a cone so that it just fits, and then removing

^ The student will see tliat the area of (o) the walls of a room, and
^ {h) the curved surface of a cylinder equals (perimeter x height), and so the

surface area of any similar object is found in the same way.
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it, cutting it down and placing it flat on the table, when its shape
will be as in Figure 2.

Now the area of the surface of the cone is J of the area of a

circle with radius S, ^.e.

Also, circumference of base (i.e, AB) x S 2

= i circumference of circle of radius S x S -f* 2

r=ix 27^SxS-^2 = i7rS2

area of surface cone = circumference of base x S*t 2.

Note.—In all cones with which we shall deal, r, and S form a right*

angled triangle, and so S®=^* + r® (p. 247).

. if A and r are given, S must be found.

EXAMPLES. LI.

What must be the dimensions of advertisement wrappers for

cylindrical tins whose dimensions are given in Questions 1 to 6 ?

(Allow \ inch or 1 cm., as the case may be, on the circumference

for sticking the edges of the wrapper.)

1. Radius, 1 inch; height, 3 inches.

2. „ 1*5 inch; „ 3 J inches.

3. „ 2*8 cm.
; „ 8 cm.

4. Diameter, 3*6 inches
; „ 6 inches.

5. „ 4*2 inches
; „ 0*8 inch.

6. „ 5*6 cm.
; „ 0*1 m.

7. What will it cost to paint a cylinder of iron, 7 feet in

diameter and 20 feet high, at 5^d. per square foot ?

8. What should be charged to hand-paint 3 dozen vases,

roughly cylindrical in form, 2 inches in diameter, 8 inches high,

at fd. per square inch ?

9. A chimney-stack 120 feet high is roughly cylindrical in

shape. Its internal diameter is 8 feet and external 10 feet. What
is the difference between the area of the inside and outside

surfaces of the stack ?

10. A dust-bin is 2 feet across and 3 feet high
;
how

many square feet of zincked iron are necessary to make it, if the

cover contains a half square foot more than the bottom and
1 square foot extra is allowed for all joints ?

11. Find the cost of polishing the curved surface of marble

ornaments, conical in shape, at 1 Jd. per square inch, the dimensions

being

:

Radius of base, 1 inch ; slant height, 3 inches.

„ „ 1*5 inch; „ „ 3J inches.

99 ^ ^ ’) >i >> ^

„ „ 1 *8 inch
;
vertical „ 6 inches.

„ 2*8 cm.
; „ „ 12 cms.
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12. C)n the south-west coast of England there is a large

conical stone which is painted white, by which fisliermeii and

others engaged in coast trade can steer. It is 25 feet high and

the circumference of the base is 21 feet. What does it cost to

whiten tliis “ mark ” at 6s. 8d. per square yard?

EXAMPLES. LII.

Miscellaneous Questions

1. Wliat is the cost of tiling a floor 17 ft. long and 14 ft. 2 in.

broad with tiles 5 inches square, if they are sold at 7s. 6d. per

hu mired and we cannot buy less than ten of them ?

2. Kind the cost of erecting railways along the boundary of a

field 5386 yds. 2 ft. long at £3 15s. 3d. per chain.

3. What is the cost of sowing grain on 56 ac. 5 sq. chs.

300 sq. yds. of prepared land at a cost of £56 16s. 6d. [)er acre?

4. What would it cost an emigrant to Canada to clear two
plots of land 150 acres and 350 sq. chs. in area at £2 15s. 6d.

per acre ?

5. What would it cost an cjjiigrant to buy a good dairy farm

of 125 ac. 3 rds. 10 po. in Ontario at a cost of i£15 12s. 7d.

per acre ?

6. What would it cost the emigrant to rent the farm referred

to ill the last question at a cost of £1 4s. 9d. ])er acre?

7. What would a piece of land 5 sq. chs. 215 sq. yds. cost at

the rate of 3s. 6d. per square foot?

8. Find the cost of repairing a road
^ mile in length and

30 ft. wide at 2s. 8d. per square yard.

9. What can a freehold cleared fanii of 150 ac. 6 sq. ehs.

250 sq. yds. be bought for in Newfoundland at 75 dollars per

acre? (1 dollars 4s. 2d.)

10. Ill Newfound land the Government leases half a square
mile of land for 10 dollars down, and 20 dollars for the first year,

30 per annum for the ne.\t five years, 50 jjer annum for the next
five, and 100 [)er annum for tlie remainder of the term of the

lease, namely, ninety-nine years. If a miner keeps his holding
for eight years, calculate the amount he pays in that time for

every square yard he is renting.

11. The area devoted to agricultural farms in Queensland is

4,849,706 acres, divided into 14465 selections; find the average
area of a selection and its value at £2 16s. 8d. per acre.

12. A person who is a citizen of the United States, or who is

prepared to become one, can have a piece of land up to 160 acres

19
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in area at IJ dollar per acre per annum, and his title is perfected
by the issue of a patent after live years of actual aettiement. li

then a man has a settlement of liS ac. 6 sq. dis., and the foes

and commission charges are 2G^ dollnrs, find wl\at he pays during
his first five years’ occupation.

Note.—The fees, etc. are obviously not annual charges.

(1 dollars 4s. Ikl.)

13. A rough sketch

of the plan of the tube

of a radiator is shown
in the diagram, as well

as an end view of the

radiator, (1) Find the

length of the li eating

surfaces HJKL for both

A and B in the plan.

(2) Taking the mean
height of the tubes to

be 26 inches, find the

total heating surface

per tube.

14. Employing the data of the last question, find how many
tubes will be necessary to warm a dried-fruit store if the heating
surface of the radiators must he 1000 square feet.

15. What is the value of 350 cho 3 tan 150 tsuho of land in

Japan at £20 5s. 8d. per acre? (1 cho— 10 tan = 3000 tsubo
— 2 ’45 acres.)

16. The area of a small estate near Tokio is 530 tsubo, and
it is to be sold for yen 6000. What is the price per square yard
in English money? (1 tsubo = 3*95 square yards.)

17. The diagram ]*epresents the elevation of one part of the
hack of a seat for a lecture theatre executed in dark oak.

Calculate ( 1 )
the length of wood 3" wide required; (2) the
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length of wood 8" wide required. In each case allow to the

foot extra for the joints.

18. In the previous question calculate the niimher of square

feet of oak required for the sedition given, allowing ^ square foot

to every square foot of surface for joints.

19. The thickness of the woud 3" and 8" wide in Question

17 is W. Eacli foot in the inch ^ of the former costs 3id., and

of the latter 5fd. Calculate the cost of the framework of the

se(’tion given (allow for joints).

20. If the panels referred to above cost lOd. per square foot,

calculate the wlioh' cost of material in making thirty-six such

sections (allow for joints).

21. H'he ])opulati( tr'. of Japan in 1914 was 53,000,000, and the

area 24800 square ri ^
;
deU'riiiine the ])0})nlation })er square mile

for comparison with Jlritish statistical returns.

22. A firm estimates at 4.s. 9d. ].)er cubic foot for providing

and erecting cupboards 7 feet high and 1 ft. 3 in. square,

in section suitable for hanging up one’s coat and liat, etc. Eind

the cost of a set of such cupboard.? which occupy a recess

18 ft. 9 in. long.

S:-
^—= - 03^ figUTc' rcpreseuts a

rj=zii=:zzr -rp
1

bookcase in plan and in eleva-

tion. Eind the cubical content

of Ihe upper and lower pai*ts of

the case from the scaile given, and

c,alculate tlie cost of producing

—

—

==: it in dark oak, glass doors in

the upper part, at 4s. 6d. per

I 1 cubic foot.

ELEYATJOX.
S(;ale, f inch = 1 foot.

^ Boards which are over 1 inch thick are alway.s quoted at j)er foot in the
inch. Thus, wood inch in thickness and 6 feet long would be reckoned
as 6x IL or 9 feet ^‘in the inch,” the width being also stated.

1 square ri = 5'95 square miles. ® See Section XIV.
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24. The top of a sideboard is made of mahogany and is 7 ft.

6 in. long, 2 ft. 6 in. wide, and H inch thick. How many feet

super ^ at 1 incli in the foot does it contain, and what is the value

of the wood at 4.Jd. per foot super? (To tlie nearest shilling,)

25. Determine the area of Japan in squart*, miles, given that

it is 24352*25 square ri.'^

26. The area of Great Britain and Ireland is 121090 square

miles, find the ratio of tlie area of Japan to that of the United
Kingdom.

27. In the States of Perak and Selangor there are extensive

forests reserved by Government and the trees are used as required.

From tlie bark of the mangrove tre,es a substance called cutch is

made. If an acre of forest yields (among other things)
1 J ton of

cutch, what would be the yield of an estate of 250 square miles?

28. If the cutch referred to in Question 27 makes 28s. 6d.

per cwt. Avhen sold ndail to the English lishernnm for “curing”
their nets, find the retail value of the yi(dd of the estate mentioned.

29. The British Standard Specilication for Portland cement
requires that it shall be ground so line that it will pass through a

sieve witli 32400 hole.s p('r s(ju:in‘ inch
;
calculate, as the decimal

of a square incli, the average sectional area of a particle of cement.

30. “A square” of flooring contains 100 feet super, and
pri'pared oak, tongued and grooved, and bored for secret nailing,

is sold in pieces 4i inches long and 1 inch wide
;
how many sucli

pieces go to a scjuarc ?

31. In the Pi'oviiices of Nagano and Fukui (Japan) waterproof

paper is madii by pasting togetlier two layers of paper, employing

a. secret waterproof adhesive solution for the purpose.** The
width of the paper is ] 40 cm., and it is made iqi into shirts which
are sold at yen 1*25 apiece. If it requires 4i yards of 44-inch

material to make a man’s shirt, and it costs 9cL per yard in Eng-

land, does it cost more to provide a shirt in England or in Japan,

if Is. must he allowed for making in the former case ?

32. Take a piece of squared pa[)er and mark off on it a square

whose edge is 9 inches long. Cut out the square and weigh it.

Describe a circle 6 inches in diameter within the square already

drawn. Cut out the circle very carefully. Weigh it and
calculate its area ® by comparison with the weight of the square of

known area.

^ See footnote 1 on page 291.
- Financial and Economic Annual of Japan.
® 1 6(piare Ti = 5'95 square miles.
^ At Fukui one layer of stouter paper is used.
® Frequently we find 1 sq. Km., etc,, written 1 Km*.



ANSWERS TO EXAMPLES

PART L

EXAMPLES. I.

SECTION I. A and B.

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

P. 5. — 1. (ri) 10, 12, 14, Hi, 18, 20, 22. {!>) 90, 92, 94, 96, 98. 100.

(c) 1398, 400, 402, 404, 406, 408, 410, 412, 414, 116, 418, 420, 422.

(d) 1564, - 6(5, - 68, -70, -72, - 71, - 76, - 78, - 80, ^ 82, -84,

-86, - 88, - 90, -92, -94, - 9u.

(e) 85986, - 88, - 90, - 92, - 94, - 96, - 98, 86000, - 002, - 004,

-006, -008.

2. (a) 9, 11, 1 :3
, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23. (5) 89, 91, -3, -5, - 7, -9, 101.

(c) 397, 399, 401, 403, 40.5, 407, 409, 411, 413, 415, 417, 419, 421, 423.

(d) 1563, - 65, -67, -69, - 71, -73, - 75, -77, -79, - 81, - 83,

-85, -87, -89, 91, -93, -95, - 97.

(e) 8.5985, -87, -89, -91, -93, -9.5, -97, -99, 86001, -003,

-00.5, .-007, -009.

3. (a) 597, 598, 599, 600, 601, 602.

\b) 10568, 10569, 10570, 10571, 10572, 10573.

(c) 15999, 16000, 16001, 16002, 16003, 16004.

(d) 999, 1000, 1001, 1002, 1003, 1004.

(e) 10000, 10001, 10002, 10003, 10004, 10005.

(f) 101010, 101011, 101012, 101013, 101014, 101015.

4. Odd numbers

—

(a) 699, 601, 603, 605. (5) 10569, 10571, 10573, 10576.

(c) 16601, 15603, 15605, 15607.

Even numbers

—

(a) 698, 600, 602, 604. (6) 10570, 10672, 10674, 10576.

(c) 16000, 16002, 16004, 16006.

6, 30, 32, 84, 36, 38, suin = 170. 6. 120. 7. 196; 210
;
14.

P. 6,-8. 68712. 9. 223 ; 126
;
270.

10. (7) 164198. (^) 10697. (5) 16894. U) 4,917,618.

(S) 11188. {6) 54,760,613. (7) 13237. (8) 46,984,386.

(9) 87746. (10) 97,077,576.

PART I.—

I
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P. 6.-11. (1) 5380. {i) 11,214,500. (S) 79840. (4) 120,877,687.

{5) 224008. {6) 467571. (7) 34385. (8) 78,069,662.

12, Row totals

—

(/) 20, 076, .528. (I?) 3,015,847. (S) 2,689,706. (4) 1,253,466.

(5) 14680. (6) 154419. (7) 759050. (8) 212759.

(y) 10,128,319. {JO) 258345. {11) 219062. {W) 407230.

Total, 39,189,400.

Column totals

—

(/) 22,101,616. W 15,853,656. {S) 51479. {/,) 36225.

(.^) 270160. (6*) 296144. (7) 277026. (A’} 294095.

P. 7 13. (7) 809146. (^) 677933. (.^) 2,468,387.

{4) 3,235,927. (5) 504203.

14. (/) 464837. (i?) 337.561. (J) 1,402,223. {4) 1,617,697.

(.5) 2,246,218. {6) 10,077,345. (7) 11,884,672.

(<?) 23,059,439. {9) 17,230,617.

P. 8.—15. {1) 26,152,262. {B) 21,914,323. {3) 122, 849, 916.

{4) 120,915,852. (5) 137,115,628. (6) 135,198,699.

16. Brazil, The Ar<?ei)tine, Bolivia, Peru, Columbia, Venezuela, Chile, Para-

guay, Ecuador, British Guiana, Uruguay, Dutch Guiana, French

Guiana. Area in square miles= 7, 413, 000.

P. 9.—17. 2083, 2511, 2523.

18. (7) Aug. 5. £206,836,556 ; Sept. 2. £394,668,913. Difference,

£187,822,357.

{3) Gold + £20,150,643. Notes - £3,817,660. (The - sign inqdies a de-

crease.) Reserve + £20,968,303. Other securities + £56,469,036.

Other deposits + £77,069,216. Government securities

+ £16,982,819.

{$) £187,822,357.

{4) On September 2nd ; for its gold had increased by £20,000,000 and

its note circulation fallen by £800000, while the value of the

securities has also ri.seii.

19. £62,686,451 ;
£62,403,576. Increase from 1913-14, £282875.

(Increase from 1913-14 marked + ; decrease-.)

-£33100 ; +£36000 ;
+£63600

; +£168000 ;
-£78722

; -£23000 ;

+ £26000 ;
+£63920 ; -£79000 ;

-£70490
; +£97667 ; +£32600 ;

+£29200; +£51200.

Pi 10. —20. (a) Greatest, 1918
;

smallest, 1901. {h) Greatest, 1912
;

smallest,

1901.

No, because Great Britain has to import a great deal of food-

stuffs, etc., for her own consumption.

Totals, £711,800,000 and £464,900,000.

Excess of imports over exports, £246,900,000.

21. Linggi, Merlimau, Ceylon (Para), Mergui Crown, Nagolle, Neboda,

Hayoep, Bukit Mertiyam, Jong-Laudor, Komhok, Bakap, Kepong;

554075 lb. for twelve estates, 609326 lb. for them all.
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P. 11.— 22. {1) Area of Empire, 11,726,000 square miles.

(i) Population of Empire, 427,105,757.

In order of size: (1) Canada and Newfoundland, (2) Australia,

(3) India, (4) South Africa, (5) East and Central Africa, (6) West

Africa, (7) West Indies, etc., (8) United Kingdom, (9) New Zealand,

(10) Cejdoii, etc., (11) Gibraltar, etc., (12) Eastern Asia.

In order of population (numbered as above), (3), ( 8 ), (6), (5), (1),

(4)

, (2), (10), (7), (9), (12), (11).

The area of Canada is 3,750,000 square miles and its population

is roughly 7,000,000. The area of the United Kingdom is 121000

square miles and its population 45,000,000. So that the greatest

area has by no means the greatest population. Canada is young,

England is old ; (.!anada is largely agricultural, vast tracts of her

land are untouched by human hand
; the United Kingdom is very

largely industrial and only a small proportion of her land is not

put to use at the present time.

23. It exceeds (1) by 3,759,000 square miles; (2) by 1,952,000 square

miles
; (3) by 1,292,000 square miles.

(1) Population of Asiatic Possessions -320,0.55,240.

(2) f » ,, European ,,
= 45,666,665.

{3) if ,, African ,,
= 47,300,000.

U) If ,, Australasian ,,
= 5,499,983.

(1) exceeds (2) by 274,838,575, (3) by 272,755,240, and (4) by

814,55.5,257.

24. There are 2,756,611 more in the United States than in France;

2,786,307 more than in Belgium; 2,787,505 more than in

Switzerland. There are 1198 fewer in Switzerland than in

Belgium,

P. 12.—25. Increase, 1811-1861 = 9,901,968. Increase, 1861-1911 = 16,009,046.

The increase 1861-1911 is the greater by 6,107,077. The increase

from 1811-1911=25,911,013.

26. Length of line for 1861 is 4 inches, and for 1911, 8 inches.

27. 1813
;
£119,749,448. The loan was nearly £4 per head of the popu-

lation. The greatest loan was raised in 1812-13-14, the three

years immediately preceding the Battle of Waterloo.

P. 18.-28. £6,462,462. 29. £13686. 30. £27,934,000. The numbers
given correct to 1000 are close enough for practical purposes.

31. £653. 32. £496029, 33. £18,966,688. 34. £5419.

35. (1) £2,430,207. (^) £6,206,000.

P. 14.-36. £980541
;
£6,000,000.

P. 18.—37. In thousands of pounds

:

Estate duty (England and Wales) =£20937. Total (Scotland)

=£17061. Total, ‘‘Other Sources ”=£828.

Customs (Ireland) =£3166.

Line totals in order, customs first; £33517; £88060; 125376
;

£10104 ; £687 ; £1966 ; £44700 ;
£437. Grand total, £164836.*
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P. 15. —38. Aloe fibre value, 1912, £45465. Raw sugar, 1913, £2,048,721.

Increase.s or decreases in order—

+ 11400; +2; -1368; -2916; - 7672 ; +2138; -151;

-301758; +935; +65.506. Total decrease, 233844.

P. 16.

—

39. Increases and decreases in order—
+ 5206; -15638; -45198; -47; -2218; +31385

;
-4573;

-82211; -118500; -309176 ; +172640; +47147; 4 26924 ;

+ 36008. Totals, 2,325,933 ; 2,207,433.

EXAMPLES. II.

SECTION I. 0.

APPROXIMATION

P. 19. — 1. 360 ; 570
;
870 ; ,530

;
1060

;
3130.

2. 5000 ; 4000
;
8000 ; 4000

;
3000 ; 3000

;
4000.

3. 10000: 6,590,000 ; 12,780,000; 295,740,000.

To 100000: 6,600,000; 12,800,000; 295,700,000.

To 1,000,000: 7,000,000; 13,000,000; 296,000,000.

4. 430 ; 740 ; 860 ; 930 ; 860 ; 780 ;
1100

;
2800.

6, 8630; 7610; 5030; 6000; 7820; 15600; 1550; 30000.

6. To 5 significant figures : 8,695,400 ; 86,274,000
;
80,000,000.

To 6 significant figures; 8,695,430; 86,274,300
;
80,000 000.

To 3 significant figures : 8,700,000; 86,300,000; 80,000,000.

7. 12000. 8. £53,000,000.

P. 20.—9. £6,898,000. 10. £17,000,000. 11. £2,049,000.

12. £17,192,000. 13. 8,300,000 tons. 14. 2,361,000 tone.

16. 22,749,000 1b. 16. £188,400,000. 17. £3,445,330.

EXAMPLES. III.

SECTION II. A and B.

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

P. 34.— 1. (i) 6364 ;
3096. [^) 6174 ; 12348. {S) 12000 ; 19200.

(4) 47136; 329952. i^) 166170; 1,496,530. (6) 704692; 5,637,636.

(7) 54,578,052 ; 218,312,208. (S) 541,517,671
; 2,707,587,865.

(9) 7,856,496,652. (19) 98,869,900; 123,587,375 ; 97,881,201 }

87,994,211; 9,885,012,602.

2 and 3. Answers as above.

4. (7) 17,660,688; 17,747,260; 18,006,976.

(£) 56,169,477; 62,959,194; 67,279,923.

(5) 24,978,084 ; 24,157,208. (4) 34,288,800 ; 164,194,868.

(5) 4,328,082,036. (6) 72,894,462,436.

6. (I) 1,994,727. (.?) 489,144,042. (S) 461,672,744.

(4) 702,973,089. (S) 668,890,793,814.
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P. 34- — 0. {1) 21,664,692. {2) 43,129,184. [S) 129,387,552.

The second result is twice, and the third .six times, the first. If

the first has been found, the second can be obtained by iniiltiplying

it by 2 and the third by multiplying it by 6.

P. 33.— 7. Divisible by—
2

: (1), (3). (5), (6), (8), (9), (10), (11), (13), (14), (17), (18). .

3: (2), (4), (6). (8), (9), (10), (11), (13), (15), (18).

4; (9), (10), (14), (17), (18). 5 : (2), (10), (15), (16).

8: (10), (14), (17). 9: (2), (6), (10), (11), (13), (18).

10: (10). 11: (7), (9), (12), (15).

8. (7)3x7; 2x2x3x3; 2x2x 2x2x3. (f) 2 x 43 ; 2x37 ; 2x7 X7.

(d^)2x3x3x7; 2x3x5x5; 5x5x7.
(.^)3x6x5x7

;
2x2x3x3x11; 3x3x3x37.

(.5) 2 X 5 X 47 ;
2 X 2 X 7 X 13

;
2 X 2 X 7 x 19.

9.7x11x13; 17x29; S^xT^; 22x3^x13; 2xll»; 2x32x132;

2x3^x13x17
;
23x29.

10. 7396
;
23104

;
9801. 11. 46656

; 493039 ; 830.584
;
2,628,072.

12. 59319; 300763 ;
117649; 1,771,561.

13. 18, 19, 21, 32, 37, 41, 47, 52, 64, 73, 75, 96, 94, 80, 99.

14. 4, 8, 11, 15, 23, 34, 46, 74, 75, 71. 79, 90, 94, 81.

16. (7) 14 and 19 over
; 7 and 19 over.

(^) 160 and 13 over
;
80 and 13 over.

{S) 121 and 5 over
;
75 and 85 over.

{4) 269 and 28 over
;
89 and 316 over.

(5) 236 and 295 over
;
219 and 115 over.

16 and 17. Answers as above.

P.

18. (/) 1964 (both parts). {2) 2865 (both parts). (5) 5683 (both parts)

(//) 73954. (5) 73954. 10) 758642.

36.-19. (7) 86572. (^) 68583.

[5] 987. (6') 86942.

(.9) 886478. (10) 132564,

20. Answers as above.

22. The number (from basement) i

Total 837.

{$) 58634. (4) 65312.

(7) 76843. (S) 65312.

(77) 86954. (7^) 988699.

21. 165 pages.

: 175, 66, 90, 96, 96, 105, 104, 105.

23. 186 square yards. 24. 58 spans.

25. Total length, 1188 feet
;
width, 147 feet. 26. £164120.

P. 37.-27. 9856 yards. 28. 4463 tons. 29. £843.

30. 314692 books. Tabulate thus

:

No. of Shelves. No. of Books. Total.

756 50 moo
876 93 81468

1576 124 195424
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P. S7. -31. 780 feet. 32. 216 (week)
; 11268 (year).

33. 18 and 939 dozen ; 11 and 563 acore (to the nearest score) ; 1} and

78J gross.

34. 3,324,810 members. 35. £2,130,926, to the nearest £1.

36. 8 rolls per pile. Height= 10 ft. 8 in., or each pile is 4 ft, 8 in. higher

than the man.

37. 16 ounces. 38. (1) 1. (B) 3. (S) 4. (4) 4. (5) 3.

P. 38.-39. 2669 feet. 40. 50 pieces. 41. £2 6s. lOd.

£3 19s. 2d.

42. Since ^ inch represents 3 feet, J inch represents 18 inches, and 12

J

inches represents 75 feet,

ins

There are 50 spaces of J inch, and so 50 pieces of paper.

43. 175 i>eople. 44. 2 people.

46. By 173 people. India has been inhabited from the dawn of the

world’s history, but Canada has been colonised comparatively

recently.

46. £8. 47. £14,428,000. 48. £2.

P. 39.-49. 5d. per lb. 60. 25s. per ton. 61. 838. percwt.

62. 76s. per cwt., or 7s. per cwt. loss than the butter from Jamaica.

53. 73s. per ounce. Of. Questions 77-96, Examples LYIII.

64. 564. 66. £142.

66. £37, which is £105 per inhabitant less for New Zealand than for the

Falkland Islands. The student will not conclude, therefore, that

the latter place is necessarily more prosperous than the former.

57. .noi. 68. 9 for Australia and 17 for Canada. 69. 24 bushels.

P. 40.—60. 80135 letters. 61. 230665 letters.

62. There are far more letters per post office in Japan than in Australia,

for the population of the former is ten timesgreater than the latter

;

but the number of letters per person in Japan is fewer than in

Australia, and the total external trade of Japan in 1912 was 117

million £’s and of Australia 157 million £'8.

EXAMPLES. IV.

SECTION IL 0.

AVERAGES
P. 42. — 1. 24d. 2. 1,670,000 tons.

P. 43. — 3. 2,697,861 thousand roubles. 4. 62802, imports; 7844, exports.

6. 41744. (Note the rapid decjrease in the amount exported. The
British Government is gradually reducing the sale of this terrible

drug.)
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P. 44. —6. 806313 Haikuan taels.

7. Greatest in first shop, £43 ;
least in third shop, £33.

8. (i) 85. (£) £38. (S) £35. 9. 168 (nearly). 10. £214720.

11 . Average, 1,121,000 dollars ; median, 1,179,000 dollars. The numbers

vary so much and are so few that the value of the median over the

average cannot readily be seen.

P. 45.—12. Averages are 80" and 82", to the nearest degree
;
difference, 2".

13 . 95".

14. Average, 61 ; median, 60. In finding the mode we see that 56, 58,

60, and 61 occur twice each, and so we should have to take more

measurements to find which tended to become more frequent. It

is probable that the mode will not exceed 61, and the tsiilor w'ould

be very likely to estimate on the highest of the three numbers

(average, median, or mode) for his own sake.

15 . If he took the average he would get 2s. more per man than if he took

the median. If the mode be 61 the e.ost would he the .same as for

the average, and 28. ])er man greater than the median.

16 . 39 minutes (to the nearest minute). 17. 12 feet,

P. 46.-18. Average, £19,392,000
;
ditference, £211000. 19 . £1.51000.

EXAMPLES. V.

SECTION III.

FRACTIONS

P. 49. — 1. Employ the method of § 52. 2. 6 ninths, 24 thirty-sixths.

3. 8 tentlis go forwaidsand 2 tenths backwards.

4, 6, and 6. Just as in § 52.

p. 50 7. (6*) Y. m. IL H. (7) V. V. (8) fll, ¥•
8. 74. 9. 42i 10. 106J.

11. 50 sixteenths. 12. 6 fourths. 13. 400.

14. 16. 15. t6. 17.

18. No ;
for f i or I does not equal y or Ar- (This can be proved by

drawing a long line dividing it into 6 parts and taking 1 ;
and

then a line of equal leiigth into 16 parts and taking 3 of them.)

19,

21 . {in, h h, i
m,

22. ff.

P. 51.—24. England and Wales

Scotland

Ireland

26. h
26. The value is less than t

£1000).

20. g-J-ff*

(^) tV, m i.

{4) ¥> ii i\* (^) 4>

23. £3500.

in\ ;
roughly, f.

. • • ; ft ih*

• • > ft "sV*

true amount by £83000 (to the nearest
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P. 61. 28. 7 in. and in
;
7 in. and 5 in. to nearest inch

;
Ij.

29. AV 30. 6 times. 31.?. 32. i :
a is left

33. 4 tenths fired, 6 tentlis left
;
2 fifths fired, 3 fifths left.

34. 73. 36. (i) 50. (^) 80. (S) 90.

36. of one-sixth j Ar* 3T. 38. AV*
P. 62.- 39. 60 lb.

;
40 lb.

;
90 lb.

40. (i) 3 feet. {2) 1 foot (S) 2 feet. (4) 4 feet

(5) 6 feet. (6’) 3i feet

41. A scale should be chosen showing inches divided into 8ths, 32nds,

and lOths. One leg of a pair of compasses (or dividers, prefer-

ably) should be pla(^ed on the inch mark, and the other 3| inches

from it
;
then this length slionld be transferred to the part of the

scale giving lOths, and should then include 3 A, and so on.

42. 64. 43. 24 rashers. 44. 12 ounces.

46. {1) 4 ounces. (2) J. {S)

EXAMPLES. VL

SECTION m.

FRACTIONS

—

(continued)

P. 62. - 1. n lb.
;
2s. 2. 3§d. 3. 2U lb. 4. f.

6 . Wardrobe, £30; dressing-table, £12; rest of suite, £18; two chairs

and washstand usually.

P. 53. — 6 . g absoi hed, remained. (Find value of each export, value of total,

value of last three.)

7. Gloves, £210000
;
iron, £.520000

;
yarn, £1,040,000.

8 . lOS million tons. 9. 98 million tons. 10. 3 to 4, 18 to 23, 1 to 7.

11. 10 . 12. 6 . 13. £100 . 14. A-
16. The order is—First quarter,

;
second quarter, f^ ;

third quarter,

;
fourth quarter, 7*^. The bill is greatest in the first quarter.

16. AV- ^7. £850000. 18. 3 to 2 .

19. Fraction for Merchant Taylors’,
;
fraction for Olothworkers’, ^ ;

income of Grocers’ Company, £38000.

P. 64. ^ 20. /A total.

21. Law and Justice, £600 ; Police, £140 ;
Ports and Pilotage, £160

;

Education, £20 ;
Medical, etc., £380.

EXAMPLES. VIL

SECTION IV. A.

ADDITION OF FRACTIONS

P. 55. -1. (.1) 2J. (2) 2A. w in. (4) ion. (5) 17*.
2. (1) 4*. («) 7*. {S) 16AV (4) 82M. (5) 18*.

(6) 11^. (7) 36AV. («) 66i¥.. (9) 29^. (70)
68*i„
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P. 55. -3. (/) 29 lb. (e) 23f| lb. (S) 27 lb.

4. (/) 3s. 7^(1. {2) 3s. (<?) 3s. 4^(1.

6. Tliey receive respectively £48, £120, £160, £96, £144, £224
;

totiil

£792.

6 . Most quickly on Friday : time, 41^ hours.

Most slowly on Thursday
: „ ,,

P. 56.-7. 4 lb. 8. .08. 2id. 9. 128 soldiers. 10. 146H tons.

11. £10512. 12. 88H million dollars.

P. 57.—13. (i) Total entered and cleared, 883^^2 million tons.

(2) Total British ships entered and cleared, SOlyVir niillioii tons.

(S) Fraction required = or nearly i.e. ^ ;

.’. f of the total tonnage is British.

14. 1887f thousand tons.

16.

(i) 16,096,000 dollars. (2) £3,019,200.

P. 58.-16.

Totals (Thousand Tons).

1912. 1913. 1914.

1119^^ 1647* 1345^0

17. (i) 38v-ff hundred thousand lbs. {2) 16/^ thousand £’s.

18. thousand £’s.

P. 59.—19. 176iV(7 million bushels.

20. Ajiproxiinate values are : 16, 29, 28, 25, 32, 38 million bushels.

36

32-

2 28-

524-

(^20-

1

='®-

^12^

29 28 25 32 38

M M M. M M.

16

Million

6 6 B B. B

|8- 9

Million

Bushels

Bushels

1907
-08

^08

-09

’09

-10

10 ’ll

*11 -12

YEAR

12
13

13

-14

The student should take a piece of paper large enough to reproduce

this diagram full size, and should colour it if possible,
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EXAMPLES. VIIL

SECTION IV. A.

SUBTRACTION OF FRACTIONS

P. 59. - 1. 2. i,. 3. 7^d. 4. U, 5.

P. 60. - 6. 4rV 7. 3|. 8. (1) W andW J (^?) W aii<l W-
9. (/) |. (B) TiV W remains. 10. £20^, 11. left.

12. U- 13. fj. 14. tl 15. 1, l.|, 1|, I, nil.

16.

The first is heaviest
;

it is 5;i| lb. heavier than the aeeond and 2 lb.

heavier than the third.

17. H.
18. U delivered, ^ remain.

19. (i) See Question 18. (2) m i **. W ”3^
: j|.

20.

Expenditure is of revenue.

P. 61. — 21. (I) Egypt, 31 people per square mile
;
France, 191 people per square

mile.

(B) iVy is nearly and it tells us that the density of population in

Egypt is only ^ of that in Franco
;
or that France is C times

more crowded than Egypt.

22 . 6 .

23. Exports to the United Kingdom from Germany exceed those from

France by 24||J million £’s ;
from Norway by GSqVq million £*s

;

from Italy by 61 million £’.s
;
from Japan by 663^^ million £’s.

24. (J) 70, 46, 7, 8, 4.

(B) Length of lines is 7 in.
;
4*6 in.

;
0’7 in. ;

0*8 in.
;
0*4 in.

Arrange thus :

—

Exports to United KingdoTii to nearest million £’8.

Sea e, = £1,000, 000.

From

GERMANY

FRANCE

NORWAY

ITALY

JAPAN

..—I'l-J 2 3 4 5 6
(i.. ..I .1, „i I I I

,

B C

A

7
j

26. To read off the difference required draw the dotted line AB and

measure the distance BC, wliich is 0'3 in. and represents

£3,000,000.
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EXAMPLES. IX
SECTION IV. B. (i)

ADDITION OP PRAOTIONS: MORE DIPPICXJLT
P. 63. - 1. {1) H7Mh (2) W 52|y. (/,) 39Hf. W

{6) 68^. (7) r>n^g. (^) 86M. {9) 223,Wo.
2. (1) (^) 73Ti‘#^. (5) UUh (4) 224Mlf.

(5) 37iH- (^) 44fi. (7) 166Hi. W 93V^„Vo.

3.

P. 64.-4. (I) {2) (3) Friday. {4) Tuesday.

5. 33 thousand acres. 6. 7. f
P. 65. — 8. 3704AVo- 9* 14,818,000 shillings, or £740800.

10.

Exports, £4,400,000; imports, £4,600,000. Imports are || of the

exports.

11.

(i) To United Kingdom, 253180} to United States, 220.5^

to Canada, 78^^\. (2) Aloes, 23^Vff »
diamonds and (raw) gold

as to United Kingdom
;
feathers, 138854Vij ;

fish, 285/|/V.

12.

Tlie United States and Canada can obtain aloes and gold from

marheta nearer than South Africa. Canada has no need to import

fish, and the United States very little need, because of the enormous

quantity obtained from off their coasts. The United Kingdom will

re-export some of tlie other commodities. See the statistical

abstracts both for the United States and South Africa.

P. 66. —13. 2lT|jf2uo. or 21|^7 mi. (nearly).

EXAMPLES. X
SECTION lY. B. (ii)

SUBTRACTION OF FRACTIONS
P. 67- - 1. (i) «. («) 17H. (5) en. U) 4H. (5) 6iH. (S) 2AV

m lAv w 7oii. (9) nm- m m 46*.m 2f^ {IS) 2,%. {X4) 21V*. (75) 45fM. (76)

2. 3. 237HM. 4. ^Sh. 6. A'«. 6. mu-
7- 14, T%, in, gf- 8. 2jj'|J. 9. 2^24., oJd.

10. 1908-09, rise of Hd. ; 1909-10, fall of md. ; 1910-11, fall of

11 .

Variation in price of a 4-lb. loaf in

Lancasliire and Cheshire for years

given. Scale, l"=:ld.

1908 '09 '10 'II
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P. 68. 12. Ami 13. 14. 2Ufl
16. (/) 42^^ thousand <£’b; thousand £*8. (2)

(3) The rateable value of Leeds.

EXAMPLES. XL
SECTION IV.

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF FRACTIONS
P. 68. -- 1. 2. A^^

; lOf. 3. 16^“.

4. Smallest, ^ ;
largest, Tf ;

difference,
J
which gives the fraction

required, for his total takings are represented by unity.

P. 69.-6. 519/^^ over 1700 ; 493^^ over 1800
;
488tVA over the other two

(all in millions of £’8.). 6. £467Ji5f millions.

7. England and Wales,
i
Scotland, ;

Ireland, f|.

8. The order is Scotland, England and Wales, Ireland. So that of tlie

total number of students in training there was a greater propor-

tion of women in Scotland than in either of the other countries,

and the smallest proportion was in Ireland.

9. It increased by or about thousand dollars.

10. ]6|J^ or about £16^ millions.

11. £2flV millions, i,e. about £2 .2^ millions, or £2,041,700.

12. £t8:j.V^ millions, or about CIH^V millions, i.e. £18,056,660.

13. Prices are 66, 40, 53, 47, 44, 32, 27, 32 shillings.

Variation in tlie price of

British wheat in the United
Kingdom for the years given.

Scale, i^tr"=ls.

Duty of Is. per quarter in

the years 1850 and 1860.

From the 1870 level draw
AB, and read off from B 47s.

to C 668. This gives 19s. for

the difference (19ji®js. by sub-

tracting). In like manner
draw DE where E represents

278. and C 66s.
,
giving 39s.

as the fall from 1840-1900
(39y\s. by subtracting).

P. 70.—14. The values in the last column should be, in order, from the 1850

line, -26iV, +13, -6i, -2^, -12^\, -6, -f4|.

EXAMPLES. XIL
SECTION V. A

MULTIPLICATION OF FRACTIONS
P. T8. -1. («)A. W«. 0)^. (5) A- WtV- (r)2|.

WA- (9)t%- {10)^. (11) (J2)88}. («)16|*. (14)Si.

(15),U. (i7)lA. (W)1A- W391J..
(SI) A, W, J. (it) i/A- («) ih- (U) lAWr- (*«) A-
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P. 73. — 2. £157 and £628. 3. 732 trees. 4. £3714.

5. £35000. 6. 2864 acres. 7. £120000.

8. Fir.st, £450 ;
second, £1750 ;

thiid, £1400. 9. 4^ ^'allons.

P. 74. — 10. £217. 11. 23 tons. 12. 31066.^ H.P.

13. 14. Ig^ 15. .V 16. £1 15s.

17. Axniinster costs £2 6s. l^d.
;

Wilton costs £2 5s. 4id.; .’. the

former is dearer by 9d.

18. 19. roiF*

20. The method is that of § 67 and § 68, excej)! that the rectangle is

divided instead of a stnuglit line.

21 and 22. Vide 20. 23. HI
24. The fraction is A x -i i of ^ which equals

V' 16g/ 2g

EXAMPLES. XIII.

SECTION V. B.

DIVISION OF FRACTIONS

P. 77. - 1. (1) ij. (^) jfi. (•7) 14. (4) H-
(•’) 1 («) 6. (7) IJ. (') hi (.7) m-

{10) (a) ’iV, tSii 4i 2, 1, V’, lo> I 5.i> a till !

7 ;i 6 I J 2 6
Tir> 71 TT) 2> PIT*

(11) A‘ (73)2. (W)!?. iU) 'Sg. (7.5) 16. (76) 24.

(17) 1|. (18) (I'J) 3iiJ. (20)14. (27) 84. (123) IJ.

^2S) U. (u) 35. (iB) n. (126) 1. to 00

P. 78. — {'HU) The latter is greater. m (i) A

;

(ii) i ;
(iii) J.

2. 3«. 3. 34. 4. 12A. 6. 12H8.
6. 74. 7. 2ArWR> I g^y-V'lc's.

8. (i) Ar ;
(ii) 34 !

(iii) 0- f!.'. 3
idsir* 10. nu-

11 to 14. As in § 71, only use a rectangle or square instead of a straigh

line.

16. 4gJ. 16. U- 17. 4.

EXAMPLES. XIV.

SECTION V. 0.

MISOELLANEOTJS <QUESTIONS

P. 78. - 1. (7) 24. Wi (3) 4i. 4)4.

(5) 9. (6) 64. (7) 34.

P. 79. - («) -fh- (9) MJ. (10) tVSt. ill) A.Wf (73)4. (U) H- (75) 3A.
(17)H ^

WHf. (19) Wff
2. £315. 3. 3 quarts. 4. 9d.

;
9d. 6. 3fd.

6. 16s.
;
£9 7a. 7. 2s. 6d. 8. 9- Is. 9d. 10. 12s.

P. 80. — 11. £38,382,000. 12. £2 16s. (nearly). 13. 4fd.
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P. 80. - 14.

Year. Imports.
Exports

and Imports.

1810 .

1

1012 .

£39,938,030

£738,718,690
£83,506,790

£1,337,679,790

Year. Imports. Exports.
Exc-(5s.s of Imports
over Exports.

1810 .

1912 .

£39,938,030

£738,718,690

£42,568,760

1

£.598,961,100

-£2,630,730

j

+£139,757,590

16. S.ljd. (nearly). 17. (B) ;ls. 6d. (S) 8s. 9d. (4) 10s. lOd.

P. 81. — 18. 16s. 6d. 19. 20. 75 bills. 21. 114.

22. (i) (^) {S) 2U. 23. 5438i^ (very nearly).

24. 480 N.D.’s in £100 sterling. 25. 71}^’ yards. 26. 420.

P, 82. 27. The prices are very approximate.

Article.

Cost per Week for Two Persons.

In London. In Brisbane.

£ .V. d. £ s. d.

Fresh meat . 0 5 7^ 0 4 1

Bacon .... 0 2 11/. 0 2 n
Butter.... 0 1 0 0 Hi
Eggs .... 0 1 8 0 1 1

Bread .... 0 1 H 0 2 ll^
Flour .... 0 0 m 0 1 Oi
Tea . . . . 1 0 0 10 0 0 83
Sugar .... I 0 0 8 0 0 8

Potatoes . . . 0 0 m 0 0 73

nJam .... 0 0 4| 0 0

Milk .... 0 3 4 0 4 2

Coal .... 0 2 9 0 2 0

Gas .... 0 0 64 0 1 0
Kent .... 0 15 0 0 17 6

£l 18 H
1

£1 19 4J

It is lid. a week cheaper for two people to live in London than

in Brisbane ; or, the cost of living in London and in Brisbane ia

about the same.



Ex. xv] ANSWERS XV

EXAMPLES. XV.

SECTION VI. I.

DECIMALS: CONVERTING DECIMALS INTO FRACTIONS

P. S4. — 1. (/) th •bVjj, 6 0 0. (-) lio, I oh ToVoi ish
('^) WVi hVdj tTt^Vo* {4) lo^oo* T(/oo> rid) oiio) r^rio*

('^) sAtF) Woj 'sio lAot lo2oO- {^) A> A) th A‘o> ioh

(^) iWffj lo^» f.nU. {^) Aftn)!?) AoWifj iUo-

{0) 6^, IbUl 10^.m 7lh SU, l«roWo.

{77) ToVffj ToWjnri isA*

TooV<r(r» ^tAo^oi ^^yo^oVur.

(i.:?) 8(>,2„ 290,go.

(y.^) 285^2^, 804^0^^, 9OO5A, 8r>00,i{Ji5.

(75) 9700^^, 7501^, 9001y^f^.

2. (/) lOs., 5s., 248., 15s. (^) 3s. .5<1. (ntwly), 58., 28. 6d., 6s.

(5) 28. 9d., 21^8., 3*s., 4^8. {4) 2is., 3^8., 4fs., 7*8.

(5) n|s., 14ifs., 8As. 3. 17 cwt.; ]1 ?s.

4. 84 lb., 1926g lb, 6. 253^ lb. 6.

7, 425|lb. 8. II
P. 85- — 9. The alteration from July to November 1914 is, in Jiuiidredtlis of a

franc : Paris cheque, fall of 5 ; Italian cheque, rise of 20 ;
Madrid

cheque, fall of 6 ;
hence the changes are, respectively, 5, 20, and

5 centimes.

10. Adelaide, 9 hours 14 minutes; Brussels, 0 hour 17 minutes;

Chicago, 6, liours 10 minutes
;
Edinburgh, 11 hours 47 minutes

;

Vancouver, 3 hours 38 minutes.

11. ^ gives (4) as a fraction of (1) ; J|i gives (3) as a fraction of (1)

;

Hi (2) as a fraction of (1).

P- 86-—12. We arc not informed as to the total imports or exjiorts, which are

£129000 and £112000 respectively. Coin and bullion i^s imported

and none exported
;

.
*

. if precious metals are found, they are not
exjiorted but used. Manufactured goods constitute 43 % of the

imports ;
.

' . there is a considerable demand for such goods, and
alxmt li % of either native or re-exported goods (Class 3) find

their way out of the island. Some raw material is imported in

connection with local trade, but a much greater quantity is ex-

ported, namely, 37i % of the total exports. The largest imports
and exports are animals, food, and drink. In point of fact, arrow-
root, sugar, rum, cocoa, coffee, and spices are its chief products,

with Canadian flour and fish as its imjK)rts.

13. Tm foot, H foot.

(Note that the October value must be taken from the sum of the other two.)

14^ foot and foot. 16. S-fy.

16. 130 lb. 2 02. ; 108 lb. 1 oz. ; 109 lb. 4 oz.



vvi ANSWERS [Ex. XVI., xvii

EXAMPLES. XVL

SECTION VI. II. (a)

DECIMALS: CONVEBTINa FBAOTIONS INTO DECIMALS

P. 87- — 1. (/) 0-2, 0-9, 0-03, 0*25, 0*79, 0-8(>, 0*92, 0*99.

(2) 0-6, 0*7, 0*8, 0-9. (S) 0'003, O’OS, 0'07, 0*04, O'S, 0-2.

(4) 0*439, 0*53, 0*503, 0*79, 0*709.

(5) 0*0066, 0*078, 0*0001, 0*001, 0*0025, 0*8899.

(6*) 2*7, 8*9, 12*8, 15*09, 17*9. (7) 28*909, 66*9, 73*8, 98*8008.

(.V) 156*001, 574*0001, 742*00001.

(.9) 963*000001, 866*00034, 9880*0135.

2. Orie-tciith : 0*2 foot, 0*5 foot, 0*8 yard, 8*0 inches, 20*0 tons. One

hundred til : 0*02 foot, 0*05 foot, 0*08 yard, 0*80 inch, 2*00

tons. One-thousandth : 0*002 foot, 0*005 foot; 0*008 yard.

0*08 inch, 0*2 ton.

3. £0*0006, £0*00084, £0*000906, £0 0000085, £0*0001004

£0*00001014.

P. 88.-4. 0*087 ton. 6. 87 tons. 6. (i) 0*156 lb. (ii) 0*0156 lb.

7. 11*7 tons. 8. 0*24 oz. .silver nitrate, 5 oz. of cyanide.

(Tha student could make a solution of this strength after using the washed
precipitate just dissolved in a weak cyanide solution. The latter is very

poisonous.)

9. Length, 7 inclies
;
width, inche.s.

10. Length, 12-95 inches
;
width, 8 06 inches. 11. 0*4 lb. 12. 6*488.

13. 2*24d. per lb. ;
compare this with the iietail price in London, 15d.

per lb. 1

EXAMPLES. XVIL

SECTION VI. II. (b)

DECIMALS

P. 89. — 1. (i) 0*08, 0*12, 2*24, 21*72, 156*76.

(2) 0*16, 21*98, 166*74, 0*02, 20*4.

{3) 8*148, 0*148, 28*152, 86*788.

(4) 26*0392, 58*15, 78*95, 162*0304.

(6) 89*3968, 93*316, 88*0002, 1*00002.

P. 90- — 2. 6*24d. per lb. 3. £1*08 per gallon, 2*78. per pint.

4. 2*88d. perfect. 6. 0*96d. per sheet.

6. 16*96 tons. 7. 1*28. per yard.

8. 0*063s., t.e. about jd. Very often, in the summer, the Cornish

fishermen have to sell mackerel to the fish-buyers at the rate of

three a penny
;
the same fish are sold in London for 8d. and often

5d. EACH.

9. Between 7 and 8 (7*8016) on the average.

10. 0*96 dollar per bushel. 11. 1*8328. per cwt.



Kx. XVIIL, xix] ANSWERS XVll

EXAMPLES. XVIIL

SECTION VI. II. (c)

DECIMALS
P. 91. -- -

1. (/) 0-667, 0-600, 0-875, 0*818, 0-833, 0-938, 0-611.

{/) O’SIO, 0-643, 0-639, 0*387, 0*629, 0-715.

(i?) 0-108, 0 966, 0-802, 0*796. {4) 0-002, 0-000, 0*003.

{6} 0-903, 0-893. (6) 0-787, 0*980.

(7) 3-270, 7*096, 9*036. (^) 128-596, 156*582, 379*994.

(9) 536-2055, 5964*2671. (W) 22*0007, 3()00'0004.

2. 0*75, 0-83, 0-86, 0‘78, 0*70
;
the order is ?, i {,

3. 0*769, 0*768; and {g i.s larger. 4. 0*991. 6. 0*809.

6. Russia, 0*199; United States, 0*192; India, 0*1
;
France, 0*088;

Canada, 0'06.

P. 92.-7. 0*69. 8. 0*368. 9. 0*761. 10. 0-790.

11. 0-952. 12. 0*536. 13. 0'96. 14. £6133*33.

15. 1-03. 16. 1-026. 17. 76-67.

P. 98.—18. Indian Empire, 166 people per square mile
;
United Kingdom, 380

people per square mile ;
.*. the United Kingdom is about two and

a half times more densely populated than India.

19. £3-22.

EXAMPLES. XIX.

SECTION VII.

DECIMALS; A. ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

P. 93.-1.(1) 29*074. ()2) 171*5951.

P. 94.— (5) 342-72051, (4) 62846*11101.

2. (i) 180-2827. {$) 289 0061. (5) 261*4644.

(4) 228-4720. (5) 191-1094. (6) 246 1685.

(7) 873-9984. {8) 75-6342. (9) 1416*3330. Total, 3762*4687.

8. Row totals—

(1) 47*84024, {2) 612*97544. (5) 1333*58094.

(4) 1382*58870. (5) 824*90444. {6) 2002*26642.

(7) 884-64464.

Column totals

—

(7) 2871*13023. 1702*73875. (5) 1594-6718.

(4) 420-26. Grand total, 6588*80078.

4. Differences between columns (1) and (2)—

(1) 102-693. (S) 207*7837. (5) 182*2556.

(4) 79*7528. (5) 27*8034. (6) 4*2796.

(7) 63-4616. (8) 2-1448. {9) 74-623.

Differences betweeen columns (3) and (4)

—

(7) 67*7780. {£) 61*879. (5) 8-8762.

(4) 129*966. (6) 147*784. (6) 129*362.

(7) 714*206. (8) 42*0879. {9) 688*67.

PART I.—

2



ANSWERS [Ex. XXxviii

P. 94. --- 6. Differences between columns (1) and (2)—
(i) 2-878. (^) 551-86642. (5) 693-72914.

{4) 621-2786. (5) 448-70256. (6^) 573*85908.

(7) 330-20904.

6.

2-17. 7. 6-174, 4*139
;
difference, 2*035.

8. Sum, 1883-0091301-25; difference, 90-990570125.

9. 1792-01886. 10. 55-68705. 11. 1-.55721. 12. 93*54442909.

P. 95. -13. 7-80031. 14. 17-75. 16. 16065*9893. 16. 6*5.

17. 6-5. 18. 10-9894. 19. 16*1738. 20. 3-0999.

21. 154-789139. 22. 3*069. 23. 13-0708. 24. -10*9417.

25. 2*4925. 26. 1912, 25*19
;
1913, 20*36

;
1914, 20*37.

P. 96.-27. 1200 cwt. greater. 28. £2,936,400. 29. 555*408.

30. £26,300,200. 31. £5,061,260. 32. 907888, 895985.

33. 59514*7. 34. £37,900,000.

P. 97.—36. 5*591(1. per 4 -lb. loaf (England and Wales).

36. 0*449(1.

37. The North and Yorkshire, South-eastern Counties, Lancashire and

Cheshire, Eastern and South-western Counties, Wales and Mon-

mouth, London, Wovst Midlands, South Midlands, North Midlands.

1‘lld. per 4-11). loaf.

38. £25,800,000. 39. £1,247,000. 40. £4,546,200.

P. 98.--41. £29,959,087.

EXAMPLES. XX.

SECTION VIII. A.

DECIMALS: MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

P. 101. — 1. (i) 87*32, 98*56, 89*04. (^) 956*3, 897*2, 1288*4.

P. 102.— {S) 150090, 290010, 180001. (4) 18100, 29010, 8*03.

{5) 678560, 859730, 9800010*4.

2. (/) 8*043, 7*692, 5*834. (J?) 2*899, 73*884, 83*658.

(e'?) 0*2156, 0*8894, 9*3673. (4) 0*00087304, 0*998603, 0*88135.

(5)

0*0000004, 0*00000101, 0*00000005.

3. 50*75, 120*86, 10*58, 58*96, 86*29.

4. 5075, 12086, 1058, 5896, 8629.

6. 85*75, 986*38, 35*86, 982*15, 863*25.

6. 8575, 98638, 3586, 98215, 86325.

7. 86*76, 56*38, 963*29, 86*86, 72*13, 19846*03.

8. 8576, 5638, 96329, 8685, 7218, 1984603.

9. 52 francs 52 centimes,

10. (7) 11*726, 23*462. (^) 26*992, 34*704.

(5) 47*346, 78*91. {4) 90*2, 36*08.

(6) 920-024, 805*021. (6) 402*0306, 536*0408.

(7) 1*626, 4*065. {8) 7*644, 10*873.

(P) 0*0066, 0*0104. (10) 27*8609, 36*4812.



Ex. xxi] ANSWfiRS xix

P. 102. - 11. [1) 2-9315, 1-46575. {t) 0-55086, 0-4284

{3) b’2ml, 3-1564. (4) 3-608, 9-02.

(5) 14-3754, 16-429. (^) 44-670067, 33-5025.

(7) 0-4065, 0-1626. (8) 0'117875, 0-08573.

(.9) 0-00026, 0-0001626. (10) 0*3878, 0-25334.

12. (1) 3-62, 9-10. (^) 17-363, 11-5-20.

(3)

4-094, 8-020. (4) 0-0008, 0-7758.

P. 103.— 13. (/) 0-304, 0-1032, 0*485. {^) 25*4448, 532-381, 631-2204.

(3) 694-6046, 1361*70801, 152'520201.

(4) 518-051401, 945-4345226, 0-035600012.

(5) 3971-8605608, 179-480028.

14. (1) 1389-209. (^) 6446-88. (3) 2072'206.

(//) 1890-49102. (5) 26619 1. (6) 8579-6.

(7) 82084-898. (8) 69-5925969. (.9) 6-54. [10) 51019016-4.

15. (i) 0-4760, 7-1667, 7-7600. (2) 1-8387, 15-5034, 9*7649.

(S) 32-8263, 21-2236, 149-5150.

(4)

57-1 794, 37-7871, 222500*075. (5) 689 4442, 448700-07.

16. (1) 16-4132. (2) 21-2236. (S) 0-0700. (4) 0-1890.

(5)

7*7517. (6’) 923236-8257. (7) 0-3336. (8') 0*9206.

17. (1) 4-2 (2) 2. (3) 60-04. [4) 25*08.

(5) 102-09 (6) 57-27. (7) 23*04. {8) 19-32.

(9)9*5. (79) -6 58. (7/) 0*5. (7;J) 0*456, 0*033.

(13) 0-078. (14) 0*0703. (15) 4.

P. 104. -(79) 0-173. (77) 3-79. (78') 1. (7.9)0-75.

(20) 3-28, (21) 2-07. (22) -0*69. (23) 9-875.

(24) 1-56. (25) 0-167. (26) 9*236 and 85*3.

18. 517-344, 0-2639, 1-426. 19. 0*01, 0.64, 0-4. 20. 14-167.

21. 0 03493. 22. (i) 0*1111, (ii) 1-0133; O’ll (nearly).

23. (a) 0-40704, (b) 0'00184576, (c) 28-63.

24.1:0*1. 25.37-13112. 26.0*259.

P. 106.-27. 80. 28. (i) 0-6428571, (ii) 1-5, (iii) 0*96429. 29.

EXAMPLES. XXL

SECTION vni. A.

MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS
P. 106. — 1. 8*9768. per bu.shel. The price of Canadian wheat is 0-466s. per

bushel higher than that of the Australian.

2. 5d. (nearly). 3. £530. 4. £4 lls. 3d.

6. 18-048., i.e, 18s. 6. £2 8s. 3d. 7. £19 9s. 8d.

8. 1*51. 9. No; 0*0016, to 4 places.

P. 106. -—10. 1*11. 11. Above, by 0 *67369 grain. 12. 23*56.

13. £112,198 18s. 8d. 14. 157*284.

15. 36*25 bushels
; 14^ times. 16. 13*58.

18. 0*068d. 19. £9687 lOs.

17. £1*7 million.



XX ANSWERS [Ex. xxn. (a), xxit. (b)

P. 107. 20. Olympic^ 5441 tons ]>or 100 feet length
;
Mauretania^ 4191 tons

per 100 feet length.

21. 9 ’51 millions. 22. 49*8 millions.

23. 5*24 times greater in 1912 than in 1700.

24. Very nearly 11 times as dense. 26. 0*00017.

26. 10*7. The Indian Empire, with its enormous native population, is

included in the former, while in the latter are large tracts of

country where there are very few settlers indeed. Rhodesia and

the territory to the North of that province are not yet opened

up even. 27. 2*858.

P. 108.—28. £4 6s. 6d. 29. Is. 8*6d.

3CX 2s. 9d., very nearly. 31. 26400 cub. feet; £2*97.

EXAMPLES. XXII. (a)

SEOTION vni. B.

CONTB.AOTBD METHODS: MULTIPLICATION

P. 110.— 1. 21*500. 2, 8*458. 3. 44*789. 4. 649*569.

6. 1050*36 6. 11*2244. 7. 0*2445.

P. 111.-8.85*189. 9.61*29117. 10.3*398. 11.5575*326.

12. 0*00384 13. 90*1966. 14. 130*572. 16. 7*9882 grams.

16. 3791*632 francs. 17. 23*385 bushels. 18. 5582. 19. 1389.

20. 1295*5 Kilograms. 21. £Z 6s. 3d. 22. 37*01 metres.

23. 301*49 c.c. 24. 10*28 francs. 26. 3 dwt. 31*3230 grains.

EXAMPLES. XXIL (b)

SECTION VIII. B.

GONTBAOTED METHODS: DIVISION

P. 118. — 1. 3*523. 2. 5*803. 3. 111*533. 4. 166*7.

6. 3 0154. 6. 32*810. 7. 28*386. 8. 101*622.

9. 0 12003. 10. 0*0431. 11. 5*30043. 12. 0*00137.

13. ‘25*682. 14. 6*7384. 16. 19599*6. 16. 0*0000000318.

17. 5684*4. 18. 0*0160. 10. 0*297. 20. 4976.

21. {a) 17*62; (b) 19*70. 22. 196*292. 23. 171*1.

24. 0*025. 26. 0*044. 26. 25466. 27. 0*012324.

28. 99979. 29. 0*066554. 30. 16352*3. 31. 0*31881.

32. 2*866. 33. 1036*169. 34. 0*0666.

P. 114. - 36. 0*8801. 36. 16*194. 37. £0*06275, or Is. 3*061d.

38. 1*628. 39. 2*500 bushels. 40. 23*389 francs.

41. 19*26d. per lb. 42. 782*90 Kilograms. 43. 1434*4 acres.

44. £261 14s., correct to Is, 46. 3*433 feet per 100 yards.

46. 5*441 thousand tons per 100 feet. 47. 1*966 cubic foot.

48. 8*9428 Kilometres.

P, 116. — 49. 0 *1500 grain per square inch. 60. 0*00078 millimetre.



Ex. XXIII., xxiv] ANSWERS XXI

EXAMPLES. XXIII.

SECTION DC. A.

ABBITIOK AUB SUBTRAOTIOIT OF BEOITET

P. 119. — 1. £108920 11s. 6d. 2. £13256.'; .5s. 6d. 3. £11307 18.s. Id.

4. £4272 7s. 6id. 6. £30236 8s. Id. 6. £150732 Is. (ijd.

7. £86184 18s. 6d. 8. £67981 9s. 5d. 9. £63134 Kis. 9.1.

P. 120. — 10. £56113 13s. 4d. 11. £48345 12s. 6d. 12. £19823 3s. 2:i.l.

13. £35308 8s. Id. 14. £4272 7s. lljd. 15 £34881 Is. 9d.

16. £5767 14s. 4d. 17. £87933 4s. Id. 18. £62243 7s. 9Jd.

P. 121. - 19. £1701 138. 6d. 20. £62992 153. 6d. 21. £47301 7s. .5d.

22. £61332 17s. Id. 23. (1) £412 53. 4d.

P. 122.— it) £269 4.S. lid. (3) £413 178. (4) £337 8s. 2d.

(5) £432 16s. 9d. (6) £474 158. 6d. (7) £909 16s. 3d.

(3) £151 6s. lOd. (.9) £93 10s. Id. (JO) £67 15s. 8d.

(11) £111 18s. 2d. (It) £190 15s. 6d. (IS) £43 19.s. 5d.

(14) £77 19s. 8d.

24. Column totals

—

£14 15s. 3d., £3 13s. 6d., £12 7s. 7Jd., £29 Ss. 6d.

Lino totals

—

£22 ISs. 6|d., £13 4s. SJd., £5 19.s. 4iil., £18 2s. 8d. Grand

total, £59 19.S. lOJd.

26. (I) £114 12a. 4d. (t) £71 Ss. 5d. (S) £132 19s. 2d.

(4) £103 6s. (5) £153 5s. 6d. (6) £211 6s. 2d.

(7) £173 6a. 3d. (S) £30 13a. lOd. (.9) £15 16s. 5d.

(10) £1 2a. 3d. (11) £12 Os. 7<1. (It) £16 48. lid.

(15) £4 Is. 6d. (14) £16 12s. 2d.

28. (1) £4 18s. 9d. (2) £27 Os. 4d. (3) £38 5s. 3d.

(.#) 28. lOd. (5) £25 Is. 4d. (6) £69 Os. 2d.

(7) £10 17s. 2d. (8) £13 6s. 8d. (9) £8 17s. 4d.

(10) 12s. 9d. (11) £1 158. 3d (It) 10s.

(IS) 10s. lOd. (U) £1 2s. 6d.

27. (/) Hid. (2) 18s. lOid. 28. 16s. 6d.

29. £28 68. 2d. and £2 18s. lOd.

EXAMPLES. XXIV.

SECTION IX. B.

BEBtTOTION OF MOITET

P. 124. — 1. £6 Is. ejd. ;
£20 9a. 6Jd. 2. £16 16s. Id.

; £187 10s.

3. 3806 farthings. 4. £6 16s. 6d. 6.

6. £896 12s. 7. 24 (2d. over). 8. £33 3s. 8d.

P. 128. — 9. £1 178. 4id. 10. £9820 lOs.

11, £446 8s. 12. £1220 10s. 6d, 13. 14. ii.
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P. 125. — 16. 0*75. 16. 0*967, to 3 planes. 17. i
18. (i) 6s. 6d,

;
(ii) 10s. Od. ;

(ii) is greater by 3s. lid.

19. 10. 20. £1 9s. 8d. 21. £1 Is. 4d. 22. £!:, 16s. 8d.

23. (i) 18617d.
;

(ii) 35722d.
;

(iii) 1898d.
;

(iv) 8382d.

24. (i) 78412f.
;

(ii) 284008f.
;

(iii) 12164f.
;

(iv) 81210f.

26.

(i) 3840
;

(ii) 21928 ;
(iii) 36660 ;

(iv) 10216.

26. 83s. (4d. over). 27. 21 9d. 28. £375. 29. 144 marks

30. £35 7s. 9d. 31. 7s. lid. 32. 6188d.

33. 27510 lialf-crowns. 34. 36 men. 36. 25 men.

P- 1 26.-36. 100 cheques. 37. 85 .subscribers.

38. 45 inkstands
;
lO^d. over. 39. 14400. 40. 128 tons.

EXAMPLES. XXV.

SECTION IX.

MISCELLANEOUS aUESTIONS

P. 126. — 1. £3 3s. 9d. 2. 0*7096. 3. £1 5s. 8fd ;
16s. 9d.

4. £1 5s. 0|d. ; £2 3s. 32d. 6. 3s. per ton.

6. £53 18s. 7fd. ;
£11 Is. 4|d.

7. £53 19s. 2^0. ;
£51 10s. 7d. ; £65 10s. 7d.

8. £62 2s. 4jd.
;
£.52 17s. 7Jd. 9. 8s. 3d. more; 4s. 6d. more.

P. 127. - 10. £2287 2s. 2(1. 11. £786 4s. 2(1.

12. £115 2s. 3.id. ;
£124 2h. SJd. ; £9 ;

£119 12s. 3|d.

13. (i) £22 10s. 8d.
;
£34 16s. ; (^) £11

;
£1 5s. Id.*”

14. £27 12s. 5d. ;
£36 16s. 6d. 16. £43 12s. 3d.

16. £21, £19, £17, £7, £20 17s., £19 8s., £17 9s., £6 16s.

17. {1) Monday, £2 9s. 2Jd. ;
Tuesday, £2 8s. O^d.

; Wednesday,

£2 19s. 9jd.
;
Thursday, £3 19s. IJd.

;
Friday, £2 78. lid,

;

Saturday, £2 5s.

{^) Morning, £3 3s. 6d.
; noon, £2 6s. 5d.

; 3 p.m., £2 ISs. 3d.
;

6 p.m., £2 16s. 3d. ; 7.30 p.m., £3 Os. 6d.
;

tiiial, £2 4s. 2d.

(,?) £16 9s. Id.

P. 128. — 18. £2000 ;
total, £132140 7s. 2d. 19. 2id. 20. 4id.

21. It is cheaper by 2d. to buy by the dozen.

P. 129. - 22. 42. 23. Nothing. 24. £3 Is. 8d.

26. 2s. 9d., 0*1375. 26. MU.
27. {1) (i) £5 2s. 4d.

;
(ii) In order of sizes; £6 13s., £7 4s.,

£10 16s, 8d., £15 168. 6d., £21 3s.

(^) £6 2s., £7 198. 6d., £11 14s. 3d., £17 Is. lid., £22 17s. lOd.

The sum of (I) (i) and (ii) should equal that of (^).

28. 12s. 2d. ; 11s. 9d.

P. 130. — 29. Fencing, £40 ;
cows, £72 ;

horses, £30 ; total cost, £214 11s.

30. £185 11s. 31. £166 9s. 32. £48 2s.

33. 18'67s. percwt. (to two places of decimals) ; 5s. lOd.

34. £0*933 per cwt. 36. 28. 8*09d.
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P. 131. - 36. £25 138. 37. £2 7a. 38. £4 19s.

39. £8 7s. 40. £6 11a. 9(1.

P. 132. —41. £9 Ills. 7id- 4-2. £6 6s. 43. £4 13a. 4d.

44. Cost [>er 100 at rate of tiv(i is: £1 13s. 4(1., £4 15s., £5 6s. 8<1.,

£10, whieli is higher than the 100 rate l)y 4s. 4d.. 10s..

88. 8d., £1.

45. Total, £258 lOs.

P.133. — 46. £9,264,849 15s. 2d.

P. 134. — 47. £49 Os. 8d. 48. £203 17s. 9d.

49. (1912) 3a. lid. ](er lb. ; (1913) 4s. 3d. per Ih.

P.136. — 60. 4d. 51. Total, £127666 Os. 6d. Commissions, £515 14s. 4d.

EXAMPLES. XXVI.

SECTION X. A. (i)

CALCULATION OF COST BY COMPOUND MULTI-
PLICATION AND DIVISION

P. 138. — 1. (/) £27 2s. 6(1. (.?) £54 9s. 8d. (;?) £89 6s. lOJd. (//) £37 28. 3|d.

P. 139. — (.5) £113 6s. 9d. (6‘) £1278 7s. 6d.

(7) £7163 19s. 9d. (S) £7881 58. 4^d.

(.9) £108645 lOs. lOjd. (10) £158647 16a. S^d.

2. {/) £135 128. 6(1., £195 6s., £227 17s.

(^) £381 7s. 8d., £653 16s., £490 78.

(5) £268 Os. 74d., £1072 28. 6d., £1240 178. g^d.

(4) £1187 14s., £1224 16s. 3fd. (5) £3740 2s. 9d., £2720 2s.

(6) £25567 lOs., £30681. (7)£355214 7s. 7^(1., £492524 2s. 9^d.

(.S’) £2,084,289 19s. 2d. (9) £6,192,796 Is. O^d.

(/O) £2,300,393 8a. 7td.

8. (i) £5 8s. 6d. (^) £7 15s, 8d. (S) £9 18s. e^d.

(4) £12 7s. 5^1. (5) £18 17s. 9^d. (6‘) £159 15s. ll^d.

(7) £596 19s. 113d. (<S) £875 1.5s. Oid.

(9) £9876 17s. 4id. (10) £15864 15s.*^7fd.

4. (1) £5 8s. 6(1. (2) £5 8s. 6d. (3) £5 8s. 6d.

(4) £7 15s. 8d. (5) £7 15s. 8d. (6) £9 18a. ^i].

(7) £9 18s. did. (8) £18 178. 9Jd. (9) £159 15s. ll|d.

(JO) £876 15s. 04d. (JI) £596 19s. ll|d. (J^) £9876 Us. 4id.

6. (J) (i) £191453 18s. 6d.
;

(ii) £244219 12s. 6d.

(^) (i) £410980 148. ;
(ii) £493308 11s. gjd.

(3) (i) £602978 178. 2Jd. ;
(ii) £594111 Os. Ofd.

(4) (i) £1,404,852 2s. 2d.
;

(ii) £1,736,651 7s.

(5) (i) £5,650,606 198. Ofd. ;
(ii) £8,152,276 11s. 2d.

P. 140. - 6. (1) £859 168. 8id. (3) £859 15s. 8|d. (S) £1764 Us. 9id.

(4) £1764 17s. 94d. (5) £5692 18s. 7i(I.

7. £144 Is. lOid. 8. 5s. O^d. 9. £124 4s.
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P. 140. — 10. £800 14a. OJd. 11. £2 19a. SJd. 12. 30s.

13. 14. £0 000041667. 16. /.Vj 16. 1250id.

n. 18 . £13 ss. 8id. 19. nm-
20. £6 17s. Id.

21. 57 mautles.

22. IJd. It must be leas than 2Jd., for if it were 24d. or more, then

another mantle could bo bought.

23. 58 lb. 24. 26. ^jd. or id. nearly.

P. 141. — 26. £90 48. Id. ; the 1915 price is £13 ISs. 6d. below the 1914.

27. £8 14s. 3d. 28. 31s. 3Jd. 29. £337 10s.

30. £37 lOs. 31. 4s. lOd.

P. 142. — 32. 0-357d. 33. 13a.4d. 34. 24s. 36. £34 4s. 9d.

36.

One-sixth of Pre.sent Price. Sale Price.

£ d. £ s. d.

2 6 7 11 12 11

1 4 7 G 2 11

4 19 2 24 15 10

0 17 2 4 5 10

37. 6|d. 38. The latter, by £17 5s. 6d. 39. £62 Os. lOd.

40. £63. 41. £72 18s.

P. 143.— 42. £1 8s. OJd. 43. 18s. 6d. 44. ifj.

EXAMPLES. XXVII.

SECTION X. A. (ii)

RAFIS METHODS FOB DOZERS AMD SCOBES

P. 146. — 1. 138. 6d. 2. 7s. 6d. 3. £2 168. 4. 2s. 9d.

6. £2 11s. 6d. 6. £3 93. 6d. 7. £16. 8. £12 188.

9. £2 198. 6d. 10. £1 ISs. 9d. 11. Is. 6d. 12. 11s.

13. £18. 14. £8 88. 16. £1 7s. 9d. 16. £1 7s.

17. £1 Us. 6d. 18. 6a. 9d. 19. £41 14s. 20. £18 Is.

21. £3 6s. 22. 7s. S^d. 23. £1 13s. 24. £7 Ss. lOd.

26. £10 Is. 8d. 26. Ss. IJd. 27. 9s. 6d. 28. £186.

29. £1 17s. 6d. 30. £67 3s. 9d. 31. £23 28 6d.

32. 6s. 8d. 33. 7s. 6d. 34. ISs. 6d.

36. 14s. 7|d. 36. 4s. 6id. 37. Is. 9d.

P. 148.-38. 3d. 39. Is. 6d. 40. SJd. 41. SJd.

42. 8id. 43. Is. 6d. 44. Is. 6d. 46. 4id.

46. 6jd. 47. 9[d. 48. Is. 64. 49. Is. 64.
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EXAMPLES. XXVin.

SECTION X. B. (i)

OALOXJLATION OF COST: OOUPLETE DECIMALISATION

OF SUMS OF MONET

P. 148. — 1. (I) 0-126. (2) 0-208333. (,S) 0-270833. (4) 0-229167.

(S) 0-0625. (6) 0-37.6. (7) 0-4875. (8) 0-562.').

(9) 0-626. (10) 0-770838. (77) 0-979167. (72) 0-854167.

2. (7) 0-0063. (2) 0-0104. (3) 0-0136. (4) 0 0115.

(5) 0-0031. (tf) 0-0188. (7) 0-0219. (8) 0-0281.

(9) 0-0313. {10) 0-0885. (77) 0-0)90. (72) 0-0428.

3. (7) 0-8333, 0-125, 0 05, 0-8333, 0 025, 0-0833, 0 9.

(2)

0-25, 0-1667, 0-1, 0-6667, 0-0126, 0-8, 0-3.

4. (7) 0-25, 0-1667, 0-06-25, 0-0167, 0-4, 0 0333.

(2) 0-3333, 0-125, 0 0125, 0-025, 0-0833, 0-55.

6. (7) 0-9375, 0-8883, 0-781, 0-439. (2) 0-334, 0-885, 0-989, 0-948.

(S) 0-290, 0-114, 0-099, 0-643. (4) 0-796, 0-868, 0-173, 0-0.55.

(5) 0-0010417, 0-0052, 0 040626, 0-644.

6. 0-727, to three places. 7. 0-148, to three places. 8. 0-843.

0. (7) £74-664583, £73-972917. (2) £38-71662.5, £125-823958.

{.?) £179-960417, £250-4-23968. (4) £760-319792, £158-690625.

(5) £731-29376, £33-778125.

P. 149. —10. (7) £3 10s., £25 2s., £56 6s. (?) £26 .5.s,, £33 16s., £29 8s.

(S) £29 4s., £53 12s., £8 12s.

(4) £68-16s., £291 6s., £157 17s 6(1.

(5) £900 12s. 6d., £168 Is. 6d., £964 28. 6d.

(6) £295 3s. 25d., £358 163. IJd., £86 Is. 8d.

(7) £56 8s. 3fd., £290 lls. 8rl., £129 18s. Ofd.

(S) £78 Is. 3d., £986 Os. lOU., £537 Os. 5d.

11 . (7) 2id., id., 8d. {$) 3d., 8d., 9d. (3) 7d., 6d.

(4) Id., 4d. (5) 2d., lOd.

12 . (7) 6d., 3d., 9d., 4jd. (2) 7id., 2id., 3d., 4id.

(3) 4id., 7Jd., lljd., 8id. (4) lOJd., Hid., lOd., 4ld.

(4) 9d., lOid., 9id., 4Jd.

13. (7) 88. 6d., 7s. 7id., 98. S^d., 8s. 4|d.

(2) 8s. fid., 78. 8id., 98. lOd., 8s. OJd.

(3) 68. Hid., 88. lOd., 128. 4id., ISs. 8id.

(4) 78. 4id., 12s. llfd., 16a 7jd., ISs. 7id.

(4) 258. did., 36a 4id., 28s. 8|d., 508.

14. (7) £31 Os. 3d., £521 la, £81 Os. 6d.

(2) £22 Oa fid., £48 Ifis. Sd., £207 19s. 9d.

(3) £315 2s. lid., £176 Is. 8d., £625 Hs. 6d.

(4) £28 9s. 7id., £56 6s. 3Jd., £24 178. 6id.

(4) £158 13a 5d.. £533 IBs. lOid., £438 11a fid.
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P, 149 . 14
. (6) £586 18a. 5d., £794 Ua. l;Jd., £4.58 10s. 9d.

(7) £1358 10s. ll^d., £2329 1 48. U^d., £129 10a. Ifd.

(6’) £4.583 13s. T^d., £21.5 17s. S^d., £5801 Oa. 10.^d.

(9) £2964 Os. 7 Ad., £139 8s. 5|d., £4.586 as. lO^d.

{10) £6360 7s. lO^d., £2240 6s. £3941 Os. S^d.

15 . 0-416. 16 . 13, £8 18s. S^d.

P. 150.
— 17 . 0-679. 18 . £0-054167. 19 . £0-0833. 20. £0 029 less.

21 . £0-658, £0-6875, 7d. 22 . £0-0058. 23 . £0-9.

24. 0-276S. 26 . 0-194.

26. £0-9833. Observe that this figure, roughly £1, repre.sents the

im[)orts into Japan from Australia only, and not the total trade.

The totiil trade of Japan is £2 per head
;
of the United Kingdom,

£23, and of Australia, £29 j>er head (see Whitaker, p. 107).

EXAMPLES. XXIX. (a)

SECTION X. B. (ii)

DECIMALISATION OF SUMS OF MONEY
P. 163.- 1 . £36-758

;
£28-861

;
£45-905. 2 . £74-665

;
£85-668

;
£73-978.

3. £38-716 ;
£79-620

;
£125-824. 4. £179-960

;
£564-956

;
£100-511.

5

.

£275-819
;
£378-622

;
£‘250 424. 6 . £868-616

;
£564-768

; £760-320.

7. £‘236-727
;
£58-780

;
£1,58-691. 8. £33*778

;
£726*840

; £731 -294.

9. £.58-893
;
£384*931

;
£79*397. 10 . £960-182

;
£276*680

;
£158-427.

11 . £724-634
;
£158-485

;
£396 -97-2. 12 . £356*790

;
£73-389

;
£1001-824.

13. £21-597
;
£196*295 ; £354 *889. 14. £5*548

;
£843*199

; £768-799.

16 . £394-494; £75 636; £.596-919.

EXAMPLES. XXIX. (b)

SECTION X. B. (ii)

REDUCING DECIMALISED SUMS OF MONEY TO
COMPOUND aUANTITIES

P. 154. — 1 . £394 9s. lO^d. ; £75 128. 8^d.
;
£.598 18.s. l^d.

2 . £5 10s. lljd.
;
£843 3s. llfd. ;

£768 16s. llfd.

3 . £21 11a, ll|d.
;
£196 68. lOfd. ;

£354 178. 9^d.

4. £356 168. 9id. ; £73 7s. Ojd.
; £1001 16s. 6fd.

6.

£724 Is. S\d.
;
£158 Os. S^d. ; £396 198. 6id.

6. £960 3s. 7|d.
;
£276 13s. 7id. ; £158 8b. 6id.

7 . £58 17s. lOJd. ;
£384 18s. 7^. ; £79 78. ll^d.

8. £33 15s. 6id. ;
£726 16s.

; £731 5s. lO^d.

9. £236 14s. 6id. ;
£68 16s. 7id. ;

£168 18s. 9fd.

10 . £868 128. 3|d.
;
£564 ISs. 4|d.

; £760 68. 4|d.

11 . £275 168. 4jd.
;
£378 12s. SJd. ;

£250 8s. Sfd.

12 . £179 19s. 24d.
;
£664 19s. Ijd.

;
£100 lOs. 2fd.

13 . £38 Us. 3fd. ;
£79 128. 4id. ;

£126 16s. 6fd.

14 . £74 13s. S^d.
;
£86 ISs. 4id. ; £73 19s. 5id.

16. £36 168. 2d.
;
£28 17s. 2|d. ; £46 18a. l^d.
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EXAMPLES. XXX. (a)

SECTION X. 0. (i)

CALCULATION OF COST: BY DECIMALISING THE
SUM OF MONEY

P. 155. — 1. £2970. 2. £Gr)l. 3. £2033. 4. £2418. 6. £10044.

6. £159571 15s. 7. £306236 4s. 4(i. 8. £159571 15s.

9. £159571 15.S. 10. £306236 48. 4d. 11. £410980 14s.

12. £502973 17s. 2d. 13. £1,404,852 2s. 2d. 14. £5,550,607.

16. £272343 12s.

EXAMPLES. XXX. (b)

SECTION X. C. (ii)

CALCULATION OF COST BY THE METHOD OF NINE
MULTIPLES

P. 157.- 1. 2. 3. 4. 6. 6.

(1) 0'0125 0*026 0*0376 0*0625 0*125 0*175

(2) 0*0250 0*050 0*0750 0*1250 0*2.50 0*350

(3) 0 0375 0*075 0*1125 0*1875 0*375 0*525

(4) 0*0500 0*100 0*1500 0*2.500 0*500 0*700

(6) 0*0625 0*125 0*1875 0*3125 0*625 0*875

(6) 0*0750 0*150 0*2250 0*3750 0*750 1*050

(7) 0*0875 0*175 0*2625 0*4375 0 875 1*225

(8) 0*1000 0 200 0*3000 0*5000 1*000 1*400

(9) 0*1125 0*225 0*3375 0*5625 1*125 1*575

11 .

0*077083

0*164167

0*231260

0*308333

0*386417

0-462600

0*539683

0*616667

0*693760

16.

0*290626

0*581250

0*871875

1*162600

1*453126

1*748760

2*034376

2*325000

2*616626
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P. 157. - 17. (i) Sa. 9d., 9s., 6a. 18. (i)£3 12s. 6d., £9 16a., £11 2s. 6d.

(ii) 7s. 6d., 18a., 12s. (ii) £5 la. 6d,, £13 13.s., £16 11s. Od.

(iii) 11s. Sd., 27s., 18s. (iii) £7 19a. 6d., £21 9s., £24 9s. 6 I.

(iv) 188. 9d., 46s., 30s. (iv) £16 4s. 6d., £40 19a., £46 14a. 6d.

19. (i) £8 7s. 8Jd., £9 12s. lOd.

(ii) £7 Os. 7id., £20 Os. 6d.

(iii) £9 12s. S^d., £27 Ss. lOd.

(iv) £12 16s. 2"id., £36 6s. lOd.

20. (i) £22 6s. 6d., £38 11s. 7d., £61 Os. 3Jd.

(ii)£68 8s. 6d., £100 19s. 3d., £1.33 lOs. IJd.

(iii) £226 2s., £390 14a. 4d., £616 ISs. 2d.

(iv) £132 10s. 6d., £229 Os. 8d., £302 16s. 74d.

EXAMPLES. XXXI.

SECTION X. C. (iii)

CALCULATION OF COST BY PRACTICE

P. 160. — 1. £260, £87 10s. 2. £200, £1000. 3. £573, £261.

4. £710, £153 8s. 6. £.634 12s., £312 10s. 6. £228 lOs., £78 11s.

7.

£2970. 8. £661. 9. £2033. 10. £2418.

11. £10044. 12. £12987. 13. £121419. 14. £13643.

15. £138589 lOs. 16. £70389. 17. £161991 18. £46072.

19. £272343 12s. 20. £169671 15s. 21. £306236 4 s. 4d.

22. £169671 1.6s. 23. £169571 15s. 24. £306236 4s. 4d.

26. £410980 148. 26. £.602973 Us. 2d. 27. £1,404,852 28. 2d.

28. £6,560,607. 29. £366214 7s. 7d. 30. £6,192,790 Is.

EXAMPLES. XXXIL

SECTION X.

MISCELLANEOUS aUESTIONS

P. ISO.— 1. 2a. 9d. 2. £0-08.

P.161.— 3. Ifd. 4. £0 •000028. 5. 4s. 8d.=£0-2126.

6. (i) £0-7126
;

(ii) £0-676
; (iii) £0-617. 7. (i) £0-7

;
(ii) £0-808.

8. Since a woman aged 66 will usually live longer than a man, the .

offices can afford to pay the latter more during his life than they

can the former.

9. £128 (to the nearest £1). 10. 4 -408(1.

11. 2s. 7id. 12. £6 18s. lid.

P. 162. — 13. £2 10s. 9d. per short ton. 14. lid. 16. 7d.

16. £68. 17. £2 16s. 6d. 18. £31074 14s. 6d.

19. 4s. l|d. 20. 28. 11^. 21. £73930 12s. 6d.

22. £1 6s, 8cU
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p, 168.-23. £1 8s. 6d. 24. 11 -Id.

26. (i) £1136 ;
(ii) £1636

;
(iii) the earning capacity per mile has

increased by £499*8 in the decade
;

(iv) see Question 28.

26. 6d. 27. 2d.

28. 8d. India : Comludons—l, That about 30 million money orders

were issued of average value, £1 4s. 2. That about 15^ million

telegrams were sent at a cost of about lid. each. 3. That the

earning capacity of the railways j)er mile has increased by about

£500 a mile, implying more traffic in passengers and goods.

4. That about 280 million lb. of tea were produced, and made

8d. per lb. Why is tea so much dearer in England ?

REVISION QUESTIONS. L

A.

SECTION I.

P. 163.-1. 1813, 1814, 1801, 1812, 1815, 1811, 1805, 1802 ; £25,011,028.

2. 6664 acres.

P. 164.—3. The latter is longer by two days.

4. (i) 1,695,492 cwt. (ii) 28,466,419 Rs. (iii) If \ inch represents

16 thousand cwt., then lines 2 inchas and 3 inches represent 60

and 90 thousand cwt. respectively.

6. 90®, not 65° -35®, for one town is north and the other south of

the Equator.

P. 165.—0. Total exports—

Black tea : Jan. 1 to Sept. 7, 1914 = 129,636,110 lb.

,, „ „ 1913= 130,224,121 „

„ Jan. 1 to Aug. 31, 1914 = 127,231,153 „
Cocoa-nuts; Jan. 1 to Sept. 7, 1914= 24,498,894 ,,

„ „ „ 1913= 19,465,911 „

„ Jan. 1 to Aug. 31, 1914= 23,809,136 „

Four Largest
Customers. Tea.

Excess (-H),

Defect (-)
of 1014

Exportation
over the 1918.

Four Largest
Customers. Desic-

cated Cocoa-nuts.

Excess (-f),

Defect ( -

)

of 1914

Exportation
over the 1918.

United Kingdom .

Russia .

New South Wales

.

United States

-271,699
-1,778,196

-22,920

-f- 1,393,245

United Kingdom .

United States

Germany
Belgium

+ 1,534,417

+ 268,020

+ 811,754

+ 405,694

The best customers of Ceylon are, for tea ; the United Kingdom,

Russia, New South Wales, the United States, Victoria, China,

New Zealand, Canada and Newfoundland, Africa, South
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Australia
;
and for desiccated cocoa-nuts : the United Kingdom,

the United States, Uermany, Belgium, Holland, Victoria,

Austria, Canada and Newfoundland, Spain, France.

P. 166. 7. £8«92000. 8. £2,000,000.

9. Decrease, 1910 11 to 1911-12, £28,010,000.

„ 1911-12 to 1912-13, £10,490,000.

„ 1912-13 to 1913-14, £13,270,000.

„ greatest, 1910-11 to 1911-12.

R (1)

SECTION II.

I. .'52. 2. 143. 3. £7 Ss. 4. 12 ; 6760.

5. £77,. 6 . .6184.

P. 167. — 7. 33 111
.
per 61 in both countries ; tlie luiirkets were the same.

8. 8J nearly. 9. 144. 10. £44.

R (2)

1. 113 11). per head.

2. Id. (The same as the third clas.s fare in England.)

3. 16 Rs. 4. Yes, and be better oil by £14 13s. 4d. per annum.

P. 168. — 6. Median, 39 ;
average, 36 J ; showing how inordinately the 10 feet

reduces the value of the average and not of the median.

6 . Average, 281 inches ; median, 29 inches.

7. Average, 171 seconds; median, 157^ seconds. Better to take the

median, so as to prevent the 300 seconds (which means an abnor

mal delay) exerting too great an influence.

8. Cows, £44 T7 })er head; sheep, £6 per head; altogether, £23*3

per head.

9. 2622 4 centimes
;
25*224 francs. 10. 288.

II. (i) Average, 38*9; (^) median, 33t; (^) mode, 66. The value

of (1) is unduly increased by the 122 and 137, and hence (2) is

lower than (1) ; (3) measures the selling power of the salesman,

and would be more conclusive if a larger number of observations

had been made,

C. (1)

SECTIONS III AND IV.

1. 2. 308.

3. Selling price, 7s. Id. ; clearance price, 68. per dozen.

P, 169> — 4. The imports are J of the exports (nearly j). 6.

0. truss of new hay. 7. 8*

9. £104. 10. £30. 11. U.



Skcs. 111.,

P. 169. -

P. 170.-
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C. (2)

t.

The values are 10, 6, 6, 8, 8, 10, 9, 10, 12, 11 million tlollars.

(We cannot reproduce the figure full size here, but the student

should draw it on good stilF paper, full size, and colour it, when

it will be seen to be very effective.)

2.

1911. 1912.

From f-anada . ()746iV

,, Victoria 2137^ 1120

Phactions are and li{.

3. The lengths are, in miles—6, 5J, 5|, 6§, m, 7^ ;
final length

= 7 mi. 4 fur. 9 chs.

(The student should draw the line for himself.)

4. (i) i (ii) n-

6 .

1907-8. 1908-9.
j

1909-10. 1910-11. 1911-12.

-* + i
j

+

1

6.

7. Draw the dotted line PQ: then Q represents 4|, and R 3};

differences!.
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P. 170.-8.

United

Kingdom.
United

States.
France. Germany.

Austria-

Hungary.
Italy.

n 2A in IH
* m

In descending order we have—Italy, United States, France,

Austria-Hungary, Germany, United Kingdom.

P. 171.—9. 464, 43, 147, 114, 16, 34 thousand miles.

10. Liverpool. 11.

12. 865 and 3132 ]>eople for every conviction in 1850 and 1912 resjwctively.

13. Theio were 2267 more i>eople for every conviction in 1912 than in

1850 ; crime has diminished to about one-fourth.

C. (3)

SECTION V.

1. 432 bushels of wheat, 180 of barley.

P. 172.—2. 9600 acres arable, 9800 pasture, 1200 woodland
;
total, 22400 acres.

3. gV ;
^1166 13s. 4d. 4. miles. 5. 13 articles.

6. To United States, 117300; to New Zealand, 98850 ; to South

Africa, 28200. Total, 430500.

7. (1) 89800 is net loss by emigration and immigration; {$) rsWt>Q

(roughly of the population represents the loss).

p. i73.~a



Secs, vi.~ix

P. 174.-1.

P. 175.-

P. 176.-

P. 177.-

P. 178.-

]
ANSWERS xxxiii

D. (1)

SECTIONS VL-Vm.

Basin or District.

Third Quarter, 1912.

Amount. Average.

Glonelg and Wannon Rivers . 10*3 9*4

OajMi Otway Forest.... 13*4 12*0

Mallee ......
1

6*6 4*3

2. Greatest in 1912 ;
0*1148 tons of sugar per ton of cane.

3. 23*8 lb. 4. 24 1b. 6. 3*6d. 6. 10*61s.

7. 126.

8. 0 62, which moans that for every 62 great hundreds imported in

1913, there were 100 great hundreds imported in 1914.

D. (2)

1. 683300 dollars. 2. (/) 13,296,700 dollars. (5) 293600 dollars.

3. 0'51223 grs. 4. 2 028il. per ll>. 5. £136660. 6. 96446 tons.

D. (3)

1. 123*5 francs. 2. 42*18 marks.

4.

£66 19s. Id. 6. 344*8 gallons.

0. 332 7. 5| lb. fewer.

9.

0*0417, correct to four decimal places.

3. £1148 15s. 6d.

8. 2*83 letters per person.

D. (4)

1. (a) 19*48
;
(b) 1*807. 2. (a) 0*2688

; (&) 1*160.

3. (a) 2*449
;

{b) 1*225 (last hgure doubtful).

4. 3*65 . 6. 86*3689346. 6. 2*155.

E. (1)

SECTION IX.

1. lls., 9s., 8s., 68.,

10s., 7s. See

graph.

2. 0*01838.

3. Ih
4. 2Ar times dearer.

5. £29 168. lOd.

6. £1 Is. lOd. net

(£1 3s. 9d,

gross).

7. £9199 188. lid.

;

£3373*383 in

hand.

PART I.—^3
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P. 179.-8.

Date. Receipts. Expenditure.

£ s. d. £ 8. d.

July 1 . . . 565 0 0

„ 2 . 25 15 8

„ 3 . 96 18 6 3 10 6

,, 4 . 198 12 8

„ 5 . 50 io 0

,, 6 . 6 5 3 105 15 8

Total . 892 12 1 159 16 2

Balance 732 15 11

9. £22 198.

E. (2)

1. 4s. 5d. 2. £33r> 15s. 7d.

P. 180. — 3. The stutas coni{)osiiig the Latin Union are, to some extent at

any rate, allied in blood and in spirit, while their languages

have partly a common original. Although the coins have

dillerent names in the dillereiit states, yet they have the

same value
;

the face value of the gold coins is that of the

tine gold which tlioy contain—a fact which makes them

standards of value, and which also facilitates their circulation.

4. A very important question. (See §97.)

6. Vertical totals in order of columns—£19 ; £296 13s. 9d. ;

£42 7s. 6d. ; £4 2s. 6d. ; £362 3s. 9d.

Horizontal totals (1) to (16)—(1) £70 3s. 9d.
; (2) £76 ISs. 9d.

;

(3) £5 5s.; (4) £44 17s. 6d.
; (5) £38 11s. 3d.; (6) £14;

(7) £31 8s. 9d. ; (8) £3 7s. 6d.
; (9) £4 5s.

; (10) £15 8s. 9d. ;

(11) £13 2s. 6d.
; (12) £22

; (13) £6 ; (14) £13 10s. ; (15) ISs. ;

(16) £2 15s.

0. 168. 6d. ; £18 6s. 3d.
; £1 Is. 3d.

; 17b. 6d.

7. £19 10s. 8. £8 128. 6d.

P. 181 . -- 9. 8s. Oid.

F. (1)

SECTION X.

1, 108 weeks. 2. 110 weeks, 3. 0*09875.

4. 1*027 times. 6. 15 eggs. 6. £1 128. IJd.

7. £3 10s. 4d.

P. 182. — 8. £1 Is. Id.

9. £4 19s. (correct to Is.). The builder would charge £5.
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F. (2)

P. 182. — 1. 19 pahs; 2.^d. change. 2. £760 10s. 3. 16s.

4. 0'3ad. 5. £3 Is. 8d. 6. £l,312,r)00. 7. £164 3s. 4d.

8. 648 square yards. 9. 16s. 10. Is. 2d. 11. lOd.

12. 7d. 13. 7id. 14. 2s. O.Jd.

F. (3)

P. 183. — 1. £0-0] 25, £0-1626. 2. 0 111. 3. 0-9. 4. 40.

6. 0-0132.<i. 6. £0-.-!5. 7. £2 8.s. 9(1.

8. 61 herrings. 9. 0‘599s. per ounce (Troy).

F. (4)

P. 184. — 1. £26 4b. 6id. 2. Is. O^d. 3. Is. OJd. 4. 2id.

6. Average fares in order are— 3s. 5^d., 2s. 6jd., lO^d., 24d.

0. 10-9d. 7. 0-9214. 8. 0-9d., 1-Od.

EXAMPLES. XXXIII.

SECTION XI.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

A. THE METEIC SYSTEM: REDUCTION

P. 198. — 1. 1035 cm. 2. 18080 mm. 3. 350,865,000 ram.

4. 8 dm. 5 cm. 6 mm. 6. 9 m. 8 dm. 6 cm. 6. 6 Urn. 8 Dm. 6 in.

7. 5 Dm. 6 m. 8 dm. 2 cm. 3 mm.
8. 9 Dm. 7 m. 6 dm. 8 cm. 4 mm. 9. 90600 sq. mm.
10. 8,090,006 sq. mm. 11. 605,000,003 sq. mm.
12. 5 sq. dm. 86 sq. cm. 29 sq. mm.
13. 9 sq. ni, 63 sq. dm. 62 sq. cm.

14. 8 sq. Hm. 69 .sip Dm. 54 sip m.

16. 9 sq. Km. 75 sq. Hm. 62 sq. Dm.

P. 199. ~ 16. 5,000,008,000 c.mm. 17. 6,000,000,008 c.mm.

18. 9,008,000,000 c.mm. 19. 5,008,000 c.mm.

20. 8 c.dm. 961 c.cin. 21. 5 c.m. 865 o.dm.

22. 51 c.Dm. 648 c.m. 23. 8300 mgm.
24. 5,008,020 mgm. 26. 28,000,500 mgm,
26. 8 Hgm. 5 Dgm. 6 gm. 27. 5 dgm. 3 ogm.

28. 59 Kgm. 8 Hgm. 4 Dgm. 6 gm.

29. 8 Dgm. 6 gm, 6 dgm, 4 cgm. 8 mgm.
30. 1 Kgm. 5 Hgm. 9 Dgm. 6 gm. 2 dgm.

31. 5*6 1, 32. 8-06 1. 33. 6000-81.

34. 8 Dl. 6 1. 5 dl. 6 cl. 36. 9 HI. 6 Dl. 6 1. 2 dl.

36. 6 HI. 8 Dl. 3 1. 37. 8*53 ares. 38. 98 Ha. 65 ares.
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P. 199- — 39. 508800 sq. m. 40. 56,008,600 sq. m.

41. 58 sq. m. 64 sq. dm. 42. 8 Dl. 8 1. 6 dl. 6 cl.

43. 86 Km. 9 Hni 6 Dm, 4 m. 6 dm. 44. 64 Ha. 86 a. 63 sq. m.

46. 76 c.m. 686 c.drn. 46. T : 1*71. 47. 1 : 74*8.

48. 1 : 1*6. 49. 1 : 6*69. 50. 0*00161. 61. 0*02.

62. 0*000010161. 63. 11686*965 gms. 64. 8*7372 Ha.

P. 200.—65. 376*42 1. 66. 6*67236 Km. 67. 177 m.

58. 7 pieces.

EXAMPLES. XXXIV.

SECTION XI.

WEIGHTS AND MEASUKES

A. THE METHIO SYSTEM : CALCULATION OF COST

- 1. 0*797 centimes. 2. 6*3165 francs. 3. 1413*47 centimes.

4. 110 16 francs. 6. 86*35 francs. 6. 22*796 francs.

7. 13*797 francs. 8. 212*48 marks. 9. 796*425 francs.

10. 6722*6 franca.

11. 132 *9 lira. 12. 62*613 gulden. 13. 7640*4 francs.

14. See §§ 133 and 134 ; § 148 ; § 135
; §§ 145 and 146.

EXAMPLES. XXXV.

SECTION XI.

WEIGHTS AND MEASXJBES

B. THE ENGLISH SYSTEM : SEDUCTION

P. 201. — 1. 102 inches. 2. 204 inches. 3. 2472 inches.

4. 61776 inches. 6. 63360 inches. 6. 364320 inches.

7. 408456 inches, 8. 1 mile. 9. 1 mile.

10. 1 mile. 11. 4 mi. 3 fur. 8 chs. 12. 2 mi. 4 fur. 6 chs.

13. 3 fur. 8 chs. 2 ft. 6 in. 14. 6*056 sq. ft.

16. 726 sq. ft. 16. 360500 sq. links. 17. 930 sq. poles.

18. 27,200,800 sq. yds. 10 . 1 acre.

20. 1 ac. 9 sq. chs. 318 sq. yds. 8 sq. ft. 21. 4 sq. yds. 10 sq. in.

22. 50 acres. 23. 62 ac. 26 sq. pos.

24. 480384 cub. in. 26. 787164*8 cub. in.

26. 1 cub. yd. 2 cub. ft. 522 cub. in. 27. 320 cub. yds. 14 cub.

28. 108500 grs. 29. 692375 grs. 30. 1,232,000 grs.

81. 592375 grs. 32. 70 lb. 33. 40 lb. 12 os.

84. 112 lb. 36. 208*32 lb. 36. 614 lb.

37.22401b. 38. 6406*4 lb. 39.67761b.

40. 11540 lb. 41. 2 tons 8 owt. 24 lb.

P. 200.

P. 201. -
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P- 201. -42. 2 tons 8 cwt. 2 qra. 12 ozs. 43. 17 tons 18 cwt. 2 qrs.

44. 4 tons 6 cwt. 2 qrs. 46. 54 pints.

40. 72 pints. 47. 348 gallons.

P. 202.—48. 12 qrs. 1 bush. 2 pks. 1 gall. 3 qts.

49. 22 qrs. 7 bush. 1 gall. 3 qts. 60. 138 qrs. 6 bush. 1 pk. 1 gall.

61. 14 qrs. 7 bush. 1 gall. 62. 73500 grs.

63. 34560 grs. 64. 1984 dwt. 66. 1300 dwt.

66. 1747*2 grs. 67. 1592*5 grs. 68. 8*65 centals.

69. 704*57 stones. 60. 29110 sec. 61. 31104 sec.

62. 570 sec. 63. 8940 min. 64. 9860 min.

66. 2 hrs. 24 min. 14 sec. 66. 6 days 16 hrs. 32 min.

67. 3 wks. 2 days 16 hrs. 68. 216480 sec.

69. 288056 sec. 70. T 24' 14". 71. 13“ 3'.

72. 8 38"*4. 73. J. 74. 76. t/oVi?*

76. nearly). 77. Hy (| nearly). 78. Hi
79. m- 80. Hi
81. 1*21528, 0-82286, 0*91146; 12*153 lb. (Troy), 16*46 lb. (Av.),

18*23 oz. (Troy). 82. 3180 grs.

83. 4240 grs. 84. 6315 grs.

86. (i) 1 3 6 3 0 ^ 16 grs.
;

(ii) 40 5 4 5-

86. 7 mi. 2 fur. 4 chs. 14 yds. 87. 21 sq. yds. 5 sq. ft. 18 sq. in.

88. 8 tons 7 cwt. 2 qrs. 1 st.

89. 12 lb. (Troy) 6 oz. (Troy) 0 dwt. 19*6 grs.

90. 19 tons 3 cwt. 2 qrs. 10 lb.

P. 203« -- 91. 4 tons 19 cwt. 3 qrs. 20 lb. 92. 3 qts. 0*8 pt.

93. 0*0825, 94. 0*192. 96. 0*2308.

96. 0*179. 97. 0*301. 98. 0 177.

99. 0*93. 100. 0-7125. 101. 0 00417.

102. 0*10417. 103. 0*1194. 104. 0*6304. 106. 0*989.

EXAMPLES. XXXVI.

SECTION XI.

HISOELLANEOUS aUESTIONS

P. 203.-1. 1600 c.om.

3. 4500 c.cm.

5 . m
7. 1 oz. 16 dwt. 12 grs.

9. 4 pints.

11. 0-000166.

13. 473*2 long tons.

16. 330*36 long tons.

P. 204.-17. 0*892867143.

18. 0-446 tons.

20. 18 galls. 3 qts. 1 pt.

22. Yos.

2. 0-00000136.

4b 1^.

6. 1 3 4 5 0 8 grs.

8. Lighter by 255 grs.

10. 40 fl. oz.

12. 0-892857148.

14. 1
-12.

10. 1
-12 .

19. £2 6b. 8d. per week of 7 days.

21. 1 gall. 0 qt. 1 pt.

23. 14s. lOjd.
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P. 206.

P. 207.

EXAMPLES. XXXVII.

SECTION XI.

WEIGHTS ANB MEASURES

B. THE ENGLISH SYSTEM : CALCULATION OF COST

Compound Practice and Nine-Multiple Tables

— 1. £525 7s.

4. £282 158. 3d.

7. £6673 15s. 9d.

— 8. £6031 Os. 6d.

9. £16034 8s,

10. £81857.

2. £4 Os. 9d.

5. £836 17s. 8d.

11 .

3. £160 9s. Id.

6. £1666 7s. lid.

Yards. Miles.

1-

0-0005681818

2-

0-0011363636

3-

0-0017045455

4 = 0-0022727278

5= 0-0028409091

6 = 0 0034090909
7=0-0039772727
8 = 0-0045454545

9 = 0-0051136364

12. (i) 6-652273 mi. ; (ii) 15-7875 mi. : (iii) 5-41857 mi.

13. 1 iHihes. Centimetres. Yards. Metres.

1 = 0-9143834807

2 = 1-8287669615

3 = 2*7431504422
4 = 3-6575339230

(a) { 5 = 12-699770.566 I (5) \ 5 = 4-5719174037

6 = 5-4863008845

7 = 6-4006843752

8 = 7-3150678570

19 = 8-2294513367

125 in. =317-494 cm,, and 220 yds. =201 ’164 metres.

[1= 2-.5399.54113

2= 5-079908226

3= 7*619862339

4 = 10-159816452

5 = 12-699770.566 {h)^

6= 16-239724679

7 = 17-779678792
8- 20-319632905

9 = 22-869.587018

14.
Square Square
Yanis. Metres.

1 = 0-8360971498

2=1-672194299
3 = 2 508291449

4= 3-344388599

5 = 4-1804857493

6 = 5 0165828992

7= 5-852680049

8 = 6-688777198

9 = 7-524874348

The tenth decimal pla(;e is

uncertain. 1 ac, =»4S40 sq.

yds. -4046*71 sq, metres.

15.

Hectares. Acres.

1= 2-4711431

2= 4-9422862

3= 7-4134293

4= 9-8845724

6= 12-3557155

6= 14-8268586

7= 17-2980016

8 = 19-7691447

9 = 22-2402878

166 Ha. 66 ares =5 386 ac. 3 rds. 21 po.

16. £15 11s. 2d.

19. 22981 acres.

17. £2080 188. 8d.

20. 0*264.

18. £16 Ms. lid.
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P. 207.
Lb. Cwt. Tons.

1 = 0-008928571 0-0004464286

2 = 0-017857142 0-0008928571

3 = 0'02678671S 0-0013392856

4 = 0-036714284 0-0017857142

5 = I 0-044642856 0 0022321428
6^ ! 0-0,53571428 0-0026785714

7=
j

0-062499999 0-0031249999

8=
1

0-071428571 0-0035714285
9= ! 0-080357142 0-0040178571

22 . (i) 5-17858; (ii) 6-46910(5; (iii) 15-845982; (iv) 16-273214.

23 . (i) £19 5s. lOd.
;

(ii) £24 28. ;
(iii) £59 Os. (kl.

;
(iv) £60 12.s. 4cl.

P. 209.

-24. £78 10s. 25. £111 16s. 9(1. 26. £133 18s. lid.

27 . £157. 28 . £223 13s. 5d. 29 . £66 19s. 6d.

30 . £213 15s. 31 .
.5 -9d. per lb. 32 . 1-37 iiancs per Kgin.

33 . £1089 Is. 3(1. 34. £9 8s. 7d. 35 . £4 11s. 3d.

30 . £32 158. 6d. 37 . £14 17s. Id. 38. £1354 168. lid.

39 . 4-64 marks per Kgni. 40 . £103 I3.s. (correct to Is.).

56 Old Stiieet, Liverpool,
July 15, 19—.

Messrs. Dr TTarto(( & Oo., Copenhagen.

Gentlemen,
Wc slioiild esteem it a favour if you would let us know whether

you can supply butter at 4 kroner i)er Kgm., in lots of about 3000 Kgin.
Thanking you,

Yours truly,

T. Will AM KITEV & Co. Ltd.

(J. S. T.)

41 . 2-94 dollars. 42 . 0*365 dollars.

-43 . £8 6s. 44 . £15 11s. 4d. 45 . £8 6s.

46 . £3 17s. lOd. 47 . £49 16s. 2d. 48 . £5 16s. 4d.

49 . £175 10s. Id. 50. £142 19s. 9d. 51 . £43 178.

52 . 2s. 9fd. per pint. 53 . 1 *02 lira per litre.

54 . M. Kuovitcli’s (piotatioii is slightly over 11s., or 5 3 roubles greater.

The letter might be written either in Russian or in French,

and the (puistion should not ask for 1000 gallons at 8^d. a

gallon, but for 1000 litres at so many roubles. Thus :

130 King Street, Walthamstowe,
England, Sept, 18, 19—

M. Knovitoh, Oil Merchants, Odessa, Russia.

Gentlemen,—
We shall be obliged if you will kindly quote for a consignment

of about 5000 litres of oil (f.o.b.) to be dispatclied to us one week
from date of order. A prompt reply will oblige.

Yours truly,ours truly,

Joseph Bn togs & Sons.

(T. N.)
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EXAMPLES. XXXVIIL
SECTION XI. 0.

INVOICES

(We shall not reproduce here invoice forms, but the student

should use a ruled form for bvkry question.)

P. 222. — 1. 3s. 1(1., la. 0|d., 5d., Ijd., 2d.
; total, 4s. 10|d.

2. 9a., 4Jld., 6d., 13a.
;

total, £1 2.a. lOJd. 3. £4 10s. lid.

4. Total . . . £50 12 SJ
Discount . . . 2 10 7

£48'~'2~T4
Packing charges . , 0 6 6

£48 T "7~i

6. Total, 33s. 7d.
;
discount, Is. 8d. ;

net, £1 11s. lid.

6. Cloth, £3 11s. lOJd.
;
flannel, £1 8s, 6d.

;
silk, £7 6.s. lOd.

;
calico,

16a. O^d.
;
cotton, 7s. Od.

;
hat pins, £24 6s.-— total, £37 16s. 9d.

7. It is unnecessary to repeat here §§ 156-169.

P. 223 - 8. Iron nails weigh 264 Kg., and cost 150s.
;

iron tube, 1", is

91 '5 m., and costs 7,6s. ; brass tube, 1", is 8 54 m., and costa

14s. Total cost is 239s., or about 800 frau(5s.

9. 30s., £13 10s., £3, £8 10s.
; total, £26 10s.; discount, £1 63. 6d.

= £25 3s. 6d. Put .stamp on receipt.

10. Refer to Plate IX., Invoice.

£ S. d.

8 drums Turkey figs, 1 cwt. 26 lb., @ £2 lOs. per cavt. . 3 1 7

6 bales Monha coffee, 9 cwt. 3 qrs. net, 0> £9 per cwt. . 87 15 0
3 bales cinnamon, 270 ll>. net, # Is. (Id. per lb. . 20 5 0
(i barrels prunes, 1C24 lb. net, («' (Id. per lb.

8 gallons honey, 100 lb. net, & is. per lb. ... 40 12 0
5 0 0

156 13 7

Discount 3 18 4

3819 francs. 12. Total cost, £1 lOs. 8d.

>52 15

13. 15 Old Street, Sutton, Derby,
16/10/19—.

Messrs. Williams & Oo.,

53 Hugh Road Ilendy.

Gentlemen,—
We beg to inform you that we are at present stocktaking, and

that it would be a great convenience to us if you could let us
have your cheque for the amount outstanding on your account
a statcim ut of which we have pleasure in enclosing.

Thanking you,

We are,

Yours faithfully,

D. J. Lakin k Oo.

£4 16s. is outstanding. See § 166. (J. T.)

14. £42 8s. 9d. net.
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P. 224.— 16. 58. 6d., 88., Ss., £1 16s., 15s.
;
total, £3 7s. 6d.

16. 19s. 3d., 19s. 6d., £3 10s. lOd., ITs. 6d., 14s. 8d.
;

total, £7 Is. 4d.

Taee Is 1 owt. 18 lb., 1 cwt. 8 lb., 1 cwt. 2 lb., 29 lb., 96 lb.
;

total, 4 cwt. 41 lb. Carriage, lOs. lid.

Cost of goods . . . .£714
Discount . . . .036
Net £6 17 10

Carriage . • . . 0 10 11

£7 8 9

17. £4 19s. 2d. 18. £1 7s~
19. See §§ 162-170, and refer to Plate IX., Invoice.

P. 225.—20. Total, £15 lOs. 7d. 21. £44 Is. 6d.

22. Total, £8 3s. Id. (goods sent) ; add to this cost of jars, etc.,

16b. Id.

P. 226.—23. The amounts are—Ss., lOs., 2s. 6d., 12s. 3d., £3 15s., 6s. 9d.,

18h. 9d., £1 19s., £2 12s. 6d., 158. 9d., 5s. 7id., lOd., 2d.,

£6 128., 6s., 48. 4d.
;
total, £19 4s. 3d.

EXAMPLES. XXXIX.

SECTION XI. D.

THE SXIBSIBIABY BOOKS

P. 23B«— 1-3. For method, see § 171. We give totals—

(i) £19 3s. 6d. (2) £13 128. lOd. (5) £25 Ss. 9d.

P. 235*—4-6. See § 172 for method. Totals are

—

(4) £24 58. {5) £38 Is. (6*) £38 38.

7-9. See §§ 171-176. Totals are—

(7) Purchases Book, £14 148. 8d. ; Sales Book, £9 178. 2d.

{8) Purchases Book, £17 7s. 6d.
;
Sales Book, £15 Hs. 8d.

(i9) Purchases Book, £28 18s. 2d.
;
Sales Book, £25 17s.

P. 237.-10-14. For method, see § 177. Returns Books, §§ 171-176 ; Purchases

and Sales Books
;
debit note, § 177 ;

credit note, Plate VIII.,

p. 224.

{10) Purchases Book, £38 ;
less returns, £15 ; d/n from J. J. to

K, P,, £16 ; c/n from R. P. to J. J., £16.

{11) Total, £5 18s. 8d. ;
less returns, ISs. 4d. ;

d/n from buyer

to seller, 13s. 4d. ; c/n from seller to buyer, ISs. 4d.

(U) Total, £47 IQs. ;
less returns, £3 15s. ; d/u and c/ii as

before.

(IS) Total, £84 11s.
;

leas returns, £20 2s. 6d ; d/n and c/n aa

usual.

(14) Total, £9 15s. ; less returns, £1 ISs,
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P. 237.-16-17. For method, see §§ 178 and 179.

{16) Dr. total . £22 10 6 (16) I)r. total . £25 12 0

Cr. total , 12 0 6 Cr. total . 15 12 6

Cash in hand £10 10 0 Cash in hand £9 19 6

{17) Dr. ti)tal . . £28 0 0

Cr. total . . 24 0 0

Cash in hand £4 0 0

18-20. See § 180 for method.
——

—

{18) Casli in hand, £161 Ss.
;
Cash in Bank, £10 28.

P. 238.— {Di) Cash in hand, £259
;
Cash in Bank, £279.

{20) Cash in hand, £481 19s.
;
Cash in Bank, £516 10a,

21-23 . See § 181 for method. We give the balances—

{Bl) Cash in hand, £487
;

Cash in Bank, £727 ;
Discount

{DeUt), 10s.

{22) Cash in hand, £241 10s.
;
Cash in Bank, £220; Discount

{Debit), 8s.

{2S) Cash in hand, £740 7s.
;
Cash in Bank, £1009 10s.

;
Dis-

count {Debit), £1.

P. 239.-24-26 . See § 182 for metliod.

{24) £1 9a. 6d. {25) £1 3s. 8d. {26) £2 lOs.

EXAMPLES. XL.

SECTION XII. A.

LENGTH

P. 239. — 1. (/) 12*95 in. {2) 32*92 cm. {S) 2*5 cm.

2 . {!) 8*06 in. {2) 20*5 cm. {3) 2*5 cm.

3. 2*5. 4. 1 ra. 22 cm.
;
30*5 cm. 6. 39*4 cm,

P. 24-0. — 6. 0*178 m.

7. 7*92 in., 20*12 cm. 8. 18*29 m., 39*37 in. 9. 62*14 mi.

10. 4*.57 dm. 11 . 1*0936 yd. 12 . 1093*6 yds., 1760 yds.

13 . 1*6 Km. 14. 4*97 fur. 16. 0*0568.

16, 91*44 ni. 17 . 8*56 rn. or 9*36 yds.
;
the latter.

18 . 30*56 ft. per sec. 19. 8*47 m. per sec.

20 . 9*71 m. per sec. 21. 804*65 ra.
; | Km.

22. Ye.s ; diameter of French record= 9 *06 in.
;
or diameter of plate

= 26*67 cm., which is greater than 0 23 m.

23 . £112 10s. 24. 8d. per yard. 25 . 1 a. 24d. per fathom.

26 . 33. 9d. 27. 8jd. 28. 2s. Id. 29 . 0*9415.

P. 241--30. 233 cm.

31 . Steamer, 26^ ft. per sec.
;
runner, 24 ft. per sec.

; . *. the former

is 1*066 time quicker than the latter.

32. 2348. 33. 149 canes. 34. 6*49 mi.
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P. 241.— 35. 8*84 Km. 36. 0*378 mi. 37. 333 fathoms.

38. 1609 Km. 39. 59*03 mi. 40. 0*822.

41. 83*9 mi. 42. 62*76 Km.
;
46*67 Km.

43. 37 yds. 0 ft. 10 in. 44. 43 trucks. 46. 1253*09 ft.

P. 242.-46, 75. 47. 261 ft. 9 in.

48. Length, 4 in. ; width, 1 in., neglecting shading
; distance between

centres, | in.

49. Length, 10 cm.
;
width, 2*5 cm.

60.

AB = 78 ft., BC= 36 ft., DE^18 ft., EF= 21 ft., GH=:27 ft.

P. 243.—61. Length, 5J in. ; width, SJ in.

62. Length (table), 6 ft. 6 in. ; width (table), 2 ft. 6 in. ; length

(leather), 6 ft.
;
width (leather), 2 It.

53. tl
64.

66. 6*4 in. 66. 228 ft.
;
perimeter of EGHK is 138 ft.

67. 587i ft. 68. 37 ft. 3^ in.

P. 244. 59. 50*3 m. 60. 182*88 m.

61. 1*27 m., 0*66 m., l*.575m.

62. 60*325, 8-89, 30*48, 2*54, 3*175, 3*81, 21*59, 78*74 cm.

63. To Dover, 70; Folkestone, 70; Newhaven, 58; J^ortamouth, 70;
Plymouth, 210 ; Ikiatol, 114

;
Fishguard, 260 ;

Holyhead, 260 ;

Birmingham, 110 ; Birkenhead, 193 ; Manchester, 185 ; Sheffield,

160 ;
Sunderland, 265 ;

Hull, 195 ; Harwich, 65 (miles).

64. Spanish gauge is 1*164 time greater than the English.

65. 31*07 mi. per hour. 66. 120, 320, 260 mi.

67. 1 in. =83]^ mi. ; 400 mi.

68. l'73d, ;
I'Gd. ; l'46d. 69. zws'ssif*

EXAMPLES. XLl.

SECTION XII. B.

TRIANGLES

P. 24B. -1. (1) 5*1 in. {2) 12*95 cm. 2. 0*3937 in. = 1 cm.

3. (1) 6*325 in. (2) 16*1 cm.

P. 246.-4. l '75in,
;
perimeter, 16*6 cm.

6. For one bracket, 2*65 ft.
;
for SJ doz., 260 ft.

6. (i) 0*7 in. (2) 0*875 in. {$) 1*05 in. {4) 1*4 in.

7 and 8. In a right angled isosceles triangle the length of the

hypotenuse is 1 *414, or ^2 times the length of either of the

equal sides.
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P. 246.- 9. {1) 113-08 in. («) 8-037 mi. (3) 9-166 m.

P. 247.— 10. 24 yds. 1 ft. (to nearest foot).

11. (7) 4-24 in. (9) 8-48 in. (3) 12-02 cm. (.^)
10 -.32 cm.

(6) 0-25 m. (6) 3-54 in. (7) 18-96 cm. («)7'92in.

(9)
4 -95 in. (70) 6 -86 in.

12. All the angles measured shonhl be right angles.

13. (7) The last two columns should agree. (2) 25.

(3) and {4) 6-25. (S) and (6) 66-25. (7) and (8) 100.

P. 248.—14. (7) 16 in. (2) 20 cm. (3) 10 m. (4) 75 <V.

(5) 30 yds. (6) 300 polos. (7) 50 fur. {8) 150 in.

(9) 676 mi. (70) 225 ft. (77) 176 yds. (IB) 676 yds.

16. 20 ft. ie. 53 in. (DC= 5 in.). 17. 8 5 in.

18. 9*9 in. (correct to one decimal place).

P. 249. — 19. P and Q are 6 in, x 3 in.
;
T is 4*24 in. x 4*24 in.

20.

BD = 8*5 in. ; perimeter= 39*2 in.

21. The crosspieces are 5 in. long
;

total, 112 in.

22. 3*98 ft.

P. 260.-23. 2152 mi.

24. AB = 9*25 in.
;
BC = 5*5 in. ; AC = 10*76 in. or 2152 mi.

25. 467 ini.

26. Question 25 gave 421*9 as the distance by measurement, it should

be 422 mi. 27. 753 Km.

EXAMPLES. XLIL

SECTION XII. 0.

CIBCLES

P. 250. —1. The value of the Numbeii in the last column should be 3*14, or 3f.

P. 251. — 2. The dill’erence should be very small.

3. Note that r is a Number; it is not centimetres or inches, but

the Ratio of inches to inches, or of centimetres to centimetres.

TT has ALWAYS the same value, namely, 3*1416.

P. 262.-4. (i) 18*85 ft., 37*70 ft., 50*265 m., 94*25 m.

(^) 15*71 in., 48*69 ft., 53*41 yds., f>8*12 cm.

\s) 32*2 ft., 40*21 yds., 68*43 in., 51*0195 cm.

6. (1) 0*3269 yd., 0*425 yd., 0*7669 yd.

{^) 0*8381 yd., 0*7805 yd., 1*7224 yd.

\s) 2*619 yds., 3*0119 yds., 1*376 yd.

6. (1) 3*529 ft., 4*52 ft., 1*507 ft.

p) 56 m., 92*76 cm., 1*2705 m.

{S) 6*25 poles, 0*137725 mi., 840 ft.

7. 18*86 ft. 8. 7*85 ft. 9. 2394 mm. 10. 87*7 in.

11. 60*27 ft. 12. 157*08 ft. 13. 4 tons 16 owt 14. 280 revs.

15. 233 revs. 16. 6 cogs. 17> 4582 ft 18* 1 min. 51*6 860.

P, 263.19. 53 bncks.
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EXAMPLES. XLIII.

LENGTHS

MISCELLANEOUS aUEBTIONS

P. 258.-1. 212 stairs. 2. £143 2s. 3. 57f in. 4. 14*67 m.

6. 2126 ft. 6. 647 ’68 m. 7. 113 towels. 8. 98. 4d.

9. 1 hr. 16 min. 7 sec. 10. 5 days 15 hours. 11 . 10s. 5d.

P. 254.—12. 13*13 francs. 13. 6s. 3d.

14. Using the answers to Questions 11 and 13, we find that the second

class continental fare is 48. 2d. cheaper than the third class rate

in England.

16. 13s. 16. 3*164 dollars. 17. 47*6 threads. 18. 804 nails.

19. 5*766 ni. 20. 2180*682 mi. 21. 113*14 ft.

22. Descent is 42*24 ft.
;
diflerence of level, 70*9 ft.

23.

OSTEND
•< '

12-2 cms.

AACHEN
BRUS^LS

Scale, 1 cm. = 10 Km.
24. 148. 2id.

P. 256.—25. 9 hrs. 47 min. 26. 38 hours. 27. 5s. Id.

28. 88 ft. i)er sec. 29. 6i^^i sec.

30. The train travels at 44 ft. per .sec.
; Ai>plegarth at 80*56 ft. per

sec.
;

i.e. the speed of the former is (rather less than) IJ time

quicker than the latter, who could not, of course, keep up his

pace.

31. 22 ft. per sec. = 15 miles per hour, 30 knots = 35 miles per hour ;

.
*. the latter is the faster.

32. 6 hrs. 25 min. 33. 80*67 ft. per sec.

34. The speed is 82*87 ft. {>er sec., and .*. 2*2 ft. per second faster.

36. £367437 per mi.
; £20877 per 100 yds. (correct to £1).

36. 19 hrs. 24 min.

37. Times are ; Brindisi to Port Said, 40 hrs. 23 min.
;
Paris to Rome,

20 hrs. 18 min. ; difference, 20 hrs, 10 min. (taking distances

in question as statute miles).

P. 256.—38. 0'4018d. per mile.

39. 0*6874d. per mile, or rather more than the rate by steamer. Why
sliould this be so ?

40. 15 hrs. 38 min. (180 is statute miles ; vide question).

41.

11 hrs. 86 min. 42. 568*18 versts.

43. 0*53 m. per Km. (to two places).

44^ Fourth, 0*8862d. per mile
j

third, 0*6116d. per mile
; third,

0*9l73d. per mile ;
first, 1*51 3d. per mile.
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P. 256.“”46. First class, 1 *77411. jior mile
;
third class, Id. per mile.

46. First class in England is a little more expensive than first on the

Continent, and third class in England about the same as second

class on the Continent.

47. 1920 steps
;
16 seconds. 48. 8J miles from starting-point.

P. 257. -49. £68593 15s. 60. £117986. 61. £453696 11s. 62. 9 ft.

63. 3s. 2d. 64. £2 7s. 6d. 66. £685 16s. 7d. 66. £331 Is.

67. £17224 per mile, to the nearest £1.

EXAMPLES. XLIV. (a)

SECTION xm. A.

AREAS: RECTANGLES

P. 258. — 1. The sipiare contains 100 small squares, one small square

-lio Sti. in.

2. 36 sq. in.

P. 269. — 3. 15 S(}. cm.

4. Length, 1*97 in.
;

breadth, 1*18 in.
;

area, 2*3146 sq. in. ;

.*. 16 sq. cm. = 2*3146 sq. in. ; and 6*45 sq. cm. =1 sq. in.

6. 35,

0. Length, 8*88 cm. ; breadth, 6*35 ern,
;
area, 56*4 sq. cm.

7. 6 '45 s«|. cm. in 1 sq. in.

8. Tbe rectangle should bo 4^ in. long and 2J in, wide.

9. The elevation Ls a rectangle 4J in. by I in. for front face, and 2^ in.

by I in. for the end.

10. Length, 22*9 cm.
;
width, 11*43 cm. ; thick ness, 4*44 cm.

11. A rectangle 6*5 in. by 4 in. 12. 66 '06 cm.
;
40 65 cm.

13. 2684 sq, cm. 14. 0*5 (nearly). 16. 6*45,

16. {1} 211*6 sq. cm. (^) 32*9 sq. in. 0*16.

EXAMPLES. XLIV. (b)

SECTION XIII. A.

RECTANGLES—{contmued)

P. 260. — 1. (7) sq. ft. {^) 2 04 sq, ft. (S) 5*734 sq. cm.

4) 188*76 sq, cm. (5) 6*17 sq. yds. (6) 39*86 sq. yds.

(7) 16*25 sq. chs. {S) l*46sq. mi.

2. 0*81 sq. in. 3. 0*525 sq. cm, 4. 0*7056 sq. m.

6. 2*3825 sq. m. 6. 10 sq, ft. 7. By 37J sq. ft

8. 90*875 sq. ft.

P. 261. — 9. 12Jsq in.
; 19-^ sq. in. 10. 1*5275.

11. 2 in. X IJ in. in diagram, or 36 in. x 27 in. = 972 sq. in.

12. 972 sq. in. or 6*75 sq. ft.

13. Length, 9*4 cm.
;
breadth, 6*35 cm. ; area, 288*8 sq. cm.

14. (i) 26 ft. (2) 12 ft. (3) 86 sq. a 16. 22s.
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P. 262«— 16. 2^^ 111 . in* (high); width, 35 in.
;

height, 39 in. ;
the

chest of drawers is too high for the alcove.

17. lls. lOd., i.e. 12s. 18. 0*88 sq. m.

EXAMPLES. XLV.

SECTION xni. B.

saUABE BOOT

P. 264. - 1. 66 ft. 2. 71 m. 3. 78 ft.

4. 84 ft. 6. 91 111 . 6. 94 Km.
7. 99 yds. 8.98 yds. 9. n7m.
10. 144 yds. 11. 27(» Km. 12. 279 ft.

13. 380 ft. 14. 4*9.5 mi. 16. 9*8 mi.

16. 4*92 mi, 17. 1*414 mi. 18. 2*236 mi.

19. 2*646 chs. 20. 3*606 chs. 21. 1*1 mi.

22. 0*028 Km. 23. 0*041 mi. 24. 0*0083 mi.

26. 2*495 chs.

26. (7) 2*236 in. 254 ft. (S) 39*6 yds.

{4) 21 chs. (5) 92 yds.

27. 69
'6 yds. 28. £48 J4s., to the nearest Is.

29. Area, SOlOOsq. mi.
;
length of side, 190 mi. 30. 9*9 yds.

EXAMPLES. XLVI. (a)

SECTION XIII. C.

PAPEBING WALLS, CABPETING AND TILING
FLOOBS, ETC.

P. 265. — 1. (7) 43 ft. 2 in. (^) 49 ft. (S) 17*68 m. (4) 56 ft. 6 in,

(5) 22*9 III. (0) 90 ft. 8 in. (7) 29*20 m.

{S) 282 ft. 41*56 m. (10) 287 ft. 10 in.

2. (1) 431§ sq. ft. (^) 612^ sq. ft. (S) 53*04 sq. m.

(4) 706i sq. ft. (5) 114*5 sq. m. (6) 1178§ sq. ft.

(7) 146 sq. m. (8) 5710^ sq. ft. (9) 249*36 sq. m.

(10) 7195^ sq. ft.

3. 51 ft. 8 in. 4. 160^ sq. ft. 6. Area, 1612^ sq. ft.
;
£4 6s.

6. 232i sq. yds.

P. 266. — 7. £7 58. 6d., to the nearest 6d. 8. 2*66d. 9, £16 8s.

10. (1) 128. (£) 12s. (8) 12s. 11. £7 16s.

12. We take the question to mean 18 treads and 19 risers, for ^ liich

28 feet of carpet would be required. 13. £1 15s. 4jd.

14, Walls, 660 sq. ft. ;
floor or ceiling, 187i sq. ft.
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EICAMPLES. XLVL (b)

SECTION xin. 0.

PAPERING WALLS, ETC.

(Fractions of a piece of paper are regarded as one i)iece in the

answers, which are given to the nearest Is. or 1 franc.

)

In working sums such as these we find—<1) Area of walls, (2) area of paper,

(3) number of complete pieces of paper required, (4) cost.

Thus 1 (I) Area of wall8s»610 sq. ft. ; area of one piece of paperb63 gq. ft.

;

number of eomphte pieces required 10 ; cost=jei 16b.

Another very common way, but not a satisfactory one from a commercial

point ot view. I. that ooet equal. ’< coetperpieee;

61x10 610 „
or

0^ x 8 ‘

6b.»=-^ x 8 *
60.=£l iSs. which would be wrong, for the

pa|)erhanger must hang long pieces of paper, otherwise the walls would
have to be patched. Then the papering could be done for £1 138 . 9d.

P. 267- — 1. (/) £1 15s. (2) 43 francs. {S) £3 128. (4) 60 francs.

(3) £3 9«. (6) 118 marks. (7) £3 15s. (8) 94 marks.

(P) £13 lOs. (10) 277 francs.

2. Area is taken to nearest square yard or square metre above, and

then cost calculated.

(1) £3 15s. (2) 8G francs. (8) £7 11s. (4) 78 francs.

(3) £7 6s. (6) 115 marks. (7) £10 Ss. (8) 78 marks.

(9) £22 16b. (10) 158 francs.

P. 268. - 3. Here it is useless, too, to divide area of floor by area of tiles, for you cannot
use up the scraps

;
and, in the trade, the broken pieoes which may have to

be put in would be reckoned as a whole tile. Hence, we have in (1) number
of tiles in a row along length is 86

,
and in width, 25, or 900 in all, ».e.

75 dozen
; hence, cost is 128. 6d.)

(1) £20 12s. 6d. (2) 825 francs.

(4) 850 francs. (5) £73 14s. 6d.

(6') 1309 marks or 1284 marks. ^

(8) 1731 marks or 1741 marks.*

(10) 718 marks.

4, (1) £3 16s. (i) 33 francs. (S) £8 28. 8d.

(4) 67 fr. 50 c. (5) £6 16s. 8d.

(6) 97 marks (to nearest mark). (7) £8 14s.

(8) 140 marks. (P) £19 16s, (to nearest shilling).

(10) 55 marks.

1 According os the tiles are placed with the diortw edge along the length, or width, of tibe

room.

(3) £75 128.

(7) £118 2s.

(9) £486 2s. 6d.
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P. 268. — 6. (7) 405 franca. (2) 967 francs. {3) 2077 francs.

{4) 5803 francs.

6. (7) 374 francs. {2) 663 francs. {3) 1224 francs.

{4) 2856 franca.

Note.—In Nos. T* and 6 we ha^’e expressly stated that the dimensions of

the room are to he taken to tlie nearest metre aijove these ^i\en. Had we
NOT done so, then the student would have proceeded thus—

6. (J) Perimeler=2 (10‘(5 h3'8) m.

Area of wall8=»2H-8 m. xfv6 = 161'28 sq. m.

Area of 1 piece of paper- 9X0‘45 sq. m.

No. of pieces of paper 40, to nearest piece (above).

. '. Cost- 9 X 40 francs

=. 360 francs.

But a decorator would not calculate the cost to so close a figure as this.

EXAMPLES. XLVII. (a)

SECTION XIII. D. (1)

AHEA OF PARALLELOGRAMS
P. 269. - 1.

The lines JO are dotted in in the diagrams and their lengths given.

2. {2) 0 56. (S) 0-48. (4) 0*46. (5) 0*495.

(6) 0*46. (7) 0*46. (8) 0*74 sq. in.

3. The student should reckon 1 sq. in. for 6*45 sq. cm., convert his

results into square inches, and compare with Question 2.

4s The results in column 3 should be the same, and equal 0*155.

PART 1.—

4
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P. 270. - 5.

Areas are :

{1) 0'95 sq, in. (i?) 1-275 sq. in. {S) 0-8 sq. in.

(4) 10*53 sq. cm. (.^) 5*6 s<j. cm.

EXAMPLES. XLVII. (b)

SECTION Xm. D. (2)

AREA OP TRIANGLES

P. 270. — 1. Should be done very carefully, usin" a very sharp knife for cutting,

and a steel straight-edge if po.ssible, rather than a wooden or

cardboard scale.

P. 272. ~ 2. Column (1) should be double column (2) or column (3), and column

(2) should be just the same as column (3). Learn that the

parallelograms formed are double the respective triangles.

3. Tho arrangement is—

and a similar kind of figure

for each part of the question.

Master the matter in dark

type in Question 3 before you

proceed.

4. The areas are—•(/) 6 sq. in. {^) 1 *5 sq. in.

(>^) 3-78 8q.iii. (5) 5-1 sq. in.
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P. 272.-6.

Measure h and /> in eaitli case, and take

bh-^2 as the areas, which are

(/) 0‘15 s(]. in.

(;y) 0*19 S([. in.

{3) 0’28 sq. in.

{//) 0'2‘J5 sq. in.

{5) 0*28 s<|. in.

(^') 0*-j2 s(j. in.

0-22r> .sq. in.

(cV) 0*87 sq. in.

{9) 5*0 sq. in.

{10} 0*114 S(i. in.

6 . (/) 18*.^.85 sq. in. (e) 168*399 sq. in. (5) 157*887 sq. cm.

{//) 39*472 sq. era. (.5) 600 sq, in. {6) 3600 sq. in.

(7) 183612 sq. cm.

P. 274. - 7. (/) 731418 sq.cm, (j?) 401 i sq.ft. (5) 40If sq. ft. (4) 105^ sq. ft.

(d) 421f sq. ft. (6) 51*3 sq. yd.s. (7) 217*2 sq. yds.

8. 58600 s(i. miles (base, 330 miles
;
perpomlicular, 355 niile.s).

9. 16 sq. ft. 36 sq. in. 10. 570 sq. ft.

EXAMPLES. XLVIII.

SECTION XIII. E. (1)

AREA OF TRAPEZIUMS

P. 274. ~ 1. Triangle ADE = f sq. in.
;
triangle BFC = i sq. in. ; rectangle

ABFD = 2 sq in. ; area of figure =2f sq. in.

P. 275. — 2. 2^ sq. in. 3. Learn by lieart the matter in dark print.

4. 35| .sq. ft.

P. 276. — 5. 58f sq. ft. 6. 41*6 sq. in. (correct to sq. in.).

7. 240*75 sq. ohs. 8 . 446 sq. ft. (correct to 1 sq. ft).

9. £15 6s. 8d. (correct to Id.).

10. 24 sq. ft. nearly.

P 277. — 11. 256000 sq. mi. (correct to 100 sq. mi.). 12. 82200 sq. mi.

13. 36000 sq. mi. (correct to 1000 sq. mi.).

14. Compare the regular boundaries of the former with the irregular

ones of the latter.



lii ANSWERS [Ex. xlix. (a), xux (b)

EXAMPLES. XLIX. (a)

SECTION XIII. E. (2)

AREAS OF PENTAGONS, HEXAGONS, OCTAGONS

P. 281» — 1. The length of OR is, for the tiles, in order, 0*65 in., 1 in.,

5*4 cm., 6*8 cm. The areas are 1*6 sq. in., 375 sq. in., 108

sq. cm., 170 sq. cm.

2. 1*46 sq. in., 4*06 sq. in., 16*2 sq. cm.

3. 77*25 sq. in., 173*808 sq. in., 308*992 sq. in., 193*12 sq. cm.

4 OR equals 0*65 ft., 1 ft., 6*1 in. Areas are: 1*6 sq. ft., 3*75

sq. ft., 137*25 sq. in.

5. 4*06 sq. ft., 166*272 sq. in., 3367*008 sq. cm., 4156*8 sq. cm.

6 . 1*5 sq. ft., correct to sq. ft.

P. 282.- 1.

2.

EXAMPLES. XLIX. (b)

SECTION Xm. E. (2)

THE FIELD BOOK

Chains Norlh

From A

Area-
IjOxl^ 110x10
"2

=600 sq. chs.

Chains West

300 B.

50 C NtoD30

From A

A 250x80 30x60

2
*”2

=4600 sq. chs.



Ex. XLix (b)] ANSWERS

P. 282.-3.
Chains South

East to D 15

SOB

10 C West to E 15

, r)0xir> 50x1.5
Arca=: -1

2 2

= 750 sq. chs.

Chains East D

40x20_0

•I 2

= 7000 sq. chs.

Chains South

r,/® koC/ E

.•0 \

/ c 5 \
/ r

4 /
H/

/

Area on left ofAB =?® ??
2 2 2

= 119^ sq, chs.

Area on right of +
2 2 2

=76 sq. chs.

Total= 194^ sq. ohs.



liv ANSWERS [Ex. L (a)

P. 282.^6.

Chains East

A

StoLlO

StoG6

From A

M

Ar0a=^ + 10x9 +~ +
2i Z

21x^
2

= 202 sq. chs.

EXAMPLES. L. (a)

SECTION XIII. F. (1)

ABBA OF OIECLES

P, 282. — 1. Area is 4j sq. in.

P. 283. — 2. See Question 10, part (i). 3. See Question 10, part (ii).



Ex i.(b), Li] ANSWERS Iv

P. 283. — 4. Area of outer circle . . =7*07 sq. in.

,, inner ,, . . = 4*91
,,

„ path . . . = 2iG ,,

6.

Area of outer circle . . =r)'91 sq. in.

,,
inner ,, . .

=3 ‘14 ,,

Sectional area of evacuated space -- ‘J’SO ,,

6 . Area of outer circle . . -“l'7Hsq. in.

„ hole . . . „
Sectional area of iron . . = 1 '32

,,

7. fl sq. in.

8 and 9. The areas vsliould be the same.

P. 284. - 10. (jS) (i) 3^ sq. in. (^) 19*6 sq. cm.

(3) 7*07 sq. in. (4) 12 ‘57 sq. in.

(a) and (/3) should differ by very little.

EXAMPLES. L. (b)

SECTION XIII. F. (1)

AREA OF CIRCLES

P. 285. 1. 72 ‘11 sq. in. 2. 8S‘28 .sq. cm. 3. 98-56 scj. ft.

4. lO’lBscp m. 5. 109*4 .sq. yds. 6. 11 ‘35 s(j. mi.

7. 227*07 sq. m. 8. 98*56 .sq. mi. 9. 0‘78G .sq. in.

10. 2*2176 sq. cm. 11. 0*91646 sq cm. 12. 0-00000314 sq. in.

13. 0*000314 sq. in. 14. 0*0000786 .sq. m. 15. 0*033343 sq. ft.

16. 0*000201 sq. mi. 17. 7 cm. 18. 42 in.

19. 1*76 m. 20. 0*8831 cm. 21. 207 sq. ft.

22. 28 yds. 23. 240 sq. yds. 24. 4*87 in.

P. 286.--25. 3*42 in. 26. 38*5 sq. ft. (nearly). 27. 18*3 sq. in.

28. 1*98 sq. in. 29. 172 sq. cm. (correct to 1 sq. cm.).

30. 3s. Id. (correct to Id.). 31. 28*6 francs.

32. 241 *26 kroiier. 33. 14 base boards. 34. 1776 sq. cm.

36. 4d. (very nearly). 36. 8*35 cm.

EXAMPLES. LI.

SECTION XIII. P. (2)

SURFACE AREA OF A CYLINDER AND OF A CONE

P. 288* — 1. 6*63 in. X 3 in. 2. 9*68 in. x 3*5 in. 3. 18*6 cm. x 8 cm.

4. 11*66 in. X 6 in. 6. 13*46 in. x 0*8 in. *6. 18*6 cm. x 0*1 m.

7. Curved surface, £10 Is. 8d.
;
total surface, £11 17s. (very nearly).

8. £5 13s. 2d. 9. 764 sq. ft. 10. 26*6 sq. ft.

11. (1) Is. 2Jd. W 2s. Old. {S) 2s. Sfd.

{4) 4s. 6d. (5) 28. lid.

P. 289i~-12. £9 16s. (to the nearest Is.).



Ivi ANSWERS [Ex. Ml

EXAMPLES. LII.

SECTION XIII.

MISCELLANEOUS aUESTIONS

P. 289. — 1. £5 6s. 2. £921 4s, lOd. 3. £3214 28. 8d.

4. £416 5s. and £97 2s. 6d. 6. £1966 6s. lid. 6. £1.55 13s. lOd.

7. £4150 2s. 6d. 8. £1408. 9. £2354 (nearly).

10. 0 009d. 11. (i) 335Jac. (nearly), (ii) £950. 12. £197.

P. 290. —13. 416 sq.m. 14. 347 tubes (reckoning A and B as one tube).

15. £17410 (correct to £1). 16. 5s. lOd.

17. {1) 16 ft. 1 in. (2) 7 ft. 4 in. (correct to 1 in.).

P. 291. 18. 177 sq. ft., i.c. 18 sq. ft. (correct to 1 sq. ft.). 19. 12s. 4d.

20. £22 4s, for frame : £12 13s. 2d. for }>aiie]s, allowing J sq. ft. per

sq. ft. fur joints
;
total cost, £34 17s. 2d.

21. 363 people per square mile. 22. £39 (very nearly).

23. Cubical contents are: Upper, 4872, aud lower, 61*44 cub. ft.
;

cost, £24 15s. 9d.

P. 292.-24, 11s. 26. 144896 sq. mi.

26. Area of Japan is 1*196 times greater than that of Great Biitain

and Ireland.

27. 240000 tons. 28. £6,840,000. 29. 0*0000309 sq. m.

30. 3200. 31. About lOd. more in England.

32. The area of the circle should be 28*3 sq. in. (nearly).
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